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i'h© supreme aim of every miss ionary should be to preach Christ„ 

ao that ©veryon© wust hear End that souls will to© won for Christ 

s»r*d believers established in the faith. 

".C© the work of an evangelist testifying to every on© "repentance 

toward© God and f aith toward our lord Jo sue Chri st**, should be ever 

hoard, as God * a voice from hoa von, constraining everyone to labor with 

untiring seal in the confident hope that by the blessing of God the 

entire land will bo soon filled with celf-propagating end a©If-gov¬ 

erning Christian Churches. 

''fake hood therefore unto yours elvesn 

is the first Imperative duty. r very missionary should be ruled by 

an unchanging purpose to live in close and constant fellowship with 

the -ord Jesus Christ*and if it be possible "live peaceably with all 

men’. "2he people that do know their God will be strong and do ex¬ 

ploits '. they will over have a growing desire to know raore of 

Ghrlst, '-'the power of His resurrect ion, and the fellowship of li is 

sufferings'. The life Jesus lived on earth will ho as subject of 

constant study ana meditation, ‘'It come to pass that Jesus also be- 

ing baptised and praying,the heaven was opened and the Holy xpXxt* 

ohost descended in bodily shape upon I iwi, is not the lesson here 

taught that the holy Cplrit is given in answer to prayer and that 

all workers in the Master’s vineyard must from first to last Mbe 

filled with the Gpirit% 

The Holy -Spirit is represented ao the quickener.the enlightener, 

the co infer ter, the guide, the helper and the life of every true be¬ 

liever. kight not the Holy Spirit unite with Jesus in uttering the 
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words never to bo forgott op Without me, ye can do no thing''. 

*?lth joy every earnest worker will delight to study how Jesus 

prayed when on earth, went about doing good, preached, healed,en¬ 

treated, warned and constrained all to listen so that "the common 

people heard Kip gladly", "Mover man spoke like this man"’,was giv¬ 

en as a sufficient reason for disobeying the comend to arrest Jesus. 

Constant meditation on these things will unquestionably fill the 

mind with high ideals and exert a powerful influence over the heart 

and life ami compel as it did ml to say " 2 pross/{toward the mark 

for’the prise of the high calling of God in Giirist Jesus' and aid in 

'bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ". 

'vfter Jesus the command is "take those who have spoken in the 

name of the oi’G for an example of suffering, afflict ion add patience" 

lying in daily fellowship not only with Jesus but with the pro¬ 

phets, apostles and ofc ere of whom the world was not worthy should 

by the blessing of God fill the heart with enthusiastic hopes, in- 

quenchable seal, undauntod courage, tireless energy, persistence and 

every noble quality which will make workmen ’that needeth not to be 

ashamed,rightly dividing the ord of truth". iuch will strive to 

imitate the apostles in the resolve. "But we will give ourselves 

continually to prayer and to the ministry of the ..’ord". I'.en of pray¬ 

er are men of power. They will give their whole hearts to the main 

teat tors of life and not suffer their energies to be dissipated by 

even so good and pra&seworthy objects as distributing alms to the 

widow® and other good and innocent thingspui-gantly clamoring atten- 

t ion. 

Mo one has physleak and mental strength to do well everything 

he mi gilt wish to do,nor does God hold anyone responsible for the 



«fora coranted to the entire Church. God surely expects each one to 

ponder the truth, nKe that Is faithful In that which la least is I faithful also I?i tauch'r, 

/.jrfvery missionary should resolve to give self-denying,hard and 

persistent study In learning well this the languages and everything 

tn&t will give him influence and power. . Kot only during the 

early years of missionary .life but to the and of life ho should be 

/‘allure to start right nay handicap throughout all 

COl?itn® yoars md ^iroinlsh the success and joy which might have been. 

The tflasloTUvpy at .'orI: 

Josus said unto ditnon and Andrew "Follow m and i will make you 

fishers of men-. 

1’he skillful fisherman goes oh ere the fish are found, studies 

their habits and adopts the best methods of speedily capturing as 

many as possible, missionaries are called to fish for mn that they 

may be saved. One method which God has blessed in preaching to the 

heathen has been work In 

The Itreefc lliapel 

m distinct from the Thurch building where labbath services with the 

Ghr let I«ns are held, 

fo bo able dally to secure m audience Is a matter of great impor¬ 

tance. The chapel should be well lighted, well ventilated and com- 

fortabIf seated, The walls should bo adorned with Aeripture texts 

i-5 large type, *n some cities a Jattseum anS reading room 

oenneeted with the chapel have helped to attract multitudes ana sees 

cur© a large daily attendance from year to year, The entrance 

should be only through the chapel where all are seated for a Urns to 
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reahd listen to preaching before the doors are opened into the 

inner rooms. To secure and be- able to hold the attention of people 

untrained to listen to public speaking requires special training, 

^act and power of adaptat ion. To speak so as to compel the dullest 

intellect to understand requires a wide and varied vocabulary,clear 

art-j.cu.lation, forcible utterance and the skill to us© apt illustra- 

tions. Love, sympathy, good cheer,and hopefulness should over-floe 

lik.4? an unfailing fountain, bach hearer should be made to feel 

wuat the gospel message is for him and opens a door of hope* 

in® value of a thorough knowledge of the people,their religious 

beliefs,hopes,fears and environments cannot be overstated, not only 

smouIm the missionary know the people,but should use every right 

effort to ‘rfiake the people understand him,and to convince thee that 

he 4a their true friend,able to sympathise with them In their tri¬ 

als, burdens and all of life's sorrows. 

Without this mutual understanding there is danger of sealing 

hearts which otherwise might have been opened to heed and receive 

the truth. S© long as the people are auspicious of our motives, 

despise,hate and revile as their ears are closed to the Gospel we 

preach, 

Cn the day of fenteeost the Apostles "were all filled with the 

holy Ghost and oegan to speak with other tongues as the spirit gave 

the® utterance’*. Dogs not ovary missionary need the Holy Spirit** 

constant help and until with faul in request for prayer -"'that utter¬ 

ance may be given unto me that I may open my mouth boldly to mM 

known the mystery of the Gospel”, 

k very great and easily besetting danger which every missionary 

sh.^uld prayerfully and carefully guard against in chapel and out-* 



door preaching la preaching practically the same ssrracm day after 

day and to the ©ml of Ilf©, The constantly changing audience and 

renal fold duties always pr©.sal»s raking now preparation very diffi¬ 

cult is not e valid reason for lack of constant preparation. Fresh¬ 

ness, variety and new and growing power can only com© from intellect¬ 

ual effort, careful prayerful and diligent study, without this the 

speaker does an irreparable wrong to himself and robe hi© audience 

of the freshness,variety and charia which is their due,and which 

sli on Id b© expected from all, ©ho are called to be ^Ambassadors for 

Christ*, 

fho raise ternary should be like the householder ’’who bringeth forth 

out of his treasure things new and old”. God said to Jonah, "Arise, 

go unto <•.ineveh that great city and preach unto it the preaching 

tnnt j bid thee^'*, Should not the missionary daily ask and expect 

fi'O'' God til<s message that God will bless! yfA word fitly spo,ken is 

) ik© apples of gold In pictures of silver1*. 

fhe preacher sought to find out ac '©pt able words”, wo Ms .4 of 

wisdom do not come spontaneously to the ordinary person,but only 

to those who search as for hid treasures, I very sermon the mis¬ 

sionary prepare# should first nourish his own soul and give him 

clearer views of God and duty an3 the needs of men. All should 

guard against unwarranted applications of scripture and be tempt¬ 

ed to rely upon spontaneous "Take no 

ti>ought hovt or wnet ye shall speak fox' it shall be given vou in 

that hour what ye shall speak. For it is not yet that speak but 

the spirit of your Father which speaketh In you , I cun not for a 

moment believe that our Saviour meant by this that men are war¬ 

ranted in giving to the pulpit to speak for God and plead with men 



in Christ's stead to bo reconciled to God’, without first by eam- 

"st :>ra^or ancl *5tud? Peking, the host preparation possible. God eora- 

Bw,dtd the ohllUvm Of israel Uhat they bring; pure oil,olive beaten 

iv-’ t*»e light to, to cmae the lamps to burn cant inually". surely 

one herd desiresworthy of the very best we are able to 

c'ive. It ia true He Goes not need our learning much less docs He 

need our ignorance. 

Certain fundamental truths must be constantly kept beffire the 

peoplea and illustrated and emphasised with all the power God has 

given us. there is only one living and true God,who hates sin 

a ul xo ve s r Aghteou sn® ss. Js su s Chr 1st, the only Gcu in tor be tv ©on 

Oocl and toan caw© into the world and died to save sinnere,rose 

again, is seated at God*a right hand ,and is able to save unto the 

uttermost all who come unto God through Kisn. He invites whosoever 

will to coa*. The Universality and exceeding sinfulness of sin and 

man's utter helplessness .except by faith and trust in the ..ora Jo- 

aus 'hrist* The duty of prompt and whole-hearted obedience to all 

oi «od's commands,which were given to be obeyed and not disputed 

nor disregarded . The assurance that God is our heavenly Father and 

*<*ike as a father pitieth them that four hinf*, "That the mercy of 

»,ho i.Qxul is from everlasting to ever last ing upon them that fear h im 

anU *■, 1 a righteousness unto children's children". "How shall we es¬ 

cape if we neglect so great salvation". 

xho above are truths that not only the heathen but also profes¬ 

sing Ciiri«tIans imperatively need to hear and be kept in constant 

rernes.iorance. There must be line upon line and precept upon precept, 

so lovingly and earnestly jessed upon every hearer that whether wo 

aro to them them saviour of death unto death" or the ’saviour of 

lif« imlfl 1 ’•f'a’1 
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life unto life" we shall be "pure from the blood of all vaen*. All 

should be road© to feel that the til salonary believes with the whole 

heart the truth he preaches and therefor© cannot but warn and en¬ 

deavor to persuade every on© without delay to yield the heart to 

Jesus an*] the only possible hope. '.fy earnest conviction is that 

the cherished beliefs and religious rites and ceremonies in which 

for generations all have been trained to regard as sacred should be 

treated with the deepest respect. The habit of making the auctions 

laugh by ridiculing the worship ,f idols, ancestors :xm whatever have 

for generations moulded and swayed the lives of millions, j. re^rd 

as a fearful mistake and positively injurious, 

' fnere is a time to laugh "but religious convictions instilled from 

infancy ore too deco and serious for laughter, 

Hir missionary must’*!earn to put himself in the place of his hearers* 

and so© from their view point; learn to admire and appreciate what¬ 

ever is good and praiseworthy. Shore is nothing like the rising son 

to dispel mist and darkness. is not the faithful, earnest and per¬ 

sistent preaching of the Gospel enforced by a consistent and dir1st- 

like life the divinely appointed means for the fulfillment of the 

glorious promise "The Gentiles shall come to thy light and kings to 

the brightness of thy rising.'’ .'’And , if I be lifted up from the 

eartii will draw all men unto s»jfM 

Ehen the Gospel is fully and faithfully preached with entire depend¬ 

ence on the Holy irit, whose? office it is to "convince of sin, of 

righteousness and judgment” v Ions ending ourselves to ©very r,nn*s con 

science in the sight of God;” fully believing that the Gospel is the 

power of God unto salvation to -wry one that belleveth ” and that 

‘it pleased God by tic foolishness of preaching to save them that 
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believe. durely we hav a to claim and expect God *8 bless¬ 

ing and that He will use our message In awakening sinners and build¬ 

ing u.j believers in the faith, Ho audience should be expected to 

derive great profit from listening to a complete outline of Bible 

truth in a single discourse. JjSve ry sermon should ate to lodg? s few 

vital truths in every heart. Short, clear, crisp and carefully pre¬ 

pared sermons in language that all can understand are what the 

people imperatively need. Kvery sermon should come from a,loving 

and eyi thetlC heart and be pressed with an overpowering earnestness 

that will, compel thought and the conviction that the truth vitally 

concerns every individual and requires ijssnedlat© attention. livery 

sermon should be all agVw with the love of God, ”'.7ho will have all 

men to be saved*. The conviction should ever abide with the preach¬ 

er that probably many In the audience are hearing for the first time 

of salvation through faith in the :.;>rd Jesus Christ, and possibly .noy 

never never xscsx have another op;x>rtun5 ty to hear the Gospel preached 

This feeling of fearful responsibility will compel us to "gird up 

the loins of your miner be sober ” and make rambling and long wordy 

discourses an impossibility . All should cultivate the habit not 

only of thinking clearly and speaking so as to compel attention,but 

©g being able at any moment to ask vit«iic ueat ions, compelling all 

to think and making it most difficult for any out to sit listless 

or for mind or body to slumber and sleep. questions property asked 

may call forth answers,giving a clue to the needs end difficulties 

of the hearers and an opportunity to give the message and instruc¬ 

tion most needed at the time, it may be well at intervals to stop 

speaking and request the people to follow in a few words of earnest 

prayers to God for mercy and for the Holy ipirit to convince of sin 



&tiu open every heart to boliavo Ir. Janus tnC resolve to accept Hi® as 

H'J in ol fared to ell who wish to bo «evo;i.. Tho singing of o $yr*n 

written or. lar ;s scrolls and requesting all to join ro . 1 .-d/ca in the 

heart truth that cannot bo forgot ton. If possible tho otreat chapel 

ehou if . ■■■ ; on ■; ■■<■•, • * ; a*js«frjtxiay feh*XK dev or w ->ry Gay. 

In som centres t..e no; ic ion tom has b-ol, on to fill t-hn chops 1 in the 

evening wit: boo Inc as men, clerks sc > laborers so caul not e t tend 

. 

any who lucre bo m nwck»n«d or become interested con bo invlled to 

enter for closer personal work; further exp la Inin.-, ■••; rive tin;- the 

truth Upon the o wnhom conscience and . or A. ray or. Ivory sermon 

should be. receded cod followed by os most ; rnyor and not only future 

but 1; mediate results expected from it. God it. s said of Lis ord, 

! raid* iplit 

, 
The common'.: "compel the.-:: to come in " or--;; never be on conee l lot. ? "now 

is to© scco, tor) time*” "fay not there ere yet four* months ml then 

boaietli ; orvuet; V, hold .i say unto you,lift up yot r eyes end 1 ok on 

the fiolds : for* they white already to harvest.” Is this truth fully 

realised? Thorn should r Iways b® kept n gcod nrsortr.ent of well 

written tracts also portions of scriptures and used freely not only 

in t; o hope of bonofitln • ti e 4. err* on mho receives but of find in ; ..n- 

tranee in shops rui homes far d.Istent. "tberever the conditions or© 

favorable for uolly chapel preaching by t.ha blessing or God’s fai thful 

and persistent woik there may accomplish much. 
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I . no? of no better school in which to train -'isslorirrios 

ana nr tlv-> prtecbo.ro to becono wioo omike nn-J forceful soeu^sn’s onS 

workers, aIso,to he Ip brook \ovn -cjufico, win confluence and in riu- 

«ace . n. 

»?.oe fcy 

and noor, who otherwise would probably never have so favorable on op¬ 

portunity to beer*. 

.3. It 1? » "cor-; of Pooping the truth continually bet- r . the 

people . . in of 'Mdnr • nnwn the tiro and ,.laco whero the Sabbath 

services ore held and assuring Ml who can come of hearty welcome. 

4. A gr^ot help in prc;..r ring tv s? surrounding cou/ try for itiner¬ 

ating under favorable ci rcunmtnneos. All who lo ve received kindly 

i 

joissi.onr.ry nr.d n stive pros chore to fchei r villages and rill r. a sure their 

friends and neighbors that tv.-ey have no cense to #wr but enn safely 

and j,. rof it ably v.p-ona a little time in seeing an-, hat-ring fa- U.vmselvos 

5. "Biassed r-po ye that so- beside all waters*” 

luring the ^nve of excitnont which swept over. Shins rfter tM 7i?notln 

busy cere in 1870, . --r; livin "h • &ccyfcx dt ps' journey ht the inter¬ 

ior resolved to visit fhefoo and learn all he could about foreign err. 

and their • -rand to China. .,o& dry Mon pausing the chapel on the 

main street hia attention was arrested by the sight of a missionary 

preaching in the ate pel. Ho entered , listened for a ti e and re¬ 

ceived some Christian tracts, ah on he returned, to hi c home the people 
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of hies village assembled on the at root In th® evening to hoar hi a re¬ 

port. B© told of his visits to the c&apel anti all that ho could re¬ 

member of having hoard about God anti Jesus Christ. He mo unable to 

road but gave th© tract® to a school toucher. This teacher became so 

interested that at th® close of the tom case to Chafoo cs an inquirer. 

After month.s of study h© woo received into th© Church and returned to 

his home to preach Jesus. That woe the beginning of a work notwith¬ 

standing almost constant persecutions has at th© end of thirty years 

grown until there aro in that and an adjourning county nix organised 

Churches supplied with well educated and faithful pastor® receiving 

their support wholly or largely from th® churches they serve. There 

era also n number of Christian^ schools and members scattered singly 

or in group® over much territory. 

Itineration. 

In beginning & work in a new district where ell ore stronger® 
& Paul 

to th© truth. Barnabaa/hov© loft an example of priceless value. 

Traveling from city to city, preaching the Gospel in season and out of 

season, at th© inns, tea shops, on boats, by th© way side nt public 

market® to crowds and to individual®, seeking in every way to disarm 

prejudice*! win confidence and make friends, especially of men of 

good .reputation and zealous of good works. Allthis will soon show the 

wisdom and necessity of the Lord * a Command "Be ye therefor® wise c® 

serpent® ami harmless as doves". It may be well to make long journeys 

remaining only a short time at important centre® In order to get on 
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accurst* knowledge of the location of the cities , towns and villages 

, the occupation of the peoples, their virtues as well as their de- 

foots in order to consider the best methods likely to influence and 

win the peoples, Unless there is a string force of mission® He© anS 

trained helpers to divide the field and begin motive work in each 

section of it, it may b© best for a tins* to confine Use wesrk to a 

limited territory so as to h& able to visit the same places eg® in nnd 

again at short and regular Intervals. Systematic, definite and «&a 

continuous work should over be kept in view. The seed must not only 

he widely sown but guarded' like field® enclosed by rail a end hedges. 

A matter of vital Importance is to make friends every place of the 

children and youth and seek to influence thoir heart® and lives by 

the stories of Christ*® love, His life, parables end precious promise®. 

Whoever succeeds in winning the children*® hearts has a key to the 

parents* hearts. In one village whore a missionary stopped for 

noon, a package of foreign needle© distributed among some little girls 

playing on the street soon brought not only the older sisters, but 

mothers to the Inn and gave an opuortu Ity for the first time to 

toll them of Jsauo and Hia love. In another village store the night 

was spent, the sending of s well printed end beautifully illustrated 

primer to m school brought all th® teachers, pupils and thoir ^crests 

to tiro inn where they had an opportunity to hear the glnd tiding© of 

salvation. "Feed my lambs” was the commission our risen Lord 

first gave to fetor n& though thisclaired th.e first place in pastoral 
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tmd ©vang© Ha tic work. "The greet man Is ho who docs not lose his 

child® heart sold «oneius• fth®n snJ wherever hocrtc or® onen to •» 

rocoiv® the truth, the utmost car© must be taken promptly to lead the 

soul into the light, establish it in the faith end guard against its 

yielding to t\ © manifold temptutions which besot the young convert• 

Bible and Tnouiry Classes. 
■^aessssssstssssssagagsacsssasaa^^ 

be the roost effective and practical aeons of instruct¬ 

ing and teaching souls by the truth. Caro should be taken to arrange 

for the classes at a time which will least interfere wi th the daily 

evocations of the people. Let ell who desire to know Jesus be xsaefcjdfc 

cordially invited to coroe for a month or more as guests to the class 

cither at the home ofmth© missionary or in some central station. 

Let ell who are able to read be put in classes a ml assigned special 

lessons .to study and proper© to ho examined upon. Those who cannot 

read must be taught ae children in the kindergarten . ah should be 

kpet busy from morning and night learning of God end of Jesus Christ 

and what is involved in living o Christian Ufa. Scripture texts 

should be memorised and all taught daily to pray and sing. The 

evenings might be profitably spent byjfcach one in turn repeating a 

Bible story and drawing from It the lessons intended for all . CVery 
instructed 

on© should bo constantly/in this individual responsibility of every 

soul to God and the obligation ho is under to faithfully teach each 

memoor of ht& own household find so far ns possible his own friends 

and neighbors the truth he himself has learned. 
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It wight be well to accept hose who have fully accepted the 

truth and shown themselvoa able to teach others to attend yearly ad¬ 

vanced classes that they be trained to become efficient and well in¬ 

structed station leaders and still later be qualified to hold office 

^ben churches are organised* All, who receive persons into the Church 

on a cerdible profession of faith and baptise them in the nas of the 

Father and of the Oon and of the Holy Ghost, should with all their 

hearts fully strive to fully obey the lavlour’a positive injunction// 

“Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you” 

To stop with baptism anti committing the young converts to the Lord's 

care and leave thorn to struggle and study alono perhaps where no church 

or other Christians are within roach is to assume a fearful responsi¬ 

bility. Svery missionary should be a faithful shepherd and should 

strive to imitate the Sodd Shepherd of whom Isaiah prophesied. "Ho 

shall feed His flock like a shepherd? He shall gather the lambs with 

His arm cr <2 carry them in His bosom . " "The cor© of all the d- urehea" 

seemed to be the heaviest work of the greet apostle. la not one of tl© 

lessons taught by the sudden and terrible persecution which swept 

over North Chin© in 1000 the imperative need of mors pastoral over¬ 

sight and grounding in scriptural truth ? If all the converts had 

been more fully instructed in the use of the sword of the spirit and 

doily prayerful waiting upon God, probably there would have been fewer 

to compromise the truth or to deny Jesus when the missionaries wore 

massacred or compelled to flee for their lives. 
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Soundly converted , trustworthy, tamest Bible students In 

whose hearts there ia a quenchless love for .’hr 1st end love for souls 

will bo found of priceless value and enable the faithful missionary 

to do a work he never could have done without the®. These men know 

the langur ■ re, they under fete no their own people, are able to visit 

homos and com© in close contact, with many as the most gifted mission¬ 

ary cannot do* They can ho Ip as non® others can in guarding the 

Church from unworthy members. They can go out into the highways 

end hedges, search for the sick, the aged, the/ helpless and compel 

the® to come to Jo sun as no others can. The missionary who has hod 

the joy and privilege of loading men called of God to know and ac¬ 

cept of Jesus and of helping to educate and train them for effective 

work will, love them as haul loved Timothy and others who shared his 

love and friendship and under his direction were able to organise 

churches and oIdain pas tors end elders . In assigning the native 

helpers their special fields of labor the missionary will naturally 

visit end bo e co-laborer with them whenever possible and will try 
in 

to arrange for their spiritual nourishment and growth m£ graces by 

assigning special courses of Bible study to carry on at all times and 

to Viave all to meet at stated periods for © few days or weeks for the 

Special study of God’s ord for prayer and conference and whatever may 

promise to hasten the coming of Christ’s ingdon. His joy will over¬ 

flow when the church© have reached the point of self-support and havo 

God-called and Qualified non fitted for tho »ns torsi oversight. 
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:I3UCATI 

Christian schools for th® aduaation of fch© children of con¬ 

verts r.nd for others who can be persuaded to attend where th© Bible 

holds daily an Important pine© ©re a necessity for p»wnt and ag¬ 

gressive work. Ivory missionary tot who is called to Itinerate and 

superintend large districts rill ho compelled to give attention to th© 

eati'bligfonenfc end carrying on of Christian Cchoola. If possible the 

©ducat ion el wort, should b© chiefly under the control of men and wo¬ 

men who love thin work, have ability to teach and thoroughly boliev® 

in education as a powerful means of preaching th© Gospel and evangel¬ 

ising the nations. Only Christian teachers established In th® faith 

fabl» to live consistent lives and roll Qualified to teach should be 

employed. They should bo taught how to best instruct ,stimulate nnd 

encourage every pupil to make the best possible use of every hoursnd 

to so train thorn that whatever ray be their future calling, Jesus will 

over hold th© hi chi of piece in their thought# and bo glorified by 

their lives. .Ivory school should be well organised. curriculum 

carefully prepared and followed• The pupils should be carefully 

examined on eaeV study by the missionary r son® qualified and roll able 

man. A careful record should be kept so that a glance the standing 

end conduct of each pupil can b© known. Discipline enforced, end th? 

cchool so superintended that the teacher, pupils, parents and ovary 

body will know beyond a doubt that such schools require faithful and 

constant work from the teacher and hardnsrtrk from pupils and the 
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idleness* mid failure the part of anyone mens dismissed from th© 

school . Btftt8P have no schools than those where no truo a03 useful 

education la given nor habits of industry and energy ere foraed . 

Ti»©re should b© cm unceasing guard against ahallownoss. Heart work 

in education is a necessity, parents should from first to lost b® taugjh 

th© duty ,the privilege and blessing of each doing their full duty in 

eoniriouting to the support of the school. Help should only follow 

©nd supplement the gifts of the peoples theras elves* Svery Christian 

convert should be well grounded from th© first in regard to what th© 

scriptures teach in giving to th© support of the Gospel. Th© biass¬ 

ing promised to th© liberal giver should not bo denied to those in the 

deepest poverty. 

hod leal v.'ork. 

Jesus '’ordained twelve that they should be with Him, and that He might 

somt them forth to preach and Ho gave them power to heal sicknesses 

There can be no question as to th© importance and value of medical 

work ns © powerful evangelising agency. The wards of is hospital 

certainly glv® a grand opportunity for direct personal dealing with 

precious souls. This work itself Is a form of preaching that every 

individual however ignorant or superstitious can understand and ap¬ 

preciate. It is a visible exemplification of love, the greatest 

power in th© worlu. In the year 1871., it was my great privilege 

to spend some time with th© 1st© Dr. J. 0, Kerr at Canton and witness 
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His method of work. 

:::*T3 dispensary days all who case for trentmsat first entered 

the chapel end were seated in the order of arrival. Svangelfts took 

turns in preaching/, telling of the Greet Physician of souls and 

pressing the truth upon every hearer. When the hour arrived to open 

ih® dispensary ton persons at a tirr© In the order in which they arrived 

srer®allowed to pass through a side door which led into the dispensary* 

Ttt&y war® received by ten native physicians in independent practice 

oither in the city ot v.j jr«i* t^omndijj * Xlr*v5znc^ri *«■ x*o i tr£*0 

medical instructions from Dr. Kerr and instead of paying tuition had 

pledged themselves to return on dispensary days and give their sor- 

vices free during a period of thr&oyeara. To© native doctors were able 

to deal witt: the great majority of the patients, only the moat diffi¬ 

cult coses were shown into hr. Kerr's room. He either prescribed for 

them or sent them to the hospital. Upwards of two hundred came each 

doy during my visit there. The hospital , at that time, had occom- 

Citation for one hundred patients and every bod was occupied. Dr.Kerr 

see mod to imp. rove every moment during the day. HI3 skill in surgery 

tea given his a world-wide reputation. 1 hen not using the knife his 

frequent visits among the patients tend kindly and sympathetic .greetings 

seemed to bring joy and hope to all the suffering ones. Often wag ho 

seen kneeling beside a bod in earnest prayer and tolling of the Saviour 

love. All the native physicians and nurses seemed to know just what 

to do and like their chief concerned for both the body and aoul of 



of ©very patient. Every day of tho woek and every Hour seemed to 

oo spent to save life, alleviate suffering and in preaching and living 

the Gospel as Christ preached end lived It.. On Sabbath morning after 

prayers with the patients I vent rlth )r? Kerr to t large chapel on a 

great thoroughfare. As soon ae the door/ vac opened people began to 

assemble and continued until I had counted about five hundred persons. 

Many of U,©m had boon treated at the dispensary or hospital or some of 

their kindred and friends had and they felt that t <o -..'octor was their 

true friend, and would not deceive then. 

Dr. Kerr took the story or the prodigal son as Ido subject 

and spoke wi fcl such tremandoucssuraxxtosxx earnestness that all raw 

compelled to listen and the majority of the audience remained seated 

until he had finished. Dr. Kerr Cora© to dltins when a young man , 

after taking the ’-cos t t: ©rough course in V< a modi cine the country af¬ 

forded . Ho prepared hicself by ouch r. thorough study of the language 

ns not only to be able to apeak wall but also to bo able to translate 

and writ-? rtedicnl text books end train class after class in medicine 

in their native tongue. He also knew hie Bible ttotroughly, believed 

with hie whole heart the imperative neod of every one is to know Christ 

and continued for for ty seven years to glorify hi a Saviour by giving** 

himself so nreservedly to saving the bodies and souls of the Chinos© 

that except in onergenoy cases he had no tiny to engage in practice 

in the families of foreign merchants, officials and others who would 

gladly have paid richly for the skill of such a physician. The miss- 
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a ion ary physicians should have the hearty sympathy and co-operation of 

all co-laborers, and this should be mutual. The ordained men, native 

evangel 1 at*, Bible wesson ami all Ohureh members should unit© so far 

as possible in visiting horses, itinerating and in every way Tasks 

the most of the good leap res alone mad© by the medical work arid present 

to all the divine raisedy for ©in-sick souls* 

In Conclusion* 

All should constantly remember that nthere are diversity of 

gifts but the seise spirit ” . Watchwords for all coming years should 

bo hidden in every heart. More 1 .ve for Christ, stronger faith, Inst 

instant obedience to the coll of duty. Ever about '*Uy Father's Bus¬ 

iness” • ” ’ithout Me t ye can jo nothing” • "i can do r-ll things though 

Christ which strsn&hteneth mo." ”For the Son of an la come to see 
in 

and to save that which was lost". Our resources are xk*k God with 

whom ”411 things are possible.” "I will never leave thee nor forsake 

thee”. All mist "lay hole u..on the hope sot before us which hop® 

wo have os an anchor to the soul both sure and asa ©tadfaat There 

must be wire adaptation to prevent conditions. Methods successful 

in former years may require modification oo entire change. 

Every missionary is called upon to "endure hardness as a 

good soldier of Jesus Christ." Every believer la chosen to be a 

soldier and must strive lawfully for masteries. "The weapons of our 

warfare are not carnal but mighty through Ood to the pulling down of 

« strong holds 
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Yot voluabl& lessons may be learned from military life/./a field of¬ 

ficer conducting a campaign aino Tor impregnable positions. A mission- 

arj must plan to : tta.ck :,ooth®nlssj in strongholds and plan for victory 

Akk An aggressive and incossant struggle cannot bo long carried on by 

remaining In fortified positions. 

r.l uChenor* s conquest of the Soudan tos preceded by years 

of the most careful and painstaking preparation. "So carefully were 

the different branches of the service co-ordinated, so thoroughly did 

eac«: serves ano support every other sm that the invasion want forfrbrd 

with Rl1 the irresistible steadiness of a tidal wave." Hepoloon 

rOT5 victories by concentrating his troops on ono point. The ablest 

general cannot conquer without veil-trained and loyal soldiers ,neither 

can the missionary accomplish his work unaided and alone. His study 

should ever be to develop and eapl -y to the utmost to the talents of 

©very member no as to ably assist in the churches development arid a.— 

gronaive *om. There should bo united hearts, genuine sympathy and 

co-operation among all/ the missionaries and native members , Kach 

on© should do his utmost to make Christ glorious and unceasingly ro- 

morcber that "where the spirit of the Lord is,there is liberty". drch 

is celled to be an ambassadorfbr Christ and us© the special talent Cod 

has given him to load man to Christ. The Church is Christ's body. 

every member has its specific work. "To every men his work" is the 

divine order, every one who thanks God as Paul did for appointing 

him a preacher - and "A teacher of the Gentiles” will be so intent 

■ 



in running th® roc® sot before him., ever looking unto 1osun the 

Author and finisher of our faith” That there will be no roots for 

jealous?» onvy and cold criticism which Is like a dogger to tho sensi¬ 

tive heart. The key note to ell noble character is Easterly self- 

control. Failure here means to be a captive. Strife among missionar¬ 

ies la a fearful obstacle to the spread of the Gosspel and the death¬ 

blow to tho ca Ism© a a, peace and mutual help all no much need. 

Happy indeed is tho missionary who has learned the art --f living at 

peace with his col leagues and with all .“thorn, kuek of the happinopo 

of life consists l tho ability to make true lasting friends end being 

able to koo. friendship always in good repair. This requires such o 

bridling of the tongue as to r sirs in silent in regard to each others 

weaknesses and to be tolerant and tom.or in regard ti points of dif¬ 

ference ♦ What c changed world this would be If it could b@ said of 

every amsx Christian aa Solomon said of the virtuous woman,*In her 

tongue is the law of kindness”. Obedience to Christ's often repeated 

command "love one another” will help ua to obey the command "Bo y© 

kind one to another, tender heartod, forgiving one anoth© r, even as 

God for Christ's sake hath forgiven you." let the Word of Christ dwell 

in you richly in all wisdom” . "Ana let the peace of God rule in your 

hearts.* 
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hone in Heaven-* 

i’ll© Board in moved to record this merited tribute by a desire 

to stamp the seal of its approval u: on a form of missionary work which 

should appeal to every philanthropic heart, and especially to every Christ- 

ian woman in this favored land/' 0— 

fhere lias indeed been a favorable change of t, hud= i- 

A not all 1 o, \H 
ytrfj _ ' 

t. • t©s that hierc are now fifteen hundred Chi: ie 

women held in this .ccraiing slavery in this country; that two largo 

Chinese companies are en -ed in the purchase, transportation and sale 

ox whose IjlI at arret 

5 cat tore'’ t: a rican cities* derive fc teir rt ir otiy 

o indirectly from this infamous tDa ie* 

victims, and that n& iss than three thousand China- 

Sonsul General : red in state iri one missives i 
A. 

and demanded the • lease :>f a slave “for the honor* he -said “of china and 

the Chinese." g rebuffed he obtained a writ of habaes corpus, and 

the prolonged contest which followed in the courts served to reveal more 

fully than ever before the extent and the perfect org* uSc 

traffic. As these females are brought through the custom, houses under 

false affidavits that they are wives and daughters, the evil is 

ingly difficult to reach. But roabh it we .ust as a civilised and Christ¬ 

ian people. We shall be told that there are nameless corrupts 

vices of white men which rust be hunted desanr in the dark places of all 
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To the 
Young People'3 Societies: 

^aL- 

We write to you for the same reaeon that 

wrote to the young en of the otolio Church, hecanoe *Ye are 

strong*" 1 John:2, 14. late with great admiration your 

numbers, - strength of organisation, - strength of persis¬ 

tent purpose* The work of Christian udoavorors and kindred societies 

is no longer an experiment. You have done the impossible, ot wh&t 

ten years ego w<ul led impossible* You have rail! ur 

forces in our greet o : ;torn cities tons of thousands strong. You have 

crossed the Continent and sounded your bugle call on the shores of* the 

Pacific. '7e say this not in Plattcry, but partly because wo believe thsfc 

you have not yet fully estimated the extent of your power. You have 

made good beginning® in the conquest of the world for Christ, hut poss¬ 

ibly you have beer making a wrong estimate of the task. Remember the n 

ml stake of King Joash, who smote the ground with his arrows thrice,and 

staid when he should have smitten many times and gained a largor bless¬ 

ing Kings:X3, 18-10. 

Beyond the threshhold of the new century how at hand the heavy 

burdens of the world*s conquest will bo rolled over upon you who are 

young. Prepare for it now* If your fathers and mothers have been Prepare for it now 



oiJii" a- missions* as some contend, it is yours to show something bet- 

s*. Dabbling niii never over op; principal it ies and powers of* 

rorl&’s error. You have done some definite things on a grand scale, 

1-;° Propose another, and that is a vigorous and earnest effort to 

t-'lT pay off the debt of the Board of foreign Missions. This debt is 

+ greatest, possible barrier to the missionary work. It necessitates 

1 estimates which cuts to the . g in¬ 

volve-: the disni sal of faithful native preachers, the closing of sohodb 

an:1 hospitals, w5 id: it. has cost years of effort and contribution fo 

are han icappad, porpiesod, and ii i, 

an1 yet so long as the churches and soci .ties withhold their contribut- 

’ i- no alternative. The Board can only use the funds received. 

The work of "lesions if the grandest work ever undertaken iy 

i vi. Ages ago i+ was raid, "Beautiful on the mountains are the foot 

of t: era that bring salvation, that publish peace." But they are no 

longer beautiful when encumbered with fetters or dragging a ball and 

in. It is impossible to convoy to you the deH|h*fe©ling of our ui - 

3. 

A for; months since, the Board of foreign Missions, having 

started subscriptions at the Mission House, sent out an appeal to its 

ring them to join in the removal of the debt. 71 e re¬ 

sponses thus far show a wonderful/^ heartiness and solf-saorifio«. f 

special gifts of ovetjono hundred and fifty missionaries average consid- 

fably more than 025 each. The responses are such as the sot - - 

"Charge to my account o50 subscribed for the debt. Also for 



’-ly sister $&8* I regret that w© cannot glv j«® 

Another: “After sending you my letter with the subscript1 on 

for v>100 for Mrs# 

■ . * 

o •ladly.** 

•'*•••__ 

%i o appeal of the 3© rd h » tast with th< 

*t approval of all the ' . :r 

cr- nt i to )f5#* 

One missionary and his wife contributed 02CO and their four 

One unr ia rr3 , 

other sends mo -dor for Cvc. still another give 

who Is assisting several or?: tbscrlbee #80. 

. 
ib© #142.80. In and o 

the; " id.or. station preachers, tetchars '-nd po‘ ?ie@^e eonirf n+sd ?on- 

X community of Druses have doubled th sir 

tributions, while th^ir teacher has tahen off more than one tenth of 

. . 
. 

dictment to make against generation, hot them not 
\ 

iud? ; ;nt e? inat ours# 

At the Gan Francisco Convention it was voted that Ehdeavorers 



•this year for the debt ever and bo- 

. 
t 

a handcone aggregate if it were certain that all would contribute, but 

certainty can never be roiled upon in araeh oases* If the twenty-five 

cor. average of the 400,000 Christian Bndcavorers is to be reached, it 

EEist be by the giving of four fold and even ton fold by those who have 

’ '-/• Probably there is not a single mmb 

r.'> give twenty-five cents, and if with that as the unit and starting 

point, the contributions grade upward according to ability, you will ac- 

e-upiish a result at which Tffro and stden will rejoice. 

The Coromittoe earnestly request that this appeal be read pub- 

eople*s Society in the # 



REPORT OF THE MISSIONARY COMMITTEE OF THE WESTERN 

SECTION OF THE AL .IATICE OF CHTJRCHES HOLDING-' THY 

REFORMED FAITH AND PRESBYTERIAN ORDER# 

The Missionary Committee of the Western Section beg leave to 

report that in the interval since tile Council held in Glasgow in 1890, 

the Committee*8 work has been largely merged in that of the Annual Con— 

ferences held with other Missionary organisations in the United States 

and Canada. In these yearly discussions the members of this Commit¬ 

tee have n a large part, holding at the same time such separate 

sessions as seemed necessary to keep alive their own organization, and 

to hold prominently in viem certain special objects which *>*111 appear 

in this report.. Three meetings of the Committee have teen held - the 

first in January, 1S96, another in January, 1899, and the third dur¬ 

ing t :•* sessions of this Council. 
\ 

The interdenominational conferences here alluded to were a' 
t v 

direct outgrowth of the action taken at the meeting of this Alliance in 

Toronto in 1892. That action recommended a series of annual meetings 

of the Presbyterian and Reformed Missionary Boards and thus leading on 

to a general movement in the interest of comity and cooperation ^hich 

has already been attended wit ’ar-reaching results. The 
—' i 

invitation which under the auspices of your committee *ra» extended to 

the Boards nd Societies of other denominations, ran most cordially ac¬ 

cepted, and seven annual gatherings, all evincing a hearty spirit of 

confidence and cooperation have been held 



During the last two years the Committee have had In view the 

gathering and collation of brief historic sketches of the missionary 

operations of our churches during the century, and their pi j tat ion 

to the Alliance for its permanent archives. These are therefore re¬ 

spectfully submitted in the forms in which they have been prepared by 

rent °**Sani»ati«ns. As a member of this council has been ap* 

pointed to present a special paper on the aggregate results of our mis¬ 

sionary enterprises, this report win deal mainly with some general 

» perspective or the oe 

hot Closing, we would if possible show the place which the churches of 

our faith and order have led, *nd the part which they have taken 

in :reat lrorl ovewent of Christian evangelisations. There has 

been a popular impression that the churches specially Identified *ith 

the Calvin!Stic faith were slow to join the modern missionary movement 

in which other C nr is tian bodies have been sisM • j;.j ■ 

A reason for this misapprehension may be found in the fact 

tnat tne churches holding the Westminster and the Heidelberg Confession 

have until a comparatively recent period carried on their missionary 

work through interdenominational societies. For a century and a qua** 

te' 9 ' 1700 to l®*®? Scotch General Assembly, tng 

active part in missions, worked through such organizations. And the 

l-an Pjpsbyterian Assembly from its beginning until 183?, and one 

of it until levo, followed this example, in this ray the work 

osbyterians has been merged and hidden in missionary societies 
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bearing- other names. And the same policy, or want of policy, charac¬ 

terized the early efforts of the Reformed and Associate Reformed Chur¬ 

ches, 

But as a matter of fact leading members of all these bodies 

took an active part in the pioneer movements of Modern Missions. As 

e^rly as 1655 John Calvin and Admiral Coligni organised a missionary 

colony for Brazil; and its success ras only prevented by the apoat&cy 

and oruel treachery of its leader. In 1612 the Reformed Churches of 

Holland established a missionary training school at Leyden, This ras 

t-o years before the founding of the College of the Propaganda at Rome, 

In 1616 collections were ordered in >11 the Churches of Holland for 

missions in tne Hast Indies. In 1627 ~ork ras begun in Formosa, and 

in 1637 in Dutch Guiana, In 1628 the Dutch minister Michaleas, laboring 

on the island of Manhattan, sent a request to Holland for missionaries 

to labor among the American Indians, In 1641 the famous "Long Parlia¬ 

ment1* received a petition from about seventy members of the Westminster 

Assembly asking for the establishment of missions in North America, The 

petition mas signed by three Scotch Presbyterians, Alexander Henderson, 

Robert Baillie and George Gillespie, m response to this petition. 

Parliament passed in 1849 "'an act for promoting and propagating the 

Gospel of Jesus Christ in New England*. 

Xne churches of Holland though actuated by a true missionary 

spirit, and led in their movements for the norld»s conversion by such 

great name's as Hugo Grotius, were sadly and almost fatally crippled in 
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tileir Sast India Missions by the cooperstion and control assumed by the 

State. Othenris© they would nave reaped a better harvest. 

The Presbyterian Churches of Scotland, although happily free 

f>roir were slow in entering- upon missionary work through 

their own ecclesiastical organizations. Yet in the prosecution of the 

worK of Independent missionary soc Sties they were among the foremost. 

In 1701 a Par ministers at a meeting in Edinburgh formed the 

nucleus of the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, for 

which in 170c the Assembly called for contributions, when its charter 

was framed in 170: , S y Presbyterians were numbered among its cor¬ 

porate members. Tills was the Society which in 1741 contributed to the 

support of John Sergant, missionary to the Indiana in New England. In 

1742, V com: missioned Ezra Horton, a minister of the Presbytery of Hew 

York, to the Indians on Long Island. In 1748 it appointed David Erain- 

erd, also a member of the New York Presbytery, as a missionary to the 

Indians in New Jersey* Central Hew v’ork also owes the noble and widow 

’1 * f its herol onary, Samuel Kirklan , this 

same Scotch Society which commissioned him in 1765. 

In 1744 a number of ministers in Scotland moved by the tid¬ 

ings of Whitfield*a work in America, published the proposal of a er- 

sal concert of prayer for the conversion of the world. This recommen¬ 

dation w&y taken hp by Jonathan Edwards, afterwards President of Nassau 

1 College, who wrote a memorable treatise on the duty of proclaiming 

the Gospel to all mankind, and this treatise, years afterward, coming 

, tha ' - & o the Scotch Calvinist|e shoemaker, rl 11 lam Carey, led 
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to the missionary movement among the English Baptiste* 

In 1T86 a mafter of ministers, mostly Presbyterian and Re* 

formed, tout including a far Baptists, organized the Her York Missionary 

Society inconnection with which the General Assembly of laoo sent Rev 

***• ch*pMaa to white and Indian populations of Western Hew York. 

In 18lg on the recommendation of the Presbyterian Assembly's missionary 

Committee, Rev* Gideon Blackburn was sent to the Cherokees. Others 

were commissioned by this Society to the Chickasaw*, Senecas, Tuscaro* 

ras, Stockforidges and other fragments of Indian tribes on Long Island. 

Great interest was created in the work of this society by the 

delivery and publication in 1797 of the memorable sermon of hr. John 

* Mason entitled “Messiah*a Throne", also by a sermon" delivered by the 

Society in ^r* John H* Livingston entitled "Christ is all 

in all", and another in 1804 entitled "The Everlasting Gospel". 

xue latter discourse subsequently reprinted and widely circu* 

lew Engl&hfilby Samuel J* Mills, is supposed to have been among 

orces r *lch led to the establishment of the American Board of com* 

aloners for foreign Missions* 

Samuel J. Mills having been largely instrumental in the for* 

Of the American Board in New England, seems to have been the 

*r8i" c r;'■•'Ognirre t/ie great, imy ortanee of organizing & similar move* 

raent H,’lorjS ' he Various branches of the Presbyterian and Reformed ehur* 

cnea in the Middle States* in writing a letter to his father from the 

stuay ©f Dr. Griffin of Newark, M* j,, and dated May 1810, he said ,* 

"The Presbyterian Chureh as is well known have heretofore, as a church 



Made no exertions to send the Gospel out of the limits of the United 

States, I have for a long time thought it desirable that their atten— 

fcion should he directed to the subject of Foreign Missions, not only 

rith the vie* of sending the Gospel to the destitute abroad, but in the 

hope that exertion of this hind right excite more zeal for the diffusion 

of religious Knowledge in our own country. I conceive the object is 

seour ,« "Mills vent from my house* says Dr, Griffin, "to lay the 

project of a missionary society before the General Assembly at the t.ime 

the United Foreign Missionary Society was formed"• It is significant 

that the man who had been so deeply interested in the formation of the 

American Board, six s . before, should not have urged upon the Assem¬ 

bly a cooperation with that Board, but should have advocated a distinct 
the 

organization which should develop full strength of the Presbyterian 

Churches, The Society which was formed then and there (ISIS) was 

cal! hi the Union Foreign Missionary Society, Though it embraced tin; 

Presbyterian, the Reformed and the Associate Reformed Churches, it 

was essentially Presbyterian, To this organization, the work of the 

New York Missionary Society and its supporters, excepting the Baptists, 

was transferred. 

Meanwhile the very successful and very romantic history of 

the American Board in those early years had a very attractive Influence 

upon our Presbyterian Churches - the consecration of the young student 

volunteers at Uillia s College, the hsystac*. prayer meeting, the ro¬ 

mance of ObbeKi&h and the Hawaiian Mission, the conversion of Judean 

and Rice and the birth of American Baptist Missions, the pathetic story 
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of Harrietts Naval1, and the wives of Judson, all this appealed strong- 

Arid resides the idea of organic denominational union is always 

lauelble even though it is not always vise and the result was that 

a * *r “Qn the Union Missionary Society ^-as merged in the At ri- 

e^,r> Boaro. ■'■'-’"■rylng with it ten missions and sixty missionaries, there 

re 80B», however, both in the Reformed and in the Presbyterian chur- 

ffhos rh* F‘e- t that it was time to take up the work of Missions through 

their -*'h ©rg*mis5Kti»vc:.3# 

Previous to the year 1831, me find no one Presbyterian or Re¬ 

formed organisation in this country extending missions to foreign lands 

f itB independent control, though some of the Synods carried on 

dr.-,- "lesion work among the Indian tribes* In the day of small tl ings 

joint efforts in Foreign Missions way have been necessary; yet had the 

Itty fcccn adopted at an earlier day, as was done by 

other religious bodies, the visible results of Presbyterian missionary 

operations in the ’irst halt* of the century would in all probability 

have been fnuch greater* 

Aa above stated, the Scotch General Assembly adopted the 

automatic plan in 1825* She Asterlean churches began to follow this ex— 

rears later. In 1831 the Presbyterian synod of Pittsburgh 

former’ the Western Foreign issionary Society which in 1837 - a ras 

adopted by the Old School General Assembly as the nucleus of the Presby¬ 

terian Board* The express motive given by the Synod for its action was 

a desire to increase the missionary interest of the Presbyterian chur- 

ches, and such in fact was the result* The Bor them and the Southern 



Synods were then and for many years after united in their foreign mis— 

bionary work under one Assembly, while the New School Synods of the 

North still continued to cooperate frith the American Board* 

The withdrawal of the Reformed Butch Church from the American 

Board ras gradual. As early as 1822 a feeling had arisen that the best 

development of a missionary spirit in the churches could not he secured 

as long as their contributions were made through outside channels. Such 

noble men as Abeel and Scudder, belonged to their communion and rere 

regarded as sons of the church, but under existing arrangements they 

failed to come into closest touch v it-h their own people. Consequently 

in 1832 a Missionary Board of the Reformed Church ras appointed and in 

1856 an independent Mission was undertaken though unsuccessfully, in 

Borneo. The flourishing Missions in Amoy and Arcott rere established in 

1842 and 1852, and in I860 » 7 the relations of the Reformed Church with 

the American Board were entirely, though amicably closed* 

School Branch of the Presbyterian Church continued to cooperate with 

that Board till the Reunion of the churches in 1870, when by a 

friendly withdrawal of its representatives in the corporate membership 

and the Prudential Committee, and by the adoption of several missions 

set over to its care, it became fully and organically connected with the 

Toyk of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions* 

Down to the >ear 1861, the Southern Synods now constituting 

the Presbyterian Church in the United States were full sharers -ith the 

Northern Church in the management of the rorh of all the Presbyterian 

Missions then in operation* And although since that separation which 



*as one of the unhappy incidents of the civil war, the missionary work 

°r iie tTO branches has been conducted by separate Boards or Committees 

yet the Utmost harmony and cooperation have prevailed, special arrange* 

rents have been made for the Presbyterial Union of their adjacent na¬ 

tive churches, and questions of comity are carefully studied with a view 

to the utmost economy and efficiency. Some of the smaller Reformed 

and Presbyterian bodies continued till a later period to work in connec¬ 

tion with other churches of their own faith and order, some in this 

country, some in Scotland, tut are all nor developing theii 

independent boards and committees, and re believe that without except* 

tion their work is wore satisfactory and successful. 

Ii is a significant fact that while our churches have been 

gradually laying aside the former policy of mixed control, they have at 

the sane time grown into closer relations of practical comity, friendli- 

1 spirit and effective cooperation than ever before. In the 

avoidance of rivalry, competition, proselyting and overbidding in the 

employment of native agents or intrusion: in fit Ids fairly occur le i, 

mush has already been done and doubtless more is to follow* we trust 

that among all denominations these principles of comity may more and 

more prevail, and re are glad to report that Presbyterians who have 

sometimes been called narrow, have generally been found in the van of 

all movements toward friendly recognition and cooperation* It was that 

Scotch Apostle of burning eloquence, Alexander Buff, who on his visit to 

Inis country in 18^2 led the different denominations to lay down for 

tne first time some general principles of missionary comity. And in the 
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more recent advances along the same line, the Presbyterian churches have 

jong -he foremost* 

Still another fact deserves mention, vizi that rhile our 

churches have’? advanced tovard an automatic missionary policy, they have 

still taken the lead in the support of interdenominational charities of 

all kinds at home and abroad* Perhaps It springs from a lingering In-* 

h:?r it m •• j >f the old /elunt&rjrism to vhich the?/ mere ?o Ion? habituated 

that Presbyterians have earned the name of •Ood*s foolish people*• Not 

only have they continued to leal in the support of Bible and Tract Soci¬ 

eties and of such undenominational organisations as the China Ini ml 
/ 

Mission, Young Men*B Christian Associations, So* for all of vhich re 

are both glad and proud, but it is veil knovn that the Presbyterian 

a are the common pasture ground of all free lance schemes, good, 

bad, and Indifferent whose name is legion* At all events there is no 

try of the Orient so remote that its personal solicitors do not 

knor r ire pol; • 

In the organization of foreign Presbyteries under the joint 

support of different missions, a variety of methods have been followed 

In China, the Reformed Church mission in connection vith that of the 

Engl i sh Presbyterian Church long ago established an independent native 

Presbytery. In Korea steps have been taken toward a similar Presbyter- 

ial arrangement. In Japan all the different Presbyterian Missions have 

contributed to the establishment of an independent, national church of 

the Presbyterian order* As a rule the nissionarues retain their sen- 
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neetion with tlie home presbyteries, and have only an advisory relation 

to this national ehuroh, In Brazil, the Northern and Scn& hem Pres** 

byterian Churches established some years ago an independent Brazilian 

Synod of ^liose Presbyteries most of the missionaries became members in 

full relations with the natives of the country ^ 

In the matter o ' union an;. Cooperation to .which the Alliance: 
1 

gave so much attention fifteen years ago, less progress has been made 

than was then expected. In the older Missions of India and most of 

those In China, the Presbyteries ana Synods have preferred to remain in 

connection Till; their respective bodies in Europe and America, In most 

other lands our missionaries have seemed inclined to maintain their home 

relations and on the whole the balance of sentiment has inclined to the 

policy of organizing in new fields, independent presbyteries and synods 

governed by a native ministry alone, 

t 

hel us nor for a moment contemplate in their full array the 

missionary forces radiating from these Presbyterian Churches of the "’os- 

tern Hemisphere. The survey will impress upon us the grandeur and power 

of that refluent tide of influence which flows back to the old "-orld 

from a portion of the earth which four centuries was wholly unknown. 

Bearing in mind that re represent only one division of the Protestant 

Churches of America this extension of our lines over the Orient, in 

the Roman Catholic republics of Central and South America, and in the 

islands of the Atlantic and the Pacific, ta quite remarkable. 

1, We see tlie prosperous Missions of the Reformed Church In 
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Agffricft spreading into Southern India, Central China, North and South 

tf’T'aa and along the 3oasts of Arabia rhere the fanatical intolerance of 

Islam does its vorst. 

The Presbyterian Church, North, has its outposts in 

Northern, Central and Southern China, in Hainan, Korea, and East and 

tteat Japan, in Siam and Laos and West Africa, in Syria, East 

Western Persia, in Central and Southern Brasil, in Colombia, chile, 

9 Chinese and Japanese in this sou , 

a'n'^ ‘ °f’ '•!- in !. V.ilii.pin >. 

s* The Southern Presbyterian Churoh only beginning its sep¬ 

arate rorh in 1051, has already vigorous and•successful Missions in 

Central China, Japan, Korea, tro missions in Brazil, one in Mexico, 

good beginning in Cuba, a 11 deserves to be called the Star 

Mission in Central Africa, nor veil established on the chief confluent 

of th'' Congo* 

• ®** Canadian Presbyterian Church, East Division,has t 

great honor of occupying that field in the Ner Hebrides rhere the sain¬ 

ted Geddie •found on his arrival no Christians, and Then called . j t 

no heathen*, and rhere three martyred Gordons baptized the mission rith 

their blood* ft has also a flourishing, roll-conducted mission among 

1 thousands of Asiatic coolie laborers in Trinidad, and another in 

British Guiana. A noble work has also been inaugurated in Koi 

* The Western Canadian Churches have been equally honored 

•• •• remarkable rorfc in Formosa commenced in 18?2 >y nay* G» 

Machay. They nave also a vigorous mission in Central India begun in 
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1674 by two eerageous TOmen. Brave an feller , ter five years 

or masterly petienee conquered . peace nth the hostile Rajah, Halkar, 

*n<t 0atabll8l)«« 8 strong centre at Indore, while aiming nth groat suc- 

at 8,1 thB hl3!,er f0™s of Tork on educational and medical lines, 

tnU' r'l3Sl°n 1,88 set * Sood example In giving special attention to the 

lorer castes and the depressed and oppressed masses whe.neot of oil need 

eonfort ot the Gospel, it has also begun work among the oy 

mountain tribes and has extended efficient help to tl 

■■■■. ■ • uroh maintains twenty stations and or 

the °a?,adlan **“«». and It cares for tbe lnter. , 

nese in Montreal and in British Columbia, 

"'hsn the T^nited Presbyterian .Church op *©£ rl.a rae 

formed m lesp by the Union of the Associate Presbyterian and the As¬ 

sociate Reformed churches, each of these bodies brought to the Union a 

vigorous foreign missionary wort, the one In Syria and Egypt, the other 

in Trinidad and northern India. It ras resolved that the Unite 

instead of entering many lands should devote Its energies to t-o great 

mission fields the one embracing all of Egypt from the Mediterranean 

to the First Cataract nth a population of nearly 10,000,000 - the other 

a large portion of the Punjab, 260 by 160 ulles in extent, and embrac¬ 

ing a population of over «,000,000. In the first decade from 1BG0 to 

1870, twenty-eight missionaries rare sent to these missions, In the see- 

ond decade twenty-four. In the third, forty-one, and In the decade nor 

closing, seventy—fear, lew large mission fields have been so -ell 

worked as these, and few have been blessed with greater success. 
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*9. One of the most vigorous mission* in Japan is that of 

the Reformed Churah In the United States, Its centres are Tokyo, Dendai 

and Yamagata. The influence which is has gained in Japan has been 

greatly promoted by two raeti of high rank who have been numbered among 

its converts. One of these became speaker of the Lower House of the 

First Imperial Diet, and is now minister plenipotentiary to Italy, the 

listinguished family of o, Shlkawa entered the 

Christian ministry in which he has been remarkably successful, Sol 

of its devoted native helpers sacrificed their lives in an effort to 

bear ' l ■ ronpel • o ; Kurule Islands, 

£, The Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church has been 

signed perhaps the hardest mission field in the world, vis: Northern 

Syria. It, is the home of the pagan Nusaiiiy ose hearts have been 

said to be "as hard as their mountain boulders, and their lives as bar¬ 

ren a * the scrubby undergrowth which struggles for an existence on their 

native hills"1. They resist all foreign faiths and they guard the im¬ 

penetrable secrets of their own, 3ut since none must be passed by, God 

in His providence has summoned to this incorrigible race, the strong 

faith of this corageous Synod, It had already toughened the fibre of 

Its missionary real by years of struggle with peculiar discouragement* 

in ] 1 of Hayti, and was thus prepared for the mountain hamlets 

of the Nuaairiyeh "hero it certainly has wrought in noptastic clay 

but ha* chiseled the hard granite of the Lebanon, Whatever the number 

of Nusairiyian converts may hav m, three well organized churches 

with r*00 i •■■-iters Lev been formed. Four licentiates and nineteen n&— 
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tive helpers* are employed and there are ten schoola Tit i five hundred 

pupils, Some of the nest earnest and eeIf—denying men and romen have 

been numbered In the missionary force, and one Syrian convert, the well 

known X3r* Metheny has gained distinction. This is the work of a church 

▼hieh has less than 10,000 communicants, and whose annual eontributions 

for this cause average $2, per capita. If the Presbyterian Church, 

Worth were to contribute to Foreign Missions at this rate, the total 

▼on!: be n,951,754. 

4 To the Northern India Mission of the General Synod of the 

•Reformed Presbyterian Church, a splendid success has been given. It 

th ■ organize * • an Independent :V:nov. irrational Flintier; in 1 894 a-. Roor— 

kie, An earlier effort had been made in India jointly with the Pres** 

ian Church, But by reason o rious coisplie&tions this good be** 

ginning ran in the Presbyterian Mission, Since adopting the 

better policy of independent action, a phenomena1 work has been accom- 

pli • There are nor tr© Indian Presbyteries, 12 organised churches, 

with each its minister and elders, 1280 > mlcants, 11 chief centers 

▼ith 14 substations, forty preachers and helpers of al2 grades, and a 

ih: 1 :lass in session six months of the year. This mission 

ranks above all others in utilizing native talent, in it» ontire array 

of ministers and doctors there ia but one Foreign Missionary. All the 

others including some doubtless vh© rere fruits of the early efforts 

are native born, a lity c esc men may bo judged not only by 

their success, but from the fact that in the General Synod which met in 
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Phliadelrula tn Hay 1868 , one of those honored Asiatics was appointed 

Moderator, other lfisaiaaw in India which nastier half a soore of or- 

’’ f°rSi2nera Tlth a Proportionately area11 number of native pastors 

Jfey veil learn a lesson from this grand example. 

10. the Cumberland Presbyterian Churoh ran organised In 1810 

°nly ibtea yesra 014 « tegan to plan for missions to the American 

Indians, among rhom actual vork -as begun In 1818. Ms first ambaseadc 

to foreign lands was a manumitted slave, rho rhtle In bondage, had ac¬ 

quired an education. His field raa Liberia, in 1830 a missionary ras 

8fir,t 10 - > «* ’ these beginnings vere cut short by the civil 

War. in 1877 a vigorous mission ras begun in japan vhloh nor numbers ' 

islonarlos, 17 native preachers and evangelists, 0 organls j 

e'ma* ’A Preaching rlaces, and a church membership of noo. gen years 

M 1 ,lon "fci> 3tartel tn Mexico vhere nor are 5 missionaries, 10 

native helpers and preachers and ISO communicants. within the last tro 

years, 6 missionaries have been sent to the interior province of Hunan 

in China - an almost unoccupied field, hut one of great promise. The 

large number op unmarried roman sent forth by the Cumberland Presby¬ 

terian Church speaKs veil for Its efficient Soman's Board. 

H. The A880£_lat-e__Reformed_3vnod_of tiie South hega„ m ^ 

slonary -or* in 1848 by training several negro lads to become mission¬ 

aries In Africa. Its ’erX Interne the civil war. In 

it sen* a lady missionary to labor in connection with the United 

Presbyterian Mission in India. While still continuing her support, the 

Synod resolved to establish an independent Mission and chose Mexico 
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as Its " 1A, and. Tampico as its chief station# The Mission is nor 

flourishing, having a Presbytery with seven ordal llnisters , and 

three licentiates* 281 commicants, valuable church and educational 

buildings and equipments, and best ofaall the Presbytery lias a Board of 

le Missions which supportaa missionary* 

we have thus seen as in a panoram the united array of our 

missionary forces. Truly our lines are gone out through all the earth. 

Our heralds are scattered through North America from British Columbia 

to Yueutan - ’ hey ar< '•entral America and in Colombia, Venesuela, 

British Guiana, Brazil# we find them on the African fro® Liberia 

to the Ogore, and in the heart of the Great Congo Basin# we are strong 

in Syria and Persia, side by side in India, and separate columns are 

advancing with one watchword and one Captain of Our Salvation, we are 

proclaiming glad tidings In Slats and Laos, in Hainan and the.Philip* 

* We have long since partitioned China, though not 

for political conquest and spoil, but for her orn salvation# Our uni* 

ted forces are teaching the Hermit Nation that no man and no nation 

liveth to itself# we have proclaimed to,the Sunrise Kingdom the Sun of 

teousness whose rising shall Know no setting# 



And thus with our watch towers surrounding the globe, our 

stations taken, our strategic points occupied, our forces marshalled 

and our equipment ready for still greater conqtiests, we are led to 

exclaim "What hath (led wrought?” 

The three centuries preceding this, accomplished great 

results in the attainment of religious liberty, and the various re¬ 

forms which established the purer doctrinal basis of Protestant 

Chrlsti&nly, but nothing in the nineteenth century, has accomplished 

so much for the church—so much for her own good even, as the mobili¬ 

sation of her forces for the moral and spiritual conquest of the 

heathen nations. And wo have shown that those branches of the 

church which are here represented, h&ve had their full share of 

the work, and their full share of Its reflex blessings. 

Having seen something of the extant, of our combined miss¬ 

ionary work, let us for a moment consider also its quality. It 

would be impossible to estimate fairly the reflex influence for good 

which has flowed back upon the churches from these varied and con¬ 

tinued conquests in the ends of the earth, — the many examples of 

faith and self-consecration, and the instances-of noble heroism and 

constancy even unto death. Wo cannot value too highly the practical 

illustrations which this work has giveiy of the truths we hold as 

to the universality of sin, and the demonstrated applicability and 

efficacy of the fospel of Christ. The people of Israel were inspir¬ 

ed and elevated by the memory of their great lawgivers and prophets, 

and so our Christian life is stimulated and enriched by a history 

of Missionary faith and heroism, the record of which would road like 



that in the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

The pioneer work of Missions calls forth the heroic faith 

and courage of both non and women, and we haw had illustrious ex- 

amples of both. We look back to the early days when Whitman and 

Spalding and their heroic wives, left their homes in Western New 

fcrk ami crossed the trackless continent, accorapl ish ing the most 

arduous and perilous journey ever made by women. Mot far from the 

tim John T*ovri®» bereft of his young wife, and separated 

from his other associates at tho very threshold of India, still had 

■*Lo grit to pursue his lonely way up the Ranges to the Punjab and 

establish his mission. 

We see Reddle first arousing the churches of "ova Scotia 

and then offering himself as their first ant! truly Apostolic Miss¬ 

ionary to the Mew Hebrides. Wt so© the dauntless (Jordon hastening 

to take the place of his murdered brother in Erromanga, and as It 

preyed, to share his martyr's crown. There rise up before us Bush* 

noli ana Finney and heighten Wilson, who were not appalled by the 

grave yards of West Africa, but w ith their lives In their hands and 

their all in Rod's hands, went forth as heralds of the Hr oat Physi¬ 

cian. There are many missionaries now passed beyond the vail, tho 

veiy thought of whoa inspires our hearts, non like AbaSr and Scufidor 

and T>anslg* And Hogg, like Mavijffs of China, and Henry Bowen of India 

like Calhoun and Dodds of Syria, McKenzie of Korea, Williamson of 

the Dakotas and Simonson of Brazil. And a multitude of others might 

to named who through faith subdued Kingdoms, wrought righteousness. 



obtained promisee—out of weakness wore made strong. 

Her are the days of Missionary heroism actually past. It 

is true that those who are sent to old and well established, stations 

where all the comforts of our American civilisation are to be had* 

whore the people are friendly and some congenial, local work is 

ready to hand—it is true that such missionaries know comparatively 

little of hardship or the heroism which it demands. But for those 

who like Paul are unwilling to build on other men's foundations, but 

prefer to bear the message to the regions beyond, there is still 

heroic work demanded, and fortunately, there are men to do it. 

These later decades are not wanting in illustrious instances of 
i 0 C f C\ va i) ^ h P . rtfL j y t/~r CX ^ i-r Y' 0 

■ saji leaven the African Coast.to take his 
'\ct 

chances with MWgd and naked cannibals; Georg© &s*t Tfackay turns 

ftC 

heroic levot!on, H& gnst|i 

away from the offer of comfortable quarters at Bwatow and prefers to 

break new ground in Northern Formosa. Adolphus Good, sending home 

hio family for health and safety, plunges into the African forests, 

that he may plant a mission on the interior uplands away from the 

mangrove swumrs of the coast and the corrupting influences of for- 

elgn trade. His life is the price he pays, but he achieves success. 

Cantine and zwejner, catching the heroic spirit of Keith Falconer, 

burn with a desire to carry the Gospel t.o the intolerant and- 

treacherous tribes of Arabia. For a long time they find little en~ 

couragernent or support, but finally they prevail, and there is now a 

mission with seven foreign laborers on the Arabian Coast. 

But perhaps the most remarkable example of all is that of 

young hapsley, of the Southern Presbyterian Church, in 1890 there 
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called at the Presbyterian Mission House in New York a mere boy in 

appearance, slight of stature, quiet and & ntle in his bearing, but 

of indomitable spirit. We looked upon him with admiration, not to 

say amazement as he told us of his purpose to found a Mission on 

one of the confluents of the Congo. Ha had left a home of comfort 

and luxury, a high social position and flattering prospects in life, 

md Klth a devoted negro missionary as his sole companion, he went 

bi&YSly forward»»went indeed to an early grave, but the thrifty 

station of Luebo with its strong missionary force, its flourishing 

ch r ch of 300 members, and large and attentive audiences of kindly 

adherents, is his blessed monument. This young man drew around him 

the warts sympathies of the whole Southern Church and the admiration 

of the Christian world. After his death in 10921 the children 

raised &in,ooo. Tor a boat to navigate t i|a&t and the Conge. 

Wg have listened the heroic faith of many of our mission- 

arics to the honor roll in the 11th of Hebrews, but we may carry the 

comparison still further. Not a flaw have won a martyr’s crown by 

dea*from violence. They have been stoned, if not sawn asunder. 

le the names of the martyred Cordons must be added those of Walter 

M. Lowris drowned by pirates in Hong Chow Bay, of the scholar^ 
/< 

Lowenthal shot at ?©shawal|, of the Freemans, and Campbells, the 

Me/nilsns, and Johnsons, who fell at the hands of the Sepoy Mutin¬ 

eers in 1057. 

But whether these saints of whom the world was not worthy 

were beaten to death by the savages of the Pacific Islands, or 

drowned in the China Seas, or murdered on the Afghan border, and 

shot and thrown into a well at Cawnpor©, their deaths exerted a 



B,d*r Rnd W>rfi r°"UWe ^ than could hav9 f0ll0W9d 

-on long lives or active labor. Xhoy OTake the ohurch fron 

r0n! lnt! li rer8n««. »"« the scepticism that follow It, and from a 

Igloos half-hearted service, to anything Hb the old Apostolic 

'Crdfat.t? lh,‘ d<>®1’ aorrow of tho survivors In the «aRsMNto^ 

in th. beginning of M88, ^ the eRll t„ ^ 

Christians everywhere* to obnsrve an .awn! *««* of prayer for ^ 

conversion of the world. 

W® Cann0< cl0se this report without a brief reference 

to some salient feat,-,.res of Mission work which have been developed 

In the last half of the closing century. 

And first the growth of medical missions. This element 

cannot be called new. the twelve disciples were corded not only 

to preach repentenc© and faith, but to «hsai mi « , uuis uo n©ai aii of disease* 

y«t In « sense the work Of medical missions Is a modern SSiSSSST*'' 

l" ln8tenoos '»• !•«« sporadic, both In the Proteetant 

and In Homan Catholic Missions, the healing art had sometimes been 

auxiliary to the preaching of the doepel. but it le within the lest 

half century that hospital and dispensary work has been thoroughly 

organized and immensely «nlar't*d At- . „ uv 1 
. «nj.nrC«ct. As an example of its rapid ex- 

pansl^u in L..u. ye<u s, out of sore than four score nodical mission- 

dries of the northern Presbyterian Church.all but four or f.ve have 

boon appointed within the last twenty-five years. 

believe that all the different bodies represented m 

<he Western Section are enlisted In the work of medical missions to 

a greater or less extent in n,u 
' is# afl *n ftl1 Humanitarian efforts 

for the bodies as well as for the souls of tv - 
OHXB 01 n&nt the various Presby- 



t&rian denomination haw boon among the foremost, on© of the Boards 

hora represented has the largest number of medical missionaries of 

any society in the world. 

In some countries, llkt the Ppanlsh and Portuguese re¬ 

publics, or the Roman Catholic countries of Kurope,medical missions 

a* u ns3 v sc essential as in those lands where no such thing as mod¬ 

ern scientific practice can be said to exist, in Mohammedan coun- 

Syria, Persia, %ypt and Arabia, this branch of service 

htib been well nigh indispensible in overcoming the fanatical pre¬ 

judice and intolerance of Ruler/ end people—to say nothing of the 

physical relief afforded, in the dark Pa .can lands like Central 

Africa, find the Islands of the Pacific, skillful medical science has 

done more Perhaps than any other mean** to break the power of animis¬ 

tic superstitions, which for untold ages have vested Xik< v, ni$st- 

tnaro upon the people. Rvoyyvher« our nodical missions have dona 

much also to alleviate the condition of woman, and ©apt daily since 

tair, work for woman has bees done by woman* The sending forth of 

lady doctors—& <iuite modern movement—has not, snly proved a very 

convincing expression of th sympathy of Christian women, but it 

hac placed & ac* volu upon the capabilities of the sex. In train- 

iny native girls for physicians it has so demonstrated the feasibil- 

value movement, that civilians, and eves govern”’ i • • 

are adopting the plan. The lady Buffer in Association in Indie., with 

its hunt reds of medical students? in a notable instance. The novem- 

5£nt training schools for female doctors in Japan are in the same 

line . 

Much as had already been accomplished for the relief of 



. cu foring of manhood and womanhood of the world by mod leal 

practice and ‘nodical instruct ion, that which impresses us most of 

all la tm> principle involved# the beginning made and the vast possi. 

bill ties to ho developed in the years to corns* 

1?hat already been said, naturally suggests a second 

nsvf feature of missionary work which has been brought into proain- 

0nc0 ^t;hin the last half—nny# the last quarter of a century, Ve 

allude to the organised efforts of Christian woman. Woman have al¬ 

ways horns a noble part in the f ield work, even in the greatest hard¬ 

ships and dangers of our pioneer missions, but in the more recent 

period tl nave, though with all loyalty,taken a large part in 

home organiaat. ion# in thi dissemination of missionary lit*ratur6#ln 

*.:i>3 instruction given at the fireside# in the holding of popular 

meetings, in personal contact with the women of all the churches mm 

In the remote presbytertee, in systematic methods of raising funds# 

in hearty sympathetic correspondence with missionaries on the fields 

8r-a 8^°ve oil in the increase of earnest personal prayer. One great 

adv rntagr. arising fro m th- development of Woman's Work for Missions 

is the ubiquity of Us organisation. 
w ^ 

P '"nr various Roman's ^cards have as a rule established 

^prosbyte■■rial societies# and under these are local auxiliaries in 

the churches# which in the aggregate now number tens of thousands, 

2he educating art! quickening influence of these organisa¬ 

tis ns is carrlad into all parts of the church like th® sac of 

the vino era^circulation of the life blood* 

In the historic sketches which have be«n placed in the 

hands of the Committee# the highest commendation is everywhere given 



''he 8frl0‘«n°y °t work, as * hone agency and a powerful 

iary force. Says the Secretary of the Canadian •ftestonary 

n°:'r<1’ V**tnrn Bra“h- ■»*•»» no Other organisation m the Cana- 

titan Church has been administered with such precision and hue con¬ 

tributed so largely to the diffusion of alsslonary Intel)Irene, and 

Interest throughout the cOBgresaUone*. f taUar teettneny alght be 

ClV< ' Ji •>thur» perhaps by all, churches hero represented, in the 

diffusion of hnonedg* by leaflets and alneo<raph letters, and by 

tA° i)rooent*t1on of ortrfnal papers in local aeetlngs all over the 

cn, the foattn’i Boards have excelled. In the Northern Presby¬ 

terian Church the ablest, nay, the only full and waplete history 

or the Missions of the Ohurch 1ms be™ published by «„« 0f Us Wo- 

noKrds* and »ltO»th.r, the most popular and effective aonth- 

ly nagasin* in the Ohurch is issued by the wonen. 

In closing this r<s>ort, which brings us alaost to the 

threshold of another century, we can but. look over that boundary 

With the deepest interest all unknown as its developments aunt be. 

We Bro 00n3traln#d «wt oreat things coapared with which all 

that w« have yet seen is only as the drops which proceed the abun¬ 

dant shower. Our Presbyterlal Missions have been largely institu¬ 

tional. Vo have laid foundations by nouns of the school and the 

printing press. Let us hope that with those foundations laid, wo 

an” n0W *nt*r upon * ®r®at omatgaont of evangelistic effort and 

that, the past seed sowing my be followed by harvests in which aultl- 

tudos of sheaves which no aan can number my bo gathered. 



v',n, REPORT OP THE*MISSIONARY COMMITTEE OP THE WESTERN 

SECTION OP THE ALLIANCE -OP CHURCHES HOLDING THE 

REFORMED FAITH AND PRESBYTERIAN ORDER* 

The Minsionary Committee of the Western Section beg leave to 

report that in the interval since the Council held in Glasgow in 188C, 

the Committee*s work has been largely merged in that of the Annual Con* 

ferenees held ri+n other Missionary organizations in the United States 

and Canada. In these yearly discussions the members of this Commit* 

toe have taken a large part, holding at the same time such separate 

sessions as seemed necessary to keep alive their ovn organization* and 
'4 

to hold prominently in view certain special objects which rill appear 

in this report. Three meetings of the Committee have been held * the 

first in January, 1880, another in January, less, and the third dur* 

ing the sessions of this Council* 

The interdenominational conferences here alluded to rere a 

diro.«+ outgrowth of the action taken at the meeting of this Alliance in 

"onto in 1882, That action recommended a series of annual meetings of 

the Presbyterian and Reformed Missionary Boards and thus leading on to 

a general movement in the interest of comity and cooperation which has 

already been attended with blossdd and far-reaching results. The in* 

vitation which under the auspices of your committee was extended to the 

Boards and Societies of other denominations, was moat cordially ac* 

eepted, and seven annual gatherings, all evincing a heait y spirit of 

confidence and cooperation have been held. 
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During the las* two years the Committee have had Irs view the 

gathering and collation of brief historic sketches of the missionary 

operations of our churches during the century, and their presentation 

to the Alliance for its permanent archives. These are therefore re«» 

speotfully submitted in the forms in which they have been prepared by 

the different organizations. As a member of this council has been 

appointed to present a special paper on the aggregate results of our 

■ “’i 

missionary enterprises, this report will deal mainly with some general 

phases of our missionary history. In the perspective o the century 

, )»lble show the place which 

our fai+h and order have occupied, and the part which they have taken 

in the great world movement of Christian evangelization. There has 

been a popular impression that the churches specially identified with 

the Calc in 1st ic faith were slow to .join the modern missionary movement 

in which other Christian bodies have been distinguished, 

A reason for this misapprehension may be found in the fact 

that the churches holding the Westminster and the Heidelberg Confession 

have- until a comparatively recent period carried on their missionary 

work through Interdenominational societies. For a century and a quarter, 

or from {700 to 1825, the Scotch General Assembly, though taking active 

pat4 in missions, worked through such organizations. And the American 

Presbyterian Assembly from its beginning until 18.??, and one branch of 

it until 1870, followed this example. In this ray the work of Presby» 

t sriar.Q has been merged and hidden in missionary societies bearing oth«* 

er names. And the same policy, or want of policy, characterized the 



rl" 0fforts of tB* Reformed and Associate Reformed Churches. 

But as . matter' of fact leading members of tll theso boi.08 

took an active part In the pioneer movement* of Modem Missions. As 

early 88 1655 JOta Calvln - Coligni organized a missionary 

hy for tajll, ana its success IU only prevented by the apostasy 

*"* trOM1Wry of lt8 in 1612 the Refoi 

» missionary training school at Leyden. j 

tTP ;;ear“ bef°rB the ** <*»•*■ or the Propaganda at Rome, 

tt icio collections were ordered in an the Churches of Holland for mis. 

1<mS 171 th* E*#t Indies. jn 1627 rork vas begun In Formosa, and in 

1687 DUt<,h 0u“n*‘ In 1028 th» 3-tch minister Mlchaleas, laboring 

on the island of Manhattan, sent a request to Holland for missionaries 

to labor among the American Xndiane. in ical the famous-Long Parlia- 

.nent. received a petition form about seventy members of the Westminster 

A33™bly aa,,,n8 f"r ^.bushnent of missions in „o,th America. The 

rotitioc Taa signed by three Scotch Presbyterians, Alexander Henderson. 

Robert Balliie and Oeorge Gillespie. In response to this petition, 

pa8y°d ln 1048 *&n aet for Footing and propagating tho 

of J«»ua Chr|»t in Nor England**. 

The churches of Holland though actuated by a true missionary 

spirit end ted in their movements for the vorld-s conversion by such 

Sre#t *• HU*° 0mh“* *nd almost fatally crippled in 

ti*lr East India Missions by the cooperation and control assumed by 

thB State< 0,‘hemM> they *«“»<» tove reaped a better harvest • 

1116 ;>rosWerl“n of Scotland, although happily free 
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?rom such trammels, rare slov in entering upon missionary work through 

tholr own ecclesiastical organizations. Yet in the prosecution of the 

Tork off independent/ missionary societies they were among the foremost. 

In 1701 a few ministers at a meeting in Edinburgh formed the 

njtcleus of the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge. for 

rhich in 1006 the Assembly called for contributions. when itH chrter 

ras framed in 170C, eighty Presbyterians rere numbered among it cor¬ 

porate members. This ns the Society rhieh in 1741 contributed to the 

support or John S t, nissionary to the ind New England. in 

*7*2» * »ned Ezra Horton, a minister of the Presbytery of New 

v°rK* to the In on Long Island. In 1748 it appointed David Brain 

ero., © a member on the tier York Presbytery, as a missionary to the 
/ 

*%/ 

Indians in New Jersey. Central Her York also ores the noble and Tide* 

spread influence of its heroic tonary, axel Kirk land, to 

Scotch Society whi c Moniestoned him in 1706. 
I 

In 1744 a number of ministers in Scotland moved by the tidings 

of Whitfield*s work in America, published the proposal of a universal 

concert of p for the conversion of the rorId. This recommendation 

**» taken up by Jonathan Edvards, afterwards president of Nassau Kail 

College, who wrote a memorable treatise on the duty of proclaiming the 

Gospel to all mankind, and this treatise, years afterward, coming into 

tnn hands of the Scotch Calvinistic Bhoemaker, William Carey, led to the 

missionary movement among the English Baptists. 

In 17€*C a number of ministers, mostly Presbyterian and He- 

formed, but including a few Baptists, organized the New York 



Society, in connection rith which the General Assembly of lCOC sent Rov 

* zPtcpv.ten to the rhite and Indian populations or Western Neir v<>rk. in 

1812 on the recommendation of the Presbyterian Assembly's missionary 

committee. Rev, Gideon Blackburn ras sent t Cherokees, Others 

rere commissioned by this Society to the Chiokasars, Senecas, Tuscaroras 

Stoobbridgea and other fragments of,Indian tribes on Long Island, 

Great interest ras created in the Tork of this society by the 

liver; publication in 17£?7 of the memorable sermon of Dr, John 
> 

;« Mason entitled "Messiah's throne*, also,by a sermon delivered by 

same .-Society in 17CP by Dr, John H. Livingston entitled "Christ is all 

in all*, and another in 1804 entitled*the Everlasting i». 

The latter discourse subsequently rerrinted and widely circu¬ 

lated In Rev England by Samuel J, Mills, is supposed to have been among 

establlshstsH: of the Ameri - 

•' i ; •» loners for -'or :1 :n Ties Ions, 

Samuel J. Mills having neon largely instrumental in the for¬ 

mation of the American Board in Rev England, seems to have been the 

first to recognize the great importance of organizing a similar move¬ 

ment among the various branches of the Preabyteiian and deformed chur¬ 

ches in the Middle states, in writing a letter to his fathei 

study of Dr, Griffin Fevark, H> J#, and dated May, 1810, - 

* The Presbyterian Church as is veil knorn have heretofore, as a church 

made no exertions to send the Gospel out of the limits of the United 

States, I have for a long time thought it desirable that their atten— 
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tion should bo dlrooted to the subject of Foreign Missions, not only 

”ltu the vleT of “ending the CJospol to the destitute abroad, but in the 

that exertion of this kind might excite more zeal for the diffusion 

of religious knorledge in our orn country* I conceive the object is 

secured." “Mills rent from my house* says Dr* Griffin, *to lay the 

project of a missionary society before the General Assembly at the time 

the United Foreign Missionary Society vas formed.* it is significant 

that the man ^ho had been so deeply interested in the formation of the 

American Board, six years before, should not have urged upon the Assem¬ 

bly a Cooperation ~ith that Board, but should have advocated a distinct 

organization rhich should develop full strength of the Presbyterian 

Churches. The Society rhich r&3 formed then ana there (181C) ras 
!• 

called the JriUm ,jlssionary Society,. Though it embraced the 

Presbyterian, the Reformed and the Associate Reformed Churohes, it 

ras essentially Presbyterian. To this organization, the *-ork 0f the 

Her York Missionary Society and its supporters, excepting the Baptists, 

’rap trinsferred, 

Meanvhile the very successful and very romantic history of 

the American Board in those early years had a very attractive influence 

upon our Presbyterian Churohes -.the consecration of the young stu- 
I 

dent volunteers at Williams College, the haystack p-rayer meeting, the 

romance of Obookiah and the Hawaiian Mission, the conversion of judson 

and Rice and the birth of American Baptist Missions, the pathetic story 

of Harriette Nerall, and the rives of Judson, all this appealed strong¬ 

ly. And besides the idea of organic denominatlonal union is alvays 
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Plausible even though it is not a1rays -rise and the result ras that 

a '-kr ten years, the Union Missionary Society ras merged in the Are r i— 

2an Board carrying rith it ten missions and sixty missionaries. There 

Tere somet horever, both in the Reformed and in the Presbyterian Chur* 

ches rho felt that it ras' time to take ip the vorh of Missions through 

;> > i r o-rn or ; n i rat i ©ns • 

Previous to the year 1831, re find no one Presbyterian or Re* 

formed organization in this country extending missions to foreign lands 

u.n:?!r it orn independent control, though some of the Synods carried on 

Home Mission rork among the Indian tribes. In the day of small things 

joint, efforts in Foreign Missions nay have been necessary; yet had the 

aenominational policy been adopted at an earlier day, as ras done by 

other religious bodies, the visible results of Presbyterian missionary 

operations in the first half of the century rould in all probability 

• N--=r i ueh greater. 

Ah 8^ov« Htateci, t.he Scotch General Assembly «dopt«=>3 + be 

automatic plan in 1825. The American churches began to follow this 

cample six years later. In 1881 the Presbyterian Synod of Pittsburgh 

formed the Western Foreign Missionary Society xhich in 18s? * 8 ras 

adopted by ine Old School General Assembly as the nucleus of the Presby¬ 

terian Board. The express motive given by the Synod for its action ras 

a desire to increase the missionary interest of the Presbyterian Church¬ 

es, and such in fact ras the, result. The Northern and the Southern 

Synods rere then and for many years after united in their foreign mis* 

siona^T 



sionary vork under one Assembly, while the Nor School Synods of the 

'forth still continued to cooperate with the American Board* 
/ 

The withdrawal of the Reformed Dutch Church from the American 

Board was gradual* As early as 182£ a feeling had arisen that the best 

development of a missionary spirit in the churches could not be secured 

as long as their contributions were made through outside channels, such 

noble men as Abee 1 and Scudder, belonged to their communion and rarre 

regarded as sons of the church, but tinder existing arrangements they 

Called to come into closest touch •ith their om people. Consequently 

in 1852 a Missionary Board of the Reformed Church appointed and in 

188C an independent Mission was undertaken though unsuccessfully, in 

Borneo* The flourishing Missions in Amoy and Arcott were established in 

1842 and 1862. and in 185C - 7 the relations of the Reformed church rith 

the American Board rere entirelyf t dcably closed* The !!er 

School Branch of the Presbyterian Church continued to cooperate with 

that Boa* d till the Reunion of the churches in 1870, rhen by a 

friendly withdrawal of its representatives in the corporate membership 

© Prudential ittee, and by the adoption of several missions 

jet over to its care, it became fully and organically connected rith 

the rork of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions* 

Dorn to the year 1881, the Southern Synods nor constituting 

the Presbyterian Church in the United States were full sharers rith the 

Northern Church in the management of the work of all the Presbyterian 

Missions then in operation. And although since that separation which 



^as one of the unhappy incidents of the Civil War, the missionary rorfc 

of the tro branches has been conducted “by separate Eoards or Committees 

yet the utmost harmony and cooperation have prevailed, special arrange* 

raents have been wade for the Pre3byieria1 Union of their adjacent na¬ 

tive churches, and questleas of comity are carefully studied with a view 

to the utmost economy and efficiency. Some of the smaller Reformed and 

Presbyterian bodies continued till a later period to worK in- connection 

with other churches of their ora faith and order, some in this country, 

some in Scotland, but they are all now developing their own independent 

boards and committees and re believe that rithout except ion their worh 

is more . * 1 ? factory and successful* 

It is a significant fact that while our churches have been 

gradually laying aside the former policy of nixed control, they have at 

time grown into closer relations of practical oonity, friendli- 

ness of spiril id effective cooperation than ever before. In the avoid 

ance of rivalry, iompetition, proselyting and overbidding in the employ¬ 

ment of native agents or intrusion in fields fairly rupied, much has 

already been done and doubtless more is to follow, we trust that among 

all denominations these principles of comity may more and wore prevail, 
.. /: beer; called narrow, 5;rve 

jla d 1. report that, ivesbytor ian-v who havV •• > • >ral ly been 

found in van of all movements toward friendly recognition and co* 

opor:-*ion. It that Scotch Apostle of burning eloquence, Alexander 

, e on; his visit to this country in 1842 led the different de* 

nominations to lay down for the first time some general principles 
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Missionary comity* And in the more recent advances along th© same 

line, the Presbyterian churches have been among the foremost* 

Still another fact deserves mention, viz: that rhile our 

- lurches have advanced tor&rd an automatic missionary policy , they have 

'.'"ill taken * he lead in the support of int er Batson inat iona 1 charities of 

all kinds at home and abroad* Perhaps it springs from & lingering in¬ 

heritance ofthe old voluntaryism to rhich they were so long habituated 

that Presbyterians have earned the name of »Oodts foolish people"* 

only have they continued to lead in the support of Bible and Tract Soci¬ 

eties and of such undenominational organizations as the China Inland 

Mission, Young Men*s Christian Associations, Student Volunteer Move- 

ments, Christian Endeavor Societies, &c. for all of rhich re are both 

glad and proud, but it is veil Xnom that the Presbyterian churches 

are the common pasture ground of all free lance schemes, goodt bad, 

and indifferent Those name is legion. At all events there is no country 

01 the Orient so remote that its personal solicitors do not knor rhere 

to apply. 

In the organization of foreign Presbyteries under the joint 

support of differe^^pi^sions, a variety of methods have been followed 

O 
In China, the Reformed Church mission in connection **ith that of the 

English Presbyterian Church long ago established an independent native 

Presbytery* In Korea steps have been taken tovard a similar Presbyter- 

ial arrangement. In Japan all the different Presbyterian Missions have 

contributed to the establishment of an independent national church of 

the Presbyterian order. As a rule the missionaries retain their eon- 
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nection with the home presbyteries and have only an advisory relation 

to this.national church, In Brazil, the Northern and Southern Pres— 

byterian Churches established some years ago an Independent Brazilian 

Synod of Those Presbyteries most of the ’.missionaries became members in 

full relations with the natives of the country. 

In the matter of Union and Cooperation to which the Alliance 

gave so much attention fifteen years ago, less progress has been made 

than was then expect I. In the older Missions of India and most of 

those in China* the Presbyteries and Synods have preferred to remain in 

connection vith their respective bodies in Europe and America. In.most 

o1 -r lands our missionaries have seemed inclined to maintain their home 

rela-* ions and on the Thole the balance of sentiment has inclined to the 

policy of organizing in new fields, independent presbyteries and synods 

governed by a native ministry alone* 

Let us nor for a moment contemplate in their full array t2ie 

Missionary forces radiating frosa Presbyterian Churches of tho ■- 

tern Hemisphere. Ihe survey Till . ess upon us the grandeur and 

porer of that refluent tide of influence which flo-rs back to the old 

world from a portion of the earth which four centuries ago was wholly ' 

unknown* Bearing in mind that we represent only one division of the 

Protestant Churonea of America this extension of dur lines over the 

Orient,in thtg Homan Catholic republics of Central and South America, 

and in the islands of the Atlantic and the Pacific, is quite remarkable. 

* l£e see the prosperous Missions of the Reformed Church in 
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America, sipreading into Southern India, Central China, North and South 

J ' 1 aru the coasts of Arabia There the fanatical intolerance of 

Islam does its —orst* 

Zm The Presbyterian Church, north, has its outposts in 

Northern, Central and Southern China, in Hainan, Korea, and Bast 

Wst Japan, in Sian and Laos and West Africa, in Syria, Pastern and 

Western Persia, in Central and Southern Brazil, in Colettbia, Chile, Mex- 

iC-' and Guatemala, among the Chinese and Japanese in this country, and 
v»ll 

la > ^y- + . Phil'nrtnss. 

3. The Southern Presbyterian Church only beginning its sep» 

a rat-' rork in 1°G1, has already vigorous and successful Missions in 

Central China, Japan, Korea, tro missions in Brazil, one in Mexico, a 

gee eginning in Cuba, and rhat veil deserves to be called the Star 

:i;-^ion of Central Africa, nor Tell established on the chief confluent 

of the Congo* 

***• Canadian Presbyterian Church, Past Division has tl 

great honor or occupying that field m tb© Hebrides There the sain- 

ted Geddie*found on his arrival no Christians and Then called aray left 

no heathen*, and There three martyred Gordons baptized the mission with 

their blood * It has also a flouris , well«*conduo sion among 

th® thousand® of Asiatic coolie laborers in Trinidad, and another in 

British Guiana. A noble rork has also been inaugurated in Korea* 

The Western Canadian Churches have been equally honored 

t remarkable work in Formosa eo .cod in 1872 by Bev* a, L, Mack- 

ay* They have also a vlgotous mission in Central India begun in *874 



by two corageous women. Brave men followed who.after five years of 

rwsterly patlenoe conquered a peace with the hostile Rajah , Halkar and 

established a strong center at Indore, while aiming with great success 

“ a" the h‘gher f0nBB of « educational and.medlcal lines, this 

”l8Sl0n taS 8et 9 good exan*le »•> giving special attention to the lower 

castes and the depressed and oppressed masses who most of all need the 

comfort Of the Gospel. « has also begun work among the aboriginal 

OUntaln mb0S and t*8 efficient help to the sufferers from 

fa“ln8‘ Ihe Sane ohureh ”®intalns twenty stations and outstatlons 

among .he Canadian Indians, and it cares for the Interests of the Chi¬ 

nese in Montreal and in British Columbia. 

C. When the United Presbyterian Church of north America was 

formed tr. less: by the Union of the Associate Presbyterian and the As¬ 

sociate Reformed' churches, each of these bodies brought to the Union a 

vigorous foreign missionary worh, the one ,n Syria and Egypt, the other 

in trmid&d and Northern India. it was resolved that the United church 

in. o5 .: of entering many lands should devote its energies to two great 

"iuslon flays the one embracing all of Egypt from the Mediterranean 

to the First Cataract with a population of nearly 10,000,000 - the oth¬ 

er a large Portion of the *i„3ab. 260 by 1B0 miles In extent, and embrac¬ 

ing a population of over 4,000,000. In the first decade from leao to 

1670, twenty-eight missionaries vere sent to these missions, in the sec¬ 

ond decade twenty-four, in the third, forty-o„ef and tB t!le deoad0 M 

closing seventy-four. Pew large mission fields have been so well 

worked as these, and few have been blessed with greater success. 
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One of it vigorous Missions in Japan is that of the 

Hefomed Church iii .the United States Its cert- res are Tokyo, Bendai 

and Yamagata, The influence vhtoh it has gained in Japan lias been 

greatly promoted by two men of high rank who have been numbered among 

its converts, one of these became speaker Of the Lower House of the 

^irst Imperial Diet, and is now minister pfcenipotentiary to Italyt— the 

other belonging to the di&tifligni^hsd family of 0,Shikawa entered the 

Christian ministry in which he has been remarkably successful. Some 

of its devoted native helpers sacrificed their lives in an effort to 

bear the Gospel to the Kurule Islands 

8. The Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church has been 

assigned perhaps the hardest Mission field in the world, viz: Northern 

cyria• It is the home of the pagan Uusairiyeh whose hearts have been 

said to be *as hard as their mountain boulders, and their lives as bar¬ 

ren as 'in- scrubby undergrowth which struggles for an existence on their 

native hills". xbay resist all foreign faiths and they guard the ln» 

penetrable secrets of their own. But since none must be passed by, 

God in His providence has summoned to this incorrigible race, the strong 

faith of this corageous Synod, *** +fe» it had already toughened * 

fibre of its missionary zeal by years of struggle with peculiar din— 

coumgenents in the Island of Hayti, and was thus prepared for the 

mountain hamlets of the Nusairlyeh where it certainly has wrought in no 

plastic clay, but has chiseled the hard granite of the Lebanon, What¬ 

ever the number of Nusairijrian converts may have been, three well or- 



’nized churches with 200 members have been formed. Four licentiate a 

&na nineteen native helpers are employed and there are ten schools with 

five hundred pupils. Some of the ■most earnest and 3elf*denying wen 

and ’•omen have been numbered in the missionary force, and one Syrian 

convert, t:ie rell Known Dr. Metheny has gained distinction* This Is 

the Tori', of a church rhioh has less than 10,000 eowwnieants and Those 

annual con.tr ifcutions for this cause average $2+ per capita. If the 

Presbyterian Church, TIorth rere to contribute to Foreign Missions at 

rate, the total rould *ppr**sH $2#»S&s®08* be #1,951,754. 

9, To the Sorthern India Mission of the Genera 1 Cynod of tire 

i Presbyterian Church, a splendid success has been given. It 

r~ - jer ized j an independent denominational Mission 1i Iff-4 at Hoot* 

Ar. earlier effort had been made in India jointly with the Pres* 

byterian Church. But by reason 0 ft ious complies*ions this good be* 

ginning was merged in thePresbyterian Mission. Since adopting the 

better policy of independent action, a phenomenal rorK has been accent* 

jd. There are nor two Indian Presbyteries, 12 organized churches, 

with each its minister and elders , 1220 corawunleants, 11 chief een* 

ters with 14 substations, forty preachers and helpers of all grades, and 

a 'theological ela,..- in session six months of the year. This mission 

ranks above all others in utilizing ndttve talent* In its entire array 

of ministers and doctors there is but one Foreign Missionary. All the 

others including some doubtless rho rere fruits of the early efforts 

are native born, and the quality of these men may be judged not only by 

th^ir success, but from the fact that in the General Synod which net in 
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Philadelphia In May 18P8, one of these honored Asiatics was appointed 

Moderator. Other Missions tin India which number half* a eoore of or¬ 

dained foreigners with a proportionately small number of native pastors 
i 

may reli learn a lesson from this grand example 

10* The Cumberland Presbyterian Churchwas organised in 1810* 

When only three years old it begand to plan for missions to the American 

Indians* among whoa actual work was begun in 1818. Its first ambassador 

to foreign lands ras a manumitted slave who; while in bondage, re¬ 

quired an education. His field was Liberia. In 18C0 a missionary ras 

sent to Turkey* but both or these beginnings were cut short by the Civil 

S’ar. in 287? a vigorous mission Tas begun in Japan rhich nor numbers 

20 missionaries, 17 native preachers and evangelists, C organised ohur* 

ches, PA reaching places, and a church membership of COO* Ten years 
£ 

later h mission ras started in Mexico There nr*'- are 6 rainsionarios* 10 

native preachers and helpers, and 150 communicants. WitHin the last 

tro yearn 5 missionaries have been sent to the interior province of 
unoccupied 

Hunan in China - an almost. 4»&ece»e4bke field, but one of great promise. 

The large number of unmarried'women sent forth by the Cjmberland Pres¬ 

byterian Church speaks well for Its efficient Woman*s Board* 

11* The Assoc late He formed Synod of t lie South -began its mis¬ 

sionary work in 184S by training several negro lads to become mission¬ 

aries in Africa. Its work also was interrupted by the Civil War. In 

1874 It sent a lady missionary to labor in connection with the United 

Presbyterian Mission in India. While still continuing her support, 

the synod reso;ved to establish an independent Mission and chose Mexico 
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its field, and Tarapieo as fts chief station# The Mission is nor 

flourishing, having a Presbytery rith seven ordained ministers, and 

three licentiates, 281 communicants, a valuable church and educational 

buildings and equipments, and best of all the Presbytery has a Board of 

Home Missions rhieh support a missionary. 

We have thus seen as in a panorama the united array of our 
r 

missionary forces. Truly our lines are gone out through all the earth 
f 'H 

Our heralds are scattered through north America from British Columbia 
/ 

to Yucatan - they are in Central America and in Colombia, venozual , 
*■" ' 'i 

itish Guiana, Brazil, We find them on the African coast from Liberia 

to the Ogore, and in the heart of the Great Congo Basin* We are 

strong in Syria and Persia, side by side in India, and separate columns 

are advancing vith one ratch'word and one Captain of Qur Salvation# We 

are proclaiming glad tidings in Siam and Laos, in Hainan and the Phil— 
k. 

ipplnes and Formosa, We have long since partitioned China, though not 

*’w “T'oil . but i»o*> *!«*■ a«m 4*alvaLicri. ffiur uni- 

ted forces are teaching the Hermit Nation that no man and no nation 

llveth to ximself itself. We have proclaimed to the Sunrise Kingdom 

the Sun of Righteousness Those rising shall knov no setting. * 



And thus with our watch towers surrounding the globe, our 

stations taken, our strategic points occupied, our forces marshnllea 

and our equipment ready for still greater conquests, we are led to 

exclaim "What hath God wrought?*' - 

The three centuries preceding this, accomplishes great 

results in the attainment of religious liberty, and the various re¬ 

forms which established the purer doctrinal basis of Protestant 

Chrlstianty, but nothing in the Nineteenth century, has accomplished 

so much for the church—so much for her own good even, as the mobili¬ 

zation of her forces for the moral and spiritual conquest of the 

heathen nations. And wo have shown that those branches ot the 

church which are here represented* have had their full share of 

the work, and their full share of its reflex blessings. 

Having seen something of the extent of our combined miss¬ 

ionary work, let us for a moment consider also its quality. It 

would bo impossible to estimate fairly the reflex iniluence for good 

which has flowed back upon the churches from these varied and con- 

x. Inu ec? CO *» ^ r t les of* 

faith and self-consecration, and the instances of noble heroism and 

constancy even unto death. We cannot value too highly the practical 

illustrations which this work has givei^ of the truths wo hold as 

to the universality of sin, and the demonstrated applicability and 

efficacy of the Gospel of Christ. The people Of Israel were inspir¬ 

ed and elevated by the memory of their great lawgivers and prophets, 

and so our Christian life is stimulated and enriched by a history 

of Nisrionary faith and heroism, thi- record of which would read like 
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that in the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

The pioneer work of Missions calls forth the heroic faith 

and courage of both men and women, and we have had illustrious ex¬ 

amples of both. Ve look back to the early days when Whitman and 

Spalding and their heroic wives, left their homes in Western New 

York and crossed the trackless continent, aceoraplishing the most 

arduous and perilous journey ever made by women. Not far from the 

same time John C. Lowrie, bereft of his young wife, and separated 

from his other associates at the very threshold of India, still had 

the grit to pursue his lonely way up the Ganges to the Punjab and 

establish his mission. 

We see Geddie first arousing the churches of Nova Scotia 

and then offering himself as their first and truly Apostolic Miss¬ 

ionary to the New Hebrides. We see the dauntless Gordon hastening 

to take the place of his murdered brother in ErrOman, a, and as it 

proved, to share his martyr's crown. There rise up before us Eush- 

nell and Pinney and Leighton Wilson, who ware not appalled by the 

grave yards of West Africa, but with their lives in their hands and 

their all in God's hands, went forth as heralds of the Great Physi¬ 

cian. There are many missionaries now passed beyond the vail, the 

fzX- 
very thought of whom inspires our hearts, men like Abet and Scudder 

and Lansi*$F and Hogg, like Navies of China, and Henry Bowen of India 

like Calhoun and Todds of Syria, McKenzie of Korea, Williamson of 

the Dakotas and Simonson of Brazil. And a multitude of others might 

be, named who through faith subdued Kingdoms, wrought righteousness. 
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obtained promises—out of weakness were made strong. 

Nor are the days of Missionary heroism actually past. It 

is true that those who are sent to old and well established, stations 

Where a11 the °°raforts of our American civilization are to be had, 

where the people are friendly and some congenial, local work is 

ready to hand—it is true that such missionaries know comparatively 

little of hardship or the heroism which it derands. But for those 

who like Paul are unwilling to build on other men's fourrfations, but 

prefer to bear the message to- the regions beyond, there is still 

heroic work demanded, and fortunately, there are men to do it. 

These later decades are not wanting in illustrious instances of 

heroic devotion. Nao^ 

chances with savage and naked cannibals; George «a£ltackay turns 

away from the offer of comfortable quarters at Swatow and prefers to 
«> 

break new ground in Northern Formosa. Adolphus Good, sending home 

his family for health and safety, plunges into the African forests, 

that he nay plant a mission on the interior uplands away from the 

mangrove swamps of the coast and the corrupting influences of for¬ 

eign trade. IUs life is the price he pays, but he achieves success. 

Cantine and TWi^er, catching the heroic spirit of Keith Falconer, 

burn with a desire to carry the Gospel to the intolerant and 

treacherous tribes of Arabia. For a long time they find little en¬ 

couragement or support, but finally they prevail, and thera is nor/ a 

mission with seven foreign laborers <>n the Arabian Coast. 

But perhaps the most remarkable example of all is that of 

young tapsley, of the Southern Presbyterian Church. In 1890 there 
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called at the Presbyterian Mission House in New York a mere boy in 

appearance, slight of stature, quiet and gp ntlft in his bearing but 

of indomitable spirit. We looked upon him with admiration, not to 

say amazement as he told us of his purpose to found a Mission on 

one of the confluents of the Congo. H# had left a home of comfort 

and luxury, a high social position and flattering prospects in life, 

and with a devoted negro missionary as his sole companion, he went 

bravely forward—went indeed to an early grave, but the thrifty 

station of Muebo with its strong missionary force, its flourishing 

church of 300 members, and largo and attentive audiences of kindly 

adherents, is his blessed monument. This young man drew around him 

the warm sympathies of the whole Southern Church and the admiration 

of the Christian world. After his death in 1892 the children 

raised 010,000. for a boat to navigate the Ka^sai and the Congo. 

We *iav® likened the heroic faith of many of our mission- 
•» 

aries to the honor roll in the 11th of Hebrews, but we may carry the 

comparison still further. Not a fbw have won a nartyr#s crown bv 

deaths from violence. They have been stoned, if not sawn asunder. 

To the names of the martyred Cordons must be added those of Walter 

M. tetri* drowned by pirates in Hong OhOff Bay, of the scholarly 
r~ 

Lowenthal shot at Peshawa^, of the freemans, and Campbells, the 

McMullens, and Johnson#, who fell at the hands of the Sepoy Mutin- 

eers in 1857. 

But whether these saints of whom the world was not worthy 

were beaten to death by the savages of the Pacific Islands, or 

drowned in the China Peas, or murdered on the Afghan border, and 

shot and thsewn into a well at Cawnpore, their deaths exerted a 
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wider and more positive influence perhaps than could have followed 

from long lives of active labor. They awake the Church from slumber 

from indifference, and the scepticism that follows it, and from a 

listless half-hearted service, to something like the old Apostolic 

zeal. Out of the deep sorrow of the survivors in the Tnr mini ifflHi 

endaass^SKa fissions, in the beginning of 1858, came the^call to all 

Christians everywheres to observe an annual week of prayer for the 

conversion of the world. 

We cannot close this report without a brief reference 

to some salient features of Mission work which have been developed 

in the last half of the closing century. 

first the growth of medical missions. This element 

cannot be called new. The twelve disciples were commanded not only 

to preach repentance and faith, but to "heal all manner of disease", 

ye . in a sense the work of medical missions is a mod.ern moimmflllt. 

In instances more or less sporadic, both in the Protestant 

and in Roman Catholic "lesions, the healing art had sometimes been 

auxiliary to the preaching of the Gospel, but it is within the last 

half century that hospital and dispensary work has been thoroughly 

organized and immensely enlarged. As an example of its rapid ex¬ 

pansion in late years, out of more than four score medical mission¬ 

aries of the Northern Presbyterian Church,all but four or five have 

been appointed within the last twenty-five years. 

V/e believe that all the different bodies represented in 

the Western Section are enlisted in the work of medical missions to 

a greeiter or less extent. In this, as in all humanitarian efforts 

for the bodies as well as for the souls of men, the various Presby- 



terian denomination have bean among the foremost, one of the Boards 

he-'o represented has the largest number of medical missionaries of 

any society in the world. 

In some countries, like the Ppanish and Portuguese re¬ 

publics, or the Roman Catholic countries of Europe,medical missions 

are not so essential, as in those lands where no such thing as mod¬ 

ern scientific practice can be said to exist. In Mohammedan coun¬ 

tries, like Syria, Persia, Cgypt and Arabia, this branch of service 

has been well nigh indispensible in overcoming the fi natical pre¬ 

judice and intolerance of Killers and people—to say nothing of the 

physical relief afforded. In the dark Pagan lands like Central 

Africa, and the Islands of the Pacific, skillful medical science has 

done more perhaps than any other means to break the power of animis¬ 

tic superstitions, which for untold ages have vested like a night¬ 

mare upon the people. Everywhere our medical missions have done 

much also to alleviate the condition of woman, and especially since 

this work for woman has been done by woman. The sending forth of 

lady doctors--& quite modern movement—has not only proved a very- 

convincing expression of the sympathy of Christian women, but it 

has placed a now value upon the capabilities of the sox. In train¬ 

ing native girls for physicians it has so demonstrated the feasibil¬ 

ity and value of the movement, that civilians and even governments 

are adopting the plan. The Lady Puffer in Assoc iat ion in India., with 

its hundreds of nodical students is a notable instance. The Govern¬ 

ment training schools for female doctors in Japan are in the same 

line . 

Much as had already been accomplished for the relief of 
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the ®ufferlnC of manhood and womanhood of the world by nodical 

practice and medical instruction, that which impresses us most of 

£11 is the principle involved, the beginning made and the vast possi. 

bilities to bo developed in the years to come. 

• tat has already been said, naturally suggests a seoond 

new feature of missionary work which has been brought into promin¬ 

ence within the last half-nay, th# last quarter of a century. We 

allude to the organized efforts of Christian women. Women have al¬ 

ways borne a noble part in the field work, even in the greatest hard, 

ships and dangers of our pioneer missions, but in the more recent 

period they have, though with all loyalty,taken a large part in 

home organization, in the dissemination of missionary literature,in 

the instruction given at the fireside, in the holding of popular 

meetings, in personal contact with the women of all the churches evai 

in the remote presbyteries, in systematic methods of raising funds, 

in hearty sympathetic correspondence with missionaries on the fields 

and above aU in the increase of earnest personal prayer. One great 

advantage arising from th* development of Woman's Work for Missions 

is the ubiquity of its organization. 

n < W ft 
<ur various Roman’s ^oards have as a rule established 

fresbyterial societies, and under those are local auxiliaries In 

the churches, which in the Aggregate now number tens of thousands. 

The educating and quickening influence of those organiza¬ 

tions is thus carried into all parts of the church like the sap of 

the vine ocirculation of the life blood. 

in the historic sketches which have been placed in the 

hards of the Committee, the hi/^hest commendation is everywhere given 
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to' the efficiency of work, a. a home agency and a powerful 

auxiliary force. Save the Secretary of the Canadian Ittaeionary 

Board, Western -ranch, “Probably no other organization In the Can*, 

dlan <Wch hae been administered with euch pr.clelon and hae con- 

trlVted ao largely to the diffusion of missionary intelligence and 

In* -eat throughout the convocations*. Stellar testimony night be 

rven by other, perhaps by all, churches here represented. In the 

diffusion of knowledge by leaflets and mlmeojraph Istters, and by 

the presentation of original papers In local meetings all over the 

chu-ch, the woman's Boards have excelled, in the Northern Presby¬ 

terian Church the ablest, nay, the only full and complete history 

of the Missions of the Church has been published by one of Its Wo¬ 

man s Boards, and altotp ther, the most popular and effective month¬ 

ly magazine In the Church Is issued by the women. 

In closing this r«port, which brings us almost to the 

threshold of another century, we can but look over that boundary 

With the deepest Interest all unknown as Its developments must be. 

are «>nstralned to expect great thlnge compared with which all 

that we have yet seen is only as the drops which preoeed the abun¬ 

dant shower. Our Preebyterlal His elan* have been largely Institu¬ 

tional, W» have laid foundations by means of the school and the 

printing press, let us hope that with these foundations laid, we 

may now enter upon a great enlargment of evangelistic effort and 

that the past seed sowing may be followed by harveste In which multi, 

tubes of sheaves which no man can number may bo gathered. 
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Missions *• were se”t by the American Board to explore » 
the regions of northwest Persia. The result 

was that their hearts were especially drawn out toward the 
oppressed Nestorians on the plain about Take Oroomiah. 
and on their representations the American Board determined 
to establish a mission in Persia with special reference to the 
Nestorians ; and so for many years this mission was known^- 
net ae the “ Berman Mumom” but as the “ Nestorian Mis¬ 
sion.” In 1833, Justin Perkins, a tutor in Amherst College, 
was appointed the first missionary, and sailed, with his wife, 

,r«. September of that year. About a year later they reached 
Tabriz, and in 1835 were joined by Dr. and Mrs. Grant. 

This little company formally occupied Oroomiah as a 
station November 20, 1835, and soon proved themselves to 
be possessed of strong faith and unquestionable zeal. The 
career of Dr. Grant was ended in a few years by death ; but 

Dr. Perkins was spared to labor with great vigor and useful¬ 
ness for thirty-six years. The instructions given to these 
pioreer workers mentioned, among other objects to be kept 
in view, the two following : (1) “ To convince the people 
that they came among them with no design to take away 
their religious privileges nor to subject them to any foreign 
ecclesiastical power;” (2) ‘‘To enable the Nestorian 
Church, through the grace of God, to exert a commanding 
influence in the spiritual regeneration of Asia.” 
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the orthodox or Sunnee system, until 1492 a.d., and since 
that time as the heterodox or Slieah system, the peculiarity 
sfwhich is that illegal db Alt; [lie .ion in law and <K>U3in 
Moferttuyed, as having been the onlj\nroper heir aWl/Suc- 
cessor ot^thc prophet, instead of Ambekem^mas and 
psman, who ar^'-sega^ded by the Siinmi£s^«s his rightful 

.cars. It is wondemil~wTTh«^hat deyotibK and even failVt- 

a the Persian Mohammedan^Siff^ championed the causfc 
of the long-dead son-in-laV. He istlteoentre oi their systen\ 
and the life of their creed.\ In their calPt's^orayter they say, 
“ Mohammed isthe propheh of God, and AlStme vicar of 
God.” \fld>-'fleparture fromMhe regular faith, ite® cher¬ 
ished fop^mir hundred years, has produced much coo motion 
between thh Turks and the Persians, and is likely^o bfc 
fptfrtful causeSpf fresh quarrels in tnfe-years to come. 
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These are sometimes spoken of as “ Clial- 
The Nestorians deans,” and again as “ Assyrians.” But for 

neither of these names does there exist any 
sufficient warrant either on historical or geographical 
grounds. They recognize no appellation for themselves except 
11 Syriani.” Their chief bishop claims for himself the title 
of “ Patriarch of the East.” But they will always be best^^j / ^ 

known to the world as “ Nestorians 
A twfrr-n Nestorius toftt-rAwt-iuchbeing Bishop of Con¬ 

stantinople, condemned by the Council of Ephesus, in 
the year a.d. 431, for his alleged heretical opinions regard¬ 

ing the Person of Christ. 

The growth of th& church is one of the brightest and most 
interesting chapters in the annals of Christianity. By its 

wonderful missionary enterprises churches were planted from 
Egypt to China, and from north of the Caspian Sea to the 
southern bounds of India.%- The flourishing church in 
Persia was of their founding. It is admitted that they were 
more numerous than any Christian Church then existing. 
Nor were they conspicuous for their missionary zeal alone. 
Their schools, where Biblical theology and medicine were 
taueht, were famed throughout Christendom. A 

The persecutions to which these people have been subject 
for centuries from Moslem power, constitute a most pathetic 
record. Their condition in Persia has been in some respects 
less harsh, but in Kurdistan and Turkey, they have endured 
grinding oppression, and even terrible massacres. In the 
recent atrocities perpetrated upon the Armenians of Turkey, 
the Nestorians have been in constant fear of a similar fate, 
and a number of them, including a bishop and some priests, 
were brutally murdered. Notwithstanding centuries of ill- 
usage at the hands of Mongols and Moslems, their literature 
_Vat<=vi ovrpnt -a f"<r mn„iicrrin(s and these written in 

the ancient Syriac tongue—a dead language which only 
their priests and deacons can read—this old Church has yet 
maintained the primitive faith in far greater purity than any 
other Oriental Church AlM 

The Nestorians number about one hundred and fifty 
thousand in all. A few of them have gone to Russia; about 
thirty thousand of them dwell in the plain of Oroomiah, 
while the rest inhabit the Koordish mountains or extend 
westward into the valley of the Tigris. 
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The Armen- Another Drancn oi me i^nristian Church found 
ians in Persia is the Armenian, the nation whose 

terrible sufferings during recent years in 
i urkey have attracted the attention of the world. About 
00,000 of them are residents in Persia, where they are 
treated with more consideration than under Turkish rule. 

Pheir name and some 
remnant of their ancient faith survives, btrt—tfee*A£*m5&€e 

' mull ,,fls uiiliTTci iuuedible. 

T*r ->— — ..mui'u, or tne- Moslems do of 
.iVLehammcd1, no ihvit piuphet. Surrounded by Mohamme¬ 
danism, they have imbibed too much of its spirit and morals. 
T About 50,000 Jews, remnants of both the 
me Jews Assyrian and Babylonian captivities, are found 

. *n more than 100 towns and villages between 
the Tigris and the Caspian. 
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1 
THE MISSIONS IN PERSIA. ( 

comwto asked for better care and instruction and means of 
grace than they found in the dead languages, and rituals 
and ordinances of the Old Church. The separation was not 
a violent disruption; the converts were first invited to unite 
with the missionaries in the Lord’s Supper. As the village 
converts increased in strength, pastors were placed over 
them. In time, these village pastors and other laborers in 
the reform, Bishops, Presbyters and Deacons, met in con¬ 
ference with the missionaries, and adopted a simple Confes¬ 
sion of Faith, with a form of government and rules of 
discipline. The first Conference or Knooshya was held in 
1862. The rules then adopted were enlarged in 1878, and 
again in 1887. In 1893 there was added a Church Direc¬ 
tory with forms of worship. The present Church book has 
(1) The Confession of Faith in 27 Articles, and the Shorter 
Catechism. (2) The form of government providing for the 
guidance of the local Church. (3) Rules of discipline. (4) 
The Directory of worship and forms. (5) Still incomplete, 
are canons for certain matters of marriage, divorce, etc., 
such as are essential in a land of this sort. This Code of 
Laws is adapted from the ecclesiastical canons of the Old 
Church. In this reform there has nearly always been one 
or more of the Bishops in the evangelical communion; three 
united fully and died in the evangelical faith ; one is now in 
living fellowship, and others are friendly. Over seventy of 
the Presbytery have labored with the missionaries as teach¬ 
ers, preachers or pastors. Many others acknowledge the 
evangelical doctrines to be Scriptural and salutary, but have 
various reasons for remaining in the Old Church. The 
leading men, including the Patriarch and his family, have in 
many ways evinced their friendliness to the missionaries, and 
to the leading men in the Evangelical Church. 

This Evangelical Nestorian Church is now organized into 
five local Knooshyas, or Presbyteries, three in Persia, and 
two in Turkey among the mountain Nestorians and plain of 
Assyria. Unitedly they constitute a General Knooshya or 
Synod, which forms one of the churches of the Presbyterian 
Alliance. 

The history of this reformation is one of the most in¬ 
tensely interesting anywhere on record in missionary annals. 
It has been the spread of Pentecostal power penetrating 
hundreds of villages. Out of it might be written many 
chapters of thrilling incidents, illustrating the work of the 
Holy Spirit convincing of sin, of righteousness and judg- 
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meat, and chapters of remarkable providences in ordinary 
labors in revivals ; and also during the prevalence of pesti¬ 
lence and famine and war, as also of manifold joys and sor¬ 
rows, in perils of the sea and land, of persecutions, of 
robbers, of sickness and death. Here a chapter could be added 
of excellent and eminent missionaries, men and women who 
have given their lives to this work, and died in the triumph 
of faith. To this could be joined a long record of the lives 
and labors of native brethren and sisters who have gone 
home to glory, whose memory is truly blessed. Well 
might th? venerable Dr. Perkins write as he bade final fare- 
well to missionary shores: “Heaven will not know any 
higher joy than the joy of redeemed Nestorians in the pres¬ 
ence of their Saviour.” 

The Reformed Church has steadily gained in steadfast¬ 
ness and in aggressive power. It has developed self-respect 
and self-reliance. It has made material advance in the 
matter of self-support. It is organized for effective Church 
work. It entrusts many of its executive responsibilities to 
a Committee of nine, called the “Evangelistic Board,” 
chosen by the Knooshya or Synod, for a fixed period. The 
oversight of its educational interests it commits to a 
“ Board of Education,” also carefully selected by the 
Synod. It also appoints a “ Regal Board” of three, includ¬ 
ing its Moderator, for the oversight of such matters of canon 
law as are usually managed in the Oriental churches by their 
Bishops. The meeting of these Boards, as well as the regu¬ 
lar conferences of the Synod and Presbyteries, have done 
much to impart firmness to progressive ideas and practices in 
the Church. The national character has been elevated and 
made more robust by this training. 

The general improvement in morals and modes’of living 
is another practical result of the reformed movement. Pul¬ 
pits and Councils and schools press on the people a higher 
standard of morality. That some of its members are defi¬ 
cient in some of the virtues which Anglo-Saxon Christians 
have by inheritance is allowed and lamented by the Church 
itself. But the standard of honesty and truthful speaking 
is higher within the Reformed Church than without it. 
Total abstinence is, though not enforced by Church rule,' 
the all but universal practice, especially in the ministry, and 
this in face of the fact that almost everyone has his vine- 

yar£han^ w*ne *s lar&ely manufactured among the people. 
Then againHhow main-clou.- Xhe spread of gospel light 



' from this evangelical Church into regions beyond Young 

men filled with the Spirit have lighted the fla‘ ie o tr^ 
piety in many a distant place. Two Oroomiah men visited 
BoVan, 200 miles away on the Tigris plain, and opened the 

way where whole villages have since been evange . . 
beginnings of the work in several of the mountain distric 
and outlying regions are traceable directly to similar agen¬ 
da The foundations in Tabriz Salmas, Maragha and 
Hamadan were'laid by preachers from Oroomia 
these up to the time of his death had made. 32 long 
iourneysPto distant parts of Persia. Another is at the 

present time a fearless, successful and 
porteur of the British and Foreign Bible Somety ^ Eastern 
and Southern Persia. All these ^d _ °thers like them^are 

humble persons, but their recoid is, me Christ ” 
arded their lives for the name of our Ford Jesus Ch 't.^ 

But wider and more notable lias been t „„ to 

another worker, who, for-nearly forty y^.^T^rious 
and fro in Russia, preaching evangehcal doctrines to various 

classes with singular devotion and fruitfulness, in connec 
tion with the great evangelical revival known as the Stundist 
movement.is more than 3™n miles from-^eae, 

k pnjaUiin 

fCr These incidents go to show a real revival among the 
Nesforiau Church of the missionary zeal which has gve 
their forefathers renown m the records of tbe Chns ian taitm 

The leavening influence of this Reformed Church u?on 
their Jewish neighbors constitutes still another gratify g 

feature in the history worthy of mention impression 

Bare allusion has been made already Mohammed- 
made by these evangelical Christians upon h 

There is abundant evidence that the all but 
tine surface of Moslem antagonism to Christianity has 
deeply scored by the diamond-like force of a higher and a 

has won many 

yltl, * tk. i- "ak- «'1- ^ Awh*- 

f 
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Moslems to a genuine friendliness to the teaching of Christ.. 
How many of them cherish a saving faith in Him secretly 
cannot be known. Some of them have professed Him 
openly. Several have suffered martyrdom for Jesus’ sake. 

In 1869 the name of the mission was changed from “ The 
Nestorian Mission '’ to “The Mission to Persia,” with a 
view to emphasize more definitely both the duty and the 
purpose to give the gospel to all nationalities and classes 
within the kingdom. 

The year 1871 marked another epoch in this mission. At 
the re-union of the two branches of the Presbyterian 
Church in the United States, the work was transferred from 

m^r^Can ,®°arc^ *-° the care of the Presbyterian Board 
of Foreign Missions, which continues in charge of it to the 
present time. 

In accordance with the new policy of expansion, plans 
were early laid for the establishment of new stations. 
Teheran was occupied in 1872, Tabriz in 1873 and in 1880 
Hamadan became a missionary residence. The great dis¬ 
tance between some of these stations, the difficulty of inter¬ 
communication owing to the lack of facilities for rapid or 
comfortable transportation, the diversity of languages and 
other causes, led to a division of the mission in 1883 into 

. and £-a-s-tern missions. Along with Oroomiah and 
labnz, constituting Hie western division, is Mosul ; Salmas, 
so long occupied as a missionary station, belonged to the 
same mission. The fas tern Mission embraces Teheran and 
Hamadan. —- — 

/' 

The Western Persia Mission. 
The wide area of territory covered by this mission, from 

the shores of the Caspian to the valley of the Tigris, the 
diverse populations embraced in the field, and the confusion 
of tongues spoken, present here more than the ordinary 
number of difficult problems in the prosecution of missionary 
work. They differ in different portions of the field. In 
Tabriz the effort is to build up a living church and to reach 
the masses of a great city, bigoted and intolerant, and to 
carry the gospel over a wide territory to Armenians and 
Persians, with increasing responsibilities to the peoples of 
the Caucasus, the contiguous province of Russia. In Salmas 
it is to evangelize a large rural population of Armenians 
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strongly enchained to their ancient superstitions and formal 
rites and ceremonies, and to reach out to Chaldeans and 
Moslems. In Oroomiah the special work is among the more 
plastic Syrian or Nestorian people, to develop the power of 
the native church, gathered there after nearly sixty years of 
missionary effort, and make it a forceful evangelizing agency 
to their Moslem, Armenian, and Jewish neighbors. In the 
mountain districts of Kurdistan the knotty problem is how 
to secure the entrance and growth of the gospel among 
almost barbarous conditions, checked by Turks, Kurdish 
chiefs, and independent lawless tribes of nominal Christians. 
Farther westward, in the valley of the Tigris, with the 
station of Mosul as the centre, the task K to reach up into 
Kurdistan to the Nestorians, as attempted*by Dr. Grant 50 
years ago, to check the disastrous influence of the Church 
of Rome among the Chaldeans and Nestorians of the plains, 
and to rescue the Yezidees from the degradation of their 
senseless Satan worship. 

Oroomiah or This important town in Western Persia has 
Urmi been from the outset the centre of a varied and 

extensive work, which now covers the large 
plain of Oroomiah, and the smaller ones of Sulduz and Ter- 
gawer, and reaches into several large mountain districts 
across the Turkish frontier. The work is mostly among 
Nestorians, though there ^re many Armenians, whose num¬ 
bers have recently been augmented by refugees from Turkey. 
There is also a large Jewish population peculiarly open to 
Christian teaching. 

No work can openly be done for Moslems. The spirit 
and law of the Mohammedan religion forbid it. Still, 
Moslems often attend the preaching services, and much quiet 
effort has been put forth by the missionaries, and especially 
by the native Christians to evangelize this large class. The 
medical work has also brought great numbers of them in 
contact with Christian teaching. As a result, a considerable 
number have been quietly baptized and gathered into a 
Christian church. But of late, there is increased hostility 
to all efforts looking to the preaching of the gospel to the 
Mohammedan population. 

Oroomiah This institution was originally established at 
College Mi- ®e’r- where it had a memorable record, 

especially in powerful revival experiences, 
which has made it dear to very many hearts and lives among 
the Syriac population of Persia. It was there that the 

aWv 
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saintly Stoddard spent the few short years of his marked 
missionary career, leaving behind him a name that is fra¬ 
grant down to the present day, of lofty, spiritual qualities. 
After him, the institution was chiefly under the care of Rev. 
J. G. Cochran, its eminently spiritual character continuing 
for a series of years. In 1879 the institution was for a 
variety of considerations, brought down from the mountain 
side and located a mile and a half outside the city of 
Oroomiah. The grounds are ample, and include a hospital 
and missionary residences aside from the college buildings. 
■Of these ldMi r, Him, mu two main edifices, containing 

—hbwry a.nd-appnratup worth twelve or fifteen-thousand dol- 
new bidding liao roccntty been erected for-thc 

iuduotnat- department, which hao been undertaken by—the 
Boftrd~rmdrr tho emuyktion that education of the hand as. 
well as of the head-io important in this field. 

Since the reconstruction of the college in 1879, with its 
separate departments of theology, medicine and college cur¬ 
riculum, no young men have been graduated from the 
academy course! It would be difficult to estimate in words 
the influence of this institution in the advancement of the 
Kingdom of Christ in Persia and Kurdistan. 

Fiske The snia^ seed from which this now large and 
Seminary flourishing institution with its nearly 200 pupils 

of all grades has sprung, was a small school 
for girls begun by Mrs. Dr. Grant in 1838. Its history, 
like that of the College, has been one of repeated and very 
powerful revivals, by which large numbers of Nestorian 
young women have been brought to the saving knowledge 
of the Ford Jesus Christ, and have become mouth-pieces for 
the truth in multitudes of villages on the plain of Oroomiah, 
and in the dark recesses of the Kurdish mountains. The 
high spiritual character stamped upon it by Fidelia Fiske, 
and which continued under the administration of Miss Mary 
Susan Rice, has not been lost in the years which have suc¬ 
ceeded. It is now graded from the kindergarten to the 
normal class, and the work which it is doing for the women 
of Persia cannot be over-rated. 

The plain of Oroomiah is thickly studded 
with villages of Moslems and Christians. In 
many of the latter are found the largest con¬ 

gregations which have been gathered under mission influence. 
Here, as well as in the smaller and more neglected villages 

£ and hamlets, scores and hundreds of village schools have 

Village 
Schools 
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been established, which have proved centres of intellectual 
and spiritual awakening. Thousands have here learned to 
read the Word of God, and have themselves become agents 
used of the Holy Spirit for the extension of evangelical 
truth among both Christians and Moslems. In 1896 the 
total number of these village schools reported was 80, and 
the enrollment of pupils, 1720, with some 400 more in the 
dozen or twenty schools in operation in the mountain districts. 

< Gnensf the fast—needs—of the missiurrTras a 

& 

The Press 

_ fu^ /3^o 

— ^yWw/ 
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minster Hospital, built in 1880, accommodates thirty patients, 
and lipder the efficient management of Dr. J. P. Cochran, 
aided by a corps of native assistants trained by himself, has 
a field of usefulness only limited by its inadequate equip¬ 
ment arf$ resources. The Howard Annex for Women was 
added 1800, and is under the immediate care of Dr. Emma 
T. Miller\ There are two dispensaries, and a class of stu¬ 
dents constantly under instruction, besides much outside 
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^ —T-r-yij Armenia ns. 
The missionaries have encou/tered more opposition hen 

;, n at ;/y other point. This/s in a large meas/re due t 
me mor</fanatical spirit of tiny Mohammedans it/tliis tow 

. hougiybitter opposition to evangelical missionary effort 
oeen freely instigated by tlWArmenian hierarchy fronft 
ear bfiat the members of tl/at Church shall be drawn 

die Protestant fold. Time/however, has wrought sure 
able progress. Evans 
-Klgnr —Antring iui 

i^een prosecufed 
-lias 1 VerTm 

employed have been well-equipped schools for boys and girls 
1 he Memorial School for Boys, luuki the Ultl df k(di. J. L'S 

■ , 5 ,ls organized into primary, intermediate, high school 
and theological departments. In 1897 there were 28 board¬ 
ers, and the total enrollment was 105. Numbers of the 
young men here educated have entered the Protestant Church 
during their course of study, and several have become valu¬ 
able workers in the different parts of the tq.,t ^ 

building wao circted-fui Ihir .1 ^h.rqCffT * 
r&rr 

is. W. Thaw 

. g^r^s school has a handsome, commodious building 
with boarding andjiay pupils. It has had a successful his- 
tory ■Mnder-thu'uflu'.iHirt nflmminnim^ rq Mrc t r 

lrh*4MMCu+ 

’Hook, M-tsa G. Y. tfrrllijqj and Mijq May Wallace, and has 
exercised a marked effect upon the schools of the Gregorian 
Armenians in the education of their girls. The attendance 
lluctuates as the opposition is more or less severe. At (hr- 
fxpsfxrf time, there-lc a larger'degree of fricndlinecc .011 -the 

-pai=*-«f the Armonian eccfcsraslien. At tlwlnct Commence¬ 
ment Day exercises the Bishop himself was present, much 
to the surprise of many® his own flock. 

Missionary labor has resulted in the formation of a 
church m the city. There are beyond doubt also many 
secret oehevers, among Mohammedans as well as nominal 

m ago, the-lrttte congregatfen-4ft^ 
■a- bcautifah-chuiL-h- builtring~-by~- 

—N. ~A in—memory-of litiT* 

A-VXtCK-t 

Christians. 
Tabriz 
Mr 

-tbe— Ai rnbimns- ~^va3 
on some foolish—' 

clo.sed bnt.li—schools and 
-hah lesnlted Unally in the’’^' 

church now numbers some 60 
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members, with a large Sunday-school; the services are con¬ 
ducted in Armenian and Turkish. 

Itineration has been carried on persistently, the women 
of the mission taking conspicuous part in this form of toil¬ 
some seed sowing. Quite a number of followers have been 
gathered in the out-stations of Maragha and Miandooab, 
where the work is carried on by native helpers. Miss Jewett 
was located for a time in Miandooab, two days distant from 
Tabriz, with no Christian companionship save the Armenian 
preacher and his wife—a position of considerable exposure. 

jut'fchis sacrifice of/p&rsonal comfort, bravelv^made by he 
tomfov&Jier affectionate interest in tire people, maHe a deep 
iuuh^ssiofcon Moslems and Armenians aheMvon for trhssiory 
of'sal?rno\jitany listenib^ears. 

The Medical Work of this station is in the hands of Dr,- 

;Bv<^/*r<CVannelllan and Dr. Mary Howim-m This department of the 
() work has done much to counteract the hostile measures of 

the unfriendly. The present Shah of Persia, during his 
long residence in Tabriz as the Crown Prince, became the 
warm friend of Dr. Vanneman, as he had been of Dr. 
Holmes previously. So great is his confidence in the general 
integrity of character as well as of the professional skill of 
these missionary physicians, that 114^4—KITaH on his removal 
to Teheran, entrusted the care of his large harem in their 
removal to me capital, to Dr. Vanneman, and bestowed upon 
him significant attention when the commission had been 
fulfilled. He strongly urged Dr. Holmes to become his 
confidential physician, an honor which the missionary felt 
constrained to decline. TheWev. W. S. Whipple, f<V many 
yefers the excellent agent of\the American Bible Society 
in \Persia, on leaving the mission in 1896, presented his 
residence to the station for hotoital. uses. Some finan¬ 
cial Vifts from independent sources it is hoped will enable 
Dr. Bradford soon to open here a small hospital for womeS 

In 1884 a new station was occupied by the 
Salmas mission in the district of Salmas at Haft- 

dewan, nearly fifty miles west^of Oroomiah. 
This district is the centre of a large Armenian and papal 
Nestorian population. Much missionary-effort- has been 
expended upon the numerous villages of this fertile plain, and 
some little churches have been gathered. ^-The^iiw^ttrtieMi 

WtigllL, 

k-M iN. 

L 

oiuJ . bin 
lidcil 

£tVlf Al’v" 71 *~P1 " 
lues- 

6-3 
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)kv'?^ro.ua cIullLli 'growing up, principally nt thn oin-gr-ojetn^ 

\ P^ld.and I?loi’ with-the out-statiunj, of Old-Cky-, 
^Al\j Oi-iliu/.cl hnvC HU lured tlll_ Jclliccn nf mrnnllnnt nntiT.p 
partera. Bitter opposition, however, has often thwarted the 
Destendeavors of the missionaries, in which the Armenians 
andTlie Chaldean Nestorians have had a fairly equal share. 
In 1890, Mrs. J. N. Wright.'was murdered by an Armenian 
who had been employed as a school teacher. The vigorous 
pursuit and punishment of the assassin by the government 
created much ill feeling. 

Dr. Wright has renderdjf excellent service for the prose¬ 
cution of gospel work among Mohammedans, in his revision 
of the Turkish Scriptures in the Azerbijan dialect as trans¬ 
lated and published by the British and Foreign Bible Society, 
which—tag.-received the-especial -commendation of that 
-sseiety. Medical work has been carried on here since 1894, 
by Dr. Yohanan Sayed, one of Dr. Cochran’s pupils, who 
completed his studies later in New York. 

In 1895 the village of Haft-Dewan, which had been the 
headquarters of the Salmas work, was rendered almost unin¬ 
habitable by a singular rise of water through the foundations 
of the houses. It was found best on this account to with¬ 
draw the foreign workers from Salmas, leaving the churches 
to the care of the Persian pastors under the missionary 
superintendence of the Tabriz Station. 

From the foundation uf the missionary work 
•Hi Pprsiar-there has been fclt-the need of inure 
direct and hail*L.tn-1iamrl inar1r fru 

Mosul 

speaking tribes of Kurdistan and the Tigris plain,1 them- 
oould be ic-mMrd inrun thn nHoninnnry U 4g,1nrtrrn np 

1 T^minh I 
As early as 1841, the American Board occupied Mosul as 

a station from which to reach this. neglected portion of the - 
JJiiJtuiiau people. Dr. Granf^ one~of theTieroes of modern 
missions, died at Mosul in 1844. Other missionaries sent 
out by the American Board labored there, and founded an 
evangelical church. Mosul is properly related to Syria in 
point of language,—the Arabic—which is essentially the 
same in both fields; but there are numerous Syriac-speaking 
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villages in its vicinity, and it is a centre of political and 
commercial influence as regards the tribes within the moun¬ 
tain districts, .^handonod as a missiun shTtiun humusc uf» 

■its. mibefllthfulnlJwr^y the American board, lit was trans¬ 
ferred ^o the care of the Presbyterian Board in 1892, 
oooupffja by "Rli. U. U. McDowell allfl Mu. MoDauudh 

''i -h'-i ut^AMt^awcKjgaccful- effort 
had neen 

- -_fmiLi. 

v D the w^nicn turd g\ilb. 'The mission has from 
the outset encountered persistent opposition from the Turkish ■>lic Mission, strongly en- 

A-a ) ell it has been iurpqs- 
•rad-pen rrt' fui the^regti^n 
the mission, although the 

, tlmmrll their magazine 
fm this “purpose m 1S93. 
■ atrd—pt rrrrrssTon from Hie 
-graliter 7 but the requisite 
1—withI11 flrh—The Ulissit>n- 
in r-ent-iig muie desTrdhle 
see tiring for their summer 
■ the lifuks ol the Tigris, 
ially tie hardships oPthe 

* 

-_-_ — j-iiiic^iiently lent their hand in 
obstructing missionary work in the mountains. In the 
summer of 1893 while visiting one of the Christian villages 
near Amadia, Miss Melton was attacked in her tent by 
Koordish ruffians and barely escaped with her life. Tffirnect 
appeals for redress were made to the governmental Con- 
stantinopla by the American Minister, saad the assailants ft 
were finally arrested and punished. 0 

%e preaching services stfe faithfully carried on, and the 
schools for girls and boys, but the work is greatly hampered 
by the opposition of the authorities. 

Dr. Hansen, the medical missionary, writes: 

■ in. Mirml, 
TOTrd, 

..In these few months over 1000 cases have been treated, more 
than half of them Moslems. A Moslem priest was among the first 

and when I left to attend the annual meeting in Oroomiah, prayers 
were daily offered in the mosques for my safe journey and return.” 
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Eastern Persia Mission. 

mission to Persia, au< already .fluted, was 
Teheran transferred to the Presbyterian Board by the 

American Board, in 1871, and with the liaireftr 
there came an urgent plea from the missionaries for «rr 
"iilnrrnnrnty Tf^nnn f*4t to 1""' 0 to embrace within 
their work the Armenians and Moslems of central Persia. 
Accordingly Rev. James Bassett, who had reached Orocrmiah 

■in i&y.i, made an extended tour the following year, visiting 
Tabriz, Hamadan and Teheran, the result of which was 
that in November, 1872, he^wun uunl Lu ucuipy the capital 
city of Teheran, where he was warmly welcomed by both 
Mussulmans and Armenians. Here is a population of 200,000, 
most of whom are Moslems ; but there are 1000 Armenians, 
5000 Jews and several hundred Europeans. The two lan¬ 
guages chiefly spoken are the Turkish and the Persian, the 
latter only being heard on the streets. Of this field Mr. 
Bassett says: 

“ \¥e occupy tin. uuly Humble grOU'tra tor labor designed tO read! 
— ithnr rnnt"irn * fl TjiI'ji i i il iml i if Tm 11 u.1 j n — The Turkish 

language spoken here enables a person to pass quite through Turkistan 

to the birth place of Tamerlane and Genghis Khan, into Chinese Tar¬ 

tary and far to the northward, while the Persian makes accessible all 

central and southern Persia, through Khorassan to Afghanistan, and 

even large populations of India. Central Asia has, in nearly all the 

past, been neglected by the Church of Christ; the result has been 

that it is the great source whence have proceeded the scourges of 

mankind ; and the Tartar and Iranian hordes have, age after age, as in 

great tidal waves, quite overflowed Christendom, overthrowing its 

civilization and nearly extinguishing its light.” 

Teheran is not only the central point from which t® reaph 
a vast outlying population, it is also a rapidly growinjj-^dty, 
and the vacant land within the twelve gates wilf -sotm be 
occupied. The importation of European ways- and inven¬ 
tions has beem considerable. The imitation appears in the 
buildings, in width of streets, poli niforms, carriages, 
gas-light and post-offices. The c t large remains in 
the former condition of poverty a hedness. \ 

The missionatoes are bravely laboring to -secure the 
needed mental aiM moral reformation. In 1883 a nqat 
chapel was built w\h a seating capacity of 300, in which 
preaching services ifTPersian and English are regularly heldV 
The work for^omeiA a school for girls and also one fon 
boys, the medical andVpublication departments are all as 
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n’-t- frnin the Qi n 111i ’111 M il^|/ .7T1 ^ 1872, HailMWlail Jias- *•'*“' 
made an out-station of Teheran,. ar»d In 1880 it became a 

regular station. 
There are now two churches, each with its regular services 

and sacraments. The' Armenian congregation, known as 
St. Stephen’s Church, has a membership of 103, with a 
large Sunday-school. A church was organized among the 
Jews in 1893, taking the name of Peniel. There is a good 
attendance, but increase is retarded by bitter persecution 
from the Moslems^v. 

^TEehigh school for boys is greatly esteemed 
Sflmnls in the community, and .more-room- 
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Of the general condition and outlook of the work in 
Persia Secretary Speer furnishes the following impressions : 

“ A work directed toward Moslems only, and not rooted in a non- 
Moslem community would not be tolerated in Persia now. Our 
work in Oroomiah is first for Nestorians, in Tabriz and Teheran for 
Armenians, and in Hamadan for Armenians and Jews. With all the 
increase of religious intolerance and fanaticism which is felt every¬ 
where out of the capital, and in enlarging measures there also, 
there is an open field for work. It must be done quietly and tact¬ 
fully, and in the line of intimations frequently given from Teheran ; 
but the Moslems who freely accept the aid of our medical mission¬ 
aries can not and do not refuse to listen to the reasons for their coming 
here. In the cities and villages alike there are those whom God 
would save, and there is access to them. 

“ The Medical work has an almost weird power in a Moslem land. 
With a power like Death’s it stays the lies of Islam. With the power 
of the Life it lays the foundations of the Truth. Those who have 
called the Christian’s touch pollution, his food unclean, let it lay open 
their very hearts. What can they say when that hand has brought 
healing and life ? 



u 
“ At the close of some delightful conferences in Hamadan at 

which we were all as one band, of one heart, of one accord, I asked 

what were the great conscious needs of the station which they would 

want to lay with longing and prayer upon the prayer life of the Church 

at home. The needs they mentioned resolved themselves into these : 
That the hearts of Moslems may be opened, and that they may 

receive the truth ; that the ecclesiastical system of Islam may be shat¬ 

tered ; that religious liberty may soon be secured to Persia; that the 

niissionary spirit may fill the native Church ; that the ‘ mind of Christ 

Jesus may be in us.’ If the mind of Christ Jesus, who was the Light 

of the world, who came to reconcile the world unto Himself, who 

died the propitiation for the sins of the whole world, be in the home 

Church, will not these requests for prayer be heeded ? Let us ask and 
receive in behalf of Persia and the missionaries of Persia.” 
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OBJECTIONS TO THE 
SCIENTIFIC OR PHILvSOPHIC TREATMENT OP RELIGION. 

26. What is the objection of Herbert Spenoer and others? 
It is this: that religion, since it deals with the supernatur¬ 

al, lies wholly in the realm of the unknowable and must be a flat¬ 
ter, not of science, but of faith. ‘‘'Natural Theology*, says an 
author quoted by Principal Caird, is a "science falsely so call¬ 
ed. ... It seeks to v^eigh the Infinite in the balance of the fi¬ 
nite. It is to the scientific man a delusion, to the religious 
man a snare". "If religion and science are to be reconciled", 
says Herbert Spenber, "the basis of reconciliation must be this 
deepest and widest and most oertain of all facts, that the power 
which the universe manifests to us is utterly inscrutible", “The 
office of theology", says Mr. Lewes, "is now generally recognized 
e.3 distinct from that of science. ... It confesses its inability 
to furnish knowledge with any available data. It restricts it¬ 
self to the region of faith and leaves to philosophy and science 
the region of inquiry". 

27. How shall we answer these assertions? There i3 

in them a measure of truth which may be admitted. If by science 
is meant demonstrable facts of nature and their ascertained rela¬ 
tions, we agree chat religion does net come into that category. 
The error, as Principal Caird has shown, "lies in presenting a 
narrow series of definitions, and notions relating to one sphere 
of investigation, and then applying its rigid methods to other 
spheres altogether different, but none the less real". Besides, 
these men, in making such confident assertions, forget how large 
a part of their so-called knowledge is not demonstrable fact, or 
even established principle, but only speculation, theory, hypoth¬ 
esis. They too invade the realm of the unseen, discuss very con¬ 
fidently the nature of the Infinite, the origin of the universe 
and the processes of its development, as it occurred untold ages 
ago. It requires a large and dogmatic knowledge to decide just 
where gnosis ends and nescience begins. 

28. How is the adaptability of philosophy to the realm, of. 
religious thought shown by the nature and operations of the human 
mind? If there be such a thing as Mental Philosophy, which 
none will deny, then it must be legitimate to reason about Gorl 
and cur relations to Kim,- from the data of our own consciousness, 
the voice of conscience, and the noblest aspirations of the soul. 
Kant holds this view as clearly as any Christian theist. ve may 
certainly base scientific enquiry, comparison, generalization, 
and even reasonable conclusion, upon such phenomena as th 
belief of mankind in the existence of a Creator, and the 
character of his government; the universal longing for immortal!- 

common 
mo ral 

I* tr • 
> the consciousness of accountability to a higher power; the 
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dommon sense sin and a belief in future rewards and punish*"’ 
menta. Our oonsoiousness argues the necessary existence of a 
higher consciousness, as its source; design in all that we do im¬ 
plies design in Him who doeth all things; our love testifies of 
His love. "He that hath made the ear, doth He not hear”. 

29. What inconsistency has been pointed out in the dicta of 
Herbert Spencer in relation to the limitations of human knowl¬ 
edge? Principal Caird, and others, have shown that his denial 
of the possibility of any knowledge of the Infinite as God is in¬ 
consistent with his strong assertion that we are and must be con¬ 
scious of the Absolute. He says, in First Principles (p.29), 
that uthough the Absolute cannot in any manner or degree be known 
in the striot sense of knowing, yet we find that its positive ex¬ 
istence i3 a necessary datum of consciousness, and that so long 
as consciousness continues, we cannot for an instant rid it of 
this datum". Mr. Spencer's contention is that human thought, and 
therefore human knowledge, is only relative, and is strictly con¬ 
fined to the finit e, and that we cannot, therefore, know God. 
But he seems to recognise the fact that we can put limits upon 
the finite only by supposing in contrast with it something that 
is not finite, and this ultra-finite something he calls the Ab¬ 
solute. 

30. How far did Sir vllliam Hamilton and hr. Hansel agree1- 
with Mr. Spencer, and at what point did they differ? Sir Wm. 
Hamilton, who at an earlier day strove to make religion a matter 
of implicit taith, as distinguished from processes of the reason, 
held views similar to those afterward advanced by Mr. Spencer as 
to the relativity of human thought and the impossibility cf know¬ 
ing God, except: as He reveals Himself from without. But both he 
and Mr. Hansel, his disciple, differed from the position now held 
by Mr. Spencer, in admitting that we may know God as He is re- 
zeal e . i.. Mr. spencer maintains that the human mind is inherently 
incapable of knowing God, however revealed. Yet he says we are 
conscious oi the Absolute, by which he means something beyond our. 
possible knowledge and beyond any predicates framed in our 
thought - and absolute because nothing can be predicated of it. 

31. \7hat is the reply of Principal Caird to 
tion? He says (a) that "the two elements of 
theory are irreconcilable; that it is impossible 
that human intelligence is limited to the finite 
cognizant of an existence beyond the finite; or, in other words, 
that all knowledge is relative and yet that we know the exist- 

the Absolute • (b) He maintains that"the proper con¬ 
clusion from the doctrine of relativity, as held by Mr. Spencer 
and others, is not that the Absolute is unknowable, bujt that no 
such being exists; or, what means the same thing, that the asser¬ 
tion of its existence is meaningless. It evaporates all definite- 

this distinc- 
Mr. Spencer's 
to hold at once 
and that it is 



conceptions of God and divine things, and yet leaves a field for 
the exercise of religious aspirations in the region of the un¬ 
knowable . (c) Dr. Caird's third point in refutation is, that 
the principle on which the theory rests is only a false abstrac¬ 
tion. It first conjures up a fictitious logical entity, and then 
charges consciousness with imbecility because of its inability to 
think that fiction. 

32. How does this alleged inability of the human mind to 
know God- and the things of God differ from Paul's doctrine that 
the carnal mind cannot know spiritual things? 

Paul's doctrine was that man, though created with faculties 
for knowing God and having communion with Him, is so darkened Hhd 
incapacitated by sin that he can no longer discern and feel spir¬ 
itual things. The same truth is found in the Old Testament <son~ 
fession that sin like a thick cloud has hidden the Most High fJW 
the human spirit. There is here no lack of original faculty; and 
even in the New Testament doctrine of regeneration, no new facul¬ 
ty is supposed; whereas according to Herbert Spencer’s theory our 
inability to know God and the things of God results, not from our 
sinfulness, but from our finiteness. We are precluded from pen¬ 
etrating the realm of the unknowable by the constitutional limit¬ 
ations of our being. It would probably be admitted by this ag¬ 
nostic school that men may by faith work themselves up into de¬ 
vout worship and may realize therefrom certain salutary restraints 
and edifying aspirations, in what they regard as a religious ex¬ 
perience, but their conceptions have no basis of fact. 

According to this theory, men cannot be responsible for the 
worship of God, or for obedience to his laws; they are only bound 
to obey the laws found in the constitution of their own moral na- 
ture and as enforced by the interpretations and enactments of so¬ 
ciety, And yet it is claimed that something akin to worship, at 

* 1^aS5.a sol^ran awe» be cherished towards the Absolute^Unknown 
♦ of which we can frame no predicate. (d) Against this, Princi¬ 

pal Caird makes his fourth objection. He says: "The worship of 
the Unknowable is really an impossible attitude of mind. ... Re¬ 
ligion by its very nature, contains an element of mystery, but a 
religion ALL mystery is an absurd and impossible notion". And he 

|adds, in a note, It is not too much to say that almost any ob¬ 
ject of reverence would be more worthy than this; that in nature 
worship, animal worship, and even the lowest fetichism, there is 
a higher cultus than- in the blind veneration of the Philosophic 
Absolute . y 

33‘, How would Dr. Caird explain the distinction between 
Spencer s contention the,t the truths of the Infinite are unknowa¬ 
ble by us, and those passages in the New Testament which speak of 
celestial things as unsearchable, as being such as eye hath not 
seen nor ear heard, etc.? He would say that these passages 
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•nly express transcendence in degree; they stretch beyond our 
nite comprehension, but this is not saying that we can know abso¬ 
lutely nothing about them, or that they do net even touch our 
sphere of knowledge. We can readily see how such nescienoe, or 
rather such inadequacy of knowledge, as Paul expresses, may be 
quite consistent with the profoundest reverence and the dearest 
realization. It was in fact, in his case, an utterance of ec¬ 
static adoration, while, on the other hand, it seems impossible 
to cherish the slightest reverence for the "blank inscrutibility" 
of the impersonal and unknown Absolute of Herbert Spencer. (One 
is reminded of Jean Paul Richter's description of the atheist, 
looking toward the heavens where there should be a father's smile 
but seeing only a death's head with black empty sockets of eter¬ 
nal darkness.) 

34. How may we reply to the objection that no two men have 
the same conception of God and, therefore, each and all fall 
short of real knowledge? ITo two men have the same conception 
of what is meant by the solar system, or an infinite series of 
numbers, yet all have a partial knowledge, and quite sufficient 
to enable them to realize the vastness of the planetary world and 

their minds with a sense of unspeakable grandeur. And, 
in like manner, the soul may be filled with awe, or with love and 
the spirit of worship, by what can be known of God, and that is 
the true end of religion. It is admitted that our knowledge is 
very limited, we see through a glass darkly; wo know in part. 

transcendence in the object contemplated exerts 
up-lifting influence upon the soul. It ia not 
tbe 1 inite to look away toward the Infinite with 
ever bafiled aspiration. 1'cr is it, as some as¬ 

sert, a mere virtual and futile attempt to drag the Infinite down 
to the finite. It is a salutary exercise of our powers and, as 
we believe, it is a prophecy of the life to cone. 

35. What objections are made by those who hold that relig¬ 
ious knowledge is intuitive? (a) Certain schools of philos¬ 
ophers contend that religious knowledge is comprehended in cer¬ 
tain innate ideas, primary beliefs, intuitional moralities, etc., 

The very fact of 
an inspiring and 
ar. absurdity for 
ever longing but 

reason and, and that these are not subject to the deductions of 
thereiore, are noc within tne scope of philosophy. 

(b) Another class oi devout Christian believers claim that 
philosophy only chills that faith and hope which come to them as 
a voice iron within. They know in whom they have a comforting 
belief, but confess that they can give no account of it and, in 
fact, they would regard it as a desecration to apply to their 
cherished experience the cold and barren processes of reason. 

36. 'That answer can be made to this objection? Without 
questioning the fact of an experience of a peace which passet-h 
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^knowledge, or which in other words, cannot be explained in terms 
of the reason, it must be borne in mind that certain stan^rds are 
necessary, by which to test the supposed inner light, or the- 
teachings which the Spirit of truth is thought to have communi- • 
oated to the soul. There is scarcely a greater danger to which 
imaginative persons - and often very ignorant persons - are ex¬ 
posed than that of mistaking their crude fancies for the voices 
of God; this has been the source of untold fanaticism. 

37. How was the evil illustrated by the Greek Sophists? 
They maintained that truth really had no general basis in it¬ 

self, but that all things were just what each man's mind con¬ 
ceived them to be. They were HIS conceptions or notions merely; 
to different men, what was commonly called truth might be a var¬ 
iety of entirely different things. The result was, that the mor¬ 
al restraints of society were relaxed and broken down by a mis¬ 
chievous individualism, in which every man sought his own ends 
and was a law unto himself. 

38. What was the posi 
error? it seemed to b 
the evils of this false ph 
mere flitting image on the 
eternal entity; that while 
dividual consciousness, we 
not to us, but to all men; 
must, to a certain extent, 
men. 

ticn of Socrates in relation to this 
one great aim of Socrates to correct 

ilosophy, by showing that truth is no 
individual fancy, but is a general a&d 
we are to apprehend it in our own in- 
are yet to understand that it belongs 
and it follows that our conceptions 
be regulated by the consensus of other 

r 39. ^hat is the teaching of the Scriptures on this subject? 
V»e are taught to try the spirits, or the supposed voices of the 

Spirit, and to have a reason for the faith that is in us. 
40. What argument appears here for the formulated doctrines 

and the institutional safeguards of the Church? As against 
the crude conceits which men are in danger of inculcating, great 
consideration should be given to the settled convictions whibh 
learned and devout men, in many lands and many generations, have 
reached, and in which they reached substantial agreement. Nothing 
is more unphilosophical, or more dangerous, than the popular crv 
against creeds. We are afraid of the overwise young preacher who 
knows more than all the hosts of saints and scholars who have 
gone before, and who stands up before his people to dispense to 
them the results of his very last thinking. 

41.. What opposite extreme should be guarded against? 

a°cord a due reverence to the authoritative utterances 
of the Church, we should avoidi;the Roman Catholic doctrine that 
authority should wholly supersede the reason. Dean Stanley, in 

Cardi^nai°NpSeS ln.Anierica’ criticizes the strong ground taken by 
Cardinal Newman, m condemning the human intellect as a ravenous 
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wild beast that has to be driven back by the iron bar of authori¬ 
ty; ” smiting hard and throwing back the immense energy of the ag¬ 
gressive intellect” (the quoted words are Newman's), lest it 
should, as it were, devour and dissolve all things divine and hu¬ 
man with its insatiable appetite. Between such extremes there is 
a middle ground. 

42. What memorable, dictum of Dean Stanley is of special 
value in this age? It is that the great end which our Creator 
has placed before the human intellect is the quest of truth; 
truth, not for the sake of any ulterior object, however high or 
holy, but truth for its own sake. “And", he adds, 11 the most ex¬ 
cellent service that churches and pastors, authorities of state 
or religion, universities or teachers, can render to the human 
reason in this arduous enterprise, is not to restrain nor to 
blindfold it, but to clear aside every obstacle, to open wide the 
path, to chase away the phantoms that stand in the road. Above 
all, it is the high calling of true philosophy and Christian civ¬ 
ilization to rise beyond the blinding, bewildering, entangling 
influence of party.” 

43. What weighty warning has been left by Robert Kali on 
this subject? "Whatever retards a spirit of inquiry", says 
Robert Hall, "is favorable to error; whatever promotes it is fav¬ 
orable to truth. But nothing has greater tendency to obstruct the 
exercise of free inquiry than a spirit of party". There is in 
all sects and parties a fear of being eclipsed. It becomes a 
point of honor with the leaders of parties to defend and support 
their respective peculiarities to the last and, as a natural se¬ 
quence, to shut their ears against all the pleas by which they 
may be assailed. If we seek for the reason of the facility with 
which scientific improvements establish themselves, in preference 
to religious, we shall find it in the absence of party combina¬ 
tion. 
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IX. REASONS FOR STUDYING TKS PHILOSOPHY CF RELIGION. 

!• reason is based upon the closo relations of religion 
and philosophy? There is a general appropriateness in such 
study, since philosophy is the noblest field for the exercise of 
pure reason, and Religion is the still higher plane on which the 
intellectual, the ethical, and the emotional nature of man all 
act together in their highest harmony. Philosophy and religion 
are therefore cognate and both unite in attaining the highest 
spiritual ends. The philosophy of human experience is narrow if 
it falls short of the sphere of religion, and religion may be 
only emotional and misguided, and so run into fanaticism or su¬ 
perstition, if it rejects all philosophic scrutiny and analysis. 

2. How is philosophy essential to a general consensus in re¬ 
ligious thought and opinion? Religion must be placed upon 
a stable philosophic basis if it is to correspond with the common 
experiences cf different communities and different generations 
of men. Without this, even the advocates of the same religion 
might differ widely, while as be two on different faiths, there 
would be no common standards of judgment, even on tho most funda¬ 
mental principles. 

3. What argument is to be drawn from the tendencies of the 
times? The philosophy of religion claims the more special 
attention in an age like this, when scientific methods are pur¬ 
sued on all other lines of investigation and reflection, and when 
all psychical phenomena are studied as never before. Religion 
will fall into serious discredit with the more intellectual 
classes, if it stands aloof from rational investigation and takes 
refuge in an exaggerated supernaturalism which would set aside 
the legitimate exercise of the human understanding and conscience. 

4. How is philosophic study necessitated by the increased 
attention given to Comparative Religion? Such study is ren¬ 
dered the more important by the fact that a host of different re¬ 
ligious faiths are challenging the attention of thoughtful men 
and forcing them to a virtual comparison, whether they are so in— 
cllnod or noc. In order to secure a position of strict candor 
and wise discrimination, it is important to learn what elements 
are common to all, or to many, faiths, and then to analyze and 
classify these elements by some philosophic method, 
can prove her unique supremacy only by applying some 
ciples as tests of value or power. Even the work of 
.sions may be more wisely conducted on the principles 
tained. That which is common to a preacher and his a 

Chr ist ianity 
common prin- 
Foroign Mis- 
thus a seer- 
udience is 
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rass; » 
to laarn now far philosophy oooporatos with religion in its advo- 
cacy o_ the hignast excellence of character and life. 7/ith all 
oar dissent from the philosophical speculations of Kant, we may 

^^tre!?thened morall3r by what he calls the CATEGORICAL IMPERA- 
if'w F19* 13 nobler than to aim at the right because it is 

because in truth and righteousness consists the harmony 
of the universe? Many a true philosopher has out the o*svgoin* 
Christian to shame by his more exalted life. 

ox the philosophy of religion guard 
Among the excesses of a converted 

been an antinomian spirit which virtu— 

6. How may the study 
against a false theology? 
theology, there has often 
ally discredits morality, 
contempt 

Polagius complained, with a degree of 

*4 1* 01- BZm& of his ?harisaical opponents who went about 
SI? breaSt8> dnclari-S that in sin had their mothers 

conceived .hem and that they were saved by grace alone, while 
they were daily guilty of the most degrading sins. The Apostle 

some spirit of protest against 

when, in his enis- 

James must have been moved b” 

such perversion of the true doctrine of grace, IP nls #n. 

’ i^V: Strons'ly the ethical ar.d practical element in' 
religion, thirty years ago, a certain hymn was much used in ra- 
ival meetings, which began; "Jesus paid it all 

, . All the debt I owe . .!I a nd it 
emphasised the exhortation: "Cease your deadly doing ..if 

a*3 ” l0thted th50l°^- » certainly Is bad philosophy. Se 
tbe ^^f iaf crept ht0 ths Christian Church under 

ju-ise of extreme doctrines of perfectionism1. 
•S vt A m M •__ • _ .'** r'^^vviwtus!!!, The Plymouth 

oiwT -^ somet imes make shipwreck of morality for themselves and 
they call their ’'freedom11 and their exemption 

from ...e claims of all outward laws, since they have become a 
law unto themselves. Against all such forms of ignorant and im- 
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statements which were not quite true. In comparing Christianity 

fwith the non-Christian faiths, men have often appeared indiffer- 
emt to positive accuracy, because in any case, the difference 
w&s greater than they could express. This is a sort of idealiz- 

truth* It: is not an intentional misrepresonta- 
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in matters fu* bent loan th 8h?“id undoubtEdl5' So beyond reason 

v*£s~S£%zsrs vzssz* x& 
Iho*HaS th°' °fmple ot thn Apostles in this respect? 
The apostles reasoned with the Jews out of their own Scriptures. 
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In the discourses reooded in the New Testament, the argument at ivs 
element prevails rather than the hortatory. Stephen and Philip, 
a# trail as Peter, John, and Paul, strove to prove the conneotion 
between Old Testament prophecy and New Testament fulfillment. 
The Epistle to the Hebrews, by whomsoever written, was a grand 
argument, from first to last. The Epistle to the Romans, though 
magnifying the^work of the Spirit, is a strong argument. It ap¬ 
peals to the reason as well as to the conscience." 

10. What marked change is now going on in the world of 
Christian thought in this respect? There is an increasing 
tendency to apply to religious discussions the same intellectual 
principles that are applied to science. This is notably the con¬ 
tention of the higher critics of the Old Testament. So far as 
the principle is concerned, they are right. We must, here as 
elsewhere, reason inductively from facts. The grave question is, 
whether we are bound to accept the alleged facts and conclusions 
o. a dozen scholars, all differing widely among themselves. 

11. What is the general objection which Lecky and Huxley 
make against the Christian doctrine of faith and the moral re¬ 
sponsibility of believing? it is that the common doctrine 
of the Church treats as a sin what is a solemn duty; that it 
ought to commend a certain laudable degree of scepticism. Leoky 
maintains that a man has no right to believe on insufficient 
proofs; on the contrary, a weighing of evidence and an honestef— 
fart to reach just conclusions, is among the highest exercises 
of the powers with whioh God has endowed us and that God cannot 
dishonor the rational faculties which he has given us. And, 
Prof. Huxley, apnlying this same principle, has asserted that it 
ie intellectually dishonest and immoral to believe the Gospel 
miracles on evidence so slight as that which is given. 

12. What reply should be made tc these allegations? 
Mr• Lecky is partly correct as to the extreme interpretations 

and extreme doctrines sometimes taught, by theologians, but so 
far as the Scriptures are concerned, it is only the warping and 
the persistent perversion of the reason in matters of unbelief 
that are condemned. They positively enjoin the duty of proving 
all things. i\s for Prof. Huxley, it is a fair question whether, 
in his discussion of the Noachic deluge — for example — or his 
more recent argument for Russia as the cradle of the human race, 
- an argument based cn certain collections of fossil human skull s-4 

he is not demanding of the intellects of his readers a far more 
desperate leap in the dark than that which he'charges upon Christe 
ian believers. Both of these men err in assuming that there is 
no prejudice operating upon the human mind in determining ques¬ 
tions in morals and religion. It is a mistake to- suppose that 
men can judge as dispassionately in matters which involve their 
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character and destiny, their antecedent training and prejudices 
and habits cf thought, as they can of a mathematical proposition, 
ttr* Huxley does not take into account the effect which years of 
anti-Christian controverttj may have had upon his judgment. 
V-ith different antecedents, a different environment and e. differ¬ 
ent history, he might have been a different man. 

13. What excess of faith lias been advocated by the advocates 
of Catholicism? S. Baring Gould quotes Le M&istre as saying 
that the Catholic faith includes ail that the sects believe. ... 
Me that passes out of a sect into the Mother Church is not re¬ 
quired to renounce any dogma, but only to avow that, besid the 
dogma which he believes, and which we believe every whit as truly 
as he, there are other verities of which he.was ignorant, but 
which truly exist. 

14. V/hat dogmas of the Catholic Church require a faith in 
perpetuated miracle? That of the Real Presence and that of 
the infallibility of Popes chosen by the suffrage of imperfect 
and fallible men. 

■15. hhat doctrine of extreme and demoralizing credulity pre¬ 
vailed at the time of the Reformation? That cf Papal Indul¬ 
gences. 

lo. On the other hand, what extravagances in the doctrine of 
salvation by faith have been charged upon Luther and other Pro¬ 
testant Reformers? S. Baring Gould charges Luther with 
pressing cne doctrine of faith to such an extreme as virtually tc 
overthrow all responsibility for sin; he quotes him as saying in 
one of his letters: "Thou seest how rich is the Christian; even 
it. he will, he cannot destroy his salvation by any sins ^ow 
grievous soever, unless he refuse to believe". "Be thou a^sinner 
and sin boldly, but still more boldly believe and rejoice in 
Christ. From Him sin shall not separate us, no, though a thous¬ 
and thousand times in every day we should commit fornication or 
murder • melanethon followed Luther in these extreme views 

17. How did Luther dc violence to right reason in his doc¬ 
trine of faith concerning the attributes of God? 
ilton, in the Edinburgh Review of Oct. 1834, quotes 
saying: God pleases you when he crowns the unworth 
not to aisplease you when He condemns the innocent. 

Sir Wm. Kam- 
Luther as 
; He ought 
All th 

by the eternal and. invariable will of God, who blasts 
in j. *i _ /-» 1 

take plat 

and shatters in pieces the freedom of the will. God creates in 
uu evil, in like manner as the good. The high perfection of 
faith is tc believe that God is just, notwithstanding that bv His 
will He renders us damnable." 

16. What similar charges are mane against Calvin and 3eza? 
would cn&rges Calvin as teaching in his Institutes (Lib.IV,cl8) 

t.sat God^instigates man to the commission of what is evil, and 
that man * s fall into crime is ordained by the Providence of God. 



And he quotes Beza as saying in Ms Aphorisms (XXII), that "The 
Almighty creates a portion of men to be His instruments with the 
intent of carrying out His evil designs through them". 

19. What Scriptural refutation meet3 and overthrows these 
extreme doctrines? Christ’s express declaration that God 
temptsth no man, neither can He be tempted by any. 

50. '"hat is the common evangelical doctrine now taught with 
respect to the presence, of evil in the worlds as distinguished 
from the positive intervention of grace? That evil is admit- 
ed by a permissive deoree, while for salvation God made a posi¬ 
tive gift of His Son as a sacrifice. 

21. What is the value of a sound philosophy in relation to 
such extremes as we have been bonsidering? It ought to act as 
an arbiter between those exaggerations which mistaken zeal has so 
often and so persistently imposed upon the truth of God. 

22. How has a distinguished author illustrated the triie bal¬ 
ance and harmony of religion and philosophy in the perfect char¬ 
acter of Christ? The late Dr. Horace Bushnell, in his "Na¬ 
ture and the Supernatural”, presents this striking and justly 
celebrated contrast between the intellectual and moral infirmi¬ 
ties of men, and the Divine poise of the God man: "Men undertake 
to be spiritual and they become ascetic; or, endeavoring to hold 
a liberal view or the comforts and pleasures of society, they are 
soon buried in the world and slaves tc its fashions; or, holding 
a scrupulous watch tc keep out every particular sin, they become 
legal and fall out cf liberty; or, charmed with the nob'le arid 
heavenly liberty, they run to negligence and irresponsible-living 
so the earnest become violent, the fervent fanatical and censor¬ 
ious, the gentue waver, the firm turn bigots, the liberal grow 
lax, the benevolent ostentatious. Poor human infirmity can hold 
nothing steady. When the pivot of righteousness is broken, the 
scales must needs slide off their balance. Indeed, it is ohp of 
the most difficult things which a cultivated Christian can at¬ 
tempt, only to sketch a theoretic view of character in its true 
justness or proportion, so that a little more study, or a little 
more self-experience, will not require him to modify it. And yet 
the character of Christ : 
rectification. It is on- 

ever modified, even by a shade of 
the same throughout. He makes no 

improvements, prunes no extravagances, returns from no eccentric¬ 
ities. The balance of his character is never disturbed, or read¬ 
justed, and the astounding assumption on which it is based*is 
never shaken, even by a suspicion that He falters in it”. 

23. What erroneous and extravagant doctrine concerning nan’s 
moraj. responsibility is sometimes set forth, in relation to the 
-.-ospeir The doctrine that men are made responsible for the 
reception of the Gospel by the mere proclamation of it as a wit¬ 
ness, though they may not have had opportunity for a clear under¬ 
standing oi its claims. There are those who seem to aim not so 
much at winning men to Christ, as at witnessing for Christ, that 
men may be left without excuse. But, certainly, the Gospel of 
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Xh9 Vent Teatacoent Is not to be proclaimed as a Sheriff would read 
a riot act. Christ was moved by an infinite compassion. His 
commission to Paul, as it was rehearsed before Agrippa, meant a 
rescue from darkness to light and from the power of Satan unto 
ood, and the object was not that the Gentiles should be brought 
under condemnation, but expressly that they should receive remis¬ 
sion from ain and a part in the inheritance which is by faith in 
Christ. 

24. How does the language of the Great Commission bear upon 
tr.is subject? Christ's first commission to teach all nations 
was not merely to send men hurrying through the towns and cities 
of neathen empires, haranguing the people with only a crude smat¬ 
tering oi their language, and with such haste and imperfection 
that the new and strange doctrine could not be understood; but 
the thing meant was a full and clear explication of the truth as 
the Apostles themselves had received it. "Teaching them" - so 
the commission ran - teaching them all things whatsoever I have 
said unto you". This had occupied, in their case, three full 
years oi instruction ana inspiring fellowship. On general prin¬ 
ciples, jio man and no community of men should receive a new re¬ 
ligion until its appeal has been made, not merely to their ears 
but to their understandings. Te should not be justified in hast¬ 
ily receiving a ne?/ and unheard-of faith, if some strange apostle 
should appear among us; and how can the non-Christian nations 
know that the Gospel, when really-understood, might not prove as 
irrational to them as lionnonism or Theosophy seems to us. 

25. Hew dees the New Testament disbriminate in this import¬ 
ant matter? It encourages a philosophic view of religious 
experience. It enjoins upon believers to "prove all things". 
But this involves not only a consideration of facts or the valid¬ 
ity of testimony, but also a critical examination of our own emo¬ 
tions, purposes and affections. It bids us compare our conscious 
motives with those principles which are commonly approved by the 
human understanding and conscience of mankind. As tc the gospel 
message, inspiration commends the Berears because they searched 
their Old Testament, in order to test the statements of the Apos¬ 
tles. No philosopher, ancient or modern, has given us a more 
subtle analysis of the higher and the lower impulses of the human 
heart and the conflict between our nobler and our baser tenden¬ 
cies, than the Apostle Paul, bhat the Scriptures condemn is not 
philosophy, but bad philosophy; the false notion of its all-suf¬ 
ficiency and its hostility to the truths of Revelation; and, 
worst of all, the warping of the noblest powers of the under¬ 
standing by sin. This is what Paul so graphically describes when, 
in the first chapter of his Epistle to the Romans, he sets forth 
the mental and moral perversity of the Gentile nations, who would 
not retain the knowledge of God in their minds, but changed the 
truth into a-lie. The same charge is made by the Evangelist John 
who declares that men knew not the Light of the V’orld because 
they loved darkness better, and that they loved darkness better 
because their deed3 were evil. 
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III. THE SCOPE 0? RELIGION. 

X. Shat atfmnta have baon nacla to defin* 
Soneca‘? dafteition “To ** !ir 

Martlrvwu * was: "A bolief in » aivlno x<n& and-Allmu’,1 A. 
universe and holding moral relations with mnkind”-\w ‘«to 
reoogr.Ulon or our duties as divine co^n“”;’s^ , V 

ZcV-’7- &.?!?} fmVded'm H1S divi™ perfect ions1': "schlaiar- 
ri‘L” considered in itself is neither a knowinp o- 
“ ilo-.g, but. a determination of the feelings”; l-hx |mi™',-E>», 
ligion consists in the perception of the finite mder 's^h 

It w”li beSseenath r10 1° dnflU°n0'! t5,e ”oral oharaoter of ran”. 
It *-11 b® seen that each of these presents onlv o-e aspect of 
the subject and each a different aspect. ’ P 

to?‘ dif^iculty in Earning a satisfactory defin- 

of^hft lhe™ ar° S° concept .ions of uhe subject that no or.o definition i3 sufficiently comprehen¬ 
sive. From the Christian standpoint, religion embraces rever¬ 
ence toward Cod, and a sense of dependence, accountability, grat¬ 
itude and love. To a p.nilosooher, it is a system of philosophyJ 
to a Confucianist, it is a code of ethics; to the Devil *vorship¬ 
per of Africa, it is a nightmare of superstition to be averted* 
by a fetish. 

, 3. What elements has Bishop Boyd Carpenter named as perma¬ 
nent in true religion? Three, viz.: Dependence, Fellowship 
and Progress. But in some prominent systems, one or more of 
these are wanting. 

4. In what sense must the term bo read in discussin* the 
Philosophy of Religion? In a broad and all-embrac■»r,r* sense 
which defies definition. u 

THE UNIVERSAL PREVALENCE OF RELIGIOUS CONCEPTIONS. 

5. Itat wjwnls and allngM facts have been urged arainst 
t.ha universal nravalnncs of religious faith? Sir Johnlnk 
bock. Geoffrey St. Hillairo, and others, have raintalnL that 
many savage tribes have been found who gave no evidence of any 
religious conceptions. 

6. What evidence did Humbolt adduce on this subject? 
In his observation of certain South American Indians/he found 

traces of religious conceptions and worship among the very tribes 
tnat had been described as destitute of all religion. 

7. What proof 3 does Max Muller give on the sub loot ? 
After repeating the assertions of travellers and other super¬ 

ficial observers, who allege the absence of religion among the 
Papuans and the aborigines-of Australia and Tasmania, he quotes 
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the testimony of other and more oradible witnesses to the oontm- 
rv* Ht) refers to the Government Reports of Sir Hercules Robin¬ 
son concerning the inhabitants of JTow South tfales, in which ac- 

**** slven °* a ^wmr.hat elaborate religious system which 
naa there been discovered. Tho conclusion which Muller has 

^ Published is that, in all cases of supposed destitu¬ 
tion of religious customs, a fuller knowledge of the tribes in 
question shows them to be worshippers of some higher and more 
powerful being on whom they are dependent. 

0. What has been the result of Prof. Robert Flint's inves¬ 
tigation of this subject? He has taken pains to follow the 
reports of travellers, traders, miners and others, from land to 
land, and by careful investigation of the widest range of author¬ 
ities, has shewn that the negative reports have everywhere been 
refuted by men of larger and more prolonged investigation. 

9. What are the conclusions of Tiele and. Ravilio on this 
subjectf They agree with Max Muller and Prof. Flint. Says 
Tide: “The statement that there are nations or tribes which pos¬ 
sess no religion, rests either on inaccurate observation, or on 
a confusion of ideas". Seville declares that "a people absolute¬ 
ly destitute of any religious notions has never been discovered" 
Says De Qua yt.re fag es: "We nowhere meet with atheism, except in 
an erratic condition. In every place, and at all times, the 
mass of populations have escaped it". 

hf* ii ^ ramrk or. the subject* 

^ , 7 , —41 , he points out the greater val- 
“ positive testimony, «, centred with i* 

negative, then a hasty obser— ‘ “dl 1!! -epsl? 
feet and whoso question-, wb w C'l ? S 1o verv 1KMe- 
he failed to discover anA^A AAAioo ?n A Z'T* 
his testiraonv. rievrov-*"’ vr-1,* " ~ ' -1"* ce. ta.n tribe. 

*•>«• • ssionarv or" oAAAoAAAA-JAAT' 
the language and becaoo -»a™^ ia~'-;A Iv ' i : ,*“?.ha« lf!arrlsd 
and who declares that ho A'A™.AAA 

ouetor.s and beliefs, must either be credited' or" A ”,'h“1s , 
wilful deceiver. Mrs TeavPn9 n~„j „• , A aQ a 

. . „ 1 * ^* xsa^eiia bird bishop, in a has+v 

^ A, A ',apfin> to discover any traces of r»Hd<en 
arorg t/ie people; but the Rov. Mr. Bachelor, a nlssionarf‘of the 

.urch sessionary Society, during twelve years of labor in the 
country, found a most interesting religious system. The Austra- 

w?ro slad tc beli3vo that the interior tribes were 
destitute of religious conceptions and, in fact only a race of 
anthropoid brutes, to be shot down with as little compunction as 
if they were kangaroos or wolves. Cut Rev. John 0. Pat on, uoon 
careful and prolonged investigation in their haunts and winning 
their confidence as men and brothers, found them to be far more 
religious than the British planters who had despised them. "Ac- 

tie 



says Mailer, "ur.less ho has resided In 
tha country and has learned the language*. 

of iw-.?*?* ?8 l- Present contention in regard to the Dwarfs 
sior 6a‘ .**'*• Hftnry *•• Stanley reached the conelu- 

without any idea °f a superior being; but 
thw 'C: °°t' Wh° hRS lon« raided in Africa, finds that 
they^bolieve In a Supreme Creator, for whom they have a definite 

THE ORIGIN 0? RELIGION. 

« 4ir?f# Cf th* WfcKrtpal theories concerning the 
Rol-gion? Corapte, Debrosses, and others, have con- 

v! “f* earliest worship of prehistoric man was that of 
the fetish, t.*at fhor. that he rose to animism and polytheism; 
t-.en to the more elaborate philosophic systems of the East; 
reaching at last Monotheism or Pantheism. 

13. What is Prof. Title's theory? That animism or spirit 
worship was first, since the fetish is only an embodiment, or a 
representative, of an unseen spirit. He considers the fetish 
only a convenient form or mysterious vehicle of an invisible 
power. 

14. What is Herbert Spencer’s theory? It is known as 
the ghost theory. He holds that man's first conception of any¬ 
thing above himself was that of the spirit of hi3 deceased fath¬ 
er, or ancestor. In his Essays, he states his theory of the or¬ 

igin of religion in these words: "The rudimentary form of relig¬ 
ion is the propitiation cf dead ancestors, who are supposed to 
bo still existing, and to be capable of working good or evil to 
their descendants”. Again he says: "We may hold it as settled 
that the first traceable conception ox a supernatural being is 
the concoct ion of a ghost. This exists 'where no other idea of 
the same order exists; and t.ois exists where multitudinous o*her 
ideas of the same order exist”. ' . 

15. ^ What is the theory of Max Muller? While combat ine 
Spencer s ghost the orv, as untenable and absurd, he advances the 
hypothesis of certain tangible, or semi-tangible, objects of a 
representative character, in relation to which spiritual concep¬ 
tions wore developed, together with the conception of oneness. 
His own words are these: ”A belief and worship of those single 
objects, whether semi-tangible or intangible, in which man first 
suspected the presence of the invisible and the infinite, each 
of which .. was raised .into something *Hf6rc than finite, more 
than natural, more than conceivable; and thus grrtw to be an Asu- 
ra, or a living thing; a Deva, or a bright being; an Amartva, 
that is, not a mortal, and. at last an immortal and eternal being, 
- in fact; a God, endowed with the highest qualities which the 
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human intellect could conceive at the various stages of its own 
growth. This was henothe ism, a “belief in single supreme be¬ 
ings. " 

16. TThat evidences appear in the sacred books of all relig¬ 
ions that the primitive faiths of men were monotheistic, cr at 
least, hanotheistic? The farther we trace any religion back 
towards its origin, the simpler does its faith appear as a faith 
In one God, instead of many. The Aryan, or Vedic, hymns of In¬ 
dia, the earliest records of China, of Persia, of Egyot, and the 
remotest traces of Greek or Worse mythology, all show the traces 
of a gradual ramification and degradation from at least an ob¬ 
scure monotheism into polytheism. 

17. What evidence, borrowed from a careful study of heathen 

tribes now existing, gives support to the Scriptural doctrine 
that the first religion of mankind was a simple worship of a 

universal and omnipotent Creator? It is the striking fact 
that everywhere, in Central Africa, or in the islands of the Pa- 
oific, the lowest fetish worshippers and Devil worshippers as¬ 
sert their faith in a supreme being, who created them and the 
world in which they dwell. 

18. What proofs are there on this point? As to Africa, 
the united testimony of Wilson, Nassau, Johnson, Good, Chatel- 
ain and others, is that all the tribes, extending from North of 
the Equator to Caffraria, believe in one Supreme Creator. 

19. How is it that they do net worship this being? 
Their reply is that, having created the world, with various 

grades of beings, he has withdrawn his interest and left thorn to 
prey upon each other. It is, therefore, useless to appeal to 
hint, but as there are unseen spirits who are more powerful than 
they, and generally of a malignant type, it behoves them to turn 
thoir attention wholly to these, that, if possible, they may ap¬ 
pease or circumvent them.. This is done by means of more or less 
powerful fetishes which are recommended by the nriests or witch 
doctors. 

20. How far can such a cultus be regarded as a religion? 
Only in the broadest sense. There is no love, or gratitude, 

or devout aspiration. There is only a slavish fear. Strictly 
speaking, there is no real worship. There is no desire to know 
the dreaded spirit, but only a dread which leads the abject pa¬ 
gan to guard himself against his tormentor as an unmitigated and 
implacable foe. 



DEFINITIONS OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION. 

21, What, according to Lotze, is a proper definition of this 
Philosophy of Religion, or, what is its function? 

First I It must deter nine how much the unaided reason oan tell 
us about the super sensuous world. Second; It must determine how 
far the contents of a religious revelation agree with the funda¬ 
mental principles so discovered.u 

22* What is philosophy in its highest, or religious, scope 
and exercise, as it is defined by Principal John Caird? 

He says: "Its aim is to discover, not what seems, but what is 
and why it is; to bind together objects and events in the links 
of necessary thought, and to find their last ground and reason 
in that which comprehends and transcends all - the nature of God 
Himself.* 

23. Why might not this serve also as a definition for the 
Philosophy of Religion? It might, practically, since it 
traces all other philosophy up to God as the ultimate and trans¬ 
cendent ground of all its underlying principles. 

24. How did the philosophy of the ancient Druids correspond 
with this view? They are said to have taught that all scien¬ 
tific investigation was a devout study of the ways of GcdJ i.e. 
how God works, by what laws he regulates the operations of na¬ 
ture. In their view, science and theology are alike sacred and 

virtually identical.. Thus, all philosophy is the philosophy of 
Religion. 

is Pfleiderer's definition of the Philosophy of 26. What 

Religion? "Broadly, it denotes all reflection upon religious 
subjects; in a stricter sense, it is the systematic scientific 
investigation and comprehension of the totality of phenomena 
which in the life of man compose religion. It .must* be an inves¬ 
tigation, moreover, which rests on its own basis, is independ¬ 
ent of external authorities, and confined to knowledge which is 
logically consistent. 

26. Why, according to Pfleideror, did the Greeks, with all 
their philosophy, fail cf a Philosophy of Religion? 

ihe old Greerc religion, and all ancient heathenisms, confound¬ 
ed religion with politics and other human interests. Christian¬ 
ity first rendered a philosophy of Religion possible because it 
treated of religion in a distinct and separate way. 

27. Yet, why has Christianity failed in the same respect? 
Early Christianity borrowed much from the methods of the Greek 

philosophy, yet their philosophy was never really independent 
because it was dominated by presuppositions embodied in the 
creeds of the Church. Pfleideror holds that, for this reason. 
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^St 6vcr bfl at war ’^ith a strict and scien¬ 
tific fl^ilosophy of Religion. (Ir.troduc. n. 2) 

' 28I' Wiat two extremes confront us here, both of which In- 
i ° danger? On the one hand, there can be no doubt that 

r«ry muoh of religious teaching in the history of the Churoh has 
virtually ruled out all legitimate laws of evidence and made 
faith an irrational thing, and proper inquiry a sin. It haa en¬ 
couraged an irrational extreme in Christian belief. There haa 
been a too prevalent idea that Christian faith, unlike all other 
faith, is something put into a man in some mechanical way, in¬ 
stead of a belief merely assisted by that divine illumination 
which enables a man to apprehend more clearly all rational evi¬ 
dences of truth in a perfectly rational way. The Spirit of God 
oannot help a man to believe that two and two make five. If it 
did, its teaching would be misleading. The Spirit does not 
ohange the truth, or the laws of judging truth; it only clari¬ 
fies our apprehension of them. Yet, on the other hand, 

there is a lallacv lurking in Pfleiderer's exclusion of Dogratio 
Theology from all connection with the ohilosophy of religion, 
in that it assumes that legitimate material for our judgments 
oan only be found in our own human intuitions. It would rule 
out all preternatural revelation and doolare it impossible. 
What we need is to find the reconciliation and harmony between 
what God has specifically revealed and that which is originally 
implanted in the human understanding. If God's revelation of 
Himself be excluded, there will be little left that is worthy 
the name of religion. Even if it were possible for men to reas¬ 
on out the being and the nature of God from their own inner con¬ 
sciousness, no two men would have reached the same ideal concep¬ 
tion. There would be no divine unity and, therefore, no con¬ 
ceivable reality. 

\ 
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IV. COMPARATIVE THEISM. 
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la a divin© behest. The categorical imperative is thus the 
voice of Qod. 

6. Vhat was Herbert of Cher bury ’ s theory? It. was that 
Of an innate conception of God; this was the starting point in 
attempting to prove His existence. 

7. v?hat was the theory held by Locke? He held the oppo¬ 
site ground, that we have no innate ideas of God. The soul la 
a tabula raza and gain3 all its notion® of God from experience. 
Looks attempted to prove this by the fact that nations differ 
widely in their ideas of God, and that sen© nations have no 

ideas of Him whatever. Our higher conception is built up from 
the best in our experience and that of others. 

8. What was Locke’s position in reference to a divine rev¬ 
elation? He held it to be possible, and, in the ca3® of 
Christ Sanity« probable; only he insisted that revelation should 
not be contrary to the natural revelation given us through the 
reason. 

9. What was Wolf's cosmological argument for the existence 
of Qod? It was this: M\V© exist; that existence must have a 
sufficient cause which does not depend on another cause; the ex» 
1stance of such a cause, or being, must be, not only possible 
but neoes9ary. It must be eternal.” 

10. What is Wolf's ontological or a priori argument? 
It begins with the innate idea of the most perfect being, one 

who has no limit or imperfection -or changes. But, as necessary 
being is a higher perfection than that which is fortuitous, 
therefore, thi3 most perfect being of whom vre conceive must bo 
nooossar.v and, therefore, a real Being. 

11. 7/hat v/an the theory of Li non its? He agreed with 
Wolf, Anselm and Los Cartes in the ontological argument based on 
our innate idea of God as the most perfect Being, making neces¬ 
sary ©xistonoo one of His chief oorfections; but he did not be¬ 
lieve with Dos Cartes that we find in our consciousness the full 
conception of God "as-a ready-made piece of knowledge”, but rath¬ 
er, in thosa elements which in our thinking will work out a oos- 
sible being into reality of conception. He went deeper and. 
reached the conclusion that no being without sensation and intel¬ 
ligence could produce one having those powers. 

12. How has Prof. Le Conte, of California, brought out this 
same reasoning? In his work on Evolution in its Relations 
to Christianity, he has presented vividly and convincingly the 
conclusion that the consciousness of the human soul, which, 
stands apart from and above all other things, could never have 
sprung from any source lower than itself. There must be an In¬ 
finite self-conscious Being. 

■*V 



IS. Hoyt does Tue Conte d.ist irgni sh this inner and spiritual 
consciousness fron all connections and dependencies of material¬ 
ise? He 3UPpcsod a man whoso T;rain had bean laid bare by a 
fractura cf the skull, though still conscious. A scientist, 
with his microscooo, watches the vibrations of the brain sub- 
stanoo as the processes of thought or emotion go on. He discov¬ 
ers certain waves of notion, in the molecules of vdiioh the sub¬ 
ject himself Is not conscious. But he cannot, with all his sci¬ 
ence, discover those inner thoughts and feelings which conscious¬ 
ness notes and experiences and feels. This inner spiritual 
realm is beyond the microsoope and the possible reach of phvsi- 
oal soienoo. Connected though it may be with the vibrations of 
the brain substance, yet it oan only be spiritually discerned. 
All the physical science in the world cannot wrest from the en¬ 
shrined and conscious soul its hidden secret- They toll us that 
there is such a thing as mind reading, but mini can only be read 
by mind and that without a microscone. 

14, VThat was Plato's idea c? God? The argument by which 
he roaohod his conception of God. was cosmological. Ho rejected 
nil crovious theories which traced the universe to some spontan¬ 
eous and unintelligent cause. The world, as ho saw it in its 
manifold display of boautv, wisdom and beneficence, was nroof to 
him of the existence of an intelligent First Cause in whom all 
these fair elements must exist in perfection. Ke spurned those 
representations of vice and immorality which the Greek poets had 
given of the gods; he considered such gods demoralising in their 
influence upon mankind. The Creator and moral ruler of the 
world must have in ‘himself ail be.au.tv and all moral excellence. 

15, What was Aristotle's concent ion of God? Similar to 
that of Plato, his great teacher. Aristotle is quoted as saving 
that "the principle of life and the source of all energy and mo¬ 
tion is in God. His being and divine activity must be like to 
that which is best, and noblest in our life: only that Ha exists 
forever in this excellence, while our life in transitory.* 

16. "What ideas of God does Cicero present in his Natura Do- 
or urn? It is difficult to say, except that he protests 
against the ideas oresanted by the Greek and Roman writers who 
had gone before bin, and who had presented many strange and con¬ 
tradictory theories. In the first chanter of the book, written 
in his closing years and written, as he says, with a view of sol¬ 
acing his sad and depressed spirits after the wreck of the Repub¬ 
lic and of his own political fortunes by the usurpation of Ju¬ 
lius Caesar, he gives a review of the theories presented by the 
loading philosophers. Most of these had discarded the common 
superstitions and had found the great first cause in various im¬ 
personal elements of nature. Sons were clearly pantheistic. 



Against all thaso, Cicero urged the idea of personality and con¬ 
trivance. Hs aisc maintained that dotty was virtuous and benev¬ 
olent and discarded the low attributes and passions with which 
the poets had invested the gods.- But Cicero was no monotheist 
and always spoke of deity in the plural. While he was not a 
philosopher and could not construct a logical and consist ant cys- 
tars he was a keen analytical critic and ho arraigned even Plato 
for his inconsistency "in teaching the eternity of matter and yet 
presenting argument s for the divine Great or shin of the world in 
tiraa. Ho especially assailed Aristotle, Plato's pupil, with rid¬ 
icule for the idea that God's creative work had a beginning and 
asks with sarcacre what the deity was about before that time. 
Strange a3 it may appear, Cicero insisted that the gods must 
harvo bodies and form, since without these they would be incapa¬ 
ble of pleasure and happiness. 

17. What is the Hindu idea of God? The Eternal Brahm is 
self-existent and impersonal, though different Vedic poets eama 
vaguely to invest him with personalitv for the moment, under the 
various names Varuna, Parusha, etc. As the Hindus began to phil¬ 
osophise, they held that Brahru a3 an all-investing infinite 
spirit> brooding over chaos, had neither personality nor con¬ 
sciousness, nor any attributes or predicates which could be con¬ 
ceived by man. As the human soul was supnosed to be in0apabio 
of net or thought except in connect ion with matter, so Br&hjji re¬ 
mained inactive and unconscious till projected in a visible and 
tangible universe which constituted his bod:/. All things, there, 
rore, are a part of deity, but in this procession of his being, 
Srahr, takes p. threefold manifestation, as Brahma, Vi«hnu v*d c*_ 
va. 

13. '/.hat eternal law does Buddhism present in place of God? 
An endless circle of cause and effect. As interpreted bv Mr. 

Soyon, in the Parliament of Religions, Buddhistic philosophy 
traces back the chain of causes through an infinite circle. It 
distinctly asserts, that every conceivable cause is itself an 
effect of a previous cause. This neoessarilv dispenses with de¬ 
ity in any proper sense. 

10. How then shall wo reconcile this statement of a profess¬ 
ed Buddhirt philosopher with the allegation that is constantly 
made by various writers that Buddhism i3 theiStic? 

(a) There is no doubt that Buddhism, in some of its forms, 
has forsaken the original atheistic type, by developing a sense 
of dependence upon beings of a higher order. (b) These demigods 
or Buddhas, however, fall far short of a self-existent Creator. 
In the proper sense of deity, Mr. Soyen justifies all that 
Christian writers have contended for concerning the atheistic 
character of Buddhism. 
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Aooer4lM*to1ant^r!c?m?Ul d,<,trln* of the Snw»iw SuddMt 
th# w, lL» ^Lf! 1 samJsoribt, dlsoovared In Jfapaul b- 

"* .odgson, this Imaginary being arose upon the 

Sard^idm^on” ^ f<T" °f * or UeSt- a’om “« *Wo- FOUP.a meaitat*on, tue universe was produced. He was self-axis*- 

«5* J7V* a11 Derfootior*~’ free **om all passions, thAu- 
fc0ir-; * -ornilbss and yet tha form of all 

<inaff-inA^ arc .etype o* all beings. Ha was omnipresent, sol?- 
suBtained and eternal. He was the essence of wisdom and abso¬ 
lute trut.i. He was represented as condemning evil conduct, but 
A lover and friend of the good and the promoter of all benefi- 
«<mce. Ha was the revered Lord of the UNIVERSE. 

22, What ideas of God are presented in the Oonfucian philos- 
oS^? X? anciBRt tiTr!es“ say, in the reign of Yao and Shun, 
Z3C0 years before Christ - there appears to have been a distinct 
conception and worship of one supreme and personal Seing called 
Shaogti, a term which means literally, the "Heavenly Ruler*. 
In .later agos,^ this concept lost its personal character, and the 
general term Heaven" was substituted. Yet there is much in the 
Imperial worship in the Temple of Heaven at Peking, which im¬ 
plies personality in the object worshipped, such as prayers, hum- 
ble attitudes, sacrifices, rendering of thanks, etc. 

np.^n^-66^1 conception has come into vogue -won* Chi¬ 
nese philosophers and scholars of a later day? ~ The term 
cr expression used corresponds to our word 4ture\ ‘ T^f^l 
e«p*i»Jd widjr this term are the active and oasslv^, or th7 

tod roactIm unn^® °? r*® Unlvers<?» instantly acting iU r,'!»c&ing upon 5aC:i ct aer. g***ai-riaiiTr ,n . i, -1*3-1 • Vi *ej.na.uy , ail tijinps w^re nnivr 
er^’ tH *? *arth w«*« tatsr-nir^ied; but. by theii owr-."en- 
*?T* th" *iV* and ^”S3ive principles separated; the ac*"*W 

taking an ethereal form as spirit c>* .*t*i««* tha . C' ~ 
siv. forn of earth. All tM«. U 

«L*“ ltS lleht *"“• ths «ne but'p^iv. 

„X"“y pynr to the Chicago Parliament on 
Coniucian philosophy, by his Excellency Pung iCwaog Y- what 

r:i?Lrtfind °f r? t,ons «**™?™*£ ^ t* 
of de?tv d ^ ^ g 8 0f othor «3rateas. feture takes the place 
of deity. The harmony existing in the world of nature, the ex- 
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ftoti conforffiity of #v»ry man to the laws of the aotJve end pet* 
•fro principles^ is the complete moral and religious code for 
rankind. Ifeture 3 laws are inexorable; she has no favoritlan 
for the wiae, and no ooir-passion for tho unfortunate. She only 

th08€ "k0 h*lp themselves. God is not in all the thought* 
of a Chinese philosopher. 

26. How does ?ung Kwing Yu describe tho evolutionary pro* 
0088 by which the active and passive principles produced tho 
vegetable and animal kingdoms? His words are as follows: 

»e judge that the first vegetation covering the surface of tha 
earth must have been of the type of lichens and mosses. Next 
oarae herbs and trees. A3 herbs of all kinds grow and died down 
every year, and trees of all kinds put forth their leaves and 
shed them from year to year, vegetation gradually became dense 
and luxuriant, and formed a sort of protective covering over the 
earth. This served to gather the moisture of the earth and tho 
heat of the sun into one place, so that these two element# could 
act and react upon each other. The essences of the heaven# and 
tho earth were thus concentrated in one place, and after the 
lapse of years nature succeeded in extracting out of the mass 
certain jroduots by a process similar to that by which mercury 
ft# extracted from cinnabar, and finally transformed those pro* 
duots into living animals." 

2d. What similar theory has been submitted by Prof. La 
Conte? The mineral elements of a clod of earth, lying under 
the most favorable influences of heat and. moisture, low formas of 
vegetable life were developed; these gradually rose to higher 
forms. PTora these, under the most favorable influences, low 
forms of animal life were differentiated from tho vegetable; 
than, higher animals, till finally man appeared, with instinot 
and reason. I think Prof. Le Conte would say that consciousness 
which is higher than reason, is a divine spark, not developed 
by chemistry but added from above. Thus the West joins hands 
with the Far Ehst, in a theory of evolution which finds in the 
olod the prophecy and the potency of all things. 

27. What is Dr. Momerie’s argument for tho being of Cod, 
as read in the Parliament? fie draws an argument from science 
and especially from the doctrine of evolution. He claims that 
the stupendous plan of nature wrought out through the progress of 
the ages and by an immanent and ever active and intelligent 
force, affords a stronger argument for a supreme and infinite 
Creator than tho old theories of a celestial and extra-cosi;ic 
architect, fashioning and completing the world, once for all, 
ages ago. 

28. What are some of the difficulties in his argument? 
(a) The alleged facts of evolution are used by Haeckel, Tyn- 
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4*11 and others, as proofs against the idea of design in the 
****** *on* Natural selection ic often represented as noth-* ■ 
ing more than a blind tendency in the hereditary characteristics 
of animals, or the cbanco variation in the form cr color o£ 
plants, (o) The argument from design seems stronger when based 
upon incontrovertible facts, as ws see them in nature now, than 
when dependent upon the over changing posits of a more hypothe¬ 
sis. 

39. Shat is the argument fer the Being and Hature of Cod, 
which was presented at the Chicago Parliament by Father Hewitt, 
the head of the Paul 1st Fathers in Hew Tori:? 

It might be styled the metaphysical argument, and is perhaps 
the ablest and mo3t satisfactory argument that has ever been 
presented on that great subject. Father Hewitt defines metaphys¬ 
ics as that which "discourses about being in its first and uni¬ 
versal principles”, that which”saok3 for a knowledge of all 
things which arc within the ken of human faculties "in their deep¬ 
est causes. The rational argument for the existence of God, 
guided by the principles of sufficient reason and efficient 
causality, begins from ccntingont facts and events in tho world, 
and traces the chain of causation tc the First Causa. It demon¬ 
strates that God is, and proceeds by analy8is and synthesis, by 
induction from all the first principles possessed by reason, 
i^cm all tho ve3tiges, reflections and images of God in thr cre¬ 
ation, to determine what God is, his essence and his perfect ions 
It will thus be seen, that this metaphysical argument is both 
a priori and a posteriori, both ontological and cosmological* 
It proceeds both by analysis and by synthesis. It starts, on 
th« one hand, froa first principles recognized in our am oon- 
SQiousness, and on the other, from phenomenal effects which it 
traces back by induction. It follows Plato and Aristotle, bfrf 
It also rocogni2e8 Bacon. Father Hewitt wishes it to be und*r- 
stood that he treats the subject from a purely philosophic stand¬ 
point. He does not build his argument upon sacred Script ire, 
or on the authority of Church councils. Ha does confess that 
his.argument is drawn largely from Plato and Aristotle, and 
though these great philosophers ray be regarded as heathen, yet, 
t® use his own words, he “does not disdain to borrow from any 
pure fountain or stream of rational truth”. 

30. Uhat then, in brief, is Father Hewitt’s lino 
went? It is this: All things known to us in this 
•ontingent. They exist in definite times and places, 
might have been, in their circumstances or condition, 
a thousand alternatives or changes, or they might not. 
isted at all. Every man feels this to be true^of his 

of argu- 
world are 

There 
any one of 
have ex¬ 
own life. 

Mothing that we behold or think of as finite, has a necessary 
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Jn3rt‘^a^ atoms which compose the solar systora night 
«V one ot a million different forms, or have taken 

on Oiffcront laws of motion, change, or interact ion. The laws 
or srawitaticn, electricity, chemical affinity, of light, hbat 

2 »!2fldt-.af ve«Btable and «**»1 Vitality, or the relations 
”:d ranttor, might all have been different; or, if we 

Z* rt*3 Intricate and ’.Tend erf ul cosmos to have been framed, 

JS JapB,oalzod by Ghanc“, there wonld be millions and 
ThaIi?Sf.,?L0h?I!C98^aeainst thc combination that actually exists, 
7™**V* \therefore, which unites this marvellous complexity 
an_, it,,,,Tholf?» Wtt8t bQ ^ound in some necessary and non* 

. contingent First Cause, one with whom there is no uncertainty 
or dependence, no variableness, neither shadow cf turning, if 

TliSJ'l, T\thB V/0r14 of natuM» a11 speak of an 
* ?lan ind 7!r*liwited »cwer; ^ we look within upon our 

own conscious faculties and moral sensibilities, we see at once 
tne proofs of a Divine archetype from whom these powers are de¬ 
rived. 

31. Mow does Father Hewitt show the fallacy of the Suddhiat 
philosophy of an endless circle of cause and efifeett 

In his masterly cosmological argument, he presents the illus¬ 
tration of a train of transportat ion cars, each of which is seen 
to bo drawn by tho one preceding it, as its noving cause. Howev¬ 
er far wo may trace thi3 series of secondary causes from ear 
to another, we find no true explanation of tho fores that moves 

♦£?r,rh°10 l?!il ™ rf?aCh an en£ine’ which is not moved bv any- 
hlng preceding it, but by a power within itself, it need 

b'? 3aid! ;hat an ondlecs circle of freight care, though 
infinitely extended, is an absurdity. And the Buddhist theory 
of an endless circle of second causes is .lust as absurd. 



V. GREEK PHILOSOPHY AND ITS RELATIONS TO CHRISTIANITY. 

1. Who was the father of Greek Philosophy? Thales, who 
lived 640 - 550 B.C, is entitled to the honor, as he was the 
first to conduct an argument on philosophical principles, or 
without resort tc mythical interpretations. He lived nearly two 
centuries before the time of Soci'ates. 

2. What was the general character of the philosophy before 
Socrates, or before the rise of the Sophists? It dealt with 
the laws of nature almort entirely, scarcely touching the realm 
of consciousness or the sphere of ethics. It discarded the vul¬ 
gar mythologies of the times, but tried to find the solution of 
all things in the great forces of nature. 

3. What were some of the prominent theories which were ad¬ 
vanced? Thales found the first principle of all things in 
water; Anaximines found it in air; Heraclitus started with fire 
or heat. In this he unconsciously agreed with the Upanishad 
philosophy of the Hindus. Here.clitus also was at one with Hindu 
philosophy in describing all things, not as existing, but as al¬ 
ways becoming. Democritus, like Kanada, though at a later day, 
accounted for the creation by atomic accretion. This union of 
atoms he ascribed to a necessary Predetermination, while Kanada 
ascribed it to Adrishta, or a previously^habit of matter. The 
two imaginary causes amount to much the same thing. Both the 
Greeks and the Hindus believed in the eternity of matter and, 
while certain Greek and Roman philosophers - especially Lucre¬ 
tius - caught that the mind is formed of subtle atoms, the Hin¬ 
dus also assigned to it a physical basis. 

4. What element was needed to give Greek philosophy that 
power which it finally exerted upon its own and all subsequent 
ages? The ethical and truly religious element. Though be¬ 
fore this it was introduced by Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, 

the three great lights of Greece, there was a period of chaotic 
transition under the intellectual reign of the Sophists. 

THE SOPHISTS. 

5. What wa3 the fundamental principle in the philosophical 
theories of the Greek Sophists? They grounded all upon an 
exaggerated notion of subjectivity. They held that things are 
only as they appear to a particular individual and that univer¬ 
sally valid truth has no existence. This related not only to 
visible objects in space, but also to conceptions and ideas. 



. the vra’/ ke«n prepared for this theory? By the 
£4 teraclitus that all things are in flux, or as the 

oxa iunau philosophers would say, they were always becoming but 
newer really existent. The Sophists were also supported by the 
doctrine of Anaxagoras that NOUS, thought or understanding, iw a 
higher principle than anything objective can be. The Sophists 
took up these ideas and made the most of them. The inner thought 
was to them all in all and that thought was evanescent. All 
that men could claim was the inward impression of the moment and 
none oould tell how far the impressions of different men wero in 
agreement. They struck a blow at all the objective fabrics 
which previous philosophy had reared. 

7. How far was the system of the Sophists a philosophy? 

It was not a symmetrical or a logical system, since it used 

all sorts of materials and was often frivolous in its teachings; 

yet it utilized certain philosophical principles with great pop¬ 

ular effect. Even though it was many-sided and often vague, it 

struck its roots deeply into the life of the Greek nation. 
8. How did Plato describe the Sophist movements? He re¬ 

presented them as only giving formal expression to the princi¬ 
ples which guided the great masses of their time in their civil 
and their social relations. 

9. How did the Sophists undermine the public morals? 
The theory that the individual ego is the tribunal of all 

Judgments led to a dangerous individualism. The element of an¬ 
archy was an unhatched viper hidden within this revolutionary 
doctrine. Perceptions and moral feelings were held to be as di¬ 
verse as the individuals exercising them. There was nothing 
good or bad in its intrinsic native, everything was simply what 
It was variously thought to be. Established principles were on¬ 
ly made such by the compact of society. Men might decree any¬ 

thing as law which might suit the ideas of the greatest number 
and which they had the power to maintain. Something similar to 
these theories seems to have been taught at a later da7/ by the 
Italian Machiavelli in his political treatise called The Prince. 

10. what conditions of society favored the spread of these 
doctrines of the Sophists? During the period of the Pelopon¬ 
nesian war, a spirit of anarchy had taken possession of the peo¬ 
ple. Every individual had come to set his own private interests 
above those of the state; every man was a law unto himself. Pub¬ 
lic office was sought and held for private ends. Custom had 
lost its weight; public ordinances were looked upon as arbitrary 
restrictions. In studying the state of Hellenic society at that 
day, we are reminded of the socialistic spirit which lurks In 
the lower strata of our own social life, the querulous, law-hat¬ 
ing, malcontent spirit, which would, if need be, wreck the com- 
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*OT*re*ith *or the sake of the spoils. 

They gave^yoio^an?^1^3 deal^with this social chaos? 
already6existing all a-ound^Vm coherency to what they found 
Of demagogues®reduced* tn « ^ Ths part they acted **« that re^ucod to a system and advocated by a school. 

spirit of ‘the t^ies that they W0re totwprotin* the 

thflJ2ns<?liat I!6^ f®1® of the cremes to which the logic of 

selves^oo^their1^^^7117 -S?rae of the SoPhists prided them- 
ufSn t5eir ahility to speak with argumentat ive force on 

either .side of any question. As Schweigler puts it, "they did 
not consider it necessary to-have positive know'ledge on any sub- 
Ject, in order to discuss it satisfactorilyand it was deemed & 
mark of superior ability to conduct a vigorous and dignified die- 
course on the most trivial matters". 

]L>. WhAt names are prominent among the Sophists? 

440 t^c,r**|’Jhe flrst 1" chronological order, flourished about 
"T Hf. V,aE f’lvan out of «•»»« as a rwier of the gods 

and the book on Which the charge was grounded was nublioly burn- 

ntitif Tla^lV° haVS be,5n 1,011 30 muoh an atheist as an aC- 
nostic. His book began with these words: "I can know nothin* ° 

th9,SfS* "hSther they •*** or notl f^ w/are ^e. 
? gaiI]lir‘s a knowledge, not only by the obscurity of 

the thing itself but by the brevity of life." Protagoras and 
his school held that nothing exists PER SE, but onlv^in human 

of«hcs°nr"r ihat’ thTef°rH’ th9re 13 * uni versa Aground th^cs or of law, yet he did not intent ionally ^ive anv conn 

Z°LtrVa,ltr °r 110™Se in Eora13 a"4 Ms own'o^sonll ow- 
ot r is represented as irreprosohable. Next to Protagoras w« -- * ~ ^v'viiauit; • 

way place Gorgias, who flourished about 427 
pous in 

- --- »-—> -no irjurxsnea a Pout 427 B.C. He ;m 
appearance and in style of discourse and he did 

e was pom- 

cape the criticism and ridicule of* i L L, n0t f|** rvra w "o p-; zsssr 
logu-, a , iolas and Thrasymachuc. T} hese were free thinkers who 

to tne grouau. all the national religion, laws and “a* *««*>»■ religion, laws and ous- 
tons. a ho latter two advocated the right of the stronger as a 

111 Cnd the mbridled gratification of all desire as 
the ri^it of the stronger. The intervention of restraining laws 
w*e condemned as a device of the weak. Gritias represented fait] 
in the gods as a device of crafty statesmen. Had he said that 
statesmen often used religion for their purposes and playod upon 
the superstitions of the people, he would not have been far from 
the truth. Altogether the noblest in oharacter of all the Soph¬ 
ists was Prodicus. His discourses on life and death and the 
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choice of external good were commendable and he won dist ltkQtloti 
as a roan of rare wisdom. Hia defect lay in the system which hw 
had adopted and which afforded him no foundation to build U|»n 
either in ethics or philosophy. 

14. What is to be said in praise of the Sophists? 
fa) They promoted great intellectual activity. They rendered 

general oulture universal. Protagoras was a teacher of virtue; 
Gorgias was a rhetorician and politician; Prodious a grammarian; 
Hii^>ias was something of a scientist; Gorgias and Hippias were 
diplomatists. fb) The independence of personal opinion which 
they taught led to increased inquiry and proved effective in 
dissipating popular superstitions.. The popular mythology was 
corrupting and the Sophists anticipated Plato in demonstrating 
that gods whose alleged immorality the poets had invested with 
seduotive charms could exert only a demoralizing influence on 
the people and that they should be discredited and abolished. 
As iconoclasts the Sophists rendered some good service. 

SOCRATES. 

15. What was the connecting link between the Sophists and 
Socrates? The principle of subjectivity which the Sophists 
had carried to an extreme, Socrates used for a better purpose. 
Inward conviction is the basis of truthful and exalted character; 
but it is perverted when it claims that its transient impress¬ 
ions are the supreme and only laws of action. Schwegler has dej* 
cribed the transition from Protagoras to Socrates as follows: 

The problem which Socrates took up and solved was to carry out 

Esxsxszrgi rr,‘i 
Sophists'had usef onlyVdestroy T'lnTt™*'th* 

real th S°c**at,'s th(5 individual oninion, so far as it had 
r.ai value, rested on data which were of equal value to others' 

wo:Tdf’ the rational Spirit in man responded to truths* 
which appealed to all men, truths of universal validity." 

c v. „ at then was direct issue between Socrates and the 

1 „ 5mUR th°y held that t0 eaoh raan a11 things are 
taply what they seem to him, Socrates strove to show that the 

ground of judgment was not the individual conception, but rather 

ITl :r\Sl°.Sr °r trUth * -Moh^ppehs to aU 
well-ordered minds. Subjective methods must still be employed' 
each man must Judge for himself, but he should be conscious^’ 
the fact tnat the same things are passing under the judgments 
of other men and that he is amenable to the moral laws of an ob¬ 
jective universe. 
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^ was the place of Socrates as a philosopher? 
He oolongs to the second stage, or poriod, of Greek philosophy 

represented by Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, who stood to «*«l| 
Other in the relation of teacher and pupils and ropro8«nt«i 
three successive generations. He began his instructions of thv 
young about 425 3.C., and, with the exception of ono Journey* 
ho never left Athens. 

10. How is hi3 philosophy described? It has been rapr** 
•onted ?.n character personified. His philosophy was his life. 
Zvnojmcn s narrative of his life and character is the best ropr*«4 
font at ion of his philosophy.. Plato also regarded him as an 
archetypal personality, an incarnation of ethical truth. He 

appear to have been the pupil of any great teacher* Ho 
worked out his own problems and acted up to the truth as he ro- 
eftivwd it. Ho sifted fro® the teachings of the Sophists what ho 
approved, but his method of instruction was the very opposite of 
their betnbast. His discourses were purely conversational and ho 
draw his los^ons from the humblest as well a3 the loftiest top- 
los. Hie frequented the workshops as well as the Gymnasia, talk¬ 
ed with voung men and with the old. 

19. How does Sohwogler indicate the change which Socrates 
wrought in philosophic thought? Philosophy before hio tima 
had been essentially an investigation of nature; but Socrates 
first turned the human mind in upon its- own being and led it 
to oonooive itself as active moral spirit. His philosophy is 
**©l»sively of an ethical character; it is an inquiry into the 

nature of virtue. He even carried this exclusiveness to an ex¬ 
tra® o. 

20. How did he estimate the methods of previous philosoph- 
ohools? He expressed a contempt for the entire previous , J\^io scho 

period, 
i r» A 

with its natural philosophy and its mathematics. • » * ’ w ; •» *^ w iA'itun, u -L ^ its • Sv.bor- 
dlnating^to direct moral advancement, ho found no worthy object 
In irrational nature; he conceived it simolv in the light of an 
external means for the attainment of external ends. 

21. How did he show his contempt for np.ture? Ho would 
not even go out to walk, as he says in t.he Phoedrus of Plato 
sinoi on* can lsarn nothing ft-on trues and districts of oonntrr. 
Solf-knowl.de* appeared to him tha onlv object worth../ of non. 
and the starting point, of all philosophy. Ho was wont to boast 
of hi* ignorance of other knowledge and to declare that, ii, „x_ 

dihand°WW rih *ition 0rxlv lr‘ thu> that he know what He did and what he did not know* 

22. Anat does Hegel sav of Socrates in'this regard? 
Hegel .expresses the same opinion, when ho says that Socrates 

put morality from ethical grounds, in tho place of morality from 
custom and hahit. Hegel himself distinguishes morality as con- 
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from^^Soralit^of ^sophistic and noral P?tocivln*j 
Whl,h rest a on c^iV‘Pt’"* 

th. TOW *^thl^?Ph«vTl °f f°0rf837 "To SHaroh «* 
tmlnterruptod labor of SooStos?”° " ’ 6’ 11 • W the 

tlo L 'I!,6";' doas Arl8totl° Pay to Socratos? Ari.to- 
Vi~ • tba r->thnH1^4"^ a tw°-fold "Mrit must be ascribed to him, 
.■'i, !! Of induction and strictly logical definition »- 

" 2* h^°h constitnte the basis of sclenoo. 
f0<?3 °f‘W^i'sr sa-f of the Socr-.itic method? 

a mtl m?-,! ! Socrat ic method as the art bv which from 
their lorIcL^ horaoeoneous and Individual phenomena, 

C £l 1 unity, or t.ne universal nrlnolole which lies at 

t£ Tf lv,1f folmd- »»«ioi nresuooosee 
be eonnrehended in ,*££." "“«>••* «>* •«..*. can 
it. true belnr. ^ ’ thM th!! e'™'»’*ion of a thing Is 

and Plat0^ in Zl S°°™ 

3rte1ai^si\o0^:nl0b^j'1-i- 

real Individual existences. Hence Aristotle f^tanh yttt 1) 

method ^n^the 2'*aJ‘ac^r^ZGS th9 relation between the Socrat ic 
^ ^tonio doctrine of ideas with the words: ‘Soc¬ 

ial .nhoLl^i V^r1,531 conceptions as separate* indlvid- 
ual substanoes, whi^o Plato does this and names them ideas1 *. 

27, Hov^doos Schwegler express the Socrat ic doctrine of 
virtue? "The onlv positive doctrinal statement which has 
been transmitted to us from Socrates is* that virtue i3 knowl¬ 
edge - wisdom, insight - in other words, virtue is no mere in¬ 
born, or mechanically acquired, power or ability, but a virtu¬ 
ous act is one whioh proceeds from a clearly conscious percep¬ 
tion of those things to which it relates, that is, of the end, 
moans and limitations by which it is conditioned". 

28, How does he apply the theory of Socrates to the charac¬ 
ter of involuntary action? Action without perception ani 
judgment is contradictory and self-destructivo; action with per¬ 
ception and judgment is sure to realize its aim. Good and evil 
are therefore determined by the presence or absence of insight, 
won act wrong 1«» only because they form erroneous judgments. 
Hence, no one is willingly wicked; the wicked are what they are 
lTt direct opposition to their over inclinat ions. Moreover, ho 
who does wrong kncwingly is better than he who does so uncon¬ 
sciously, because in the latter case, in the absence of true 
knowledge, virtue must be altogether wanting, while in the for- 
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lnd**d 3Uoh * caso possible) virtue would rafr. 
•r only temporary in jury. 

^ do*8 the statement that men act wrongly only be- 
oauee they Torn erroneous judgments compare with the HVaya phil- 
o»c^.y at the a-ahman Gotam? Gotam maintained that mankind 
re to be rescued from evil conduct and its consequent miseries 

by ascertaining "ight methods of investigation and reflection, 
nines all evil results from intellectual misapprehension. He 
troiu .redeem the world ty a system of correct iogioal processes. 

*>0. What oontrast between the Sooratic urineiole that he 
who does wrong knowingly is more virtuous than he who does so 
unconsciously and the teachings of some of our modern material- 

SfW7. ^ Henry Maud sioy, in an article on the 
©h, sioal basis of mind, while speaking of the impression of 
-noughts and acts upon the molecular structure of the brain, ln- 
sists that only reflex actions, or those which are so habituat- 

o proceed involuntarilv, have the true element of char- 

*.that virtu<? iB not attained until settled habit pro- 

th^se^ves tar7 aCtS> °r mtl1 aCtS* S° t0 spoak’ Perform 

31. How does the teaching of the New Testament bear upon 
the Socratic principle that sin-ing with full knowledge is less 
guilty than sinning unconsciously? Christ and His aoostles 
•orstantlv taught that the guilt of transgression was directly 
croooxn ionate to the light sinned against . Christ arraved Tyre 
and oidon against Baths* Ida and Chorazin which had received 
greater light. And the Enistle to the Hebr ev;s reasons a forti¬ 
ori from the condennation of tho.se who died under Moses* law to 
the guilt of those who should neglect the offer of salvation 
through Jesus Christ. 

32. fbw does Schwegler describe the doctrine of demonism 
held by Socrates? He says: "A very characteristio peculiar¬ 
ity is the ‘demonism* which he professed. He believed that an 
inner divine voice was constantly forewarning him of the for¬ 
tunes and results of human actions, and guiding and directing 
his practical conduct. It was the fine, profound, presaging 
tact and instinct of a pure soul, which looked clearly into life 
and perceived involuntarily what was right and judicious even 
in the most peculiar emergencies, which expressed itself in 
these admonitions: and nothing could be more perverso than the 
attempts of his accusers to construe this ‘demonism1 as a deni¬ 
al of the popular gods, and an attempt to introduce new deities. 
It was indeed true that with Socrates, this oracle of inward 
foreboding supplanted the traditional methods cf divination and 
Augury; it was an advance toward an inward self-direction which 
was altogether foreign to the older Greek civilization. (In¬ 
stead of consulting the entrails of slain victims, it was far 
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XJok f0r th* bohe8ta <>«“ in one's soul.) 
id4th^clir?A^Wrr^ ^lmitar5r- So<«*ates himself retain* 

iT1 a transcendent relation; he 
tha prevalent popular conceptions, but was, for 
thL,inSXi* in complete accord with the popular religion* al¬ 
though indeed, this latter assumed with him the philosophical 
fr®,? \fa*th in the existence in the univerge of a supremo, 

all-dirooting intelligence.’' 
33. What were the influences whioh led to the trial and con¬ 

demnation of Socrates? He was hated as a reformer of abuses 
in society and an opposer of the errors of the Sophist3. Ho had 
taken a stand against all the shams of those who professed to be 
loaders of the people, whether demagogues in politics, or popu¬ 
lar poots, or philosophers. He soon became a butt of tho coralo 
poets,^especially of Aristophanes who, in a poem entitled "The 
Clouds , represented Socrates as an airy dreamer who lived and 
moved in the clouds, rather than upon the substantial earth. Ho 
represented him as an apostate from the religion of the national 
gods, and a preaoher of a dangerous mysticism. Socrates was the 

oxposo<* to ridicule by his unattractive person. He was 
bald, had a crooked up-turned nose, bulging eyes, was bandy legg¬ 
ed, and of untidy appearance. In his devotion to philosophy, 
he neglected his family and provided but a scanty support. 

34. Vfoat were his methods of work? He had no particular 
Place for instruction, and did not confine his labors to any par¬ 
ticular class. His visits to the shops and other haunts of the 
pooror classes discredited him with other public teachers and 
scholars and gave him the appearance of a listless, gossipping 
lounger, "rather than of a dignified philosopher. Moreover, 
there was an aoiroaoh to an irritating cynicism in his method. 
He would jresent himself before some professed teacher, or poet, 
and by a series of questions, would proceed to overthrow his as¬ 
sumptions, refute his arguments, and show him that his wisdom 
was a farce. In his celebrated defenoe before his final judges, 
he shows this to have been his uniform habit. 

36. What reference did he make to the Delphic Oracle? 
It was understood that the Oracle had declared Socrates the 

wisest of mankind. This, of itself, exposed him to envy and ha¬ 
tred! but he added to this difficulty by frequent references to 
the Oracle. His position was, that he was wiser than other men 
only in the fact that he did not esteem himself wise, and that 
he constantly strove.to convince others of their ignorance. It 
may be doubted whether he received credit for his modesty! wheth¬ 
er he was not charged by his opponents with a degree of arro¬ 
gance and oonceit. Matters were made still worse by the fact 
that he was generally attended by a retinue of his younger admir¬ 
ers, who followed him about, partly for the amusement of witness- 
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With °ther Pabli0 teachers and their over- 
defence^ *** ***n*r ****««tic. This fact appears in his mshlfe 

An While Socratee was held by the leading Sophists as the 
abstJrd assumptions, how, on the other hand, was 

he exposed to the maledictions of their enemies? Re was tru- 

b°th clv>eks* owing to the fact that he tried to 
courso ^tween their radical doctrines and the old 

uperstitious customs of the conservative party in the state* 
Jtter constantlV arraigned him as being himself a Sophist. 

„d bakeTJ UP their doctrine of subjectivity and had made it 
Ms whole aim to show how far it was right and how far it was 

• bUt ** Wa8 eno^h for bis accusers that he had been in 
connected with their pernicious teachings. There is 

Q ™ ^a0ori to believe that Aristophanes really did consider 
aS virtually aiding the destructive influence of the 

J l9: ‘hG 0ha??es that ha in bis satire were the same 
that were preferred twenty-four years later in his trial. 
.. ‘57%. :0W did the Political principles of Socrates help on 

bitween th^^arinf - .¥***', ** bofor3’ he held a midway position 
no* nni " istocratio classes and the lower masses. He could 

ILU L ar,tllS *d*as °f aither and’ accordingly, he in- 
*”*f'd tbe suspic.ion of both. The democratic nartv held him 
♦ hItX<rrSPSTSible for.the oppressions jf the oligarchy. One of 
. ‘ Tvrants, Oritias, who was also an. unscrupulous Soph¬ 
ist, had been a pupil of Socrates. Alcibiades had also been un- 
aer ftis instruction - a nan who was justly regarded as corrupt 
and dangerous. Two of the three accusers were of the popular 
party, and many of his judges were men who had haloed to put 
down the Thirty Tyrants. 

38. How was the character of Socrates illustrated in his 
trial? Never before or since has a philosopher so fully vin¬ 
dicated his principles as did Socrates before his accusers and 
during the period intervening before his death. He would not ac¬ 
cept the services of an advocate, nor would he allow his wealthy 
friends to buy him off bv a commutation of his sentence. He 
made his own defence and scrupulously avoided any plea which 
should seem to extenuate the course which he had pursued. He 
stated his positions with the same boldness that had always char¬ 
acterized him, and looked forward to death with entire calmness 
and with a sustaining hope of immortality. 

39. How does Socrates contrast with the Aoostle Raul? 
In his want of tact. Where Paul - either before Agrippa or 

Festus or the Areopagites - conciliates those whom he would con¬ 
vince, Socrates rather irritates by demolishing the positions of 
his opponents. He convicts where he 9hould convince. V/ith all 
•our admiration for his transcendent genius as a dialectician and 
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0t ohara°t«r, wo fool a degree of regret 
inat iie should have been so much norn like Diogines than like 

e firent Christian apostle. Like Paul, Socrates was logical 
and forcible in his reasoning, devout in spirit, and elevated In 
tho spirit and aim of his life. Like hin, he realised the reo- 
tlve power of the world to come and was raised by it to a sub- 

lme disinterestedness. Like him, he listened ever to tho si¬ 
lent voices of the spirit and anticipated a heavenly reward, but 
he lacked the inspiration which Paul felt in the personality of 
a Divine Master. 

40. How does the character of Socrates compare with that of 
tho Buddha? He was equally self-controlled and that under 
much more trying circumstances. Buddha’s sacrifice came at the 
beginning, that of Socrates at tho last. Buddha, instead of dy¬ 
ing a martyr to his system, like Socrates or the Christ, sank 
to rest among his devoted disciples, widely honored and revered. 
Buddha s life was wider in its scone of benevolence than that of 
Socrates and he was more gentle. He is not known to have antag¬ 
onize.^ any rean: on the contrary, he enjoined kindness towards 

Jnd pity ovan t0 thr> fr’ute or the insect; but his character 
lacked the reverence and loyalty which Socrates exemplified. 
Socrates nose higher, as Buddha was broader. He viewed man in 
hie divine relations and drew inspiration from the being, wisdom, 
power and love of God. Buddha found no one in earth or heaven 
whcm he considered wiser or bettor than himself. Buddha had no 
fellowship with God. 

^1. How does Socrates compare with Confucius? His meth- 
odwas entiroly different though the ethics of both were high. 
Cofuoius, a3 modest as Soorates, claimed no wisdom for himself; 
he drew his lessons, not from an inner voice, like the philoso¬ 
pher of Athens, bu.t from the maxims of ancient sages. He was a 
•ompiler. Socrates disregarded and even discredited much of the 
older teachings, o.g. of the Sophists and the philosophers of 
physical nature, who had preceded them. Confucius was didactic, 
Socrates was a cross questioner. Confucius did. not antagonize 
other teachers, Socrates did this constantly. He was ,a reformer, 
as was tho Chinese sage, but he attacked old abuses, while Con¬ 
fucius showed a more excellent way. 

42. How do Socrates and Laotsze appear in comparison? 
They resemble each other in some particulars. Laotsze was al¬ 

so a critic. He openlv condemned many of the teachings of the 
sages and quarelled with the subserviency of Confucius to what 
he considered the rubbish of the dead past. Ho found fault with 
the tendencies of the times, even to a morbid degree. His mys¬ 
terious Taou which filled the universe with its silent voices 
was something like the Daimon who spoke in the soul of Socrates, 
only it was more mystical and transcendental and far less person¬ 
al and available. Laotsze, like Confucius, lacked tho moral 
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courage of Socrates. 
43. How did Zoroaster's method compare with that of Socra¬ 

tes? He also claimed to be taught of God, though the pro¬ 
cess took the form of a dialogue, in which he obtained answers 
to direct questions. He too was a reformer and, like Socrates, 
he seems to have been an exemplar of & virtues which he taught, 
ihe God of Zoroaster was eminently personal and exalted. 

.44, Compare Socrates with Moses. Moses was a teacher of 
Divine wisdom, but he received it directly and in objective forms, 
as spoken preoepts and commands. He had a far higher and more 
strictly monotheistic concept of God than Socrates, but he lacked 
his balance and poise of character. Moses was impulsive and at 
times unwise. Like Soorates, he was uncompromising in his main¬ 
tenance of the truth and he sacrificed the favor of the great 
and powerful for the good of the poor and oppressed. 

45. What is Matthew Arnold's comparison of Socrates and Je¬ 
sus? The radical difference between Jesus and Socrates is 
that such a conception as Paul5s (conception of faith) would, if 
applied to Soorates, be out of place and ineffective. Soorates 
inspired boundless affection and esteem; but the inspiration of 
reason and conscience is the oge inspiration which oomes from 
him and which impels us to live righteously as he did. A pene¬ 
trating enthusiasm of love, sympathy, pity, adoration, reinforc¬ 
ing the inspiration of reason and duty, does not belong to Soora¬ 
tes. With Jesus it is different. On this point it is needless 
to argue, history has proved. In the midst of errors the most 
prosaic, the most immoral, the most unscriptural, concerning God, 
Christ and righteousness, the immense emotion of love and sympa¬ 
thy inspired by the person and character of Jesus has had to work 
almost by itself alone for righteousness, and it has worked won¬ 
ders . (St. Paul and Protestantism, p. 79, third ed. ) 

4o. How shall we answer the claim that Socrates, in his 
last hours, evinced greater moral heroism than Christ, who "with 
strong crying and tears prayed that the cup might pass from his 
lip«? In the first place, we proceed upon the assumption 
that Christ made that plea as a man. It was his fresh young hu¬ 
manity that spoke. It was a genuine impulse of shrinking from 
the shame and buffeting and cruel death of the cross; yet it was 
overruled by the higher plea: "Thy will, not mine, be done", 
ocrater^had come to the end of man's ordinary life; he had main* 

tamed doctrines which had become stiffened in every fiber ofhis' 
being; his pride, his influence, his philosophy, were all at" 
stake. He spurned the idea of paying so great a price for the 
privilege of lingering longer in this life of trouble, instead 
of going to enjoy a higher life. His attitude was that of a 

*1°?? maintenance of his Principles and his personal will; that 
of Christ was one of self-renunciation and submission. He was 



indeed a bruised reed for sacrifice. Rouleau expressed the dif¬ 
ference well when, sceptical as he was and hostile to Christian* 
Afcy; he yet candidly ^aid: ‘Socrates died liRe a philosopher, 
but Jesus Christ like a God". 

PLATO. 

47. Give an outline of the life cf Plato. He was horn 
off a noble Attic family In the year 429 B. C., the same year 
in which Pericles died and the second of the Peloponnesian war. 
His 120ther was a cousin of one of the"Thirty Tyrants”. At an 
early age Plato preferred science to politics, and at twenty 
he beoame a pupil of Soorates and remained eight years under his 
instruction. When. he was thirty years old, or soon after the 
death of Socrates, whose trial he had attended, he went abroad 
and studied under Euclid at Ategara. He al3c visited Sicily and 

In Sicily he made the acquaintance of the elder Dionys¬ 
ius, the Tyrant. Returning to Athens, he taught eight years in 
the Academy. On a later visit to Syracuse. he was sold into 
slavery by the younger Dionysius, though he was afterwards ran¬ 
somed by a friend and. returned tc the Academy. He had added to 
the instruction cf Socrates more or less of the Meganian philos¬ 
ophy and something from the school of Pythagoras. ~He became 
popular and famous and died in the midst of his labors at four¬ 
score . 

48. What seems to have made the strongest impression upon 
hi3 mind? That which he had seen ar.d felt in the daily life 
of Socrates tfith the exception of the all-absorbing influence 
of Christ upon the Apostle Paul, there has appeared in history 
no such stamp of a living personality upon the life of another, 
as that of Socrates upon Plato. In his later years the memory 
of his early teacher was still foesh upon him and, with a gener¬ 
ous spirit, he threw into some of his most famous dialogues his 
own m&turer philosophical principles as the utteranoes of Soora- 
tes. 

49. Fhat improvements did Plato make upon the teachings of 
Socrates? He extended the Socratio doctrine of conceptions, 
which grasped only changing impressions of things, to the more 
stable character cf fixed and eternal IDEAS. It was a differ¬ 
ence between BECOMING and BEING. Plato held that reflection 
must be added to conception, in order to gain real knowledge. 
But he retained the paramount emphasis which Socrates had put 
upon ethics and virtue, and he pi'esented the character and life 
of Socrates as the universal or ideal type of true philosophy. 
"The Platonic system", says Schwegler, "is Socrates objectified, 
the blenaing and reconciliation of preceding philosophy”. 

50. V'hat are the leading works of Plato? (a) In the 



•Wly ptPlftd c1 Mb literary labors, 'e produced the Ch&rtindes, 
ft work on temperance; Lysis, on friendship; Laches, on valor; 
Hippias, on wilful wrong: doing, and Al .*iabiade3, on statesman- 
•hip. These were in the form of dialogues and had no special 
excellence. 

tb) The Protagoras, which was a polemic against the philosophy 
0$ the Sophists, though rather in it3 practical application 
than in its root principles. It condemned the influence of the 
Sophists on the then current age. 

(c) fhe 0orgia3 is more philosophical and (still aiming at the 
sophistsJ assails the doctrine that pleasure instead of virtue 
is the siunmuzn bonum. It maintains that moral goodness is higher 
tiian enjoyment or polioy, that right is not the mere variable 
prei'Cgative 06 the stronger, hut an eternal principle, at once 
recognised in the understanding and conscience of the individual 
and acknowledged as an objective and changeless reality in the 
world. 

td) rheataetus goes further and attempts to place philosophy 
upon a theoretical, as the Gorgias had established an ethical, 
basis. This was written after Plato had learned in Megara and 
elsewhere some things of the earlier philosophies and especially 
the i'ythagorian. This was followed 

(e) by the Sophist.. The Statesman, The Philosopher, and the 
Parmenides. 

51. How does Sohwegler speak of these works and.the devel¬ 
opment of Plato’s doctrine of ideas? He says: "The Theatae- 
tus in opposition co the Weraciitice-Protag<rian theory of the 
Absolute becoming affirms rhe objective and independent reality 
of Ideas, and The Sophist shows their reciprocal relations and 
power of combination, while the Parmenides, in fine, exhibits 
their whole dialectic complex, their relation to the phenomenal 
world and their self mediation with the latter". 

52. What are some of Plato’s later, and more important 
works? The Laws, the Republic, the phoedrus, and the Timaeus. 
The Apology and the Phaed c are dialogues which represent the 
defence and the religious sentiments of Socrates. The Phoedrus 
insists upon ideas as the basis of all real knowledge. The Sym¬ 
posium proceeds on the same principle. The Phaedo at tempts to 
prove the dootrinc of immortality from the doctrine of ideas. 
The Philobus examines the relation of pleasure and the higher 
principle of the good. The Republic applies the same philosophy 
to the state, and the Timaeus to physical science. 

53. What was Plato's idea of truth? Relays, in his 
Laws: "Truth is the beginning of every good to the gods and of 
every good to men, and he who would be blessed and happy should 
be fnom the first a partaker of the truth". The truth is At¬ 

tained by rising above the things of sense and all appearances 
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to the contemplation of that which has real being. By the use 
of dialectics, or the exercise of pure reason as distinct from 
sense, a persistent exercise of pure intelligence may come to 
know the pure good, though Plato doubts whether any mortal does 
in fact ever reach the Absolute truth. Truth is unchangeable 
and it is one and simple and indissoluble. There is one truth 
and one mind pervading the universe and holding all things in 
unity. In the supreme Mind is absolute truth. 

54. Hoy/ does Plato attain to absolute beauty? He begins 
with the grace of outv/ard forms, the beauty of color and the har¬ 
mony of proportions; from these he rises to the greater beauty 
of virtuous souls, made such by truth and virtue; philosophic 
virtue is higher still, for it distinguishes between the sensuous 
or phenomenal and the real or that which is apprehended by the 
reason. Beauty in its highest form becomes nearly synonymous 
with the good. 

55. What interesting process of thought and study of beauty 
has he given in his Symposium? He supposes a youth beginning 
at an early age to notice and admire some object cf visible beau¬ 
ty, beholding it often and thinking about it till fondness is 
attained. Then he v/ould have him seek other beautiful objects, 
and various kinds of beauty, as of poetry, art, or institutions, 
till he loves them also. Thus he will come to see that kinds of 
beauty are graded toward those of the mind and the moral nature 
and the highest will, in time, be loved the best. Thus the kinds 
of beauty may, like a ladder, lead the soul up to that absolute 
beauty which is in God alone. 

5G. How does this all bear upon the influence of ennobling 
art and upon the question of esthetic taste in the incidentals 
of divine worship? Plato’s thought just here is very inspir¬ 
ing and contains much truth. It certainly is desirable to cul¬ 
tivate, in the early life, the beautiful in nature, in art, in 
poetry and music, as the best means of excluding low gratifica¬ 
tions. Art is ennobling, and architecture and inspiring music 
may aid devotion. The noble cathedral may be a means of graoe 
and sublime mountain scenery often lifts the soul to God. Thus 
beauty does tend toward the good. 

57. How does Plato attain to the conception of the absolute 
good? With truth, beauty and symmetry, he triangulates, so 
to speak, as when an altitude or distance is reached in surveying 
by tracing lines and angles from known points of departure. By 
the synthesis of these three, he claims to re'aeh the highest, the 
absolute good; and this is equivalent to God. It is the parent 
of light and the Lord of Creation in the material universe, and 
is the creator of the soul in the realm of mind. Thus all ideas, 
as prototypes of beings and things, are grouped under beauty, 
truth, and good, and they unite at last in one synthesis, which 

„ is God. 

i 
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58. What are some of the attributes assigned to this Suprera* 
God? He is before all things and transcends all. Plato calls 
him the unchangeable and eternal, the architect and maker of the 
universe, Monarch and Ruler of the world. He first made other 
creatures, and then man, as his crowning work. At length Plato 
comes to speak of this supreme EIDOS as God and ascribes to him 
omniscience, benevolence and a kindly providence toward those 
whose virtues have won his favor. He is a rewarder of all those 
who diligently seek him. 

59. How does Plato discriminate between God and godsV He 
uses both terms in the same sentence, when he says*. "The gods 
have a care of any one whose desire is to become just and to be 
like God, as far as man can attain hi3 likeness by the pursuit 
of virtue**. Here the gods seem to be ministering spirits, while 
God is the infinite pattern in whom all virtue is embodied. 

GO. In establishing his pnilosophic principles, how did 
Plato treat the earlier philosophies? He assigned to them a 
greater importance than Socrates had done, especially the Pythag¬ 
orean and the Eleatic systems. He selected from these what was 
best and he united the Pythagorean physics, the Eleatic dialeotio 
and the Socratic ethics, in his doctrine cf eternally existing 
ideas. Pythagoras and his school had taught that all things ex¬ 
ist in a divinely-ordered harmony and proportion, in which all . 
cosmioal spheres revolve around a common centre which is the 
source of light and heat, and that all objects in the universe 
are regulated by proportion and number. The Eleatics, ZenophaneB 
and Parmenided taught the doctrine of monism, or the principle 
that only one thing - Being - really exists. There is no becom¬ 
ing, no real movement, no phenomena or non-being. Plato adopted, 
with some modification, the Pythagorean idea of cosmical harmony, 
in that all his ideas stood in harmonious relationship to each 
other. He also agreed with Parmenides in so far as to ascribe 
to all his mp.nifold ideas a oneness of essence, and to trace them 
finally to a union in the Absolute Idea, embracing the true, the 
beautiful and the good in one supreme good. In all this, he 
kept in view the Socratic ethics as a moral end. 

61. How was this union rendered, easy by the ethical charac¬ 
ter of the Pythagorean and Eleatic sagesi Pythagoras and his 
school formed a society in Magna Graecia for the moral and po¬ 
litical regeneration of the state, all its members binding them¬ 
selves to a life of purity and rectitude and to the inculcation 
of virtue; and the Eleatic Zencphanes was also a teacher ~il high 
moral aims; while Parmenides was second to Socrates inljrj in the 
purity and elevation of his life. Ail these men protested 
against the demoralization which the poets had wrought by the low 
character with which they had invested the mythological gods. 
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trt>4 it b# confessed in all oandor that the world owes nor* than 
it has acknowledged to the elevating influence of these noblest 
ot the Greek philosophers. 

02. 3-hat, in fine, was Plato's doctrine of ideas? He be* 
gan with denying that the changing forms of things which we see 
are the objects of true knowledge; back of these mere phenomena 
whieh must be olassed as non being, there are original essences, 
prototypal ideas or patterns of things, which are alcne real. 

The essenoe of things", he says in the, Pnaedo, "have the same 
simple self-existent and unchanging forms", we acquire knowl¬ 
edge, not through che impressions made by phenomena, but by mak* 
ing these the objects of reflection, thus we arrive at the pro¬ 
totypes which alone have real being. These are the Platonic 
IPSAS. Svery visible thing in the world existed ae aa EIDOS 
first, in the mind of God, ao all sounds, as well as forms ar.d 
colors. 

63. How ure Plato's ideas related to each other? They 
rise above each other in grades, and they combine, cross, or ex¬ 
clude each other. They may exist as divisions and subdivisions. 
They rise in rank and combination, till they reach the universal 
and Supreme Idea. ‘'Ideas are so related", say3 Plato, “that ft 
man may trace all knowledge from one recollection,M i.e., one 
remembered idea surviving from a past existence. He was a be¬ 
liever in transmigration. These remembered ideas seem much like 
what we call intuitions. 

64. Kow then did Plate differ from Herbert Spencer, in re¬ 
gard to intuitions? He traced to a preexistent state that 
intuitive knowledge or concept which Scencer traces to the in¬ 
herited experience of ancestors. 

65. What marked theiscie tendency is traceable in the wri¬ 
tings of Plato? The longer he lived and the more he reflect¬ 
ed on the relations of things, the more v/as he inclined to speak, 
not of the beautiful, the true and the good, but of God, the one* 
synthesis of them all. 

66. Did Plato believe in a personal Godx This is a dif¬ 
ficult question .to answer, for the reason that he left no defin¬ 
itely stated creed, ncr even a complete and symmetrical system. 
His views must be gathered from various works, written- at dif¬ 
ferent periods and marking various changes, not to say contra- 

. dictions, in his opinions; but, on the whole, there is a mani¬ 
fest and upward progress, ar.d there are coo many evidences of a 
personal conception of God to admit of serious doubt. Plato con 
sidered God personal in such a sense as to ascribe to him 
thought and wisely guided activity, and to make him an object of 
prayer and worship. Still, the personality of Plato's God was 
little more than an adumbration. 

67. What is the world's estimate of Plato? He is reco.*- 
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nized as the most oomplete philosopher of the ancient world - 
considering his intellectual, moral find religious symmetry. 
Plato ie philosophy", says Emerson, “and philosophy io Plato*. 

Raphael a School of Athens" represents Plato as pointing men to 
says Goethe, has refer- heaven. All that he’’ (Plato) 'utters' , __, ..v.» 

wnoe to something eternally complete, good, true and beautiful, 
whoso furtherance he strives to promote in every bosom". 

d . What incidental proofs have we of the religious value 
plaoed upon Plato's works by the early Christian Fathers? 

Ambrose, dia.bop of 2‘ilan, in his midnight meditations and pray¬ 
ers, always had two books by his side, the ^ible and Plato. 
Jerome was an admiring student of Plato. Augustine speaks of 
his inspiring influence, in his Confessions; and, to a philosoph- 
io work by Cioero - doubtless a fruit of the teachings of Soora- 
tea, Plato and Zeno - traces the influences which first led him 
unto God. 

How does ih Republic, compare with the Code 
of Manuf Not favorably. He shows, if possible, a worse 
caste spirit than the Indian sage, in that he sadly uriderestim- 
? ef iCh? rl,s*lt® or the welfare of the lower classes. He would 
legislate mainly ior |he rulers and the warrior class, and he 
would subordinate the*;rights of the individual almost entirely 
to the state. TliiB v&.uld mean tyranny in any land. Plato is 
less severe than Manu*in placing oppressive disabilities upon ‘ 
woman, but on the other hand, he advises that the state should 

v0<f^efQr?ed and Siokly cilildren exposure, and that 
invalids should be disposed of by neglect. Such a thing would 
tin., no oountenanoe in Manu; on the contrary, there is much hu¬ 
mane counsel in behalf of the lowly and the poor. 

7°. How do the laws prescribed by this chief philosopher of 
t]"* ureoian state compare with those of the Hebrew commonwealth? 

They are far inferior in their moral cone. The Hebrew laws 
recognized the rights of all classes. They knew nc caste dis- 
tinotions. Like Plato, they inculcated a high morality, but 
t..ey legislated for the humble as well as the high-born the 
poor and ignorant as well as the rich and learned. They were 
thoroughly humane toward both man and beast. Unlike the Platon¬ 
ic *aws, they enforced regulations wnich mitigated the bondage 
of tne slave; they showed pity to the unfortunate and forbad? 
the sacrifice of even the most worthless human life 

71. How does the loftiest morality of Plato compare with 
the teachings of Jesus Christ? The so-called altruism c<* 

.5°uld not trace its springs to Plato, or to 
any of the ureek philosophers. Devotion to the service of oth- 
ers - even the lowliest -, self-sacrifice for the unfortunate, 
the sicK and imprisoned, the wounded and suffering by the wav- 
side, vne b-md, the crippled, the maniac; the overleaping of 



*11 bouixUfltl of oountry and raoe, and the gathering of all sum 
into one brotherhood - all this finds no place in Plato* 

* 

ARISTOTLE . 
1 

72. Describe the early life of Aristotle. He was bom 
at ot&gira, a Greek colony in Thrace, 385 B.C. His father, Nio« 
omaohua, was a physician. Aristotle, in his seventeenth year, 

ecaioe a pupil of Plato and remained with him twenty years. At* 
ter Plato s death, he went to the court of Hernias, Tyrant of 
Atarneue, and he married a sister of the Tyrant after he had 
been slain. Por hia second wife, he married his ooncubine, who 

it v1® his BOn» Nicomachus. At the age of 42, Aristotle was 
called by Philip of Macedon to be the instructor of his son Alex» 
ander, then thirteen years old. When Alexander entered upon his 
Persian and Indian conquests, at about the age of 28, Aristotle 
proceeded to Athens, where he taught thirteen years in the Lyoe- 
um. walking, as he discoursed in the shady walks (peripatoi) of 
the Lyceum, he acquired the name of the Peripatetic Philosopher, 
4M from the name of his father - or more probably his son - 
*■* ’ .lli3 ethics are known as the Nieomaohian ethios. He 
fled from Athens from fear of a like fate to that of Socrates 
and on a similar charge. He died four years later, at Chalcii. 
aged 64. 1 

73. hrow does Aristotle compare with Socrates and Plate? 
He was, in some respects, more of a philosopher than either. 

His inductive method now controls the realm of modern ecience. 
But his moral tone was much below that of his two predecessors. 

. .to be said of Aristotle's works? Only about 

,CJ his alle£eti writings now survive, and of these 
it is doubted {from their lack of order and completeness) wheth¬ 
er whey were written by Aristotle, or were merely written cut by 
his pupils from his oral discourses. Among these are the Meta- 
pny3ic, the Ethics, the Politics. Also a work ori logic, called 
the Organon, This embraces the Categories and the Analytics. 

thi8Sday°eiSin °f Aristotle has survived, with slight changes, to 

, 75. What were Aristotle's literary habits and methods? 
He was so^indefatigable a student along all lines that Plato 

l h*m deader'. He searched every sphere of knowledge 
fc. t..e facts of life, whether in outward nature or in human ex¬ 
perience; and upon these he based his generalizations and his 
conoluoions. Francis Bacon has generally been credited as bhe 
father of inductive philosophy but, while he revived it aftar it 
had been obscured by the Mediaeval Scholastics, it originated 
with Aristotle. 
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To. How did Aristotle deal with the teachings of his matttr, 
Plato? He has beer, accused of Jealous and ungenerous treat¬ 
ment toward the Platonic system, and he certainly did not exalt 
Plate as Plato had exalted Socrates. Yet, in the main, he fol* 
lowed the lofty aims and spirit of his teacher. He- could not 
aooept Plato's idealism, or doctrine of eternal ideals, as the 
only real Knowledge. Instead of beginning with ideas cognized 
intuitively arid discrediting the phenomenal as lacking validity, 
he began with phenomena. He collected and arranged all faotS of 
nature as they appear, all events of history, all phenomena of 
the mind and the moral nature of man, and upon the cumulative 
and systematized testimony of these, he built up his philosophy. 
It won the name of philosophy only in the arrangement and syn¬ 
thesis of his facts. 

77. What wa3 the result of this method/1 It laid the 
foundation of many sciences, by bringing all departments of 
knowledge under classification and scientific treatment. Physi¬ 
ology, Psychology, iledicine, Natural History - all were rendered 
possible by his method. 

78. What ia the degree of honor which this generation puts 
dp#n the methods of Aristotle? Never before has the indue- 
ti®n of faots been emphasized as now. In Geology, Biology, 
Philology, Ethnology, Sociology, and all forms of evolution, the 
Aristotelian method reigns supreme. In Biblical Criticism also 
it asserts its olaims. 

79. How do the methods o<? Plato and Aristotle present a 
parallel to the Hindu philosophies of Kapila and Kanada? 

Plato's system, like the Sankhy-vn philosophy of Tapila, is 
synthetic. It begins back of all 
One original source of all things 
like that of Kanada, is analytic, 
the phenomenal elements of things 
content, and then their aggregate 

phenomena and builds upon the 
, while Aristotle's method, 

It deals, first of all, with 
and considers their separate 
result. He goes back from the 

concrete to its ultimate ground and determination. 
80. How does the general style of Aristotle's teaching dif* 

fer from that of Plato? Plato is didactio and, so far as h# 
proceeds to bring all facts into harmony with the preconceived 
certainty of his ideals, he is dogmatic. Aristotle is argumen¬ 
tative throughout. He assumes nothing as preestablished. He 
weighs, not only facts, but probabilities. His argument is al¬ 
ways open to new light. He seeks, not so much to prove that this 
or that is true, like a special pleader in the courts, as to as¬ 
certain what is the truth. As a natural coaseouence of his 
method, his style is rigidly plain, as compared with the poeti® 
style of Plato. He is the great philosophical empiricist. 
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_ *Mo* Aot# the lo«loal syllogism of Aristotle oompare 
*itn that of the Hyaya Philosophy of India? * it has throe 
jastttotrs, or stages of argument, instead of five. It is pexfe&ps 
More serviceable, but it is hardly as complete as that of (tots* 

» Although the Indian philosopher lived from one to two cen~ 
!f?rJe8wear:iier than Aristotle, there is no reason to believe 
that the Greek borrowed from the Hindu. He died only three or 
rour years after Alexander’s invasion of India and several yooa» 
before Magasthenes, a resident minister at the court of Chandra 
Gupta, revealed India to the Western world. It is impossible te 
overestimate the value of the syllogistic method to the advance¬ 
ment of human thought and investigation, in the Eastern or the 
Western world. 

82. Give an outline of Aristotle's ethics. The system 
known as the Nicomachean Ethics was based, not upon the ooncep- 

n of absolute good, but upon such measures and forms of good 
are adapted to the uses of man in his actual life. Aristotle 

%J*refore oared little for abstract ideals. He held these prin- 
wpies, viz. Man is formed for the reception and practice of 
Virtuous doctrines. He is born under the law of virtue, and the 

law *s the highest and purest happiness, yet this 
moral bias is only potential. To become character, it must pass 
into action and become a habit of action. Habit is formed by 
repealed aots. These may be controlled at first by the will 

fowerless^11 ^ stiff8ned aRd confirmed, the will is virtually 

v*8f* 3hat iB Arist0tle’3 doctrine of the MEAN in morals? 
It la this: Actual experience shows that all acts are liable 

?%Tean ttwar? excess on the cne side, or deficiency on the ' 
ether - e.d. One may be so forbearing as to be pusiianimous, or 
ne jany lean so far to an opposite extreme as to be pugnacious. 
One may court pain and become ascetic, or he may so fear it as 
to become effeminate. It will be wise, therefore, as a rule, 
to observe the mean. Thus, the mean between the doing and the 
suffering of wrong is justice. And this mean will fee a sliding 

himself8 betWeen or‘e and ano£her. Each inan must decide for 

84. What aanger is involved in this theory? it is one- 
sided and lacks a universal standard of validity. It savors toe 

«Pediency and, like the old exploded doctrine of 
tne bophists, it makes every man a law unto himself. 

85. How does Aristotle coincide with the ethics of Confu- 
two centuriss before him? Confucius elso ' 

adopted the law of tne Mean, as the practical standard of virtue. 
3oth of these great teachers seem to have acted upon the princi¬ 
ple upon which two men when unable to adoot the same view some¬ 
times agree to split the difference. It seems more like an ar* 



bitrary suesi, than like a real ascertainment of truth. 
80. t?hot, aooording to Aristotle, was the relation of tht 

Individual to the state? it was one of entire subordination* 
Tiia nan, and even the family, was only a fraction of the scat#* 
Only in his relation to the state could one attain virtue. Hff 
did not carry this theory to such an extreme as did Plato. Mt 
recognized the rights of the state as an aggregation of a multi¬ 
tude of individual rights, the latter still existing as rifhts. 
Yet he made the state supreme. 

8T. How did he resemble Confucius in this theory? 
Confucius also reared a domestic, social and political pyramid 

upon the five relations of friend to friend, brother to brother, 
child to parent, wife to husband, and husband to the state. But 
with Confucius, the relations were mere sacred and the degree of 
reverence more profound. 

88 How, on the whole, do the systems of Plato and Aristo- 
tie compare? It is difficult to compare them, in a degree, 
they corrected each other and each has bequeathed much to the 
subsequent ages. Plato's teaching vas more religious and, in 
many ways, more inspiring to the moral nature. It laid a firmer 
foundation for ethics An eternal truth, while Aristotle was more 
practical in relation tc the business affairs of life. He has 
led succeeding generations to greater intellectual accuracy and 
has made the science of modern times a power. In short, the two 
systems have supplemented each other as a legacy to mankind and 
even to the Christian Church. 

ZENO AND THE STOICS. 

89. Give h. sketch of Zeno, the founder of the Stoic 
Philosophy? he was of Phenician origin, and. was born in Cy¬ 
prus, t»40 B.C. Losing his property, he became a philosopher. 
He had already learned the Me&arian and. something also of the 
Academician philosophy, when he began teaching at Athens in the 
variegated Porch (3tc&). where ho continued 58 years. He was a 
nan of blameless life and was exceptionally abstemious. It was< 
said of him, as of Socrates, that his life and his teaching were, 
ih perfect accord. Among his successors were Cleanthes, Chry- 
aippus, Panoetius and Posidonius. 

90. How did the Stoics define philosophy? They made it 
oonsist in the direct study and practice of virtue, with a min¬ 
imum cf theorizing or generalization. They looked upon scier.oe, 
art, and general culture, so far as they were cultivated fox’ 
their own sake, as superfluous. Logic was thought to be useful 
in attaining true knowledge. Physics in explaining nature; and 
Sthioa in deducing from all things the needful loosons for a 
virtuous life. The Stoics dissented widely from the emphasized 
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subjectivity of Socrates and Plato, They held that all JCPOWl" 
comes from the impressions of external things upon tht 

senses, and from objective sensuous experiences which are jv.d# 
objects of combination and reflection by the understanding. 

^1. What then becomes the criterion cf correct judgment? 
fhe strength, of convictions produced in the mind, by outwart 

impressions thus inwardly considered. The Stoic's theory of 
knowledge thU3 lay midway between the idealism of Plate and the 
empiricism of. Aristotle. The outward object or fact must first 
be had, and it must then pass the tribunal of the intuitive con¬ 
sciousness . 

92. What tendency towards materialism did the Stoics evince/ 
They maintained that nothing incorporeal exists. They revers¬ 

ed the theories of Plato. They held that mind, soul, and even 
the deity, have a body, enough differing from that of the flesh. 
This destroyed the duality cf mind and matter. Like Ariscotie, 
they believed in the eternity of matter, but they did not, like 
him, separate eternal soul from eternal matter. They looked up¬ 
on the latter as the eternal ground of things, on which the div- 

energy acts, or rather, God is the active energy of the mat- 
%tr is really one with it. This is pantheism from a new 
©%©IWipcint. All things are thus equally divine. 

What was their doctrine cf natural lav;9 The 
law© ©t nature are fixed and changeless, because God exists in 
natUh* as an eternal necessity. Nothing in the world can over¬ 
step it© natural limits. 

94* How did they conceive cf the nature rtt* x Vi hoc as 
a Person, but as a great all-pervading force, sometimes spoken, 
oi as fire, sometimes as a rational effluence or breath. Every¬ 
thing is good in a mechanical way, as a part of a perfectly or- 
gam zed world. 

95. What then was the governing principle in ethics? It 
entire subjection to, and harmony with, this all-pervading 

law of the llosmos. oo <?ar as men can exercise* their own volun- 
t&ri-Ties3y they are to study a perfect conformity to nature. 
"follow nature" w ■as the motto of t he stoics. "Be consciously 
and voluntarily what thou art or ought to be by nature”. 

96. What parallel is seen between this and the philosophy 
which Chn Hi built upon the Oonfucian system about the eleventh 
century A.B.? Chu Hi superimposed upon the Confucian ethics 
a philosophic speculation based upon the supposed universal du- 

ftlisn of the infj-uences of heaven and earth, as. the male and fe— 
principj.es in nature. His posit was tnat in the action of 

heavenly influences upon the earth there is a certain harmony 
which governs all things, animate and inanimate, and that right 
conduct in man consists in absolute conformity to that harmony. 
In other words, there is some best pathway m which every man 



Should walk, some exact course in ■which all mental and mgrral 
friotion raay be avoided and the perfection of peace may be en¬ 
joyed. Thus, the fitness of things which is ordained by nature* 
is the rule and measure of duty; and this comprises all the eth- 
los and all the religion man can need. 

97. What did this law of conformity to nature exact alike 
from the Stoic and from the Chinese philosophers? An extreme¬ 
ly strict and rigid observance of ducy. In China, an extreme 
law of obedienoe to superiors. As nature's laws are inexorable, 
so are the laws of morals. The* individual is wholly subordinat¬ 
ed to the universal. Pleasure and happiness, so far from being 
the chief end of life, was regarded as hindrances and an evil.. 
Everything personal in motive must be cast aside. Every exter¬ 
nal end is foreign to morality; wise action is the only true aim. 
In China and in Japan, where also the philosophy of Chu Hi has 
Obtained, a severe sense cf duty has often led to exemplifica¬ 
tions of heroic duty quite equal to any that were known among 
th« Stoics of Greece. 

i&. What was the conception of true happiness according to 
Stoics? They regarded virtue as its own reward, and as 

|)M sole aim and the sole blessedness of a rational being. 
Wealth or honors can add nothing to the greatness of the soul; 
they may be even harmful. External evils are harmless, only 
baseness is an evil to be dreaded. 

99. To what extreme did the Stoics push these principles? 
So far that they rejected all grades or varied degrees of good 

or of evil. Either a man's acts are rational or not. Ke alone 
it good who is perfectly good, and he is bad who yields to evil 
lA any degree, however slight. All good acts are equally good; 
•11 bad ones are equally bad- 

100. What further parallel may be seen between the Stoics 
and the ethical systems cf China? The H*ise man" is idealiz¬ 
ed to perfection by the Stoics, and the "Superior man" by Confu¬ 
cius . The wise Stoic is perfect in every relation of life - at# 
kinsman, friend, neighbor, counsellor; he is guilty of no weak¬ 
ness. never falls of? his perfect balance. The superior man Of 
China is all that is conceivable in goodness. Stoicism and Con- 
fuolanism resemble one another in many points, but in nothing 
more strikingly than in this searching after* a perfect ideal. 
That Christianity has in a living personality, they sought for 
in fancy. 

1U1. What prominent Romans represent the Stoic philosophy? 
Seneca and Marcus Aurelius, two cf the greatest moralists of 

antiquity. The Stoic doctrine cf the Logos which they held, 
helped to prepare the say for the doctrine of a divine revela¬ 
tion, though they held that all human truth and goodness were 
inspirations wrought in the hearts of men who ,e nature Is at one 

‘ With God. 
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10a. ?tat credit do46 ?fleiderer give to what he considers 
the oorreotive influence of Stoicism on philcaophyT He min* 
talus that trie btoioa restored the religious element whioh Aris¬ 
totle had eliminated from the philosophy of Plato. Aristotle, 
instead of basing his ethios upon Plato's conoeption of the Ab¬ 
solute, had confined them to ouch measures and forms of jeod aa 
are adapted to the uses of man in this life. Like Gautama and 
Confucius and our modern Agnostioa, ho made little account of 
alleged realities whioh cannot be seen. This defect the Stoles 
oorreoted. 

105. What high honor does C. Loring Brace accord to tht 
Stoics? In his Gesta Christi {page 46) he characterises them 
as "the noblest school of moralists which the world has seen 
outside cf Christian believers”. “These philosophers", he aids, 
“had a profound effect upon Roman Jurisprudence just preceding 
the Christian fimperora. The statements and principles of the 
Stoical Jurists in regard to liberty and natural right have be- 
oome apothegms of liberty and have influenced all succeeding 
ages. They have reappea reu in the declarations and chart err- of 
American freedom a.nd in the enthusiastic statements of the 
french writers on Natural Right.” 

104. At the same time, what severe criticism is added by 
j’r. Braeei He admits that these principles as proclaimed do 
hot acem to have had any very practical influence upon the con¬ 
duct of Stoioal writers and rulers^ e.g. in their treatment of 
slaves, and still leas did they influence the m&9s of the people 
•S c'us respect, (.’ust 0.3 in this land, the boasted asylum of 
the oppressed, we lo.*,g continued the horrors of slavery.) Re 
ulwes instances in which prominent Stoics like Cato, Cassius, 
flanlnius arid Pollio, perpetrated the most atrocious and capric¬ 
ious cruelties on their slaves. The latter amused himself *7 
outting fragments of flesh from living bondsmen and feeding 
them to his fish. Aged and infirm slaves were furnished for the 
unphitlieacreB, ?r left to perish from starvation. Juvenal, VI- 
pian, the elder Seneca, and Gaius, a Jurist under Marcus Aurel¬ 
ius, all wrote of the slave as less than a man. Yet, however 
inconsistently, a Btoical Jurist was the author of that terse 
and noble utterance embodied, in the Christian Code of Justinian: 
“By natural right all men are born free; by right cf nations 
ii.e. by t«»que3t) slavery has come in.” It should be added 
that the denunciations of the Stoical writers and jurists began 
tren before the prevalence of Christianity began to be hurled 
•gainst Infanticide and other similar cruelties* 

105. Wiaf is Cioero's criticism upon Zeno and the Stoltef 
St accuses them of denying practically the personality of tod 

or of the gods. He says, in the fourteenth acotlea of his Xd* 
tur<i Beorum, that Zono makes the laws cf nature syttonemous with 
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Salty, and that, notwithstanding this theory, he recognizes the 
•nfonoement of a Divine moral government. This, to Cicero, 
aottt* inconsistent. He charges the Stoic Chryeippus with still . 
acre extravagant and bewildering theories, in which "he has mis¬ 
tered up a numerous band of unknown gods", among whom he names 
ths sun, and moon and -stars, fire, the human mind, especially 
men who have won immortality. Jupiter is only a name for.the 
sky; Oereo is the earth; and Neptune the stormy sea. Against 
.all these dreams of philosophy, Cicero maintains the personality 
of Ood. 

100. Among what peoples did the Stoic philosophy find its 
ohlef supporters? Although its chief centre in Greece was 
Athens, yet its greatest philosophers were from Cyprus, Cilicia, 
Sidon in Syria, Carthage, S^lucia, and Apomea, Its founder Zenc 
was from Citium. His two greatest successors in Greece, were 
Chryeslppus and Cleanthes. 

107. What was the religious sentiment inculcated by these 
men? It was truly theistic and of a lofty spirit. They re- 
oognized God everywhere as the ruler and upholder, and. also the 
law of the world which he had evolved, from himself. 

108. What lofty aspirations of natural religion are found 
in Cleanthes' famous prayer to Zeus? The prayer w?.s as fol¬ 
lows, viz: "Most glorious of immortals, 0 Zeus of many names, 
almighty and everlasting, sovereign of nature, directing all in 
accordance with law, thee it is fitting that all mortals should 
addreso. .. Thee all this universe, as it roils oiroling round 
the earth, obeys wheresoever thou dost guide, and gladly owns 
thy sway. ... No work upon earth is wrought apart from thee, 
lord, nor through the divine ethereal sphere, nor upon the sea; 
save only whatsoever deeds wicked men do in their foolishness. 
Nay, thou knowest how to make even the rough smooth, and to 
bring order out of disorder, and things not friw;dly are friend¬ 
ly in thy sight. For so hast thou fitted all things together, 
the good with the evil, that there might be one eternal law ever 
all. .. Deliver men from fell ignorance- Banish it, father, from 
their soul, and grant them to obtain wisdom, wheron relying, 
thou rulest all things with justice. 

109. What was the influence of the Stoical philosophy at 
Rome? At first there was a degree of jealousy of a foreign 
sohool of philosophy, but in time the system struck a deeper 
root in Rome than at Athens. A*t length, its fullest development 
and its strongest influence were in the heart of the Roman Em¬ 
pire. There was something in the Stoical philosophy that was 
suited to Romans. It was practical, and so met the wants of a 
people who cared less for metaphysics or Platonic ideas or dis¬ 
suasions about the Absolute, than for the intellectual cultus 
that would make heroes and help to guard the state and bear it 
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on to conquest. Though not devout, except for practical ends, 
the average Roman believed in the gods, and preferred the rites 
of religion to the speculations of philosophy. In most of the 
great moralists, statesmen and heroes of the Empire, the cultus 
Of the Btoios held a large place. Rome could scarcely be said 
to have produced any philosophic school pf her own; she borrowed 
from Greece such philosophic teachings as she chose and those 
only. The Christian Fathers in the Roman Empire were perhaps 
partial to Platonism, as breathing a loftier religious aspira¬ 
tion, and in Neo-Platonism that system revealed its greater pow¬ 
er of assimilation to Christianity, but the great Pagan teachers 
in Rome - Seneoa, Cicero, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius, were 
Stoios. And even li the Christian Church, Stoicism left an ap¬ 
preciable deposit. Nowhere, among Pagan peoples, has moral ear¬ 
nestness shown in all serious experiences of life, so nearly ap- 
proaohed that of the heroes and prophets of Israel, as among the 
higher and more heroic characters of Rome. And it may be doubt¬ 
ed whether even David, or Constantine, or Chailemagne, or Alfred 
has presented to the world so great and irreproachable an ideal 
of an Emperor as the devout Stoic Marcus Aurelius. 

110. Describe Seneoa, Cicero and Epictetus? Of Seneca, 
though we admire him as a great moralist and sympathize with his 
hard fate as a victim of the monstrous cruelty of Nero, we can¬ 
not aooord the virtue of consistency, or fortitude, or the lof¬ 
tiest aims. Cioero, though in some respects Rome's greatest 
philosopher, and though his philosophic work known as the Horten- 
sius is credited by Augustine for having led him to God, was not 
without great faults. Epictetus, the Phrygian slave, seems fair¬ 
ly entitled to the honor of having exemplified the moral support 
of the Stoioaldootrines in a greater degree than any other man 
of anoient times. 

111". What four remarkable men lived as contemporaries in 
Rome' in the middle of the first century of our era? Nero, 
Seneoa, Epictetus and St. Paul. Here was the most savage and 
execrable of human monsters, Seneca was first his tutor, then 
hi8 honored minister of state, and finally the unfortunate vic- 

slave in the 
ciuls, and a man 

tim of his hate. Epictetus, the Phrygian, was 
household of Epaphroditus, one of Hero5 & 
whose soul was raised by his philosophy above all misfortunes 
and a great teacher of mankind. Paul was a prisoner in chains, 
whose sublime faith in Christ raised him to even a higher forti¬ 
tude than that of Epictetus. From his first call to the apos- 
tlesliip he had lived, as he expressed it, under sentence of 
death, and he probably fell a victim to Hero, leaving to subse¬ 
quent ages a richer legacy than any other name in all history. 
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THE BPICURIANS 

112. Describe the rise of this school of philosophy. 
Epicurus was born six years after the death of Plato, or in 

342 B.C. At the age of 35, he opened a school at Athens, over 
which he presided for 34 years. He formed a society, something 
like that of Pythagoras, for mutual culture and friendship* 

113. Yfhat was the personal character of Epicurus? Not¬ 
withstanding the heavy charges against him, and the bad repute 
of his system, the balance of testimony accords to him a blame¬ 
less life, and it is believed that the voluptuousness often as¬ 
cribed to his band of followers is exaggerated. It has been as¬ 
sumed, perhaps, from the nature of his philosophy, that lax mor¬ 
als must have been a result. He was a voluminous writer, though 
only summaries of his teachings have been preserved, 

114. Describe the fundamental principles of Epicurus. 
He divided his philosophy, as did other schools, into three 

divisions, Logic, Physios and Ethics; upon the last, however, he 
bestowed his chief attention. Logic was used only to ascertain 
the criteria of true knowledge, and physics mainly to dispel the 
grotesque superstitions of the popular religion. The aims of 
the system seem to have been high and sincere. 

115. What was the starting point in ethics? Epicurus be¬ 
gan with the principle that happiness is the highest good and 
that, therefore, virtue consists in its wise attainment. He dif¬ 
fered, however, from Aristippus and the Cyreniacs, who, pervert¬ 
ing the dictum of Socrates, that virtue and happiness are iden¬ 
tical, taught that present pleasure or enjoyment is the supreme 
end, in that he insisted that present gratification should al¬ 
ways be subordinated to the highest happiness of life as a whole. 

116. ' But how has Epicurus been misconstrued in history? 
He has really been charged with the lower principles of Aris¬ 

tippus. His very name has become a synonyme for voluptuousness, 
gluttony and every degrading excess. Epicurus really taught 
that only true pleasure should be sought after, that, to this r 
end, self restraint often becomes a virtue and a'duty. 

117., To what extreme did he carry the negative happiness ofAL 
free from pain? While asserting that the highest pleasure 
does not consist in positive gratifications which may be even 
harmful, he makes it a chief aim to avoid suffering and trouble 
and care, ana he proceeds so far as to claim that death and the 
annihilation which followed it were not evils, since none in 
that case would be conscious of being dead, and it would be no 
oonsoious want to be deprived of life. It would need but one 
step further to conclude that existence is an evil altogether. 

118. How do extremes meet at this fcoint? It is interest¬ 
ing to notice that Epicurus, starting with a theory of pleasure 
which is the extreme opposite of Buddhist pessimism and self im- 
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isolation, ends at last with much the same conclusion, via. that 
not to be is quite as desirable as conscious life* 

lit*, What was the Epiourian conception of the gods? 
It was natural that an ideal of mere freedom from pain and 

cart should carry with it a very negative conception of celes¬ 
tial blessedness. It was imagined, therefore, that the gods, 
who ware supposed to be clothed in bodies resembling those of 
men, ltd a tranquil and undiscuj’bed life of repose, and that in 
this view they were indifferent towards the affairs of men, nei¬ 
ther helping nor molesting them. 

120. What good influence did Epicurianism exert, as an off* 
set to its evils? It tended to correct and elevate the old- 
world ideas of pleasure. Of the highest inspiration to human 
culture it had none, but it helped to raise men above beastli¬ 
ness. • It seems a hard and illdeserved fate that the abstemious 
philosopher who declared himself' quite' content with a diet of 
barley bread and water, should, in all subsequent ages, have his 
name associated with gluttonish excess. 4 

121. What is Cicero's verdict in favor of Epicurus? 
He lauds him in unqualified terms for his clear and able ar¬ 

gument for the existence of God, which he bases upon the univer- 
* sal and conscious oonoeption or belief of mankind concerning di¬ 

vine beings. "For what people are there", says Cicero, “who 
have not, without any learning, a natural idea or prenotion of 
a deity". "Epicurus calls this, prolepsis; i.e., an antecedent 
conception of the fact in the mind without which nothing can be 
understood, inquired after or discoursed upon". "it must neces¬ 
sarily follow", adds Cicero, "that this knowledge is implanted 
in our minds, or rather, innate in us". 

NE0 - PLATONISM . 

122. What was the origin of Ueo-Platonism? * It arose 
from a desire on the part of learned and influential Jews of . 
Alexandria to reconcile the prevailing and popular teachings of 
the Platonio philosophy with the revealed doctrines of the Old 
Testament. Acoording tog Philo Judaeus, who may be regarded as 
the most prominent, thoifh probably not the earliest, of the Neo- 
Platonists, there were in Egypt, about the time of the SeptuS- 
glnt translation of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek, no less 
than a million of Jews. They possessed wealth and influence, 
and the Septuagint translation gave a new impulse to their intel¬ 
lectual life. But the .power and influence of Platonism were too 
important not to be appropriated or antedated if possible. 
Every school of Greek philosophy, except Epicurianism, is said 
to have had its disciples among the Alexandrian Jews. The great 
problem was to find Plato in the Law and the Law in Plato. 



Dr« Bigg, in his Bampton Leoturea for 1886, finds traces of Pla¬ 
to in tht Septuagint translation of the Pentateuoh and the Apoo- 

^ j 
f 123; What was the part which Philo acted? Though he • * 

probably was not the first to take up and work into mysticism 
the objectivity of Socrates, the Ideas of Plato and the Logos 
doctrine of the Stoics, yet his work is best known in Church 
history and oan best be desoribed as an idealizing prooess by 
whioh the Platonio philosophy was applied in mystical interpre¬ 
tations of Hebrew Law and Prophecy. Philo was not strictly a 

tphilosopher; he did not enter into Plato’s analysis of knowledgi 
but began with what he considered the true conception of God. 

124. What are some of the compromises with Platonism which 
Philo and other Neo-Platonists made? In supposed accomoda¬ 
tion to .Platonio philosophy, they allegorized many plain facts 
and truths of the Old Testament. In their anxiety to explain 
away what-they regarded as crude anthropomorphisms in certain 
expressions in the Soriptures, they went to the extreme of well 
nigh rejecting all personality of God. Philo described God as 
above space, being Himself space and time. His life is eternity. 
He is the everlasting now. He opposed all names of Deity, and 
spoke of Him as "The One", "He that is”, etc. He really gave up 
to a vague transcendentalism that Divine and personal Reality 

•whioh Plato, during all the later years of his life, had been 
trying to find. But he probably overstated his own convictions* 
In asserting that God has no qualities or predicates, he doubt- 
ltss meant that God did not possess those virtues which, in us, 
are victories over sin. 

125. What theory did Philo adopt with regard to the crea¬ 
tion? Assuming, with Plato, that matter is eternal, and evil 
he maintained that God was too transoendently pure to come into 
any real contact with it, even in creation. He therefore ascrib* 
ed this creative work to certain heavenly powers. Thus, he says 
"Though He (God) is far off, yet He is very near, keeping touch 
by means of His creative and regulative Powers, which are close 
to "all, though He has banished the things that have birth far 
away from His essential nature'1. God was able to pronounoe each 
successive work of nature very good, but He did not make matter 
and He bestowed no praise upon that. 

126. What are these so-called Powers? They are vague 
conceptions of mythical angels or ministers of God. They are 
the heavenly models of things on earth, the stamps which, when 
impressed upon dead matter, invest it with form and life. 

127. What pointed criticism has been made upon Philo by the 
acute German writer Siegfried, and quoted by Dr. Bigg in his 1 
Bampton Lectures? He says that Philo "was only able to save 
religion by a want of philosophic perspicacity which enabled him 
to mix up the Stoic dootrine of the immanence of God with his 



theory of th# Ab#ollut#, without perceiving that the two ware 
irreconcilable. * 

. 12$. How did Philo group what he called the "Powers'1 of God 
with the conceptions found in other systems? He made then 
equivalents of the “Ideas" of Plato, the “Logoi” of the Stoics, 
and the “Angels" of the Hebrew theology. The plausibility of 
these compromises, or supposed identities, will readily be seen. 
All were, in one sense or another, emanations or creations or 
expressions or ministers of Qod, and through them the mind was 
led up to Qod. Philo was too poetic or imaginative for careful 
distinctions or logical conclusions; and mystical interpreta¬ 
tions were put upon many passages of the Old Testament, by way 
of reconciliation with the poetic idealism off Plato. 

129. What use did Philo make of the Stoical term Logos? 
He seized upon it as the root and stalk whose growth he traoed 

in many and wide ramifications. In the words of. Dr. Bigg, he 
“gathered from East and West, every thought, every divination, 
that oould help to mould his sublime conception of a vicegerent 
of Qod, a Mediator between the Eternal ar.d the Ephemeral. The 
Logos, In his view, was the Supreme Good of Plato. It was the 
Shekinah o<f the Jews, the World Spirit of the Stoics. It was 
the impersonated Wisdom of the Proverbs, who said;*'When He pre¬ 
pared the heavens, I was there'. And this seems to correspond 
to the Apostle John's declaration that the Logos was with Qod in 
the oreation, though John adds that the Logos was God. 

130. How does Philo strangely approach the character and 
mission of Christ, without openly acknowledging it? fie is 
understood to have remained a Jew tc the last, though he doubt* 
less exerted a great influence upon many Alexandrine Christians. 
But he asorlbed to the Logos many attributes which the Christian 
Church, under the same name of Logos, ascribed to Christ. He 
called the Logos or Word "the whole mind of God, the Shekinah of 
Qod, the Shadow of God, the Eldest Son, the Firstborn of God, 
the King's Architect, yhe Book of Creation, He is the Helmsman 
and Pilot of the universe. 

131. In what relation did the Logos of Philo stand to man¬ 
kind? What is this Philonio "Son of God" to us? "The answer 
is given", says Dr. Biggs, in his Bampton Lecture, uby the pecu¬ 
liar position of the Logos who 3tands between God and man parta¬ 
king of the nature of both. For man as regards the reason is 
th# image of the Logos, as the Logos is the image of God. Hence 
the Logos it the 'Mediator', the 'Heavenly Man', who represents 
In the eyes of God the whole family upon earth. He is not in¬ 
deed the point of union, because we may rise above him. The 
knowledge which he gives is a lower knowledge, the knowledge of 
Qod in nature; and our allegiance to him is therefore but tempo¬ 
rary and provisional. But he is necessary as the door through 
which we must pase to direct communion with the Father." 
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13S. How does Philo evade the substantial and vital ele¬ 
ments of the Christian dootrine of the Logos? Either by al¬ 
legorizing or by limitation. He has here recognized a dootrine 
of mediation, but he has crippled it by limitation to "a knowl¬ 
edge of God in nature", whatever that may mean. So also, he ad¬ 
mits that the Logos makes an atonement for man, but he mystifies 
the subject by comparing the Logos to the High Priesthood and to 
Melohisedek. It will be seen that Philo's Logos is not Christ. 
It never incarnate; its mediation is a fancy, and its atone¬ 
ment is mystical and unreal. 

133. ' What distinction did Philo make in different kinds of 
knowledge? He pointed out two kinds, or degrees, of knowl¬ 
edge; that vrhioh we learn through the Powers, and that reoeived 
directly from God. The first is the life of Faith, Hope, Disci¬ 
pline, Effort, the second is that of Wisdom, Vision, Peace. The 
Powers are summed up in the Logos, and He is the God of the im¬ 
perfects - the neophytes; but the Most High himself is the God 
of the truly wise. The knowledge of the Most High-is vision, 
the direot personal communion of a soul that no longer reasons, 
but feels and knows. Here was the rock on whioh the Christian 
Neo-Platonism split. This notion of esoteric knowledge, direot , 
vision, ocoultiem or ecstacy, or whatever we may oall it, opened 
the way for all manner of fanaticism and extravaganoe. Every 
incoherent and unbalanced dreamer might be his*own prophet. It 
was an earlier development of all the nonsense of our modern 
Theosophists. Indeed, it has had many outcroppings, in one form 
or another, all down the centuries. 

134. What was Philo's final relation to Judaism? While 
he remained a trusted Jew, and honored the lav;, he really super¬ 
seded it by rearing a Greek eclectic system upon it, for the de¬ 
velopment of which the Law had been a preparation. It will be 
seen here how remarkably he had prepared the way for the teach¬ 
ers of Christianity. He had led the way to the very threshold 
of Christian doctrine and then, with marvellous inoonsistenoy, 
had- turned back to a modified Judaism, More accurately, he had 
produced a Platonic travesty of Christianity, whioh would stille 
allow him to remain a Jew. In spite of his poetic vaporing and 
mysticism, he had rendered a service- to the Christian Church. 

135. What was the influence of Neo-Platonism upon the 
Christian Church? Ic is a question ^hich has been much die- 
oussed whether it gave a coloring to the Hew .Testament itself. 
Dr. Biggs thinks that there is little doubt that the Apostle 
John acquired from Alexandria that conception of the Logos, or 
Word, which differentiated his gospel from the others and which 
first brought Christian theology within the sphere of metaphys¬ 
ics. He doe3 not deem it necessary t.nat he should have received 
it from Philo, as the Logos doctrine was probably older than 
Philo. But he quotes Dr. Edersheim as saying that "it is univer¬ 
sally acknowledged that John borrowed .the name of Logos to ex- 
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the manifestation of God." On the other.hand, Ewald and 
Hama ok, and Dr* Westcott in' his Introduction to the Gospel of 
St. John, oombat this view. One fact which militates against 
tht theory of borrowing, is that Philo’s Logos does not corres¬ 
pond with John’s. It is not the Christ, nor any Messiah, nor an 
atoning Saviour. It is never incarnate and even lacks a clear* 
personality. Philo's emancipation comes by knowledge and not by 
faith. Forgiveness has no place, and vicarious suffering no 
meaning. Dr. Biggs is very confident that Philonisra had consid¬ 
erable influence upon some of the early Alexandrian Fathers, and 
of this there oan be little doubt. Origen and Clement are 
strong examples. 

130. What is the strong contention of Pfleiderer in regard 
to the influence of Philo upon the New Testament writers? 

He claims that Paul shows traces, and the author of the Epis¬ 
tle to the Hebrews much more, and the Gospel of John more still. 
Philo had connected the Logos with Moses, the High Priests, and 
Melchisedek; and here Pfleiderer finds the source of the refer¬ 
ences in Hebrews to the priesthood and Melchisedek and the gen¬ 
eral allegorizing tendencies of the Epistle. Pfleiderer regards 
the Gospel of John as, not so much a narrative of Christ's life 
and death, as a theological treatise. Its doctrines are drawn, 
in jform at least, from Philo a.nd Paul - all <,<S which supposes 
that the gospel was written, not earlier than the close of the 
first century, probably somewhat later. 

137. What may be said of Pfleiderer’s positions? 
(a) They are strongly contested by able scholars and are only 

theories at best. (bj Even if we admit their correctness, the 
inspiration of the great truths of the fourth Gospel is not dis¬ 
credited by the mere form of conception or the names or illus¬ 
trative phrases which its author employs. 

138. What permanent benefits probably resulted to Christian-., 
ity from Neo-Platonism? Over against many evil influences, 
there was doubtless an increased tendency to develops a subjec¬ 
tive type of piety, and so far to overcome the stiff externalism 
of the old Jewish cult. Its emphatic lesson was that the king¬ 
dom of God is in the heart and life. It also helped somewhat to 
resist the other-worldliness of asceticism, and the entire no¬ 
tion that heaven hereafter is purchased by self-torture now. 
The general influence of Platonic philosophy, however modified, 

^doubtless accomplished much in advancing the scholarship of the 
Christian Fathers, in broadening the knowledge and the spirit of 
men like Origen, who became chief apologists and defenders of 
the faith, against the subtle and bitter attacks made w'ith the 
weapons of the Greek learning. 

139. What was Gnosticism, and how was it related to Neo- 
Platonism? It has been said that the Aeons of Valentinus and 
other Gnostics were but the Ideas of Plato seen through the fog 
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Of SgyptUn or Syrian thought. The Gnostics had something eaoh 
or Platonifn, Persian dualism, and the Christian doctrine of 

en°e* ^cy extended the fanoiful analysis of Philo to 
tk 4 ^reater length. Their vv'orld-philosophy was grotesque, 
xneir more intelligent leaders accepted the Christian oreed as 
an exoteric and simple cultus for the masses, but held that ' 
heir higher and mysterious Gnosis, or complete knowledge, was 

the prerogative of the favored few. This knowledge, like the 
ecstacy of the Neo-Platoni3ts, was an immediate communication 
rrom God. In the end, however, the God of the Gnostic was lost 
in a mist of dreamy speculation. Valentinus separated God from 
his attributes and reduced Him to an eternal Silence; while Bas- 
silides ended with what he was pleased to call the Non-existent 
wod. 

140. What merit is accorded to the Gnostics'/ V'ith all 
their metaphysical folly, they seem to have had an earnest ethi- 
cal purpose. Their great problem was to solve the mystery of 
existing evil in the world. One thing they would not in any cir¬ 
cumstances admit, viz: that Goa was in any sense, or degree, the 
author of the world’s pain and suffering. Philo's subterfuge 

. from this problem, viz: that matter existed from eternity as an 
evil'factor for which God was not responsible, did not satisfy 
the Gnostics. On the whole, they rather leaned to the Persian 
oalism. iheir earnest struggle with this hard problem won for 

the Gnostics the respect of the late John Stewart Mill, 
141. What changed character did IFeo-?latcnism assume at 

Rome? It took the direction of Pagan philosophy* instead of 
the philosophico-theological type of Alexandria. As the Alexan¬ 
drians had tried to reconcile Platonism with the Hebrew law and 
theology, so Pagan teachers at Rome tried to blend it with the 
old heathenism. 

142. Who is recognized by Schwegler as the leading teacher 
of Neo-Platonism? Plotinus, a native of Lycopolis in Egypt. 
Ke had been a pupil of Anaaohius Saccae, a Platonic philosopher 
at Alexandria, and there is a fair presumption that he was more 
or less familiar with the Jewish compromises of Platonism with 
the theism of the Hebrew laws and prophecies. Abcdt 23 A.D., he 
became a teacher of lieo-Platonism at Rome. His fragmentary wri¬ 
tings were edited and published by Porphyry. From Alexandria 
and Rome, Heo-Platonism passed over to Athens. In the fourth 
century, Jamblicus was a prominent Neo-Platonic teacher. 

143. How does Schwegler characterize the system? 
He says: “The common characterisee of all the Neo-Flatcniets 

is a tendency to mysticism, theosophy, and theurgy. The major¬ 
ity of them gave themselves up to magic and sorcery, and the 
most distinguished boasted that they were the subjects of divine 
inspiration and illumination, and able to look into the future 
and work miracles. They professed, to be hierophants as well as 
philosophers, and exhibited an unmistakable desire to establish 
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a Pagan oopy of Christianity, which should be at the same time 
a philosophy and a universal religion." (Klst. of Phil. p. 179) 

144. To what crude and mystical system of our own time does 
this description seem strikingly applicable? Theosophy. One 
is led to suspect that Madame Blavatsky had studied the writings 
of Plotinus and other Neo-Platonists and mingled their theories 
with Buddhism and Spiritualism. Like Philc and Plotinus, they 
seek to combine Christianity with their Greek and Hindu myster¬ 
ies and occultism in a system which shall be at once a philoso¬ 
phy and a universal religion. The dragnet product which Sohweg- 
ler describes, has a counterpart in the literature of the^Theo- 
sophical Society. There is another parallel in the fact that 
Theosophy, like Neo-Platonism in the Roman Empire, is a violent 
reaction from a prevailing scepticism. Its ranks are filled 
from those of Spiritualists and others who had made shipwreck 
of their Christian faith. When Plotinus says that Knowledge of 
the true cannot be found when the objects known are separate 
from the subject knowing, but only when the distinction between 
knower and known disappears, he reminds one of the transcendent¬ 
al vaporings of so-called Christian Science. If it means any¬ 
thing, it means a mystical absorption into deity, or in other 

words, Pantheism. , 
145. What terms applied by Plotinus and also by Pnilo, give 

countenance to this pantheistic tendency? In speaking of God 
they studiously avoid the usual names of deity, as too anthropo¬ 
morphic, and speak of God as the First , the One , ihe Good , 
etc. Instead of assigning attributes, they only strove to avoid 
such expressions as would seem to convey any idea ol uod. 

GENERAL INFLUENCES OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY UPON THE WORLD. 

145. What united influence did the various schools exert? 
They doubtless all contributed toward the overthrow of the pre¬ 

vailing heathen superstitions. The poets had held the attention 
of the people for a long time and had debauched public sentiment 
by their subtle and seductive representations of immoral deities. 
The Pantheon of the Greek and Reman mythology was a chamber cf 
horrors, in spite of its attractive forms. The pages cf the Re¬ 
man satirists have depicted and the exhumed ruins of Pompeii 
have illustrated, the corruptions of classic lands. Against the 
superstitions which fostered these evils, even the oephists di¬ 
rected their invectives and their ridicule. Against tnese, oo- 
crates gave the labor of his life, not in direct attack, as his 
accusers alleged, but by showing the folly of vice and exalting 
virtue as the great end of life. Plato, philosopher and poet, 
pointed men toward heaven along the way of beauty, truth and 
goodness. Aristotle dissipated the mists and shadows cf super- 
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stltlon with the substantial and practical faots of life, and 
substituted * real world for one of fancies and fables. 

147. What intellectual benefits did philosophy impart? 
All the great philosophers disclosed to men the noble powers 

and capacities of the human understanding, and pursuits of hap¬ 
piness Infinitely higher than those which are shared with the 
bruto. They overcame the stolidity of heathenism and aroused a 
spirit of inquiry. They partially relieved Christianity of the 
responsibility of antagonizing the national superstitions. Phil¬ 
osophy had already discredited and crippled their influence when 
the Christian faith encountered them. Socrates and lesser sages 
had fallen as martyrs before any Christian had suffered. 

143. Kow did even the failures of philosophy lend a nega¬ 
tive influence to the success of Christianity? If the pro- 
fcundest and nobleat systems that human wisdom had ever devised 
were found to be powerless tc secure the highest welfare of man¬ 
kind; if Creek culture, and Roman power and influence were alike 
unable to accomplish the elevation of society, but, on the con¬ 
trary, were both attended with the swift decline and oorr-uption 
of society, the way was so far prepared for some higher moral 
and sooial force, and this was found in Christianity. 

149. In what respect did the noble teachings of Plato fail 
xo supply the necessities of mankind? They awakened a desire 
to know Cocl, but they did not clearly reveal Him, much less open 
e way of access. Plate also failed in adaptation to the general 
wants of the masses. His soul was net moved for the weary and 
heavyladen, or for the ignorant, as for wandering sheep without 
a shepherd. 

15C. What pathetic and even prophetic expression did Plato 
himself give of the sad short-comings of his attainment of div¬ 
ine truth? "We will wait for One, be it a god, or a god-in¬ 
spired man, to teach us our religious duties, and, as Athene in 
Homer says to Diomed, to take av/ay the darkness from our eyes.’* 
Ar»d, in another place: "We must lay hold of the best human opin¬ 
ion in order that borne by it as on a raft we may sail over the 
dangerous sea of life, unless we can find a stronger boat, or 
some word cf God, which will more surely and safely carry us.u 
Uhlhorn, in quo ting these words from Plato's 3pi3tles, adds: 
*The old world, convinced cf the fragility of its self-construst¬ 
ed float, now desired this stauncher vessel; confused by its own 
wisdom, it longed for a revelation.u 

151. How, according to Ffleiderer, did the Aristotelian 
philosophy fail? “The speculations of Aristotle", cays Pflei- 
dtrer, “dropped the religious basis of ethics altogether, and re¬ 
duced the latter to a descriptive analysis of the various modes 
of human conduct and thought. The same road was followed by his 
successors till the Stoics, who began again to connect ethics 
with metaphysics, and so gave that science once more a close re¬ 
lation to religion.* 



15®. How did the Stoics effect this recovery? "They 
garded that reason wnioh ought to be the principle of cur aotloe 
at an efflux o<6 the divine reason, and thus made the exercise <rf 
virtuous wisdom appear as the fulfillment of the divine sailing) 
and in the light of pious obedience to the divine government of 
the world." 

153. How does Pfleiderer make this connection of the hurvtn 
reason with the divine a common bend? “Inasmuch as all men 
alike have a share in the divine wisdom, it forms a bond of uni¬ 
versal moral obligation, which, beoause it is based on the af¬ 
finity to God Of human nature generally, transcends the limit of 
people and race. Thus this philosophy arrived at the thought, 
big with promise of the future, of a kingdom yf Gci whioh em¬ 
braced the whole of mankind, in which all should be fraternally 
joined together as subjects of the same divine law, namely, the 
reason which is both divine and human.*' 

154. Yet how did Stoicism al&o fail in moral power, accord¬ 
ing to the same author? “That it failed to achieve any thor¬ 
ough reform of society was due not only to the fact that philo¬ 
sophical ideas never possess that universal and energetic motive 
power whioh belongs to religious ideas, but more particularly to 
the inner defect of Stoicism. In its abstract idealism and ra¬ 
tionalism, it set its pride in the indifference of the thinking 
Bind to the heart which feels, and thus necessarily weakened and 
ispaired the sympathetic instincts of our nature, on which alone 
oil positive social ethics are based. Thus it was perfectly nat¬ 
ural that the Stoic ideal of humanity, however theoretically 
true, yet remained practically ’unfruitful, or rather that its 
fill value lay only in the fact that it helped to prepare the 
WOy in the heathen world for that religious idea of humanity 
with whioh Christianity was oharged; it was also helpful to 
Christianity at a later time, serving in various ways to set in 
a clear light the truth of the new doctrine." 

156. Wherin lay the defect in Seneca’s Stoicism? It had 
not the mowal power to hold even him to the practical logic of 
his own convictions and precepts. He taught the vanity of all 
earthly things and was the author of the famous dictum that not 
to want a thing is equivalent to having it", and yet, according 
to Uhlhorn, he amassed a fortune of ^15,010,000 by questionable 
means. He taught that all outward calamity is only a divine in¬ 
strument of training designed to exercise men's powers and teach 
the world indifference to external conditions, and yet in his 
time of misfortune he was overcome with fear and contemplated 
•tticide as an escape from a world whose adversities he had not 
the fortitude to meet. The part which he had taken in relation 
to the murder of Nero's mother was a violation of all moral 

principles. 
156. What practical failure did Marcus Aurelius experience? 

A vein of sadness runs through all his writings. Though a 
wiser and better man than Solomon, he became almost eo.ually pes- 



simistio, *<t mm of his utterances show. He believed In God 
ar.4 sometimes longed to be rid of life and return to his Creator; 
but this w&b rather a contemplated escape than a joyous expecta¬ 
tion* Within a century after Marous Aurelius, the Stoic philos¬ 
ophy had disappeared except its influenoe on Christianity and 
Roman law. 

157. What oontrast does the fate of the Greek philosophies 
present to the living and perpetuated influenoe of the Gospel of 
Christ, and what is the secret of the difference? Christian¬ 
ity absorbed what was of real value in Stoicism, acknowledged 
the inspiring doctrines of Plato, and adopted the philosophic 
methods of Aristotle, a process whioh Augustine, in his Confess¬ 
ions, compares to the Hspoiling of the Egyptians'1, solving all 
the mysterious problems which they had attempted, by the clear 
light of a divine revelation, it raised its temples above the 
Academy and the Poroh and the ruins of the Empire itself, and 
while philosophies were, for a time at least, forgotten, it bore 
onward its standards to the conquest of the world* 

158. What were some of the elements by which the unique su¬ 
premacy of the Christian faith wrought its victory over Pagan 
worship and Greek philosophy? (a) It revealed God to man in 
a clear light which even Plato had not attained to, though he 
diligently sought it. Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Zeno and Epi- 
ourus had all believed that there was a God, but they had not 
conceived of Him in any practical and available way. Christian¬ 
ity was anthropomorphic so far as the finite capacity of man to 
know the Infinite demanded, and it met a real want of the human 
heart by presenting God as He had been presented by no other sys¬ 
tem, as a reoonoiled Father. "Men wanted a Father", says Renan, 
’’who should take aooount of their efforts and assure them of a 
recompense. Men wanted a future of righteousness in which the 
earth should belong to the feeble and the poor; they wanted as¬ 
surance that human suffering is not all loss, but that beyond 
this sad horizon dimmed by tears, are happy plains where sorrow 
shall one day find consolation." (Hibbert lectures, p. 42) 

(b) Christianity presented the being and love of God as they 
had never been presented before, in the form of a divine and 
helpdul personality. In any true philosophy of religion, this 
element oannot be overlooked. It may be said that the Buddha 
had previously illustrated the power of personality over his fol¬ 
lowers, but that, as in the case of Socrates and Confucius, v;as 
only a human personality. Buddha could only exhort every man to 
depend on himself. His system never rose a sove the measure of 
human resources. Referring to the importance of the element of 
personality, Pfleiderer says: "When we consider that the worship 
od? sacred human personalities is the one point common to the 
three world religions, Islam, Christian5ry and Buddhism, which 

in other respects differ so widely from each other, we can hard- 
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ly help supposing that this pious reverence for human ideals ... 
is the soring of the speoifio power of expansion these religion* 
possess. 'As for Islam, Lecky has pointed out a fatal defeat, 
in that while it proclaimed the lofty ethics of the Old Testa¬ 
ment, it presented no worthy ideal in the personnel of its found¬ 
er. "Mohammedanism", he says, "has been barren in all the high¬ 
er and more tender virtues because its noble morality and its 
pure theism have been united with no living example." (Hist, of 
Morals, vol. 2, p. 1©). Christianity presented the new element 
of self-eaorlfloe for others as a moral force in the world. 

DISINTERESTED TESTIMONIES FOR CHRISTIANITY. 

150. How has Leoky traced the history of its success? 
“The history of self-sacrifice during the last eighteen hun¬ 

dred yeare has been mainly the history of the action of Christ¬ 
ianity upon the world. Ignoranoe and error have no doubt often 
direoted the heroio spirit into wrong channels, and sometimes 
even made it a cause of great evil to mankind; bu: it is the mor¬ 
al type and beauty, the enlarged conceptions and persuasive pow¬ 
er of the Christian faith, that has chiefly called it into being; 
and it is by their influence alone that it can be permanently 
maintained." (Lecky: History of Rationalism) 

160. What is Pfleiderer's tribute to the assimilating power 
Of Christianity? "if the Christian religion, whioh proceeded 
from the prophets and apostles of the Bible, not only exhibited 
from the very first an unlimited impulse to spread, but also the 
oapaoity to enter into the life of the different people ... if 
history shows all this to be the case, then it manifestly fur¬ 
nishes uo with the most brilliant and irrefutable apology for 
the unique superiority of Christianity to all the other relig¬ 
ions." (Pfleiderer: The Philosophy of Religion) 

101. What was Matthew Arnold's estimate of the perpetuity 
of this influence? "Christianity", he says, "will survive be¬ 
cause of its natural truth. ... Neither will the old forms of 
Christian worship be extinguished by the growth of a truer con¬ 
ception of their essential contents. ... Christianity will find 
the ways for its own future, vrhat is certain is that it will 
not disappear. Whatever progress may be made ir. science, art, 
and literary culture - however much higher, more general, and 
Store effeotlve than at present the value for them may become - 
Christianity will be still there as what these rest against and 
lnply; as the indispensable background, the three-fourths of 
life." (Arnold: Last Essays) 

162. How does Lecky speak of the completeness with which 
Christianity met all the wants of men and of society? There 
oan indeed be little doubt that, for nearly two hundred years af¬ 
ter it8 establishment in Europe, the Christian community exhibit- 
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•4 a moral purity which, if it has been equalled, has never for 
any long period been surpassed. Completely separated from tho 
Roman world that was around them, abstaining alike from politio- 
al life, from appeals tc the tribunals, and from military occu¬ 
pations; locking forward continually to the imediate advent of 
their Master, and the destruction of the Empire in which they 

* dwelt, and animated by all the fervor of a youn^ religion, the 
Christians found within themselves a whole order of ideas and 
feelings sufficiently powerful to guard them from the contamina¬ 
tion of their age. 

163. What does the late Dr. Henry B. Smith say of the later 
Neo-Platonismy That it was an eclectic mixture of GreeJc, Ro¬ 
man and Jewish elements, designed to supercede Christianity. 
Celsus and Porphyry, as well as Plotinus, Proclus and Julian, 
all used its weapons. Celsus, for example, maintained that the 
Greek Logos was the true Messiah, arid this fair Kosmos the Sen 
of God; that Christianity led tc social disorders and that the 
only way to sustain law and support the state and nation was to 
prop up the old temples of the gods. 

164. What was the chief ground of assailment made by Celsus 
against Christianity-/ That it claimed to be the only true re¬ 
ligion, and was therefore an unreasonable and uncharitable sys¬ 
tem, quite in contrast with the religions of Rome which freely 
admitted all other faiths to a place in their Pantheon. Besides 
this, Christianity was a new religion, and therefore had the 
less reason for its presumptuous and intolerant claims. 

165. To what means did Porphyry resort in ex*der to offset 
the powerful personality of Christ? Ue resurrected Pythagor¬ 
as as the leader of a school of lofty ethics, and idealized the 
impostor Appolonius of Tyana, as a wonderful and supernatural 
counterpart of Christ. 

166. Yhat were the tactics of the Apostate Julian against 
Christianity? He summoned all the hostile forces of the old 
world in one Joint onset, the state against the church, philoso¬ 
phy against faith, the old cultus against the new, custom againt 
innovation, a great nation and many nations against a small, am¬ 
bitious and intolerant sect. Julian also contended, with some 
plausibility, that Christianity, by its trinity, had broken with 
Jewish monotheism, and that it undertook to bridge the gulf be¬ 
tween the finite and the infinite. Like the Arya Som&J of mod¬ 
ern India, he borrowed the prestige of Christian ethics for his 
Old heathenism. 

lt>7. \JThat, aooording to Prof. Henry B. Smith, was the re¬ 
sult of these attacks? He says chat in consequence, the 
Christian literature of the second century was to a large extent 
apologetic. In that century, we have the noble defences of 
Justin Martyr, Tatian, and the anonymous and very able Epistle 
to Diognetus. Also, later in the century, Athenagoras, Theophi- 



liu of Antioch, Clement and Tertullian. 
108. Who made the chief reply to Celeus in his general at¬ 

tack upon Christianity? Origen, who took up his famous de¬ 
fence fifty years after the work of Celsus appeared, and he did 
it then in answer to a request from Ambrose. It is only by quo¬ 
tations in this defence that the arguments of Celsue are known. 

169. What great change occurred in the history of the 
Churoh after the time of Constantine? As the school of the 
Stoics had deolined and disappeared, and the ohief assailants 
of Christianity had been answered, the age of apologetics was 
followed by an age of dogmatism and, for nearly a thousand years 
the decisions of Popes and Councils were the end of all contro¬ 
versy. It would have been better if schools of philosophy and 
pseudo philosophy had continued their attacks and the intellect¬ 
ual life of the Churoh had been given to apologetics, instead 
of ecolesia3tioal intrigues and the stamping out of heresy. 
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VI. AH OUTLINE OF LOTZE’S PHILOSOPHIC ARGUMENT FOR RELIGION. 

The translation of Herman Lotze’s Philosophy of Religion ra# 
begun in 1882 by Miss Emily Mary Muller, daughter of the distin¬ 
guished Oxford Professor, After her marriage to Prof. F, C. Oon- 
ybeare, ahe laid this aside for other work of the same kind and 
It was never resumed. After the early death which terminated 
her brief married life, her husband completed the translation, 
as a tribute of affection to his deceased wife, as well as from 
an appreciation of the merits of the work. It is characterized 
by a peculiarly dose logical method, and its purely philosoph¬ 
ical argumentation. Though by no means up to the requirements 
Of traditional theology, it renders good service in successfully 
oombating the errors of modern materialism and furnishing sub¬ 
stantial arguments for the Being of God. The following ques¬ 
tions and answers are mostly confined to Lotze's outlines. 

1. Vhat necessary relation has philosophy to religion? 
Could religious truth be fully apprehended by the human reason,* 

philosophy would be the only means of establishing and expound¬ 
ing it. On the other hand, even though it could not be found 
out by reason, but required a revelation, it would still be ne¬ 
cessary for philosophy to shew how the truth so revealed was con¬ 
nected with our conception cf the world, and with our needs and 
duties. 

2. What then are the questions before us in the philosophy 
Of religion? ’ "First of all, we must find cut how much the tin* 
aided reason can tell us about the supersensuous world; and then 
we must discover how far the contents cf a religious revelation 
agree with these fundamental principles; and lastly, we must 
take a critioal acoount of the errors which may arise in connec¬ 
tion with eaoh point." 

3. How do first principles in religion differ from axioms 
in soience? The axioms of science are hypothetical. ‘’They 
do not narrate or assert that anything is or has happened, but 
only that if something were to happen it must necessarily corres¬ 
pond with certain conditions." But the first principles of re¬ 
ligion, as distinguished from moral principles, are dogmatic 
statements which assert the reality of particular facts, such as 
the existence of God, the creation of the world, etc. 

4. ,'9hat do primitive, or intuitive, feelings imply? 
A supersensuous world and a divine communication. Our inward 

emotions can only be comprehended on the assumption of certain 
faots which seem to fill gaps and supply deficiencies in our 
knowledge. 

5. What then is religious faith? It is the inner exper¬ 
ience of impressions which we ascribe to divine influence, and 
in which we trust. But before the content of such faith can be 
formulated in articles of religion for general use, reason must 
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d#tonalne how tho causes and import of these inward emotions oo- 
htrt with the rest of our experience. This is necessary when 
hiotorio&l formulas are offered to us for acceptance. 

6. Why can we not prove the existence of God from premises? 
Because no premises could be allowed to be anterior to this 

highest of all premises which gives to all realities their title 
to exist. 

7. What difficulty does Lotze find in the ontological proof 
of God's existence? He maintains that the ontological argu¬ 
ment, viz; that because God is, on the 3tart, assumed to be a 
perfect being and one of his perfections must be reality, there¬ 
fore, He must neoessarily exist, else He would be self-contra- f 
diotory - that this argument might apply to any lesser being 
than God, for the contradiction, or lack of it, is only subject¬ 
ive in our conception of a perfect being, while in reality, He 
might exist or not. 

0. What was Anselm's method of proof, and how does Lotze 
objeot to that? Anselm argued that God is real because He is 

' that than whioh nothing greater can be oonoeived of. For, to 
think of Him as real makes Him greater than to think of Him as 
unreal. Therefore, the real is to be inferred. To this Lotze 
replies, that the real thing whioh is greater than its unreal 
oounterpart may be an event or a world order, and not a God at 
Wll, still leas a personal God. 

0. What is the common oosmological argument, and how does 
Lotze treat it? It is this: that the world which is condi¬ 
tioned, implies an unconditioned Being. Rut Lotze contends that 
absence of’ conditions is not necessity; it is only matter of 
fact. It is only proper to say cf the so-called necessary 
truths, that they are unconditionally valid. Our natures may be 
so constituted that our recognition cf the truths is necessary, 
but the necessity may yet be in our natures. God is not necessa¬ 
ry, though our belief in Him may be so. 

10. But, how does this admission that we are so constituted 
become nearly tantamount to a presumptive proof of the argument 
whioh he opposes? If we are so constituted, the probabili¬ 
ties all are that our conceptions have a close correspondence to 
some great truths of which they are but finite reflections. 

11. What further defect would appear in the argument from 
the unconditioned? We should still need to show why One, of 
■any possible unconditioned things, should be regarded as su¬ 
preme . 

12. How may this be illustrated? While it seems as easy 
to think of things or beings as originally one, as to think of 
them as originally many, and to be at rest as suppoaable as to 
be in motion; yet Lotze only proceeds upon the hypothesis that 
they are unconditioned by exterior causes leading to change. As 
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for iho cosmological argument for the existing eosmosf It shove 
plurality as a fact, and also the motions of nature to hare al- 
vays hssn as they in foot appear, or shew when and how they be¬ 
came many, and were set In motion; and that would imply that 
they are conditioned. 

15. What 18 the contention of Lotze with regard to what is 
aooldental, and therefore not necessarily existent? That the 
world is not so accidental as to require ar. Absolute ground in 
Reality. He makes an accident a side issue, which is not neces¬ 
sarily due either to a main purpose or an established law. Only 
chat 1b necessarily existent which depends on a train of causes 
and conditions. Whatever has no ulterior conditions back of It, 
will be real only as matter of fact, though cur recognition of 
it is necessary. 

14. What is claimed in regard to pluralistic theories cf 
science? Lotze claims that if unconditioned means only mat¬ 
ter cf fact, then cosmological proof leads to pluralistic views 
of natural science. By this is meant, that science assumes as 
facts absolutely given and underlying nature, a plurality of 
fixed and unchangeable and at the same time ultimate subjects, 
whether elements, atoms, or beings, and assumes along with them 
a movement and interaction which never had a beginning. 

lb. How does he reason against the Teleological argument? 
He olaims that we can only show adaptation in objects, effects 

and events, but not necessarily previous design. He asks how we 
can know that the harmonious outcome was not the fortunate re¬ 
sult cf a combination of influences and conditions which were no 
part of a plan. Our answer is that we might suppose the same 
thing of any great result cf human workmanship. We might equal* 
ly well conclude that a fine steamship was the result cf fortun¬ 
ate conditions and coincidences. 

Id. What argument does Dr. Momerie present against a oosmos 
created by chance? In his paper, read at the Chicago Parlia¬ 

ment of Religions, he quotes de Morgan's estimate that with only 
eleven plants, with their contents and their movements, there 
could be only one ohance in 20,000,000,006 for their present 
manifold existence. 

17. What is his method for showing that the argument from 
design is mere reasoning in a oircle? This: that by presup¬ 
posing a design we are led to regard any evidences of variation 
from that design as exceptions to a rule, whereas the argument 
from design rests upon the strange belief that whatever is ir¬ 
rational and without purposeful intervention, is most likely to 
90Our, and that, therefore, this should be considered the rule. 

16. How shall we answer this? We deny both clauses of 
the statement. (a) There is no presupposition of design which 
we consider tantamount to a rule.' (b) In considering the ques¬ 
tion of a cosmos by chance, we concede an equal antecedent prob- 
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Ability to each of the 20, 000,000,000 chances. 
19. What le Lotze's reply to the argument for the suprcns 

wisdom revealed in the world? He says: There is toe much 
evil in the world to allow the use of such superlatives, and be¬ 
sides, we only know the world that is, and not thepossibly bet¬ 
ter ones which might have been. 

9U. What is his disposal of the moral form of oosmologioal 
proof? He states this form of proof thus: There is such a 
lack of proportion between merit and reward in this world that 
thsre must be some supreme ethical principle which shall set 
things right* This too, Lotze calls reasoning in a circle* If 
we were persuaded beforehand that there is a righteous God, we 
might suppose Him to set things right, but we could not infer 
his neoessary being from the existing disorder. 

21. How does Lotze regard those modern philosophers who de¬ 
ride the old theologioal argument (of Paley and others) from de¬ 
sign, and who yet hold to a certain immanent conformity of means 
to ends; and who hold that beings, and particularly men, are 
self ends and realize themselves by their own intrinsic powers? 

He disapproves of this as being equally untenable with the 
other view. 

22, How dees he treat theevolutionary theory, that inthe 
course of nature and without design, many ill-adjusted and abor¬ 
tive forms came into existence and failed, while those "which 
had the good luck to be well-adjusted" have alone survived, and 
which, on that account, seem to have been chosen by design? 

He thinks this may be true, but we have no sure proof of it9 
since what is inharmonious has not been excluded from reality, 
but on the contrary, many evils, sicknesses and defects now ex¬ 
isting show that nature impartially produces many flaws, and 
that these only perish because they are self-contradictory. 

22». What is the value of the fact that a certain process of 
outward adaptation seems to adjust many independent parts to 
eaoh other in the course of their development? Lotze thinks 
it renders it probable that one intrinsic principle generates 
them all. Yet he does not regard this as capable of proof, be- 
oause there are in the world so many evidences of antagonism at 
the same time. And he concludes that the balance of proof from 
tsleology would indicate, not one, but various purposes or end3, 
Mid would thus lead to polytheism. 

24. How improve the teleological argument, and render it 
lots objectionable? By basing it, not upon the theory of 
purposeful aotion, but upon simple action alone. None can deny 
that things act upon each other, which implies that they are 
nore or less conditioned upon certain relations to each other; 
(e.g. this is shown in chemical affinities). And as we study 
these conditions, we shall discover all along certain presuppo¬ 
sitions. 
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26. Prom what four presuppositions or assumptions must all 
natural soienoe start? (aj There is some one or other raattSf# 
Of faot which we must admit is eternal and ultimately real, 
lb) This reality must he regarded as that -which experience shoiWI 
that we must regard it, if we are to attempt to explain it at, 
all. 1c) Experience shows that there is, for us, an indefinable 
number of real elements, equally independent of each other. And 
we must assume - at least, natural scientists do - that they 
have always been in motion, (a) There are universal laws of na¬ 
ture which determine the' results which shall flow from the rela¬ 
tions into which these elements enter with each other. And 
these laws unite the elements and their interaction into one 
world system. 

26. How may it be shown on what authority this interaction 
according to universal law argues identity or community of all 
parts? We proceed to consider the changes in each which are 
affeoted by their relation to and combir ions with each other. 
They are beautifully illustrated in chemistry, e.g. carbon be¬ 
comes a something different, i.e. a carbonate, when combined 
with various other agents. So with nitrates, oxides, etc. And 
although a thousand combinations may be formed, the precise law 
of combination and its results never vary. Thus, all these sup¬ 
posed independent and self-existent agents are, after all, close- 
ly identified with each other. 

27. What does Lotze say of this manifest limitation to the 
alleged pluralism in the elements of nature? He admits the 
limitation, but does not give it full force. He claims that 
this virtual unity does not prove a common origin - possibly 
things always existed in their present diversity. 

28. But, on the other hand, how is their real unity,still 
further shown? By the fact that these primal element, what¬ 
ever form they may take - whether melted or burned, combined or 
separate, whether solid or liquid or gaseous, whether they be 
found in mineral, vegetable, or animal life - are always the 
game, and in the one economy of the ever changing but imperisha¬ 
ble world they are found in combination, gives strong proof that 
one power has produced them all. 

29. To what self-contradiction does the pluralistic theory 
of science lead? It puts side by side two incompatible pro¬ 
positions, the one of which is that there is a multitude of 
equally original things which have nothing to do with one anoth¬ 
er; while the other is that (in their necessary relations) they 
have such a concern in each other that one of them adjusts it¬ 
self to the rest. How can two substances foe independent when 
the presence will ;he other frcm a solid to a liquid 
or neutralize and destroy the power of both? It is idle, there¬ 
fore, to speak of the:so things as eternally existing entities, 
each having its independent law in itself. 
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50. Where, and in what, then, oan any so-called law of 
physical nature inhere, if not in the individual objects of na* 
ture? It is impossible for materialistic science to answer 
this question. Lotze has shown conclusively that a state or 
property of one thing cannot pass over to another thing having 
a different property or state; that even if it could become the 
property of the other, there would be a conceivable instant dur¬ 
ing whioh it would be in transit and would belong to neither. 

31. Is anything to be gained by supposing that the differ¬ 
ent objects in nature have some mysterious law in partnership, 
so to speak; something which, though not being inherent in any 
one of them, yet has a necessary relation to them in their col¬ 
lective capacity? Nothing would be gained; for suoh a law, 
if outside of the independent objects of the universe, would be 
outside of the universe, and could no longer be called natural 
law. Its uniformity of operation would not lie in the objects 
with whioh science deals, but in something ab extra and above 
nature. 

32. Would it help matters to suppose a mysterious unintel¬ 
ligent influence, like the "ether" of Des Carte, or the subtle 
fluid of the Chinese philosopher Chu Hi, or the "Astral Light" 
Of the Theosophi3ts, as pervading all space and constituting an 
aotive medium between the elements of physical substance? 

This would also be useless, because, in the first place, sci- ‘‘ 
tnoe affords no proof of the existence of such a medium, and if 
fOienoe, baffled by the mysteries of the world's phenomena, is 
forced to guess at some such force, it might as well call it an 
intelligent and omnipresent spirit as to call it a law of nature 

33. Does Leibnitz give us any relief with Ms theory of 
living monads, or intelligent original atoms, each of which is 
an all-sufficient microcosm and an immortal soul? No help 
whatever; since these independent atoms would have no power to 
move each other; there could be no unity of action without the 
oontrol of some higher force adapted to all. 

54. That then is the legitimate outcome of these reasonings? 
It is this*, that there can be no universal law of nature with¬ 

out a lawgiver. Such a law could not inhere in separate, di¬ 
verse, and independent substances or objects. The order of the 
universe oould not be regulated by what Mr. M&rtineau has witti¬ 
ly called ®a plebiscite cf atoms,,, even if, with Leibnitz, we 
make them Intelligent. We are shut up to the conclusion that 
the lave of nature are the behests of an absolute and all-wise 
Intelligence, and that it is an unphilosophic evasion to call 
Him by any lesser name than God. 

35. What was the view of Matthew Arnold with regard to that 
force in the universe which is the source of moral action in men? 

He maintains that we have a clear conception of an eternal 
power, not oflrselves, which*makes for righteousness, but he re- 
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gardfd the scientific proofs of a thinking cause of the world 
He just as baseless as the popixl.tr argument from miracles, and 
even more so. There is no basis in our experience for such a 
belief. 

56. What does Pfleiderer say to Arnold’s reasoning? 
He eays that Arnold’s mysterious "Not ourselves”, of which he 

claims to have a clear conception, is as destitute of scientific 
proof as the religious view which he opposes. ’’Is it not much 
simpler and more obvious”, he asks, ” to see the cause of the mor¬ 
al experiences of the world in a moral being, that is, a being 
who thinks and wills, than in a mindless and will-'less nature- 
power, of whioh it is hard to form any conception; the harder 
the more we try to keep it from any analogy with our own will 
force?" 

37. What does Lotze claim as the advantage of having seen 
that there is an all-uniting and absolute force in the world of 
differing beings and objects? This: It affords "a basis for 
our certitude that the rich and concrete principle which relig¬ 
ion sets at the apex of reality must before all things satisfy 
this requirement of absolute unity." 

38. How can this Absolute One be identified with the God of 
religion? Various answers are given. Materialism identifies 
1% with matter, and denies that there can be any reality beyond 
the soope of the sensuous. But Lotze replies that matter itself 
Is never the object of a sensuous intuition; it is a conception 
formed by the reason out of the images which are seen, compared, 
measured, etc. We know about matter, what it does, how it 1b 
limited, etc., but we do not know matter and cannot explain its 
existence. We oannot predicate unity of matter; only the con¬ 
scious spirit which knows itself to be one can complete our con¬ 
ception of matter. 

39. What does Lotze say to the possibility of evolving con¬ 
sciousness (as.in man) out of a blind and unconscious world 
force? He argues against it conclusively. That force, being 
invested by us with only the properties which we commonly as¬ 
cribe to matter, can never reaoh a stage (so far as we can see) 
at which it should begin to evolve something higher than itself, 
i.e. ideas and conscious emotions. 

4C. On the other hand, can the monistic view that what we 
•all spirit Is only a higher and more subtle form of matter, be 
■Aft* more satisfactory? It is impossible to conceive of a 
Higher Principle which embraces both the conscious and the un¬ 
conscious, but whose content cannot be definitely assigned to 
either. 

41. Is the Ultimate Real an unconscious spirit (e.g. like 
Schopenhauer’s "Unconscious Will”) ? Lotze denies this as¬ 
sumption and thinks it meaningless. He denies that this uncon¬ 
sciousness of the Ultimate can be inferred from our unconscious 
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•tfttta of mind, as some claim. 
4ft. Is tht Absolute personal, as well as spiritual? 

It has been asserted that it cannot be, because such personal- 
ity denotes distinction from other personalities equally real, 
and this would imply limitation. But Lotze contends that the 
Bgo is not conditioned by the Non-ego. It exists independently, 
whether there be a Non-ego or not. In other words, these terms 
do not.arise merely in and through their contrast. But while 
the Ego exists of itself and independently, yet, in our concep¬ 
tion, it stands as distinguished from other egos, real or sup¬ 
posed, or from other objects or things. 

43. Yet what flaw lies in this supposed contrast? 
Really, when we assert our personality, v/e are not consciously 

contrasting our individuality with that of other persons or 
things. We are not saying: T‘Thi3 is I, and not some other per¬ 
son, or something having reference to another.” We simply as¬ 
sert a oonocious f&ot of ourselves. i'he thought of relation to 
other egos is only a result of reasoning. 

44. How will this apply to God? In like manner, our con¬ 
ception of God does not necessarily imply other gods. It only 
oonoerns Kim, and nothing outside of Him. 

45. How must the consciousness of the Sgo in God differ 
from that of finite minds? We gain this consciousness in . 
fulness by our observation of the outward phenomena of the world 
in connection with our conscious experiences. But, with God, no 
auoh process of observation axid experience is necessary. There 
is with Him no before and after, no order of experience or knowl¬ 
edge. His knowledge is immediate from the beginning. He is an 
eternally active thought. 

4b. Does not this reasoning necessitate the supposition 
that matter upon which He acts is eternal also; and that God cre¬ 
ated the world in the sense of modification and development only? 

At first thought it would appear that matter must always have 
existed. There is an acknowledged difficulty in supposing that 
God began at a certain time to do this ok that, as we do. This 
difficulty was brought out by an acute Hindu youth in a Bible 
olass, when he opened this dialogue: "Teacher, do you say that 
God created the world for Kis own glory?" "Yes”, said the teach¬ 
er. "Did it promote or increase His glory?" "Yes". "Well then. 
He had something after that which He did not have before, and 
how then could He be infinite from all eternity”? We may say, 
in general, that these beginnings which appear in the world per¬ 
tain rather to the objects, than to the Absolute subject. As a 
matter of fact, all the visible phenomena of the world are under 
conditions of time and space. Results have beginnings and end¬ 
ings, but the power acting may yot be eternal and always at work. 
It is not neoessary to suppose that the matter of which this 
eor.th, or even of this visible universe, is composed was origin- 



at«d when our solar system began its movements. 
47. What then do we mean when we speak of matter as having 

been created? We mean that It is not self-existent, is not 
absolute or ultimate. It was, originated by that infinite and 
intelligent Poroe whioh, aa vs have seen, controls and unifies 
its activities. The notion of time, or of an interval in whioh 
God had not yet created matter, is only a limitation in our fi¬ 
nite conceptions; we can only think in terms of time and 3uo- 
oession. 

48. What difficulties should we encounter in thinking of 
matter, with its qualities, relations and activities, as eter¬ 
nal, self-existent'and independent in its varied and conflicting 
parts? We should have a universe full of anarchy from the 
beginning. It were quite as difficult to conceive of the Infin¬ 
ite as having subjugated the many and conflicting forces of na¬ 
ture and the myriads of monads, for example, as to think of Him 
as having originally brought them into existence, with all their 
functions and adaptations. 

49. By what distinction does Lotze show the personality of 
God to be even more complete than ours? This: "The forces 
and laws whioh govern our inner life must always seem something 
alien to ourselves, some nature lent to us, a hidden oore of cur 
true being. And, therefore, complete personality can only be in 
God,, who is independent of all external things, while to man can 
only belong a weak and faint oopy thereof." 

50. Did God create the world and then leave it alone? 
To suppose this would imply that creation was only a change 

effected in a previously existing world, by which this world wa« 
made real, though only as a part of the previous broader reali¬ 
ty. And, unless He continues His interest in it, creation would 
seem only a caprice and without significance. 

51. Did God create the world out of previously existing ma¬ 
terials? No. Both the fact and. the forms and the content of 
oreation "have their foundations in God Himself alone.,, 

52. Can there be any antecedent lav,T, in conformity to whioh 
God aots? No. His activity forms the law; the law does not 
determine the activity; law is a part of God’s being, not above 
it.* 

53. Can there be any preconceptions of what a Deity should 
be, to which the being of God must conform? No. All our con* 
oeptions are of a derivation subsequent to the being of God and 
the existence of the world with all its changes and lessons. 
God is not one of many conceivable beings; He is one and single 
in a sense whioh does not admit of any general notion undr which 
He can be regarded as a part or a phase. In speaking of Kis at¬ 
tributes, we cannot select them from "a score of predicates from 
whioh He must choose." 
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54. How doee Locze diopoae of the question whether God oen 
do the impossible, or whether He is limited to the possible? 

He ehows that to eay> that omnipotence can do the impossible la 
nonsenoe, sinoe all distinction between the possible and the’ Im¬ 
possible would in that oase disappear. Yet there are difficul¬ 
ties in assuming that He is limited to the possible, as that 
would seem to imply a fixed constitution of things, by ’whomsoev¬ 
er established, which, like the old doctrine of the fates, con¬ 
trols or ourbs even Deity. In conclusion; with God there can be 
no such antithesis as that of the possible and the impossible. 

56. Did God create eternal truths as wholly subject to His 
will, or are they to Him also self-evident and morally binding? 

Lotze says that if we suppose that God previously existing, 
created these truths, then before their creation He must have 
been an empty and characterless being. He was not loo. On the 
other hand, we cannot conceive of God as having become conscious 
of previously existing truth, for in that oase, how cculd He be 
eternal? The fact is that eternal truth and God’s eternal bving 
are inseparable. 

66. What.view does Lotze take of the limitations of reali¬ 
ty? Only spiritual existences are real, because only spirits 
are e.ble to think themselves and are not merely thoughts in the 
minds of others. Only spirits, therefore, have real being in 
the sense of independent being. Tilings are only appearances in 
the minds of thinking beings. They nave no self created reality 
in themselves. As to Lotze’s positions here, it is not easy for 
our minds to follow’ him in what seems a sort of metaphysical 
high road to an idealistic pantheism. 

57. Is there any reason for supposing that the creations of 
God are confined to this world, or, if the are others, that 
they conform to this world order? Lotze thinks not. It is 
to him quite conceivable cnat ether worlds exist with a world 
order quite different from ours, and that these world orders, 
.because spiritual, may overlap and mingle with this that we see. 

53. How does Lotze distinguish creation of spirits from em¬ 
anations from God's own spiritual being? While we may not 
know the modus procedendi of the Divine mind, we may know the 
import of the creative act, which is this, namely: that the ex¬ 
istence of the spirit world is due to a. determination of the Di- 
Vine will which might not have been. Emanation would be an out¬ 
flowing end specialization of the Divine nature as a natural 
consequence of its being. 

50. What says Lotze of the various cosmogonies? That 
there can be no theory of the process or the order of the crea¬ 
tion. No one can say whether there was first the creation of 
formless matter, and second, a further creation of living forms. 
All we know is that matter is distinguishable from form. We 
cannot say that one preceded the other or that matter is eternal 
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We oan no more separate matter from form than we can separata 
movement from direction. This, however, dees not interfere with 
theories of subsequent development. 

CO. What is Lotte's argument in regard to miracles? 
sle contends la) That it is unwarrantable to say that the nat¬ 

ural order of nature is something which cannot be interfered 
with; for Cod ohose this particular order out of many which were 
possible, and we cannot know what other resources he has. There 
is no necessary limitation preventing God from changing an order 
with respeot to a particular event. But (b) while we cannot 
prove miraoles to be philosophically impossible, yet experience 
is decidedly against them. 

61. • What are the difficulties of trying to bring the sub¬ 
ject .of creation within the limits or the modes of human thought? 

We can, at beet, only think or speak of the import of God's 
oreative aot, not the order or the method. Tne import is this: 
that in order to the existence of che spirit world, a Divine 
will was neoessary and a determination of it which might not 
have been. But we cannot think of this will as if it were & 
historic act which arose in God at a particular moment. All 
such attempts to make out a history of God in successions of 
time are illusive and only illustrate the inadequaoy of human 
thought. 

62* .Kow does Lotze treat the contention of Tertullian that 
God must have labored in the work of creation, sinoe suoh effort 
would make it a nobler work? He says it is a fantastic blun- 
der to suppose that there were obstacles or weaknesses in God's 
nature which would render the execution of his purpose laborious* 

63. What is the more common supposition, dictated by relig¬ 
ious feeling? It is that the creation of the world was a 
work of the Divine love, a natural and easy prompting of God*# 
own essential being. And that, accordingly, instead of having 
abandoned it in indifference, He ever continues Kis sympathetic 
interest in it. 

64. What is the old distinction between ''Traducianisr.1* and 
"Creationism*'? The mediaeval Traducianists held that the hu¬ 
man soul, like the bodily life, is inherited in ordinary descent; 
while the Creationists believed in the creation of all individ¬ 
ual souls. Richer theory presents difficulties not easily ex¬ 
plained away. If each soul is created, how can we say chat 
Ood’s oreative aots are without succession in time ? And if 
souls are inherited, how can we claim chat consciousness is their 
distinctive element? Evolution affords no relief, for that per¬ 
tains to a slowly developed race and not to an individual. The 
whole subject is beyond our ken. 

65. What is said of the Divine immanence? As between 
the theory chat God created the world and then, having placed 
it8 operation under the guidance of natural laws, left it to it- 
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self, and the opposite theory that Ke continues actively inter¬ 
ested in its maintenance, Lotze inclines to the latter. He main¬ 
tains that oreation implies continuance of power and control, 
just as we conceive of persistence in movement or the oonserva* • 
tion of force. 

66. How does the popular view of the world order conflict 
with the belief in miracles? It goes to the extreme of vir- 
tually denying the dependence of nature upon God. It assumes 
that at the oreation the world was so thoroughly subjected to 
fixed laws that ohange is impossible and even Divine interfer¬ 
ence an impossibility. This, however, were to assume that God 
can be no greater chan the particular world order which appears 
to us. We can never be sure that our experience has reached the 
full measure of all that God may have included in the possible 
scope of his laws. 

67. What shall we say to the objection which Lotze makes to 
miracles on the ground that the admission of the possibility of 
miracles opens the way for arbitrary superstitions? We may 
reply that many other laws or powers of God may be abused by us, 
and yet that is no valid argument against their existence. His 
defence of the abstract possibility of miracles, while denying 
their praotioal impossibility, does not appear to be sound or 
consistent. 

68. In what sense and degree does Lotze admit the possible 
efficacy of prayer without supposing a miraoulcus interposition 
of Divine power? He draws a clear line of distinction be¬ 
tween the realm of free spiritual movement in the soul, and the 
action of physioal laws. He admits that ’'the immediate influ¬ 
ence of God may cause changes, partly in the form of inspiration 
extending our knowledge or insight, partly by strengthening our 
will toward what is good." He believes in intuitions based on 
a present and real interaction of the soul with God, which can¬ 
not arise unaided. 

69. How would the principles here stated apply to the ques¬ 
tion of bodily healing in answer to prayer? So far a3 the 
above named inspirations and intuitions divinely imparted relate 
to the influence of the mind on the body, these principles would 
be applicable. They would not admit the supposition of a speedy 
eradication of an organic disease, but only such changes as 
might be gradually brought about through the mind's action upon 
the oerebro-nervous system. 

70. What does the providential government of the world in¬ 
volve? Not so much a new modus agendi on the part of God, a* 
the filling in of the order of development already fixed in and 
at the creation. 

71. How has Christianity differed from most religious phil¬ 
osophies of the world in regard to the Divine activity in the 
world? While the old systems of India and of Greece have 
seen in the world an endless round of transformations in all 
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thing* from lif« to death and death to life; Christianity sup¬ 
poses a progress from a beginning toward a noble consummation. 
In other words, it supposes a history in the development of 
Ood's plan. 

72. How does Lotze treat this subject? While he admits 
that the world of finite beings and the things whioh pertain to 
then may have a history, no suoh admission is possible as ap¬ 
plied to God. He oannot have a history in the sense that His 
will is realized pieoemeal and in suooession, as in our own ex¬ 
perience. All ends, future as well as present, are fully real¬ 
ized by Him from the beginning. 

73. In what sense is God eternal? Not.in the sense of 
outlasting time. We are confined to the present; the past is 
past and the future has not yet come. The line of the old hymn: 
"Lol on a narrow neck of land I stand”, is true of us, but not 
of God. He has not done with the past and He has already enter¬ 
ed upon the future, embraces all. If it were- not so, He, like 
us, would be in a constant flux, a perpetual becoming, and only 
the present instant would be His. All the difficulty that we 
have about these questions of before and after, lies only in our 
metaphysios and the fact that God‘s ways are not our ways. 

74. In what way does God govern the world? Not in the 
sense that He performs a series of acts in what we call succes¬ 
sion of time, but rather that ’’the goal of His government is an 
end constantly fulfilled and constantly fulfilling itself." That 
end is not merely a result, but something willed by God. 

75. Is that a moral end? It must be spiritual, in view 
of what has been said of spirit as the only reality, and it must 
have a moral value. Only the realization of the highest worth 
can be a worthy end with God. 

76. How may we show this? (a) The establishment of mere 
faots, or the relation of certain facts, such as appear in math¬ 
ematics or any mere speculative idea, cannot be a worthy end in 
itself. It were as barren of the worthiest results as the cur¬ 
ious and endless combinations which might be made with the let¬ 
ters of the alphabet. A world designed for living souls would 
fall short of true satisfaction.(£)The highest aim ctf the world 
cannot be to realize a mode of dialectical development, nor can 
it be found in the mere production of self-consciousness. 

77. What does Locze say of pleasure or happiness as an end 
of creation? He does not think that this lies in the mind of 
God, a forethought to be made real in the world; yet, without 
loss of unity in the Divine activity, we may suppose that the 
pleasure whioh we feel in oountless objects of creation is a re¬ 
flex of something similar in His nature. Thus, our notion of 
God ceases to be that of an empty supreme principle, and re¬ 
ceives a living oontent. 
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With us, the idea o "i t aIO good 
in our consciences and our modes 
is not an obligation, but the 

76. In what consists the blessedness or glory of God as an 
end in creation? It is not selfish enjoyment or self admira¬ 
tion, in the sense^ascribed to heathen gods, but is a satisfac¬ 
tion in the ethical ideals which constitute His very nature. It 

*is- no more selfish for God to create the world for His own glory 
!thar. for the sculptor to chisel the marble that he may work cut 
^his•cherished conception. 
' 7^.How does God differ from men with, respect to the obli¬ 

gation imposed by goodnessv 
denotes a feeling of obligation 
t>f conduct. With Him, goodness 
free impulse of His nature. 

8Q. What lessons are we to draw from experience? 
(a) The limitations of our data. Experience is limited to 

this earthly life. We can only make guesses about the contents 
of other worlds which exist in space. (b) Still we must not 
forget that there are doubtless countless worlds besides our own, 
concerning which we only know that they exist. 7/e must not, 
therefore, insist1 that the small philosophy which we build upon 
the faets of our earthly experience shall be accepted as inclu¬ 
sive of all possible knowledge. (c) Experience, or rather cur 
modern knowledge of the cosmos, dispels all traditional ideas of 
4 local heaven as the dwelling place of God; also of a local 
hell. There is no up or down with -respect to moral good or evil, 

What shall we say of the various physical speculations 
concerning the genesis of the world, as for example, that the 
planetary system arose from an incandescent gas, uniformly rotat¬ 
ing? It is idle, for we must still ask whence came the mo¬ 
tion and how came the direction to be uniform. Eesides, what 
w?.s the origin of the gas? 

82. What objection does Lctze make to all scientific pre¬ 
dictions as to the end of this cosmos? He points cut the pos¬ 
sibility that other laws of a contrary tendency to those now op¬ 
erating may come in at a later stage 'co overthrow any such cal¬ 
culations. It is, therefore, folly to attempt to connect theol¬ 
ogy with changing fashions of modern science. 

63. What does he say‘of evolution? It has no ethical or 
religious value. "Looking at the world as a ’whole", says Lotze, 
“it is not so clear who or what reaps any increase of joy from 
the fact that later forms and subjects are mere perfect than ear¬ 
lier ones. The enthusiasts who prate of a perpetual progress in 
the world hardly know what they are talking about." 

84. What does he further say of the alleged history of this 
development? "If we glance at living creatures, we find that 
the presumably lower grades of life, instead of disappearing 
when the higher grades are evolved, continue to exist alongside 
of them, and present us with a classified system of coexistent 
genera. That is interesting to zat .ogj.sts. But, as the world 
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was not made merely' for natural philosophers, we may ask*, to 
what good oan such an arrangement lead? We can hardly think of 

other than this: that every combination of conditions aris- any 
x z, anci taking 

the 
ing in nature has a living species answering to 
a specific delight in that combination. In other words, the gra¬ 
dations of creatures are so various, because there would .be less 
good realized in the world by one and the same creature ^■enjoying 
IW.1 conditions alike, than by the distribution of the enjoyment 
einong different creatures, of which each has in this way a sep¬ 
arate value for itself." 

$5. What shall be said of the enthusiastic assumptions of 
John Fiske and. Prof. Drummond that all successive, developments 
of animal life find their full and rich rewards -i'n the complete 
and glorified humanity? If we consider the myriad grades of 
living existences upon the earth, past and present, and suppose 
that the creator (the better name for natural selection) took 
lictle interest in the intermediate races of animals, and left 
them to a forlorn struggle for existence, in which only the fit- 
est could survive, all as means to the final consummation of man¬ 
hood, then all we can say is that man is a costly production, 
and it would seem that an all-wise creator might have produced 
him in less than ten or twenty millions years, a nd with a 
less total of preliminary and vicarious suffering. It is bad 
enough that hecatombs of beasts, birds and fishes should be sac- 
rifio-ed for his consumption, during his threescore years and ten 
but if he is to. be built up on the graves of myriads of lower 
species, then the case is infinitely worse. 

86. What more cheering interpretation can be given of God's 
dealing with successive orders of animal life? It is far 
worthier of the Divine beneficence to suppose that the Creator 
has been concerned in each grade of life, for its own sake, and 

;he sunbeam or has given to the tiniest insect that floats in zi 
the very lowest rank of animal life that clings to the rocn on 
the sea-shore, its own little modicum of enjoyment and satisfac¬ 
tion, and that through all ranks benevolent design has exercised 
a tender care for his creatures; such certainlyis our Saviour's 
teaching concerning the sparrows. 

87. What does Lotze say of that type of evolutionary hy¬ 
pothesis which ascribes the development of species to minute and 
accidental variation? He says: "That simpler organizations , 
develop into higher ones cannot be denied, and though we cannot 
find out the exact way in which they do so we muse any how re¬ 
ject the wilfully irreligious view that the development is no 
more than a series of accidents. This view is theoretically ab¬ 
surd. ... We cannot, ascribe to all beings the same indefinite 
variability, but each can only alter within a definite number of 
directions suited to its special nature, and a variation which * 
has once taken place will help to determine the sort and scale 



Of ftoturt variations. The deveiopmene therefore zrnat be account¬ 
ed fop by the latent possibilities of the being.*1 

80. What shall be said of the origin or of the existence of 
evil in the world* It is vain to speak of it negatively, as 
only a deficiency of good. It is real, and besides, ever, on 
that theory, it would still be assailable since any defect wo lid 
equally mar divine perfection. Lotze doubts whether there is 

■any relief in supposing that to God’s view it is not evil as it 
is seen in ours; for hew are mortals benefited by some supposed 
higher harmony which is above their ken? Her is it to be re¬ 
garded as an aooident. The whole animal world is placed upon a 
basis which involves mutual pain and destruction. 

89. Is there any relief to be found in a dualism like that 
of the Persian faith? Such a dualism is unthinkable, except 
on the supposition that there is a third power superior co both 
of those in conflict and this must be God. And so we are left 
with the same problem still on our hands. 

90. How does this last alternative correspond with that 
adopted by the modern Parsees? It is precisely their ground. 
Air. -Jamsned ji .V.odi of Bombay, in a paper read at the Parliament 
of Religions at Chicago, declared that in the earliest type of 
the Zoroascrian faith one supreme and uncreated Deity ruled over 
all, and ore&ted all, while two great principles of good and 
evil were subordinated developed. In other words, he declared 
the Iranian faith to be a pure monotheism. He did not, however, 
solve Lccze's difficult problem. 

91. What is the position which Lotze quotes from C.K.V'eise? 
That certain eternal truths place a limit upon God'3 omnipo¬ 

tence with respect to good and evil. 
92. What is Lotze's answer to this? That all mathemati¬ 

cal, mechanical and physical truths may hold good without in the 
least affecting the question of moral evil: chat supposes free¬ 
dom. Evil relates only to things which might be otherwise and 
it conoerr.3 the relations of different beings. 

93. If that be true, does not evil result necessarily from 
the freedom of the will? This would not cover the entire 
ground, since evil is seen outside of and beyond the person who 
exeroises his freedom. There was evil in the world before man 
appeared. And a man’s evil deeds mar the happiness of others. 

94. W.‘ as net evil permitted as a means of education to man¬ 
kind? To this also there are serious objections. As we have 
already shown, it were an injustice to make all lower ranks of 
animals suffer evil for a thousand generations for the sake of 
one- the highest order of beings upon the earth. Besides, if 
evil were designed to educate man, we might suppose that its mys¬ 
tery would be cleared up and chat the lesson which he was to 
learn in this strange world would be made plain; instead of 
which man dies without the sight. Perplexed by the existence of 
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evil and the unequal allotments of-it,.most heathen nations have 
sought relief from the dark problem by supposing preexistent 
states, from which unsettled scores of sin remained to be set¬ 
tled here, Christianity, on the other hand, finds relief In the 
hope of future adjustments. This gives hope and relief to the 
individual soul, but so far as we can see, it affords no ade¬ 
quate solution for the admission of evil into the world as a 
whole; unless we adopt the belief that all men and all beings 
shall finally be restored by a super-abounding grace. 

95. What does Lotze say to those theories which, based upon 
the solidarity of the race, find a solution of the problem of 
evil by supposing it to be an educational means for the develop¬ 
ment of the race in general? His reply is this*. “For certain 
purposes of moral theory, we can regard mankind as something 
real in this collective sense. A true and living reality, how¬ 
ever* it only has for and in the several human beings who come 
and go, generation after generation; and we cannot conceive of 
an education which constantly ohanges the material on which it 
works, throwing away the imperfectly trained, and accumulating 
the fruits of education for future generations who have not earn¬ 
ed them, while the earlier generations which helped tc win them 
have no participation in them." 

96. Supposing the correctness of this evolutionary educa-* 
lion of the race, how far has there been real progress? 

Lotze admits that there has been great advance in physical 
science and in such things as physical science may procure, but 
these means cannot indefinitely increase the capacity of the 
earth’s resources for the support of population and it must be 
admitted that increase of peculation beyond a certain extent 
brings new evils, ar.d civilizations have often proved fatal to 
nations and races of men. The general consciousness of right 
and wrong lias undoubtedly advanced from age to age, but it may 
be doubted whether the virtue or the happiness of the individual 
man is greaser now than in the days of simple manners with few¬ 
er of the luxuries which science has produced. 

97. What then, on the whole, is Lotze's conclusion as be¬ 
tween a pessimistic and an optimistic view of the world? 

Pessimistic philosophers have generally admitted the unity of 
the world order and the probable existence of one all-embracing 
power which unites it, but they contend that there is too much 
evil in it to admit the supposition that that power is an ethic¬ 
al and benign deity. This undoubtedly is an exaggeration, but 
on mere theoretic principles, derived from the phenomena and ex¬ 
perience of the actual world, there if as much ground for pes¬ 
simistic as for optimistio theories. Science and history have 
not afforded sufficient proofs that the plan of the world is 
mere favorable to good than to evil. 

98. On what, then, does our more hopeful view of the world 
rest? It is prompted by our conceptions of the character of 
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8o4*’ Xn Our breasts we find the reflex of His ohar&oter and a 
(guaranty for His benevolence and faithfulness-. Our souls are * 
made to trust Ood, as a child instinctively trusts a parent. 
And here opens the sphere of faith*as a higher element of our 
lives. Shut in by mystery and darkness in many things, it be- 
Gomes necessary for us to trust in God for the unseen. This is 
the sphere and the function of religion. Without this, the 
struggle between good and, evil would ace no prospect of settle¬ 
ment . 

y®. What are the elements which we find in conscience, when 
fully developed and recognized in the consciousness? 

(a) It is to some extent a prudential result of experience. 
We do not find its conclusions and its prohibitions ready made 
and on hand, but we must first have had some experiences which 
raised the questions; as a result, we store away our ethical 
maxims suited to various test questions, (b) Conscience also 
possesses some natural moral instincts which decide between 
right and wrong, as our esthetic nature decides between beauty 
and-ugliness. This is not a selfish prudence in regard to con¬ 
duct, but something which dictates just and noble conduct to¬ 
ward others. (o) Conscience is also partly a result of the 
education which we have received from others and of the maxims 
which prevail around us. 

100. How does the common operation of the conscience differ 
from that sense'of sin which we find disclosed in the religious 
*rites of all nations? bin relates particularly to God, or 
to superior and dominant beings, and supposes actual violations 
of conscience in transgressing divine laws. 

101. What does the universality of this sense cf sin, as 
shown in the hymns and prayers and smoking sacrifices of all na¬ 
tions, seem to prove? It shews something deeper than ths 
prudenoe which experience has taught to individual men, and the 
maxims naturally springing from them. It implies a universal 
belief in deity, as ethical and potential and a divinely implant¬ 
ed sense of right and wreng, by which men become-a law unto 
themselves. 

102. What was the Stoical view of morals? The Stoics, 
. whether ancient or modern, have aimed to separate morals from 

religion, law from the notion of a lawgiver. They would place 
ethical laws on a level with the laws of nature and, withouc 
tracing them to their source, would obey them as they are found 
in our moral nature and in social maxims, without any motive of 
loyalty to a Supreme Being. There is an earnest struggle on the 
part of modern agnostics to find some basis for morality, with¬ 
out the help of religion. 

lvS. How does this Stoical and Agnostic view of ethics oom- 
. pare with that cf the early agnostic Buddhism?- Buddhism, in 
like manner, based its morality on unconditioned and impersonal 
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law*, uad*r the genera 1 name of Kanr*&. This v/s.b simply an ever- 
unsettled sooro of merit or demerit from which th*r4 was no ts- 
oape, *zoept by that cutting off of rebirths which ended in nir¬ 
vana. 

104. What Ifl Lotrte's erltlolsm upon this scoloal theory of 
morals? That "it make* the mere fulfillment of law «e lav/ 
the end. Instead of finding that end In the satisfaction of a 
living self”. H# oannot*aono-ive of an unconditioned muse or 
should. A value of actions which has reference to no one and is 
appreolated by no one “is unthinkable". If it only has refer- 
ence to one's own self-respect, that i4 only a partial good; if 
to other men, it has an altruistlo social quality, but is narrow 
and temporal. Only when it contemplates Ood, and beoomes relig¬ 
ious, does it reaoh its highest aim. 

lug. To what do these reflections on the grounds of moral¬ 
ity lead? "They point to three propositions which we may re¬ 
gard as characteristic convictions of every religious mind, in 
contrast with a merely theoretical understanding of things, xls 
the good, good, because God wills it, or does He will it because 
it is good? Both of these alternatives are true; we cannot sep¬ 
arate them. On the other hand, we cannot suppose that goodness 
existed as a principle, before God existed. For can we arbitra¬ 
rily suppose, if the supposition were possible, that God would 
will anything to be good which, but for that will, would be in- 
trinaioally evil. The question, therefore, Is really destitute 
of sense. 

107. In what sense is man said to be the child of God? 
In a general and. figurative one, of oourse. The expression is 

•imply an acknowledgement of man's subjection and dependence, 
and at the same time implies a filial gratitude and love. At 
the same time, the expression keeps alive the idea of personal¬ 
ity on God's part and ours. 

1<8. Y7hat doe3 Lotze say of religious beliefs? That 
they must, in the nature of the case, be subjective and private 
ir. their deepest meaning and force. At the same time, it is ne¬ 
cessary that they should be expressed in formulas which are com¬ 
municable to others. 

109. Why is a religious consensus and communion of differ¬ 
ent minds essential? Booauss strictly private and esoteric 
beliefs and experiences have a tendency to run into mysticism 
4fkd faruitio&l extremes. And besides, the resultant opinion of 
■any Bind* will better represent the full and rounded truth, 
than the convictions of an individual. 

110. What then is the value of dogmas? (a) They gather 
up and embody the conclusions of wise men of the past. 
{b) They establish bounds which the fancy of individuals may not 
lightly transcend. At the same time, dogmas should not he made 
teste, or applied in the sense of constraint. And we should not 
confuse them with objects of theoretical knowledge. 

♦ 
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111. that general results of the preceding investigations 
does Lots* name? ' (a} The belief in a personal Qod doeo not 
conflict with any metaphysical oonviotion to which wa should 
hold fast, lb) There le no true ground for those who reject re¬ 
ligious beliefs, and yet swallow eagerly any physical theories 
and pretend that spiritual life arose out of natural forces. 
(ol "The rcproaoh of anthropomorphism is unjust beoause the dis¬ 
tinction between finite and infinite spirit is by no means over¬ 
looks!*. (d) "it is the height of perversity to set up as the 
prlnolple of the world an unoonsoious and blind substrate, the 
idea of whioh is strictly dark and irnpenetaable to us1'. 

112. In what sense de»3 Lotze think we may speak of Christ 
as the t * of God? Hot, of course, in any literal sense - . 
nobody olaims that. Hut there is nothing against the assumption 
that God, who is ever active upon human souls, may in particular 
moments and in particular persons stand nearer to humanity and 
reveal* Himself more clearly than in others, so near and so clear¬ 
ly revealed that we may be justified in oalling such a person 
the Son of God. 

113. Does Locze here mean that God was manifest in Christ 
only in a higher degree than in other men, or does he alao admit 
a difference in kind? The latter, for he adds: "7e are oer- 
tainly justified in holding that the relation in which Ke (Christ) 
Stood to God was not-only different in degree to that in whioh 
IPO stand, but also unique in kind." Still this does not cover 
the whole ground of the incarnation. 

114. In what sense, according to Lotze, did Christ redeem 
thf world? • "Any one who impartially lets the teaching and 
and history of Christ’s life work upon his soul, without analyz¬ 
ing the impression, cannot but feel that therein an infinitely 
valuable and unique act of healing has been performed for man¬ 
kind. But to try to fix in rigid theory the exact' Value and im¬ 
port of the act is tc take away from it rather than to add to it. 

115. tfas the vindication1of God’s honor the objeot to be 
gained by the atonement? "Ho. We cannot say chafe felih honor 
Of God is wounded by man’s sin and that it is satisfied by the 
sacrifice of an individual. Apart from the crude conception of 
God Involved in this view, it rests on the impossible assumption 
Of such a solidarity between all men that'the blame and punish- 
*ent of all can be thrown upon one person, who can bear it for 
all." 

lid. TGiat Other aim does Lotze suggest? The more human 
ideas of an expiation or redemption, the latter especially, 
leave it undecided from whom or what humanity is really set free 
by this ransom. Ic can hardly be Go<1i it must, therefore, be 
the order of natural law which has bound up with our finite.na¬ 
ture sin, and with sin, condemnation. 
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•that we are not freed either from physical evil, or from the 
possibility of sin. There remains, therefore, as the practical 
result of our redemption no more than the faith revealed, and 
that frees us from the fear and misgiving of the creature, sc 
far as it teaches us that all our ills are a Divine probation, 
and also that our entire earthly life is neither meaningless nor 
irrevocable loss, but an epoch of preparation, of the sins com¬ 
mitted during which we are, by the Divine grace, absolved in a 
manner whioh, as a matter of theory, we cannot in the least de¬ 
fine. All further speculations than this about the origin of 
sin and its oonsequenoes are for the religious life utterly use¬ 
less. 

113. Vhat is Lotze’s doctrine of eschatology? The earth¬ 
ly future of the human race, the manner of our immortality, and 
the requital which the world's assize will bring to each of us, 
these cannot be depicted in any concrete fashion. And indeed, 
the humanity of this age has quite outgrown the old coarse imag¬ 
ery, and i8 content to retain the general idea of a continued 
life, in which we shall be gradually perfected, as well as re¬ 
ceive some requital for the past. And this is good evidence 
that for a really .religious life there is not wanted that inti¬ 
mate acquaintance with the future life to which a perverse and 
blundering dogmatic system pretended. 

119. What is the importance of a visible Church? It is 
the more important, because the very gist and marrow of these 
convictions lies in the faith that all men are bound up v/ith one 
another and with God in an eternal communion into which every 
one may enter of his own free will. This communion -we call the 
invisible Churoh. The visible Church is only a human institu¬ 
tion of the community cf the faithful, partly for common wor¬ 
ship, partly for the ordaining of their earthly affairs in ac¬ 
cordance with the commands of their faith. 

120. Should a church dictate in matters of faith, or claim 
to be the only Church? 'tfe see the "folly of any church which 
claims to be the only way of salvation, claims not only to teach 
and lead U3 along it, but to open or close it to us of its own 
power". 

121. In recapitulation, how may we briefly sum up Locze's 
conclusions in matters of religion? 

(a) He begins by attempting to show that we must, first of 
all, find how much the reason can reveal to us about the super- 
sensuous world, and then see how far Divine Revelation agrees 
with it. 

(b) Religious faith cannot be the same as accepted axioms. 
Axioms are only hypothetical truths. 

£c) Religious faith is the experience of impressions which we 
ascribe to Divine influence. Those impressions must harmonize 
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with the-reason and the understanding. 
(d) The existence of God oannot be proven from premise#, be¬ 

cause nothing is before that existenoe. 
(e) Lotze regards the Ontologioal argument for the being of 

God unsound, because it shows, not that God necessarily exists, 
but only that we are so constituted that we must necessarily be¬ 
lieve in His existence. 

(f) The Cosmological argument, if carried out to full logical 
conclusions, would lead to a pluralistic view of the world. 

(g) But the pluralistic view is untenable because the suppos¬ 
ed independent substances or things, if we grant their entire 
independence of each other, could not act together to form a 
living-moving world, except as they should be moved upon by a 
oornmon and a higher power. 

(h) If we admit the existence of such an all-embracing power,, 
it is more reasonable to regard it as a living and intelligent 
being, than as a blind and unconscious force. 

(i) Though Lotze does not deny a general design in creation, 
yet he thinks that the common argument from design reasons in 
a circle. 

(j) There is difficulty in assuming that the real world plan 
Is the wisest possible, because we cannot k'ftow what better ones 
might have been. 

(k) lie rejects what is known as the moral argument, because 
he says there is too much evil in the world - too many flaws * 
and defects. 

U) There can be no general law of nature separate from or 
extrinsic to the distinct objects of nature. 

(m) Even if an unconscious Being could be many in one, yet it 
could generate consciousness. t 

(n) The assumption of monistic systems, that spirit and mat¬ 
ter have one root, which is neither one nor the ether, but the 
ground of both, ia unsatisfactory. 

lb) Space is in us and not we in space, i.e. it is in our \ 
conception. / 

(p) Material forces express an inner nature of things which t 
may well be spiritual. 

(q) The idea of personality is arrived at, not by contrasting- 
the ego with non-ego, but by a direct consciousness which has ... 
nothing to do with a non-ego. Much mere must this be time of 
the personality of God, who is absolute and, therefore, independ¬ 
ent of all contingencies or opposites v/hatever. 

(r) • We may infer Godis personality from our own a fortiori. 
(s) The concept of God's creation of the world implies His 

continued immanence and activity. 
(t) Kor did He create it out of some preexisting substrate - 

protoplasm or otherv/ise. 
(u) The world is not a development of God's nature,.as some- 
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created XU free- thing which a preexisting law necessitated. H 
j2&3. Activity is a part of God, not above Him 

(v) It ia idle to inquire whether good is good because God 
made it so, or whether God applied it as something eternal and 
therefore necessary. We cannot conceive of God as having exist¬ 
ed before goodness, or goodness before God. The two are insep¬ 
arable and coeval. It is also idle to ask whether God can do 
the impossible, or whether He is limited to what is eternally 
possible. There can be no such antithesis, 
plied to good, applies also to the question 
ed truth. 

(w) Only spirit lias true and independent 
ly spirit can think of itself, i.e. be both 
ive thought. 

(x) Other world orders may coexist with 
may overlap this. On this account, 
exclude the possibility of miracles 
experience is against them. 

X s 
The reasoning ap- 

of eternal or cre'at- 

reality, because on- 
agent and subjeot- 

this, all unseen, and 
we cannot philosophically 

All we can say is that our 

ly) The creation of spirits is an act of God's will and not 
an emanation from or a specialization of the Infinite spirit. 

Is) We cannot conceive of a history cf God or of His acts in 
because He knows no limitation of time or succession. Suc¬ 

cession is only in our finite conception. With God there is no 
past or future, no before and after. 

(zz) Gcd created the world without labor -as Tertullian con¬ 
tended - and without necessity. He did it from choice and from 
an ethical motive. 

(lj Cosmogonies are vain as theories, since none can do more 
than guess at the process of creation. We cannot assume a pre¬ 
existing protoplasm and that God simply brought it into form; 
for we can no more separate form from matter than we can separ¬ 
ate direction from movement. 

(2) Prayer is of .avail, not in changing the action of phys¬ 
ical laws, but only so far as the Divine Spirit may inspire the 
petitionex-. It is communion. 

(3) God is eternal, not as outlasting time, but as having no 
beginning or end and no distinction of past, present and future. 

(4) All distinctions are vain between God‘s foreknowledge and 
Kis foreordinacion. Neither precedes the other. 

(5) God created and governs all things for- His own glory, not 
in any vain or selfish sense, but in pursuit of His divine ideal, 
as a soulptor works upon the marble fou the realization of his 
ideal form. 

(6) Three things are fundamental: (a) Necessary truths; 
(b) The real f/orld; (c) Pinal Cause. 

(7) Theories of the world's origin, e.g. the Nebular hypoth¬ 
esis, accomplish little. That hypothesis, if admitted, does not 
explain how or why the spheres took the present form or move in 
a given direction. 
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18) Evolution affords no real help. It is difficult, in look¬ 
ing at the world as a whole, to see who is any particular gainer 
by the fact that more perfect forms follow the imperfect, though- 
each may be interested in any personal improvement.. The most 
satisfactory thought is, that each grade finds a degree of hap- 
piness in its own condition, irrespective of any relation to 
lower or higher grades. 

(9) Admitting that man may have been developed from lower 
forms, that does not mar the value of his existing nearness to 
God, since every change has been divinely directed and nothing 
can be more preposterous than the theory that the changes have 
resulted from a long series 'of accidents, rather than from an 
intelligent and divine purpose., 

(10) The existence of evil cannot be conceived of as an eter¬ 
nal necessity or an inevitable necessity in the creation. God 
was not shut up to its admission. Evil is the permitted outcome 
of a great multitude of interacting things, which might have been 
otherwise. It comes through alternatives. 

(11) We cannot say that all evil in the world is the direct 
result of man*3 sin. Animals had cruelly devoured each other 
before man existed. 

(12) Evil was not designed merely for the education of the 
human race in its solidarity. Education cannot prosper in a 
school in whioh t-he pupils are daily changing. 

(13) The world's lessons alone might lead equally to optimism 
or pessimism, but that the religious element comes in and faith 
gives a new hope and a better interpretation of those lessons. 

(14) Conscience is partly a law in the understanding and part¬ 
ly a result of education and experience. The highest basis of 
morality is‘altruism or self-denying benevolence. 

. (15) The stoical idea of mere oughtness as the ground of mo¬ 
rality is cold and barren. 

(16) The above reasonings lead to these conclusions: 
,(a) Moral laws embody the will of God. (b) Individual spirits 
are not products of nature, but are children of God. (c) Real¬ 
ity is more and other than the mere course of nature - it is the 
Kingdom of God. 

THE CHRISTIAN VIEW. 

Over against these teachings of Lotze which, however helpful 
in overthrowing many speculative anti-Christian errors, still 
fall far short of Christian (Theism and the accepted evangelical 
faith, we may, in concluding this review, place comparatively 
the outlines of Christian doctrine as given in Professor Orr's 
Christian View of God and the World. 

1. The Christian view affirms the existence of a Personal, 
Ethical, Self-revealing God. 
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2. Xt affirms- the oreation of the world by.God, Kis immanent 
presence in it, His transcendenoe over it, and His holy and wise 
government of it for moral ends. 

3. It affirms the spiritual nature and dignity of man, his 
oreation in the Divine image, and destination to hear the like¬ 
ness of God In a perfected relation of sonship. 

4. It affirms the fact of sin and disorder of the world, not 
as something belonging to the divine ideal and inhering in it by 
necessity, but as something which has entered it by the volunta¬ 
ry turning aside of man from his allegiance, and from the path 
of his normal development. 

5. The Christian view affirms the historical Self-revelation 
of God to the patriarchs and prophets and His gracious purpose 
for the salvation of the world, in Jesus Christ, His Son. 

6. It affirms that Christ was not a mere man,' but the eternal 
Son of God, a truly Divine Person, who in time took upon Him our 
humanity, and who, having all the fullness of the Godhead, is 
to be honored and worshipped as God. 

7. It affirms the redemption of the world through a great act 
of atonement, this atonement to be appropriated by the faith of 
believers. 

8. The Christian view affirms that the historical aim of 
Christ’s work was the founding of a kingdom of God on earthy 

0. Finally, it affirms that all history has a goal, and that 
the present order of things will be terminated by the appearance 
of the Son of Man for judgment, the resurrection of the dead, 
and the final separation of the righteous and the wickea. 
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.VII. SKETCHES PROM P.FLEIDEEER 'S PHILOSOPHY OP RELIGION. 

In this series of sketches of philosophic systems which have 
been prominent in Europe since the Middle Ages, only those which 
bear particularly upon the domain of religious thought or the 
borderland between religion, and philosophy, will be noticed. 
Only an outline will be attempted and a practical aim will be 
kept constantly in view. Before entering upon Pfleiderer’s out¬ 
line of German Philosophy, it will be xvell to give a brief con¬ 
sideration to that remarkable development of thought which ap- 
•peared in the Middle Ages among the so-called "Schoolmen’' of the 
Dominican and Franciscan orders of monks. 

SCHOLASTICISM. 

1. Vhat is the place of Scholasticism in the progress of 
philosophic thought/ It supplies a connecting link between 
the Greek philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, and that commonly 
identified with the German language and literature of a somewhat 
later date. This school of thought is to be distinguished from 
what is known as the Renaisanee, represented by Bruno, who, tak¬ 
ing up the Aristotelian philosophy, rejected apparently the 
Christian faith and opened the way for the systems of Spinoza 
and Liebnitz. The Scholastic philosophers adhered strictly to 
the Christian faith and worked out newer forms of Christian Pla¬ 
tonism. :- 

2. What was the relation of the Schoolmen to Arabic philos¬ 
ophy? They received the philosophy of Aristotle and Plato at 
the hands of Mohammedan scholars, and more or less worked up in¬ 
to Arabic conceptions. 

3. What does Dean Milman sa|r of the Arabic philosophy? 
"Of all curious chapters in the history of the human mind", he 

says, "none is more singular than the growth, progress and in¬ 
fluence of the Arabo-Aristotelian philosophy. This Mohammedan 
philosophy was as far removed from the old stern inflexible Uni* 
tarianism of the Koran, as the Koran from tho Gospel. Philoso¬ 
phy was in truth more implacably oppugnant, a more flagrant her¬ 
esy to Islam than to Mediaeval Christianity." There was this 
difference, however, among the Mohammedans philosophy was culti¬ 
vated only in the courts and among the more luxurious classes 
who, so far, ceased to be typical Moslems; while in Christian 
nations, it was specially fostered by the Church, and largely 
confined to the monastic orders. 

4. Through what channels did the European Schoolmen receive 
this Arabo-Greek philosophy? Through the Mohammedans of 
Spain, particularly the four great authors, Avieenna, Aven Pace, 
Avicenbron, Averrhoes; also through the Jews of. Andalusia, who 
were tolerated by the Moorish kings ar.d were driven out with the 

* v# 
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Moors in 1492. Philosophy -^as imported from the schools of Cor¬ 
dova into the Universities of France and Italy. 

5. With what sciences was this philosophy accompanied? 
It had been developed in Syria and Bagdad in connection with 

che study and practice of medicine, which the luxury of the Mo¬ 
hammedan courts had rendered necessary. It was also more or 
less connected with Astronomy which, with the help of Neo-Pla¬ 
tonism and Aristotelian dialectics, was elaborated into Astrolo¬ 
gy, a system which became more popular with the Arabs than with 
any other race and in connection with which an immense litera¬ 
ture was developed. 

6. What circumstance greatly favored the development of 
Scholasticism irf Europe? The fact that monastic institutions 
by the seclusion and security which they afford, gave opportuni¬ 
ty for special and prolonged study, while the general stagnation 
of society without had little temptation to diversions. 

7. What was the extent of the Scholastic movement? 
The fresh interest taken in philosophic study brought out sev¬ 

eral leaders of great ability and profound and varied scholar¬ 
ship. Yet this intellectual activity labored under just such 
disadvantages as might have been expected from the influence of 
monastic seclusion. Learning, however great, lacked that prac¬ 
tical element which a freer contact with the real wants of men 
in their social relations would have given. 

8. What says Dean Milman of the Scholastic literature? 
He compares its massiveness and its uselessness to the pyra¬ 

mids, great in their majestic display of power, yet impressive 
in the sense of wasted human toil and energy. 

9. Who were the leading Scholastics? Thomas Aquinas of 
Aquino - 1274 lDominican); Duns Scotus of Scotland, 1274-1308, 
(Franciscan); Albert of Suabia, 1193-1280. (Dominican); William 
of Occam, England, 1280-1347, (Franciscan); Eonaventura of Tus¬ 
cany, 1221-1274, (Franciscan). All these were mendicants. 

10. Describe Thomas Aquinas. He was born early in the 
thirteenth century, of a noble house, in Aquino, in the kingdom 
of. Naples. He was early fascinated by the monastic life e.nd by 
the prospect of devout study. lie became a Dominican and was a 
champion of Dominican doctrines. He borrowed from Albert the 
Suabian many of the teachings of Aristotle, though he repudiated 
the eternity of macter, and the imperishability of the universe. 
He exalted God as absolute, self-existent, separate from and 
above and before matter. He rejected the Platonic doctrine of 
coexistent ideas, subsiscent without God. In most things he was 
Aristotelian. His philosophy never compromised his theology. 
He was a passionless reasonsr, but on some questions., e.g. in 
regard to the soul and to angels, he was mystical. He died in 
1274, on his way to the Council of Lyons. 
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11. Who was Albert, known as Albert the Great? Ke was & 
Suabian of noble birth, and a student of marvellous capacity and 
ceaseless toil. He knew many languages and was the first Sohool- 
man who lectured on Aristotle. Such was his erudition that he 
was called the MUniversal Doctor". In 1228, he was called to a 
professorship in the Jacobin Convent in Pari3. His wide range 
of thought and investigation made him an object of terror to con¬ 
servative churchmen, but his elevation of character gave him 
great 'influence. Though a great Aristotelian, he took issue on 
some points with .the Mohammedan admirer of Aristotle, Averrhoes. 
Though, on the one hand, he was censured for "bringing Aristotle 
into the sanctuary", he was, nevertheless, made Bishop of Ratis- 
bon. Averrhoes had proceeded to the verge of pantheism, in his 
theories of God, and here Albert entered his strong protest. He 
insisted on a wide distinction between God and nature, between 
the eternal and the merely temporal. God, though not to be com¬ 
prehended, may be known, and that not only by grace, but by nat¬ 
ural means. He is as the light, everywhere seen, but never un¬ 
derstood. 

12. What is Uhlman's estimate of Albert? He admires his 
prodigious learning and his profound thought, but regards him, 
like the other Schoolmen, as contradictory in his reasonings, 
"making matter immaterial, making God with free-will yet acting 
under an imagined necessity, blending humanity with the Godhead 
until the distinction is lost. 

13. Who was Duns Scotus? He is called Scotus because he 
was said to have been born in Scotland, and he is, by others, 
called "Erigdna" because born in Erin. In any case, he was of 
obscure origin. He became a Franciscan monk and by the age of 

• thirty-four, at which time he died, he had already become a most 
voluminous author on philosophic subjects. He was regarded as a 
prodigy of learning. It was said that whatever was thrown, into 
his mind came out in syllogisms. He was a reasoning machine. 
Logic was his idol. He became a teacher of philosophy at Oxford 
where, according to Milman, he had no less than 30,000 pupils. 
In Paris, he was heard by equal crowds. He died at Cologne. 
Says Milman: "if the story of his early death be true, the toil, 
the rapidity of this man’s mental productions, is perhaps the 
most wonderful fact in the intellectual history of our race." He 
outdid both Plato and Aristotle and "at the same time was the 
most sternly orthodox of theologians. On the eternity of matter 
he transcends his Master (Aristotle), he accepts the hardy say¬ 
ing of (the Mohammedan) Avicembrou of the Universality. Ke car¬ 
ries matter not only higher than the intermediate world of dev¬ 
ils and angels, but up into the very sanctuary, into the Godhead 
itself." And this he does by dematerializing matter, by spirit¬ 
ualizing to the purest spirituality. This is but one specimen 
of the way in which Duns Scotus commingled conceptions the most 
diverse and obscured the distinctions which to most men seem 
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■'moit important^He was not merely an adept in word making, but 
he has justly accused of word jugglery.w 

14. What is tp be said of the famous controversy between 
the Sootists and the Thonists? It is difficult to say what 
it was all about, as it was generally mere logomachy in which 
weapons (words) were forged as occasion required, and principles 
and conceptions were changed in form and meaning to suit emex*** 
genoies. 

15. What was the influence of Bonaventura and William of 
Occam? Bonaventura exerted a restraining influence by his 
mystical tendencies. He subordinated hair-splitting dialectics 
to theology and a livi-ng faith. Occam created- a diversion in 
the opposite direction of political interest, civil liberty and 
the maintenance of the power of civil rulers. These two men did 
much to save philosophy from becoming a paralyzing intellectual 
dream, and .to turn it to the'practical ends of life. 

16. What useful ends did Scholasticism subserve? With 
all its useless quibblings, it helped to awaken the Dark Ages to 
intellectual vigor and broaden the thought of the Church. 

MYSTICISM (Eckhart - Bchme).. 

17. Who was Meister Eckhart, the Father of Catholic Mysti- 
oism? He was a Thuringian Dominican monk, a teaoher in the 
monastery at Cologne, in the beginning of the fourteenth century. 

18. What was his idea of God? Somewhat like the philos¬ 
ophers of Hinduism, Eckhart maintained that God was not fully 
God till He had projected Himself in the created world, and es¬ 
pecially, in the responsive soul of man, that, in a sense, we 
are as necessary to GOd as God is to us, that "Divine perfect¬ 
ion is realized in the perfect and absolute union of human souls 
with the Father. 

19. What was his peculiar theory with regard to the Son? 
That as God originally begat the Sen, so He continually begets. 

the Son in the -souls of believers and they are literally one 
with the Son, and so, one with the Father. What oreatures truly 
are, they are in God, and without this mystical union with Him 
they are nothing. God’s happiness consists in communicating 
Himself to His oreatures. They are thenceforth not only one 
'with Him, but a part of Him. As God contains all things in Him¬ 
self, so the human soul in its measure contains all things in 
itself and is a divine microcosm. Cur true being is, therefore, 
God's being, thinking and willing in us. This position, though 
carried to an extreme, seems to find some Scriptural warrant in 
the declaration that it is God that "worketh in us to will and 
to do of His-own good pleasure." 

20. How does Eckhart escape pantheism? He. narrowly es¬ 
capes Hindu pantheism by avoiding the logical conclusion of the 
Hindus, that we must have been a part of God from all eternity. 
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What he assumes is, that what God is from all eternity, we 
oome by grace, and that without grace we are not one with God in 
any sense. The Hindu would make even the devil a part of God, 
and so likewise the beasc. 

' 21. How doe.s Eckhart avoid the stolid quietism of the Hindu 
Yogin? Instead of being deadened by what the Hindu philoso¬ 
phers call the ’’displacement” of the individual ego, the soul is 
invigorated by this incoming of the Divine Ego. He says express¬ 
ly: that “God does not compel our will (through a mechanical 
compulsion, taking away cur self-activity); He establishes it in 
freedom, so that it desires to have nothing but what God will 
have, and that is not so much subjection as a peculiar freedom. 

22. How does Eckhart here accord with St. Paul? Very 
nearly. He makes the same distinction between the fellowship of 
the Christian experience and the displacement commended in the 
Bhagavad-Gita. The New Testament union of the soul with God in 
Christ has freedom. Thus, in Paul’s simile of the Body of which 
Christ is the Head, the other members do not cease to exist, but 
only beoome more perfect in the perfection cf the Head. 

23. How does Eckhart take issue with ascetic idleness? 
Though a monk, he encouraged Christian activity, but only as 

carrying out the will and the work of God, and not as a thing of 
merit or personal profit. He contended that the soul at one 
with God should be practically indifferent to its own salvation; 
all .should be left with God. Only the spirit of a hireling 
would bother•itself with questions of his own final salvation. 
Here, the devout Dominican seems at variance with Paul, who bids 
us work out our own salvation with fear and trembling, and at 
variance with Christ, who bids us to strive to enter in at the 

strait gate. Still there is a measure-of truth in Eckhart*s po¬ 
sition and his extreme view has had representatives in more mod- 
ern times. 

24. What influence did Eckhart exert upon the Reformers? 
Pfleiderer traces the influence of Eckhart in preparing the 

way for Luther and other Reformers, in giving to religion a more 
vital s-ubjeotivity. This Christian mysticism had a wide follow¬ 
ing in South Germany in men like John Tauler, and on the lower 

’Rhine in Oroot and Thomas a'Kempis. There can be no doubt that 
Eckhart’s teachings, though philosophically defective, v,'nought 
great resultB in the increased devotion of believers. 

25. By whom, especially, were these or similar view's devel¬ 
oped and improved? The unknown author of the Theoipgia Ger- 
manica. who followed Eckhart about a century later, andjwhc prob¬ 
ably lived at Frankfort, corrected the onesidedness of wekhart’s 
theory of union with God, by insisting on a more independent, 
though not less loyal, action of the human will. In his view, 
all possibility of evil lies in a perverse"will; without this^ . 
there could be no devil and no hell. Logically, therefore, the 
wilful sinner makes his own hell and so long as his will is re- 
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bellioua, even Cod cannoi. help him. 
26. What was his estimate of religious ordinances? 

This unknown author made salvation depend, not so much upon 
the institutionalism of the Church, its sacraments, its hierar¬ 
chy, its consensus of doctrines, its treasures of historic exam¬ 
ple and experience, as upon the work of God in the individual 
soul. “Therefore, we should wait on God alone and abandon all 
creatures and, first of all, ourselves." 

■ 27. How did Luther welcome this work? In the year 1518, 
Luther edited this Theologia German!ca with a preface, in which 
he says: "This noble little book, in proportion as it is poor 
and unadorned in language and human wisdom, is the richer and 
more precious in art and divine wisdom, nor have I ever met with 
a book which, after the Bible and St. Augustine, i nave learned 
and will learn more as to what God, Christ, man, and all things 
are." , 

28. What exception did Luther make? While, with this 
author, he fought the dogmatism and institutionalism of the Ro¬ 
mish Church and, with him, found comfort in the mystic union of 
the soul with God by faith, he was not carried to extreme views, 
least of all, to any disparagement of the vrord of God 

29. What is Pfleiderer’s estimate of Luther? He regards 
him as the most philosophical as whll as the most evangelical of 
all the Reformers, and ascribes to his influence the balance and 
steadiness of the Protestant faith. He magnified neither the 
voice cf the Church, nor the voice of the revealed Word, nor the 
silent voice of one's own consciousness unduly and at the ex¬ 
pense of the others, but gave to all their due place and influ¬ 
ence. 

30. What relapse from Luther's teachings subsequently fol¬ 
lowed? As there had been Catholic Mystics'before the Reform¬ 
ation, so we re there Protestant Mystics of a le-ter period who 
were reluctant to give to the written Word that paramount author- 
ity which the Reformed Church accorded to it. Prominent among 
these were Sebastian Prank and Valentine Weigel. The.^ latter, 
espeo ially, insisted upon the direct teaching of the Spirit in 
one's own soul as "quite as important as the written record oi 
what God had taught in the soul of somebody else." The prevail¬ 
ing doctrines, he said, were as if we were to insist that a 
man's eyes should be put out that he might the mor-e 3afely de¬ 
pend on the eyesight of a neighbor. 

31. To what extremes did Weigel carry his views? Ho ad¬ 
vanced almost to the verge of Hindu Yog-ism when he maintained 
that in order to hear aright this inner voice one must hold in 
check all the outward senses and even the imagination. 

32. What traces of mysticism are still found? A certain 
degree of it has survived in the Pietists, the Quakers, the Ir¬ 
ving! tes, and the Plymouth Brethren. It appears as a perpetual. 
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• T an oft-repeated, reaction from the oold externallsm of Mol11; 
arohleal and ohurohly Influences, and from a rigid dogmatlo in¬ 
terpretation of the written Word. 

33. What peculiar doctrine did these Protestant Mystlos 
hold with regard to the work of Christ? That salvation Is se-f 
oure, not by an exterior grace arising from a vicarious atone¬ 
ment, but by the indwelling life of Christ newly created in the 
soul. "Thou canst have no help from without", says Weigel, "the 
life of Christ in thee must afford it". Again: "False Christ¬ 
ians leave another to obey the lav;, suffer and die for them, and 
they desire without repentance to avail themselves of an imputed 
righteousness. ... Christ's death is reckoned to no one unless 
he have the death of Christ in himself." 

34. What does Pfleiderer say of this Protestant Mysticism? 
He says chat it "forms the historical connecting link between 

the idea of Protestantism as represented in its purity by the 
Reformers, and the speculative Philosophy of Religion of modern 
times." It was repudiated by statutory Protestantism, he pro¬ 
ceeds to show, a's. being too spiritual and ideal for the masses 
of believers. "To reconcile these deeper thoughts with crude 
dogma and oast them in a form adapted to popular worship, is the 
task of dogmatic theology." 

Jacob Bohme. 

35. What was the place of this philosopher? He repre¬ 
sents the culmination of Protestant Mysticism. He was a shoema¬ 
ker of Gorlitz, born 1575. His only instructors were the Bible, 
some of the older mystics, and the physicist Paracelsus. He 
united scientific interest with religious mysticism in a very 
striking combination, and earned for himself the title of the 

•Phllosoohus Teutonicus. 
36. What is Pfleiderer's estimate of him? He says: "Up¬ 

on any estimate that we may make of him, Bohme was a remarkable 
man. Seldom has a more vigorous and original thinker thrust him¬ 
self upon the notice and the acknowledged wonder of the thinking 
men of his time. He presents a certain type of pantheism, but 
it is wholly his '.own. He gives full rein to his imagination, 
without appearing to raise the question whether his fancies are 
all facts." 

37. How did he resemble our modern agnostics? Bohme con¬ 
sidered it impossible to say what God is, but, like some men of 
our time, he was absurdly positive as to what God is not. He ar¬ 
rived at his conception by a process of elimination. Thus, God 
is without nature, or passion, or purpose. He has no tendency 
to anything, for there is nothing before Him to which He could 
tend, either good or evil. He is Himself the eternal nothing; 
the nothing, and yet the All. He is the single will in which 
the whole creation lies. 
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38. How does this incomprehensible will•operatet It gives 
birth within itself to the Sternal Good, as a comprehensible 
will whioh is the §£n of the abysmal will. The abysmal will ht 
oalls the BJternal Father, and the will brought forth by the 
abyss is called the Only Begotten Son, for he is the .en_a or the 
reality of the abyss, in other words, that in which the abyss 
grasps itself so as to find a foundation. And that which goes 
out from the Abysmal Will through the apprehended Son or en& is 
oalled the Spirit. This threefold being, in its birth and in 
its self-oontemplation has existed from all eternity. 

30. How did Bohme touch the skirts of Hinduism? His ideal 
God leads himself out into this threefoldness, as a mode of mak¬ 
ing himself apprehensible. And so, Brahra was evolved into <?rah- 
ma, Vishnu and Siva, and for the same reason. 

40. What was Bohme's method of working out the problem of 
dualism between good and evil? It was quite original. .Thus:. 
Without contrariness no existence can become manifest to himself. 
If the character of the will is to be determined by the choices 
whioh it makes, there must be differences in the objects from 
which we choose. The strength of the will cannot be known even 
to one's self until it is tested. If there is only good in the 
univertfe, how can one be said to choose the good. It was neces¬ 
sary, therefore, that the unmanifested Will should in the be&in- 
ing divide itself and carry itself into being, that it might 
have a field in which to work and know itself and.the quality of 
its action. And, in this respeot, the soul of man is a symbol 
of the divine. Man cannot be kept in ignorance of possible 
choices, if he is to grow in character and. in happiness. 

41. What counterpart do this do we find in other faiths? 
One is reminded of the doctrine of the old Druids, that no hu¬ 

man soul oan be secure even in heaven, until it has in perfect 
'freedom of will encountered every possible evil and conquered it, 
and so attained to a fixed choice and a fixed character.. 

42. How did Bohme represent truth? Thus: All things are 
embraced under one Yes and one Ho. God is the yes, or, in ocher 
words, the truth. The no is a countercheck to the yes, and yet 
without the possible no, the truth could not be manifested and 
God would be unknowable. nvloaHfll1? 

43. What was his theory of creation. 
that God made the world, not out of a 

Bohme contended 
foreign substance, but cut 

“lit!nd heWregarded the visible world as the body of God. 
oi Himself, ana he r 6 Common Cree* of the six schools 
This accords, so far, with the Commun ore. ; o fimamen. firmament, 

thy God, and 
This cor- 

of'lndian philosophy. [When thou iockesc upon the 

borrowed his theory from Oriental sources. 

I 



44. How did he resemble Plato? Plato held that thh 
world existed in the mind of Goa as an idea before Ke promoted 
it into actual existence. And so also, BBhrne declares that "ih# 
forms of things were from eternity peroeiveeb-irn-the Divine wis¬ 
dom* from them the world was created." "By these profound 
thoughts", says Pfleiderer, "Bohme‘s theosophy proves itself the 
precursor of the metaphysics of Leibnitz, Schelling, Boeder and 
Schopenhauer." 

45. What resemblance is shown between Bohme and modern Par-, 
sism? Bohme held that evil as well as good had its founda¬ 
tion in the bosom of God, by a sort of necessity, and thence was 
evolved an inevitable dualism. So also, the learned Pa.rsee, 
Jamshedji Modi, in a paper read in the Chicago Parliament of Re¬ 
ligions, maintained for himself and his coreligionists a strict 
monotheism, and explained that both the good and the evil prin¬ 
ciples known in the Persian dualism proceeded from the bosom of 
the one Infinite Spirit. 

GIORDANO BRUNO AND THE RENAISSANCE. 

Rome, in 
beoame a 

47. 
of Bohme 
theolo gy 

40. What movement did Bruno represent? The Renaissance 
in philosophy, founded on the teachings of Plato and Aristotle 
unA the Neo-Platonists, brought to the front a class of men who 
wore sure to come in conflict with the immovable dogmatism of 
fj& Church. The most conspicuous among these was Giordano Bruno 
who died at the stake, as a martyr to science and philosophy, at 

the .year 1600. He had been a Dominican monk, but. he 
wandering philosopher. 
How did he compare with Bohme? He was the opposite 
in that, instead of attempting to weave philosophy and 
into one and the same fabric, he maintained a total and 

irreconcilable separation between religion and scientific inves¬ 
tigations. Philosophy, he said, has to do with the knowable. it 
explains the world according to principle's contained within it¬ 
self’ while religion deals with the transcendental truths oi Di* 
vine * revelation which it accepts by faith. We accept them sole¬ 

ly on authority. 
48. Did Bruno so accept Christianity? 

in his philosophic days, really acknowleage 
ation, is a matter of doubt. His satirical , 
dogmas of the Church rather warrant the conclusion that he^had 
made shipwreck of his Christian faith and adopted philosopny as 

his all in all. , , 
49. What was his conception of God? It was such as to 

imply an incapacity of the human mind to know God in any practi¬ 
cal sense. His was the Neo-Platonist theory that God is a sim¬ 
ple entity or being, in whom all distinctions and determinations 
disappear. In this being, power, activity, desire, essence and 

will, are all one and the same. Bruno filled a supposed sap be- 

How far he dTd, 
the truths of revel- 
attacks upon the 
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tween God and the world with an intermediate something which he 
called the "Soul of the World." 

50* How did he conceive of reason? He distinguished 
three hinds of 'reason? (a) The divine reason, which is every¬ 
thing, but puts 'forth no activity, maintaining itself in eternal 
unchangeable rest; (b) The reason of the world which, as the ac¬ 
tive principle, creates everything; (c) The reason of individual 
things,-which becomes everything. 

51. What did he mean by the soul of the world? Bruno de¬ 
fends the adoption of this intermediate soul of the world in or¬ 
der to find a oause of all things which is not only external 
)and the Deity must be external, else He would be a part of His 
own work, like the Infinite Brahm which Manu represents as hav¬ 
ing been hatched out of his own egg) but is also internal and 
shapes matter from within. To use a modern and somewhat hack¬ 
neyed phraseology, Bruno's God, at least his secondary and crea¬ 
tive God, w&s both extra cosmic and inter cosmic. This soul of 
the world may be called nature, and seems intimately associated 
with Gcd, according to Bruno's favorite expression, "God and na¬ 
ture" . 

52. How did he regard matter? Bruno approached the the¬ 
ory afterward developed by Liebnitz, who probably borrowed it 
from him, that matter is in some mysterious sense animate. The 
world, soul, and matter, were regarded as the active and passive 
fo rms of the same thing. Matter is the maternal bosom of the 
actual and the visible in nature. 

53. How did he verge upon Monism? He says, in one place: 
God and nature are one and the same matter, the same power, the 

•ame space, the same operative cause." The world is a living 
organism, which is not made through any cause external to itself 
but is developed by an inner principle, a principle which is at 
once operative powerful reasoning and purposeful, at once real 
and ideal, and which constantly appears in nature as a twofold 
substance,' spiritual and bodily, while yet these two are still 
one in essence. 

54. How is Bruno related to Spinoza and Leibnitz? 
"Here", says Pfleiderer, treferring to the above), "lies the 

point of connection for Spinoza's one substance with its two at¬ 
tributes of thought and extension." Here too, in Bruno's idea 
of something like a living soul in matter, is the germ of Leib¬ 
nitz's monad having an immortal soul in itself, and constituting 
an invisible microcosm. 

55. What other systems does it suggest? It is interest¬ 
ing to notice also, in passing, that many of the Oriental'ethnic 
religions accord to all material objects a sort of soul or in¬ 
dwelling spirit. This is a doctrine of modern Taouism, and it 
lies at the foundation of African fetishism. 

56. How did Bruno vary in his views? As between Spinoza 
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and Leibnitz, both of whom seem to have borrowed from Bruno, 
Fflddfrsr says that he oscillated between the views which they, 
afterwards respectively advanced. Sometimes, with Spinoza, he 
unites God and nature, as one; at other times, with Leibnitz, he 
places Ood above nature and outside the life, that animates the 
world, and calls Him the ilonad of monad3, the Substance of sub¬ 
stances, the Soul of souls. 

57. What is Pfleiderer’s estimate of Bruno? He thinks 
him far better entitled to be regarded as the father cf modern 
philosophy than Des Cartes, who was less original than he; yet 
Bruno did not hesitate to accept the views of great philosophic 
teachers. 

58. What was his relation to Plato? He adopted fully 
Plato's theory that our divine education begins with the love of 
beauty in objects which appeal to the senses. Thence we rise to 
spiritual and emotional beauty, and finally arrive at a concep¬ 
tion of that transcendent beauty which exists in the nature of 
God. It must be confessed, however'/" that his idea as to what 
constitutes God is far more vague and really less theistio than 
that of Plato. 

59. How did Bohme and Bruno cooperate? "They both1', 
says Pfleiderer, "helped to prepare the way for, and lay the 
foundations of, true philosophy, the one from the side of a de¬ 
vout mystical intuition, the other from the side of critical, 
oold and undevout reason. Both were extremists, but their ex¬ 
tremes were in opposite directions. 

SPIN9ZA. 

50. Yfho was Spinoza? Seventy years after the martyrdom 
of Bruno by the Roman Inquisition, and fifty-six years after the 
death of the shoemaker philosopher Bohme, i.e. in 1670, Benedict 
Spinoza wro te his Theolori co - pel i i i cal Treat, i se . 

61. What was his aim? His leading aim was to prove that 
freedom of thought and philosophic investigation are not really 
dangerous either to religion or to the authority of the state. 
To this end, he proceeds to show that religion and philosophy 
are totally distinct. In this, he agrees with Bruno, but he 
carries the principle much farther. 

52. 7-There did he draw the line? Like his modern disci¬ 
ple, Herbert Spencer (his disciple quo ad hoc.), he maintained 
that religion belongs to the realm of faith concerning the un¬ 
knowable, while philosophy, confined to the domain of reason, 
deals only with knovm facts and principles. Philosophy, accord¬ 
ing to Spinoza, has for its one great end the simple truth, the 
knowledge of things according to their connection with each oth¬ 
er and with the being of God; while the end of theology or faith 
is obedience and piety. The one end of obedience and piety is 
the aim of all the doctrines of Holy Scripture and all the rev- 
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elations of the prophets and of Christ and his Apostles. 
03. What discrimination did Spinoza apply to the Scriptures? 

“While they have this one aim, they disclose in their theoreti®- 
al utterances, not only wide differences, but manifold contra* 
ciiotions. With this moral aim and purport of the Scriptures, 

reason and philosophy are in complete agreement.1' Spinoza does 
not discredit the statements of Soripture about God's attributes 
and His relation to the world, but he holds that they are only 
for the purposes of piety. 

64. What importance does he attach to religious faith? 
A belief in God's omniscience and omnipresence, also in His 

moral attributes of righteousness and mercy, and His unrestrict¬ 
ed rule over the world, is necessary to piety, or personal 
righteousness in us. We must infer that such faith is not the 
condition, but the cause, of the blessing received. The belief 
that our religious duty consists in obedience to God and right¬ 
eousness and love to our fellow-men, that those wuo do this are 
saved, and those who do not are lost; also that God forgives 
those who repent - these, says Spinoza, are doctrines which 
everyone must observe for the salvation of his soul. 

(36. How does Pfleiderer show Spinoza's inconsistency? t 
He says: "If all this is maintained, what becomes of Spinoza's 

marked distinction between theology and philosophy? Is not all 
this theology? Do not these articles of faith represent theo¬ 
retical truths which enter into the sphere of philosophy and set 
limits to her inquiry into fundamental truths?' (| 

(36. What does he say cf the same flaw in the so-called Il¬ 
lumination"? He shows that the English Deists and German Ra¬ 
tionalists, both belonging to a school of thinkers known as the 
Illumination, while recognizing'this difficulty, agreed to^con- 
sider the independence of theology and philosophy only as a 
#orf of frontier treaty, in which each party agreed to some cur¬ 
tailment of its freedom." 

67. In what way does Spinoza escape from this dilemma? 
pfleiderer represents it thus: "Spinoza does not dispute the 

authority of the traditional religious views for the practical 
purposes of piety and' morality, but at this point he is stilly 
jjp from a solution of the question whether, or in how far, t-^ey 
are to be considered theoretically true.’ What the essential 
nature of God may be," or the moral ideal which faith ascribes to 
Him, is of no consequence to faith. Every man may nave his own 
•ideal of God, but the essential thing is that he be true to that 
ideal. It matters not whether God is righteous from an eternal 
necessity of His nature, or because He wills to be so, so far as 
faith and obedience are concerned; It matters not whether He 
prescribes laws for us because they are eternal laws of right, 
or whether they are made arbitrarily and are right because He 
commands them. Spinoza, therefore, reserves the higher pmlc- 
sophio truths as still tc be settled, apart from all the practi- 

« 
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oal teachings of theology. 
68. How may Spinoza's theology adjust itself? Theology, 

according to his view, suits itself to the differences in men1* 
natures and their ways of viewing truth. Nc two men may have 
precisely the same conception of God or of the heavenly life, 
but they cannot differ as to the axioms or the demonstrations of 
geometry. So', neither can there be two different phases of the 
fundamental’ truths of philosophy. Here men may differ in their 
conceptions, as before, but it is not legitimate for them to 
differ. One or the other must be wrong. In theology both nay 
be right (!). There may be dogmas which have not a shadow cf 
truth and which may yet be wholesome for those who think them 
true. Hot ignorance, but disobedience, is what the Scriptures 
oondemn. 

69. What, according to Spinoza, did Moses undertake to 
teaoh the people? Hothing whatever about scientific truths, 
or the nature of God, and eternal truths, by considerations of 
the reason.' He had nothing to say of philosophy; he only sought 
to enjoin obedienoe by She positive commands issued in the name 
and on the authority cf God. 

70. What does Spinoza say of the Prophets? That they 
had no true knowledge of the nature and attributes of God as 
they really are, indeed they were entangled in sensuous ideas of 
God's likeness to men. They attributed to Him a human under¬ 
standing, movement in space, changing affections, etc, "The un¬ 
biased expositor", says Pfleiderer, speaking for Spinoza, "must 
acknowledge that Divine revelation always accomodated itself to 
the imaginations and prejudices of the prophets, as well as to, 
their idiosyncracies and stages of cultivation. If the prophet 
was a countryman, he borrowed'his ideas from the flock; if a 
soldier, from warfare; if a courtier, from the king's throne." 

"this" he thinks,"accounts for the differences and contradiction* 
between the prophets, e.g. when one represents God as everywheft 
present, while another locates Him in a particular place." 

71. How may we fairly challenge the position here taken? 
Spinoza is manifestly wrong in his alleged facts. It is in¬ 

credible that any one of the great prophets conceived of God as 
confined to *ne spot, unless by an angelic representative or 
some sort of epiphany. The omnipresence and the spiritual na¬ 
ture of God are so constantly set forth in the sacred records 
that the supposition of Spinoza seems preposterous. 

72. What does Spinoza mean by the "natural Divine law"? 
That which reason, in its best exercise, teaches concerning 

Ood and His works. This coincides perfectly with eternal truth, 
which the teachings of the prophets did not. They drew upon 
their imagination, for the pious end of leading the people to 
reverence and obedience. They wrongly represented God as a king 
or a judge, as a father or a jealous husband, in pr&er to pro¬ 
duce oertain moral effects upon them. While reason, despising 
auch childlike an t hro porno r phi sms, sees God *§ really is AtiA 
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truth as it is. And by this process, it is claimed, the Natural( 
Divine Law of reason answers a better purpose, and works out a 
higher salvation than the statutory commands and other revela¬ 
tions of the Scriptures, however well observed. 

73. How does Spinoza differentiate Christ from the propnets7 
While they failed of an adequate and correct knowledge of God, 

Christ was both a prophet and a true discerner and expounder of 
real and eternal truths. (Phil. of Relig. vol.l, P*5&) ( 

74. What mistake does Spinoza charge upon Jewish and Christ¬ 
ian theologians? That in their doctrines of miracles and of 
special providences they imply that God interposes in these 
things, but does not in other events of life; that for the moat 
part matters are' left to blind laws of nature, and that God ap¬ 
pears on the scehe only on special occasions or in special ways. 

75. How far is there a color of truth in this? We must 
confess that the conceptions, or at least the usus loquendg. 
some Christians does seem to imply some such idea, as for exam¬ 
ple. when they say: "it really seems as if it were providential 
or "The hand of God must be in it", as if His hand were not 

even in the falling of a sparrow to the ground. ,■ 
76. What are some of the fundamental principles^of Spinoza 

which, in the opinion of Pfieiderer, were most valuable contri-^ 
but ions to the subsequent growth of philosophy? la) Taat Goa 
is not the outer (transient) cause of all things, but the inner 
(irsmanens) cause. (b) The_l£w_of abidin^„qs of the worla con¬ 
sidered quite objectively and strictly dissociated from all sub¬ 
jective interests. This idea was not new to science, e.g n 
such men as Copernicus, Gallileo, etc., but Spinoza has chiefly 
the honor of establishing its place also in morals and religion. 

77. What was Spinoza’s ground in regard to teleological ar¬ 
guments? He rejected all teleology and magnified the causal 
determination, of•things by each other in succession and by God 
as First Great Cause. He felt that teleological ideas as final 

causes, Instead of a strict conception of invariable causal lcavs, 
lead to capricious interpretations of events and to religious 
delusions. Every accident or trial or affliction would be look¬ 
ed upon as evidence of a changed humor in the Deity, as in a 
thousand cases in the heathen world, and as in the false as¬ 
sumptions of Job*s misguided friends. , » 

76. What, in Spinoza's view, is the practical value o^ 
faith? No historical faith, how certain soever it be, can 
oertify us of the love of God; for the love of God springs n-om 
the knowledge of God, and the knowledge of God must be drawn 
from the common notions which are in themselves certain. rae 
Bible, Spinoza contended, cannot help us.to this dear xnowlecge 
any more than it can give us any other kind of knowledge deriva¬ 
ble only from experience. Historical faith is only 
pie to whom the true knowledge is impossible. io sucn it mas- o® 

s 



a tolerable substitute. But he who is led to what is good by 
the natural light of reason can he saved as well without these 
Bible narratives, as the common people can without them, and 
even better, because in addition to true opinions he has also a 
clear and definite notion of his own. He is equally independent 
of ceremonies, sacraments and all institutional appliances. 
Moreover, this divine law so apprehended in the clear light of 
reason removes all necessity for such things as rewards and pun¬ 
ishments. Its highest reward is what itself contains. It also 
removes all necessity for Divine legislation, except for the ig- 
norant. 

79. How does Pfleiderer trace the germs of the Spinoza phil¬ 
osophy? He finds them in Bruno, Maimonides, Eckhart, and 
Averroes. His pantheism, or identification of God with nature, 
came from Bruno, though he rejects his teleology. The pith of 
Spinoza*1 s philosophy, Pfleiderer thinks, lies in the emphasis 
placed upon the causal determination of all things in the nature 
of God, in other words, the law abidingness of the world of na¬ 
ture. Law, as the very nature of God, governs all things as an 
eternal necessity. This formed the corner-stone of natural sci¬ 
ence. He made the same addition or extension to the physical 
science of the Renaissance that Herbert Spencer has made in car¬ 
rying out the evolution of Darwin co all intellectual, moral, 
social, and political development of mankind. In this respect, 
Spinoza introduced a new era in religious thought. 

80. Where does Pfleiderer take issue with him? Though 
an admirer of Spinoza in many respects, he recognizes his ex¬ 
treme onesidedness in ruling out all purposeful, or teleological, 
movement in the conduct of the world; and there can be no doubt 
that his theory of changeless determinism would make nature or 
deity or, as Bruno would sa.y, "God and nature4', a vast self-op¬ 
erating, but unchanging, machine, moving by eternal but indif¬ 
ferent laws, and as remorseless as the sweeping of the tide. 

81. To what extent did Spinoza insist on determinism? 
His contention was that special Divine purposes in philosophy 

and religion haul wrought out innumerable evils, in developing 
narrow and selfish views of God and Providence, s,nd had led to 
all the forms of fanaticism. Spinoza thought that if men dealt 
with the supposed special purposes of God at all, they are sure 
to turn them to their own selfish account. 

82. What evils led to these extreme views? ’<?e a.re bound 
to admit that there has been abuse along this line. Oliver Crom¬ 
well, v/hen he had cut to pieces an unusually large number of 
Royalists, was sure to thank God for these so-called mercies. 
Nothing is more common in the history of mankind than the ten¬ 
dency to regard God as sharing in this or that partisan inter¬ 
est. This appears in Roman mythology; it lies at the very foun¬ 
dation of African Fetishism; it has too often appeared in Juda¬ 
ism and Christianity. 
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83. What modern manifestation of this tendenoy do we see? 
It appears in what is called faith healingj faith missions,&o. 

It is assumed that certain stipulated conditions of prayer, 
which somehow differ from other prayer, and one of which condi- 
tions is that ordinary means shall not be used, will always, if 
faith be strong enough, secure the end desired. 

• 84. How has this evil been .illustrated in religious bigotry? 
The sectarian intolerance of one branch o,f the Churoh against 

another . the! evils of religious wars and the horrors of relig¬ 
ious prisons and martyr fires, all belong to the category of 
evils which have led men like Spinoza to reject all teleologioal 
specializations in theology and philosophy. 

85. Where lies Spinoza’s error? He is too sweeping. Be¬ 
cause men have used the supposed purposes of God as weapons 
against the enemies o’f their Church or sect, he rejects the no¬ 
tion of discriminating Divine purpose altogether. And it must 
be confessed that he has exerted a damaging influence. His phil¬ 
osophy has doubtless fostered indifferentism and the present 
tendency., to bring all religions to a common level. It has led 
men, in the pride of intellect, to discard all anthropomorphism 
in their conceptions of God, and to bring all things under the ' '• 
operation of general laws of nature. 

86. How far does Pfleiderer regard Spinoza as friendly to 
religion? • "For all his boldness in assailing traditional 
opinions", says Pfleiderer, "Spinoza is as little an enemy to 
true religion as Luther was when boldly attacking the statutes 
of Rome; if the latter helped faith to its true freedom by break* 
ing its dependence on human caprice am pointing to the true rev* 
elation of God in’the human conscience, Spinoza supplemented his 
work of liberation on the side of theoretical thought, by fret-' 
ing the religious consciousness from its slavery under the im¬ 
ages of subjective imagination and selfish passion, and pointing 
to the true revelation of God in the eternal laws of the world's 
order.* “Grave as were the defects in his philosophy", says 
Pfleiderer, "which defects had to be corrected by his successors, 
the fundamental thought of the inviolably regular order of the 
world forms the sure foundation of all subsequent philosophy and 
of the whole modern view of the world," 

87. What is the religious value of Spinoza’s rationalistic 
creed? His plea for a higher type of piety chan that held by 
believers in traditional doctrines, as, for example, when he 
says that 'the freedom and blessedness of man consists in a 
clear knowledge of the unalterable order of the world and in a 
willing resignation to it, or in love to God which shuts all ca¬ 
price of thought and all selfishness of desire," is really a 
mild form of fatalism. It is the negative solace of Marcus Au¬ 
relius, Seneca, Cicero, and other Stoics, It is simply a yield¬ 
ing to the inevitable. In the hour cf death, it finds negative 

comfort in the thought that all sen die; it is consoled in mis- 
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fortune, by reflecting that even the most fortunate have their 
troubles. On much the same principle, those who have lost their 
faith in a personal immortality find poor comfort in the solid*'1 
arity of the race, and think with a grim satisfaction of what - 
their lives shall contribute to future totality of being. 

88. What i8 Spinoza*s argument for the being of God? 
It is this: Not to be able to exist indicates a want of power; 

to exist denotes power. If, then, only the finite exists, the 
finite is more powerful than the Infinite, which is impossible. 
Therefore, either nothing exists, or both the finite and the In¬ 
finite exist. 

89. How does he verge upon pantheism? As he prooeeds, 
he steps, over the bounds of theism and confounds God with the 
universe. Thus, he says: "As besides the one infinite substance 
there can be no other, all that is, must be thought of as in God, 
or as a mode of existence of the one Infinite and all-embracing 
substance. God is not an external Cause that works with free 
will, but is the indwelling cause that works from the necessity 

vof His nature. 
90. How do his theories resemble the old doctrine of the 

Pates, to whose decrees the gods themselves were subject? 
He represents God as without imagination or possible alterna¬ 

tives. He cannot conceive of various worlds differing in their 
nature, nor could He have made the existing order of things in 
any way different from what Ke has made it. To use his own 
phraseology: "Things could not be produced by God in any other 
way, or in any other order, than that in which they have been 
produced." He condemns the opinion of those who hold that God 
does everything with respect to goodness, for this appears to 
assume something outside of, and not dependent on, God, and to 
which He looks as a type, and to which He directs Himself as an 
aim. In other words, it would subject God, who is the only In¬ 
finite and absolutely perfect being or thing, to something above 
or beyond Himself. Goodness, with Him, is not a pattern or an 
aim, but a nature. He cannot be improved by any aspiration or 

purpo96« , , , 
91* What was Spinoza1s theory of the relations of mind and 

matter? He made what he called the one Infinite Substance to 
consist of, or to possess, two attributes, viz.: Thought^ and Ex¬ 
tension* Thought embraoes all the Divine activities in the 
realm of mind; extension embraces all motion or activity in the 
world of matter. The two attributes move in the same order. 
“The oVder and connection of ideas", he says, is tne same as 
the order and connection of (material) things.' This same dual¬ 
ity (of God) is carried on in relation to man. Thus, the human 
body is a modus of the divine activity in extension, while the 
human mind is a corresponding modus of the Divine thought. This 
again is pantheism, since human action, whether of the body or 
Of the mind, is only a specialized manifestation either of the 
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Divine thought or of zln.e Divine extension. 
92. How would the philosophy of Spinoza militate against 

some of our popular theories? It was, in effect, hostile to 
the modern doctrine of development. In the rejection of teleol¬ 
ogy* or the doctrine of final cause and corresponding purpose in 
creation, he excluded the idea of the realization of ends pre¬ 
figured in the constitution of things to be developed, and as 
Pfleiderer contends, "the rejection of development makes it im¬ 
possible to understand the historical life of mankind and his¬ 
torical religion in particular." 7 

95. Vhat says Pfleiderer of his inconsistency? "Spinoza 
never transcended or overcame the;-contradiction of his system. 
On the one side, he set up a religion of reason for those who 
knew', a religion quite detached from history, consisting in the 
intellectual love of God, the power of which as a practical mo¬ 
tive may well be thought 'problematical; while, on the other side, 
he degraded historical religion to a mere product of irrational 
imagination, the practical value and force of which, though ask* 
nowledged, is quite incomprehensible in the absence from the re¬ 
ligion of any elements of*truth or reason." 

94. Name briefly some further points c£ Spinoza’s philoso- , 
phy. A few points which, if extended and elaborated, would 
re-quire much time, may be briefly stated.. 

fa) Spinoza made will and intellect one and the same, so that 
man as a mode of existence of the Divine thought is thoroughly 
determined in every one of his acts of judgment. 

^b) The slavery of the passions is not to be overcome by com¬ 
mands and exhortations, however'authoi*ative, but only by sup¬ 
planting a.wrong affection by a purer and stronger one, 

(o) Virtue is simply the power to act’according to the laws 
of one’s own nature, which is the same thing as preserving one’s 
own'being; therefore, the impulse to self-preservation is the 
first and only foundation of virtue. But, as the mind, so far 
as it'is reasonable, can only find its advantage in that which 
is highest and best, it results that the highest good and high¬ 
est virtue of the mind is the kmrwiedge of God. 

(d) He works out at lost a philosophical doctrine of salva¬ 
tion, in which abstract theories of the cold dry intellect occu¬ 
py the place of ethical motives and affections, and, supplanting 
faith and fear alike, prove a sedative rather than a peace of 
the soul. 

(e) And these practical judgments, or theoretical conclusions, 
are not at all matters of free will, for being only definite 
modes of the Divine thought, they are fully determined for us. 
In all this, he is emphatically condemned by Pfleiderer, who re¬ 
cognizes the moral impulses as the strongest elements of our na¬ 
ture. 4*. 

tf) Quite consistently with the above, Spinoza held that this 
intellectual love of God is” So passionless that it begets not 
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the slightest v;ish to be loved by Him in return,, or to reoeive 
any (Savor at His hands. 

(g) Spinoza unhesitatingly refuses to regard the belief in a ' 
future world or our own immortality as giving any support to re¬ 
ligion or morality. They would rather prove harmful, as foster¬ 
ing a hireling spirit. 

lh) Pfleiderer quotes with admiration what he calls a splen¬ 
did and truly religious statement, as follows: ''Salvation is not 
the reward of virtue, but virtue itself; and we do not rejoice 
in it because we have previously subdued our lusts, on the con¬ 
trary, it is because we rejoice in. it that we are able to subdue 
our lusts." 

95. Give a summary estimate of Spinoza. In a final es¬ 
timate of his philosophy,' it is fair to accord to him a genuine 
sincerity and a high degree of reverence for religion. He had 
been eduoated in the.- Jewish theology. Though a Jew, he was also 
familiar with the New Testament and its theology, for whioh he 
had a respect. He wa3 also a philosopher, adopting the independ¬ 
ent methods of thinking ’which he had learned from Bruno and Des 
Cartes. Though expelled from the Synagogue, he still cherished 
an apparent candor in dealing with Jewish theology. As a oiti- 
zen of Amsterdam and filled with a patriotic appreciation of the 
freedom then newly won by the Netherlands, he hoped to build the 
true interests of the state as well as of religion on his phil¬ 
osophy. But, like Bofcme, Bruno,. Des Cartes, and others, whose 
teachings we hope.to consider, he was so carried.away with en¬ 
thusiasm for his own particular theories that he had no misgiv¬ 
ing in sweeping away the consensus of the wise men of the ages, 
and was perfectly sure that he had discovered the secret of the 
universe and found the true God in simple thought and extension. 

GOTTFRIED WT1HEIM LEIBNITZ. 

90. What was the ground of Leibnitz? The philosophic 
starting point of Leibnitz was exactly the opposite of that of 
Spinoza. Spinoza found only the one substance, having thought 
and extension. Leibnitz constructed his world from myriads of 
monads. "Spinoza would be right if there were no monads .... 
things would then have no ground of existence in themselves, no 
substantial basis, since this rests on the existence of the mon- 
ada alone," These simple monads are not with him dead material 
atoms from which, as he often argues, life could never be ex-- 
plained,--and especially not the ideas and changes of them which 
make-up the contents of our lives. The movements apparent in 
nature caRnot result from any mechanical conjunction of dead at¬ 
oms, and external movements of such atoms. The movements must 
be understood as the inner action of simple unities and the lat¬ 
ter must be considered living and independent forces. 



97. How did Leibnitz differ from the old Hindus? The Ny- 
»y«l philosophy of t.V>o W1 jnrino ’Kni 1 t fVtt-' yrn »»T r| foom W t OiflS but 
they found the moving force in Adrishta, or the habit of matter 
formed in a previous cosmos; atomic philosophers of our day gen¬ 
erally recognize behind the atoms' an unknown First Gause, but 
with Leibnitz the atoms or monads were living entities, with in¬ 
telligence, in fact, immortal souls. Each was a living, acting, 
microoosm. 

98. How is the action of monads described? Activity in 
the monads consists in ideas or perceptions and the striving af¬ 
ter change in the ideas. No monad is ever without ideas, be¬ 
cause its life consists in these. Not only in dreams, but even 
in dreamless sleep, these monads or ideas are slightly aotive. 
In the lowest forms of animal life, the semi-intelligent monads 
serve for a low species of instinct. In the higher animal soul 
and the still higher rational soul, the monads are of a higher' 
order. 

.69. How are mind and matter related? With Leibnitz mat-/ 
ter and mind are only the lower, and higher forms of the same 
spiritual substance;- both are full of monads, living and active 
forces. Of these which come into the category of mind, the high¬ 
est only reach the rank of human consciousness. These monads 
are entirely independent qf each other in its being and in its 
action. It is a microcosm - a living soul.' 

100. How then do all act together? 1 Not by any interde¬ 
pendence, nor by the- operation of any present outer force, but 
by ”a ^reestablished harmony'". conceived by the Creator, but so 
stamped upon each monad, that it is now its own nature to act in 
harmony with every other monad. or with such others as will co¬ 
operate in the world’s general plan. One is reminded of what we 
call chemical affinity, which exists between certain chemical 
elements. * ' 

101. How does he use this hypothesis? Leibnitz immedi¬ 
ately proceeds to build upon this theory, as if it were axiomat¬ 
ic. Thus, upon this assumed preexistent harmony which only Cod 
could have established, he bases an argument for the necessary 
existence of God; and he contends that the proofs thus derived 
are equal to mathematical demonstrations. 

1C2. How does Leibnitz add to Anselm’s argument for the be¬ 
ing of God? • He adds to his argument that we conceive of God 
as the most perfect being, and that existence must be one of His 
perfections, this requirement, viz.: that we show the possibili¬ 
ty of His perfection. Ke holds that the Anselm theory, that the 
idea of God supposes his necessary existence as the source of 
that idea, must be supplemented by the harmony of that idea with 
our other innate ideas. 

103. Give his a posteriori argument. He reasons a pos- . 
teriori for the being of God thus: “Every man knows that he him- 
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self is a real existence. Everything that had a beginning, must 
have been produced by some other. Empty nothing cannot produoe 
a real being; therefore, something must have existed from eter¬ 
nity. But the eternal source of all things must possess the sum 
of their powers. Therefore, the eternal must be almighty. 
Again, man has personality and intelligence, and it is impossi¬ 
ble that he should have been produced by an impersonal and unin¬ 
telligent force. But an all-powerful and all-intellig&nt being 
is what we call God. 

104. What is Pfleiderer's criticism? Pfleiderer, fol¬ 
lowing .Kant, asks by way cf objection, how the fact that X exist 
proves that something always existed, and if it did, how do we 
know that it was one only, the cause of all things and intelli¬ 
gent? 

li;5. 'Where lies the fatal flaw in Leibnitz s argument? 
The weakest point lies in the confusion which he introduces in¬ 

to" our conception of the relations of mind and matter. If both 
are spiritual entities, higher and lower, and possessing the 
power cf independent thought and action in each monad, might not 
highly sensitive matter in some possible combinations produce 
man? Aside from his untenable monadic theories, his argument 
would seem to be sound as far as it goes. It would prove tnat 
the author of our being mfist be at least as intelligent and 
personal as we, but might not prove him to be eternal. 

106. How does he supplement his argument? Ke reinforces 
his argument by reference to his assumption of a preestablished 
harmony. This implies unity and it must be back of all and. 
therefore, be eternal. 

107. - How does he describe the being of God? ''The nature 
of God Leibnitz explains in a threefold way; -as -infinite power 
which is the source of all, perfectly wise intelligence contain¬ 
ing the ideas, the possibilities, the eternal truths; and ben¬ 
eficent will, which among all possible things chooses the best. 
His power has bein'; for its object, his wisdom or intelligence 
has truth, his will has goodness.1, "His mind is the source of 
.essences, or the what; his- will is the source of existences or 
reality." 

Iv8. How does God dwell - in monads? His attributes are 
in every monad, and only in Him are they complete and infinite. 
They can put forth ideas but they are dim and confused. But God 
thinks All things, past, present, and future. He is the primal 
and also the final cause. All monads strive'toward Him as the 
y.-ole. As, Gog is primal and final cause*He unites the kingdom 
of nature and the kingdom of grace. 

109. Hew do the monads emanate? Leibnitz speaks of the 
\monads as "proceeding by constant radiations from the Deity from 
moment to moment." Yet (quite differently from the present ten¬ 
dencies of speculative thought) he declares that God "must not 
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JbtroJL T/^ 
be oonoeived of as an lut/ra ;;-^nri»no f-u’1 nf w^r'ld, but as a 
supra-mundane intelligence, a world architect and Governor.1' 

110. How does- he a-ssert the freedom of creator^hip? 
His theory of creation is, that out of the competition of all 

possible things - which were clearly discerned and compared, God 
chose the very best and with mathematical precision. What we 
have is an absolutely and minutely perfect realization of the 
best - best in every respect. He chose thus, not of necessity, 
but in freedom, yet in a sense He was bound by Hie reason, for 
it is inconceivable that He should not have chosen the best. 

111. What is Leibnitzrs theory of the world origin? 
Each monad carries in itself the reason of its own changes, 

and since each one might otherwise have a reason of its own and 
a mode of action cf its own and the myriads of monads might not 
so agree as to create a real unity in the developed cosmos as a 
whole, it was necessary that their reasons and their actions 

‘should be predetermined by some one higher power. Leibnitz, 
therefore, conceived of what he called a preexisting harmony 
among the monads. -The living idea in each was predetermined to 
act in unison with all the rest in forming the world. This is 
the oorner-stone of his theological system. 

■ 112. How did he utilize this preexisting harmony? 
He .made it a chief proof of the existence of God. And, by# 

this process, he declared that we have a higher proof of God’s 
existence than of anything else, except our own existence. It 
is equal to a mathematical demonstration. The a .priori or onto" 

-logical argument of Anselm and Des Cartes, viz.', that the notion 
consciously recognized in us, that God exists, must have some 
sources higher than ourselves, therefore, the notion is proof 
that God exists - this argument Leibnitz appx’oved, as far as it 
goes, but he considered'that even stronger than this is the ne¬ 

cessity that the living and self-acting monads, whose existence 
he did not for a moment question, was an argument stronger still 

- 113. What was the view which Leibnitz took of miracles? 
He did not regard them as impossible, because they do not con¬ 

flict with eternal, laws of nature, but only with those which 
-rest on God's free choice and which, therefore, leave room for 
.variations and exceptions. On the same ground, he maintained 
the possibility of such doctrines as the Trinity, the Incarna¬ 
tion, the Eucharist, and the Resurrection. 4 

114. How did he maintain the necessity of regulating our 
faith by reason? To deny the place of reason, would he an 
abuse of God’s, gift and so mar our faith by dishonoring Him. 
"if faith were not founded on reason, hew could we defend our 
preferance for the Bible as against the Koran? How does one 
sect decide against another?" 
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115, How does, he-'define piety? As ''Love to--God spring¬ 
ing out-of a knowledge of the"'Divine perfections. It must be an 

enlightened love,’1 ■ 
• 116. What was, h.is doctrine as tp the admission of evil? 

G'od permitted it as the sine ,qua non of good. It came in ,aa 
a condition of the \best possible world. We should not k,now / 
health If we had not known*.sicknes.s, nor joy without sorrow. 

THE GERMAN ” ILLUMINATION11. 

The gap between Lei'bnitz and Kant is’ filled by Plleiderer 
with several names which represent progressive shades of specu¬ 
lative thought. He places first in this list, Christigji l&UtJLf 
of the eighteenth century. 

117. What was Wolff's relation to Leibnitz? Wolff sys¬ 
tematized and popularized the philosophy of Leibnitz; only thus 
could the age of Wolff appreciate Leibnitz. The teleology of 
Leibnitz.was not sufficiently utilitarian for the period. It 
could not understand how the end- cJt which all things aimed ^ 
should be simply the working out of each part into the complete 
perfection of- itself, and-of .its relation to the general -harmony. 
According, to.Leibnitz, -the world would find a sufficient X£4„$P.Q 
d’etre in itself, if no’intelligent being beheld its wonders. 
According t.o Wq£Lff, the- eartlc was made for man chiefly, , '"Olxr 

j turned the •popular thought toward some ulterior object found in- 

the highest good of mankind. • 
118. What is Pfleiderer's criticism? He condemns the 

naive-egotism of Wolff and the Illumination and this unphilosoph- 
ioal method of making principles depend upon an end outside o* 
themselves. In true philosophy, the world is its own glorious 
end. By Wolff, it*-is a means to an end, and that end centres in 
a-part of itself. -He makes‘ the’world a machine, set in jnotion- 
-at the beginning anci running on by its communicated force then 

119^ What was Wolffls view of revelation? • He saw no 
need of any revelation, save that made in the order and.cons 
tution of nature. He could not quite dispense with a historic 
revelation, as a phenomenon, but he was not ready to yield as¬ 
sent to it as proof. Hence, various efforts to distinguish be¬ 
tween the spheres of.the. natural and the historic revelation, 

120'. - What question does/^fleiderer raise? - He- condemns 
Wolff for his premise's; for he accepted the traditional, ideas 
with too little question, and then bothers himself endlessly „ 
■wit-h the-task o■£ getting o.ri with them. Wolff accepted tne 
tion that theology, or rather the Scriptures, have fl-frnl3*Je<* ^ 
philosopher with many religious truths,.-ready to hand, .and thus 

sa^ed the-time and-trouble of discovering them. He only has to 
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prove them. This Pf.leid.erer calls bad philosophy. What was 
heeded first was to test the premises, and this was the lesson 
subsequently taught by Kant. 

121. What was Wolff's proof of the being'of God? It-is 
’thu3 given by Pfleiderer: (1. a posteriori) "We exist. This ex¬ 
istence must have a sufficient cause. Such a cause-cannot lie 
in a being which has the grounds of its existence in another be¬ 
ing. It must, therefore, be a necessary being, which needs no 
other for its existence, but has the sufficient cause of its- be¬ 
ing in itself. Such an ens a se. can-have neither beginning' nor 
end. It is, therefore, eternal- and original. It cannot be com¬ 
posed of parts, but is an ens simplex.. It cannot, therefore, be 
the world, whioh has parts, or our souls, for, consciously, our 
souls are like the world, limited." But i-f our souls and the 
world are les9 than God and He is the ground of our existence, 
w$ may reason from our existence and that of the world to 'His 

greater existenpe as necessary to ours. But all this 
supposes that God has produced the best possible world, and that 
implies other worlds leSs-perfect, or, in other worcls, that God 
chose this out of many possible worlds. 

122. What was Wolff's view of miracles? They belong to 
the possible alternatives which might have.been adopted into the 
regular order, but were not. Pfleiderer condemns Wolfffcs incon¬ 
sistency and looseness in admitting this element of possible • 
change and yet maintaining that the' will of God is unchangeably 
determined by His knowledge from all eternity. 

123. What is the a priori proof? Wolff adds an a .priori 
•proof.of the existence of G.od, from our notion or concept of the 
most perfect b'eing. The ideal must point, to a corresponding re¬ 
ality. / 

124. ' What is his theory of creation? Creation is des¬ 
cribed by Wolff, quite in accordance with Church dogmatics, as 
a- bringing forth out of nothing, by a free miraculous act ef God 
in time, which was at first fallowed by a miraculous condition 
of- the -world, wlfich, however, proved the foundation of the regu¬ 
lar order of nature. All the souls of men were created at the 
first c.reation* and they then preexist in a state of germ in the 
particles of matter; all actuality is given them, in each in¬ 
stance, at the ticfle of conception. 

125. What criticism does Pfleiderer make.here? How the 
beginning of the creation is to be reconciled with the proposi¬ 
tion mentioned above, that God's willing and doing are a single 
eternal and unchangeable act, Wolff never attempts to explain, 
any more than he' explains the contradiction that exists, between 
the assertion o;f the possibility of super or un-natural miracles 
and the propositions.that the order and course ol nature remain 
the same as long as the world lasts, that nature is compelled to 
observe the laws prescribed to her by God, that He creates 
nothing further within...the world now existing-,., that the forces 
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of nature are never relaxed, and therefore, need no further div- 
lne aotlvity to come to their aid. 

126. What is Wolff’s theory of miracles? He begins by 
saying that an immediate revelation, in which God communicates 
ideas to the human soul, is only possible by means of a miraole, 
whether a psychological or a physical one. 3ut as God has all 
power, there is no reason why he should not be able to make a •• 
miraculous revelation as well as perform any. other exceptional 
act. 

127. What inconsistency does Wolff show in this matter? 
While he bases the possibility of miraculous revelation on the 

faot that divine power is without limit, he yet proceeds to stip¬ 
ulate that revelation must conform to certain conditions, e.g. 
it must reveal only those things which could not be known by 
natural means; it must be given in the traditional sense under¬ 
stood by the hearer; it must conform to'the rules of grammar, 
and rhetoric, eto. Pfleiderer justly maintains that these fac¬ 
titious rules are not, in fact, adhered-to in traditional revel¬ 
ation and could not be. 

RE IMA KiJ 3, THE GERMAN" DEIST. 

128. Kow did Reimarus modify the position which had been 

taken by Wolff? He cut loose from all his compromises with 
orthodoxy and took the ground of. a positive rationalism. 

129. How does he assail traditional faith? He asserts 
that the faith of each man in the truth of his religion is based% 
on the traditions' of his fathers, therefore, on the accident of . 
his bi'rth; but that a reasonable man ought not to base his be¬ 
lief on the fact that his father believed this or that; on the 
contrary, we should examine the religion of our fathers, with 
reason and without prejudice. 

130. How are acts of faith distinguished? Reimarus in- 
, sists, as Leibnitz had done, on the essential difference between 

faith in an immediate revelation experienced in a man’s own soul 
and traditional beliefs based on alleged revelations once made 
to others. What we have before us in the latter case is merely 
human testimony of a divine revelation, v.rhich tnose who call 
themselves the messengers of it claim to have haa, and this tes 
timony must be examined according to all the rules which are us¬ 
ually applied in judging of other human testimony. 

131. What says Reimarus of miracles? Ho miracle can 
bring together things that are contradictory, and vice cannot be 
miraculously transformed into virtue. • And, for this reason, if 
for no other, doctrines which are doubtful or irrational can 
never be made credible by miracles, because all we can know of 
the latter is drawn from foreign testimony of a very doubtful 

nature." 
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132. What fault does Pfleiderer find with his conclusions? 
That Reimarus sought to prove that alleged supernatural revel¬ 

ations and miraculous stories admit of a natural interpretation, 
and that their claim to divine origin is, therefore, unworthy of 
credence. But his critical procedure was glaringly onesided and 
the results obtained by it are at this day universally acknowl¬ 
edged to be erroneous. The error of Reimarus did not lie in ap¬ 
plying to the Biblical narrative the principles of reasonable' 
inquiry; this was his right. It consisted rather in the very 
defective notion he had of the principles of rational criticism. 
Where the Biblical sources report supernatural occurences, Rei¬ 
marus ’ plan was to eliminate the supernatural element from his¬ 
tory, merely explaining it after his own fashion on natural 
principles, so that chance and error, preconcerted arrangement 
and conscious deception, formed the chief factors of it. 

133. What then was Re imams’ defect? He lacked that 
play of fancy which would have saved his criticism from bald, 
cold rigidity. It does not occur to him, says Pfleicterer, that 
the whole story may be a legend which, though not founded on a 
historic basis at all, yet need not be arbitrarily invented. To 
the world of legend, of"myth, of national and religious epos, 
the cold, unfanciful common-sense of the Illumination was singu¬ 
larly blind. The material error of Reimarus lay in that dogmat¬ 
ic Deism which he shared with Wolff ano. with the popular philos¬ 
ophy of his day, and which admitted only two alternatives with 
regard to the Biblical narrative. The persons, doctrines and 
occurences of the narrative were either purely divine, directly 

• divine messages and acts of power, or they were purely human as¬ 
sertions and inventions. In the former case, ala was true and < 
perfect down to the very letter; in the latter, the greater part 
was made up of lies from the first. 

134. YThat wotfld Pfleiderer substitute for what he calls the 
wooden dogmatism of Re imams? Ke would find a rationalistic 
middle ground theory which seems but J-ietle better; his is a re¬ 
velation by development in the human understanding. Ke says. 
"This cast-iron Deism had no conception of such a divine revel¬ 
ation as does not come to man ready-made from without, but is 
brought about within him, in the development of his religious 
nature, and for this reason, has at each point a divine side anc^ 
a human side; and while it is nowhere without truth, is nowhere 
the pure*"truth or the whole truth. This idea, .the pivot, p£ &AJ. 

* modern philosophy of religion^ was.indicated by Lessing in his 
"Education of the Human Race" and matured by the critical phil¬ 
osophy as the ripest fruit of the Kantian critical metno*.. 

135. - How does Pfleiderer generalize the common philosophic 
error of the eighteenth century? "The want of^historical 
feeling, the incapacity to leave out of sight one s own /lews, 
and to transport oneself into the spirit of other times, peoples 
and religions, are felt in the most harsh and striking way in 
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-Reimarus1 "Defence of the Reasonable Worshippers of God", but 
these mistakes are by no means peculiar to him. The whole line 
of thought of the eighteenth century exhibits these traits. Its 
intellect was of that disjunctive logical order which everywhere 
sees an either ... or,- light or darkness, - truth or error ... 
It discovered no natural progress from the lower to the higher, 
no law of development, no immanent reason. It fails in this way 
because it did not know spirit as that which is subject to nat¬ 
ural conditions. And of all the phenomena of history, this lev¬ 
elling intellectual "illumination'1 could least of all do justice,, 
to religion, the most lively manifestations of which, spring, not. 
from the reason, but from the heart, and clothe themselves, not 
in clear cut .notions, but in imaginative pictures and mysterious 
symbols. 

136. What was the spirit of this “illuminated" Deism? 
The Illumination was a.s exclusive and intolerant in its own 

way to positive religion, in its various ecclesiastical forms, 
as orthodoxy is wont to be to the heterodox, only that the intol¬ 
erance of the Illumination rather pitied its opponents, as mis¬ 
taken slaves of superstition, than hated them as godless unbe¬ 
lievers-.,. 

ENGLISH DEISM. 

137. What views were represented by Herbert of Cherbury? 
He maintained that the principles of knowledge are to be found 

in our innate ideas, these are universal in human minds, and on 
them morals and religion are based. One cannot, therefore, be 
an atheist without the -abdication of reason. 

138. What were Herbert's five catholic, or universal, 
truths? That there, is a God; that it is man's duty to wor¬ 
ship Him; that the chief elements in worship are virtue and pie¬ 
ty; that repentance and reformation are a part of worship; and, 
finally, that there are future rewards and punishments, 

139. What.were his ideas of revelation? That it is two¬ 
fold: (a) that God- implants in us a longing to know Him; 

(b) that He silently points us"to Himself as the object of our 
love, and this is done by displays of His goodness. 

140. What -did he teach concerning the first religion? 
That it was pure, but by the influence of priests it was cor¬ 

rupted by ceremonies and false beliefs - all heathenism is a re¬ 
sult of this degeneracy. Pfleiderer charges the Illumination, 
English as well as German, with clinging to this notion and con¬ 
demning everything which did not square with this assumption of 
an originally pure faith.. 

- ** 141. What was the distinctive view of Hobbes? It was a 
“full blown naturalism.* As “all knowledge sprang from sensa¬ 
tion", he concluded that all moral and religious views have 
their root in sensuous and selfish impressions, impulses and af- 
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feotrions. Thus, fear of enemies first led man to social com- 
paots, and at length, to choose leaders. All ideas of right and 

Jwrong grow out of this social and prudential relation. So, in 
like manner, fear led to the worship of celestial powers, and 
the consequent sense of dependence is the root of all religion. 

142. To what relation between politics and religion did 
this lead? As the fears of communities led to the framing of 

,laws, so the religious fears and selfish interests of men led to 
the framing of creeds. At last, the philosophy of Hobbes led 
him to assume that the laws and the creed should be entrusted to 
the same hand, or that the Church and the 3tate should be united 
under one supreme authority. 

143. Describe the philosophic standpoint of .poo, ke. 
It was the opposite* p^ tliat of Herbert, He denied the exist¬ 

ence of innate ideas and,the empirical notion that the mind, at 
first a tabula rasa, gains all its ideas from internal and ex¬ 
ternal experiences. He reasoned that, instead of common ideas 
of God, the nations have different conceptions of Him, and some 
have scarcely any at all. The world itself teaches us that it 
must have had an architect, and our own consciousness is evi¬ 
dence of a higher consciousness. 

144. What was Locke‘s belief respecting revelation? 
' That it is possible, and that in Christianity, it appeared in 

faot, hut he insisted that no revelation could stand against the 
higher tribunal of reason. 

145. By what beautiful illustration did Locke compare reas¬ 
on and revelation? He held that we can no more accept revel¬ 
ation against reason, than we can substitute a telescope for our 
eyes', yet a telescope may immensely extend the vision of the eye* 

146. ’ What was the view held by the Sari of Shaftesbury - a 
philosophic writer of the eighteenth century ? (a) He main-* 
tained with great earnestness freedom of thought; no man should 
be afraid to think, or to allow others to stop him from tmnkin®* 
Men who halt at such a ,behest are like horses who stop at the. 
bidding of a driver. (b) He thought the best test of all relig¬ 
ious opinion lay in their ability to endure ridicule. This 
would at once distinguish reality from fanaticism. (c) He re 
jected Hobbes notion that virtue is the result oi^experience, it 
is a reality, a principle, as truly as the love oi music. 
(d) He rejected the doctrine of rewards and punishments, as de¬ 
moralizing to the highest impulses pf religion; it reduces peo¬ 
ple to the weakness of children; who are governed by the rod on 
one side and sweets on the other. X?or this-reason, he though 
Christianity lacking in the heroic virtues of friendship and pa-_ 
triotism. (e) He considered religion essential to the highest 
virtue, and declared that the highest perfectionox virtue • 
pends on faith in God. (f) He maintained, with Leibnitz, tnat 
the world is the best possible, on the whole, and that it seems 



otherwise only because we 
' 147. What 

cannot see the end from the beginning. 
was 

He really closed 
the task accomplished by David Hume? 
the career of English Deism by showing its 

'halfway, and therefore inconsistent, position; that it was too 
closely bound by tradition theology to engage in untrammeled 
criticism, and yet was too sceptical to be truly religious. It 
had undertaken to maintain a religion of reason, based upon the 
two propositions of a belief in the existence of a personal God 
and the sure immortality of the soul. Hume questioned every¬ 
thing. (a) In his "Dialogues concerning Natural Religion" (1778) 
he assailed the doctrine of a , — -- --- 
.History of Religion", he questioned the immortality of the^soul. 

(b) He denied the cosmological proof of Divine existence be¬ 
cause it takes for granted the a priori notion of an ultimate 
cause which we know nothing about. (c) Again". He denied the ar 
gument for*the'immortality of the soul derived from the nature 
of the soul, on the ground that all we know of it is in connec¬ 
tion with the nominal functions of a body. (d) Against eternal 
punishment he urges, that if it exists anywhere, is must show 
Itself in this world, and that, if strict justice 
ed here, as it is not, how can we expect such a result anywhere 

****148. What was Hume's argument against miracles? He great¬ 
ly elaborated the contention that any such deviation from 1e 

natural order of things was violently opposed to universal ex 

perience and not to be believed. . . ~ 
• 149. What was his argument in regard ..o the orl»'n r® t 

ligion? He held, with Hobbes, that it was fear and hope tmt 
drove ten to seek their gods in the powerful forces ofnaj ; ^culed 

SX?S^fe™rSla?i^vaiSrwWchagr^;gnei to mono¬ 

theism and polytheism? s f tolerant 

KiLative? q 151 What does Pfleiderer say to t.as aiternauv . 
it "a. cheerless result"; yet he seems «.o xeel -hat 

reason which Deism had exploited. 

;rsonal God; and in his "Natural 
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IMMANUEL KANT. 

152. ¥/hat was the distinction which Pfleiderer ascribed to 
Imaanuol Kant? That Kant first gave to criticism a scientif¬ 
ic oharaoter. 'Lessing had based it on natural endowment and 
general culture, but Kant, by male i ha: man * s knowledge of his own 
mind the key to the - knowledge of the•world, became the real 
founder of modern philosophy. He destroyed the old metaphysics 
and reared- a new structure. 

153. What are the sources of knowledge? All knowledge 
springs <a) from the content of the senses and the a priori 
fonns of Intuition (space and time). (b) As intuition and 
thought are subjective, we cannot really kr.ow the objective 
world, but only its Phenomena within us. We have a. perception 
but noc the thing perceived, we infer that. "There is", says 
Kant, "a deep gulf between thought and being, which nothing can 
overcome; we cannot think if nothing exists; an absolute being 
.or things in themselves are the conditions of all thought, but 
what exists we cannot know.11 

154. What says Pfleiderer of this? He finds a contra¬ 
diction here, since if we cannot know anything about these 
things which are the condition of all thought, then we cannot 
assert anything about their existence. 

165. Who, in our time, has reproduced this contradiction? 
Herbert Spencer, 

that the existence 
human consciousness, seems to have followed Kant, and he is open 
to the same oharge of inconsistency, 

i 156. r*'hat use has been made cf Kant’s lame conclusions? 
Pfleiderer thinks that Kant himself was half aware of his dif¬ 

ficulty, and therefore, varied in his statements. But Kantian 
enthusiasts have tried to interpret him in a way consistent with 
himself, each adding something of his own view; but they have 
turned out, as a result, a number of widely differing- Kants. He 
gives Prof. Edward Caird the credit of a fair and discriminating 
view of Kant, and one not blind to his defects. 

157. What does Pfleiderer say in view of these confused re- 
* presentations of Kant? He says: "There is all the more reason, 
therefore, that we should submit the question, whether Kant’s 
position as to the unknowableness of 

.i tablished on tenable grounds, and is 
own declarations elsewhere.*' 

158. "What is Kant's argument? 
Time and the Categories of the understanding are not received 
from experience, but are forms cf intuition and thought contrib¬ 
uted from ourselves to the matter of sensation, consequently, 
they are merely of subjective validity; they belong only to our 
representations of things, not to things in themselves; there¬ 
fore, things-In-themselves are shut out from our knowledge. 

in asserting that God is unknowable and yet 
of the Absolute is deeply stamped upon the 

the thing in itself is es- 
in full agreement with his 

He argues thus: Space and 
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159* How does Pfleiderer answer this? He says: "Granted 
that the-forms of knowledge form a part of our constitution and 
are the priua of all our experience, it is by no means on that 
account excluded as a possibility, that in the same forms in 
which we apprehend and think them, the things may also exist in 
themselves, and that thus objective forms of existence may cor¬ 
respond to our subjective knowledge. The impossibility of a 
parallel between the fundamental forms of the knowing mind and 
of real being, Kant has nowhere established- 

160. What is the alternative which Kant lays at the basis 
of his transcendental deduction of the categories? "There 
are", he says, "only two cases possible in which synthetio re¬ 
presentations and their subjects can coincide, stand in a neces¬ 
sary relation to each other, and, as it were, imply one another. 
Either when the subject is essential to the possibility of the 
representation, or the representation to that of the subject." 

161. How does Pfleiderer reply? In the first case, the 
relation is only empirical, and the representation is never a 
priori possible. And this is the case with phenomena in respect 
of that which makes them capable of being perceived. In the 
second case, however, the representation is an a priori defini¬ 
tive in regard to the subject, when it is possible only by means 
of it, to comprehend something as a subject." 

162. What further alternatives does Kant present? 
"There are only two ways in which a necessary accordance of 

experience with the conceptions can be deduced from the subjects 
of them; either the experience makes the conceptions possible, 
or these the experience." And in the preface to the second ed¬ 
ition, he says: "I may either assume that conceptions adjust 
themselves to their subject, and then I am in perplexity as to 
the manner in which I am able to have any knowledge of it a pri¬ 

ori; or I assume that the subjects, or what comes to the same 
thing, experience, in which only they are known as subjects giv¬ 
en, adjusts itself in accordance with these conceptions." 

163. How is this met? "As the first assumption would 
make any a priori knowledge impossible (and this alone has the 
quality of universality and necessity, as it actually is given, 
for example, in mathematics), Kant thinks that in stating it he 
has furnished an indirect argument to show that the second as¬ 
sumption is the only possible one. It may sound exaggerated and 
absurd to say that the understanding is itself the source of the 
laws of nature, and consequently, of the formal unity of nature, 
while yet it may be true that the understanding through the cat¬ 
egories is the law of the synthetic unity of all phenomena, and 
for that reason, is the first and original cause of the possi¬ 
bility of experience in respect of-’its., forms. Here we at once 
see, and it Is a thing which Kant expressly states, ‘that nature 
in itself is nothing else than the sum of phenomena, and not a 
thing-in-itself, but-merely a multitude of mental representa¬ 
tions. *" 
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164. fiow does Pfleiderer connect this experience of mental 
representations, neoeasarily, with the world of outward reality? 

He says: "Whoever holds (as Kant does), that the existenoe of 
things in themselves is the self-evident presupposition, basis 
and correlative of phenomena, can scarcely avoid the inference 
that the form of experience thus derived from the understand!^ 
through the application of its conceptions to the "multitude 
its mental representations", can only claim validity in propor¬ 
tion as this subjective form in which 
arranged corresponds to the objective 
themselves." 

166. What 
Motions of the 
he says, "that 
the subject of 
since that is, 
our experiences 

the representations are 
connection of the things 

Pure Unaerstanding1 
our thought of the 
knowledge includes 

passage is quoted from Kant’s "'Deductions of the 
, 1st. Edition? "We find", 
relation of all knowledge to 
a certain element of necessity, 

the subject is regarded as that which prevents 
from assuming random or arbitrary forms, but de¬ 

termines them a priori in a particular manner, because they hav¬ 
ing to stand in relation with a subject are under a necessity to 
agree with one another in reference to this subject, that is to 
possess that unity which makes up the notion of a subject." 

166. "That contradiction does Pfleiderer charge upon Kant, 
in his statement that the ideals of the reason can only be ap¬ 
plied a3 a regulative principle, and not as a constitutive prin¬ 
ciple, in interpreting nature? He says: "Kant clearly lands 
himself in a contradiction at this point". And he then show's 
that Kant, in his Prolegomena, declares that "the ideas of the 
reason" may even be a hindrance to the principles of the knowl¬ 
edge of nature formulated by the understanding; while in the 

tj.qus of the Judgment, he says that we cannot explain the ad-' 
aptation in nature apart from the supposition of an intelligent 
principle; and "in that case the idea of God would really be a 
basis for the interpretation of nature". And he holds that 
Kant's limitation of our knowledge to phenomena has no tenable 
foundation. Indeed, Kant himself is constantly breaking through 
his own imposed limits. 

16V. What does Pfleiderer say of Kant‘3 assumpcion that our 
forms of knowledge have only a subjective validity? "it is 
untenable., as it leaves a gap. It overlooks the fact that the 
forms of our conception and those of actual being may coincide.* 

168. What does Pfleideres say of the breach existing in 
Kant's dualistic metaphysics of deism? That it appears, on 
the theoretical side, an impossible hypothesis because incompat¬ 
ible with the regularity cf our knowledge; whereas, on the prac¬ 
tical side, it appears as a necessary hypothesis, because it is 
an indispensible requisite to the needs of the soul. 

169. What is Kant’s argument for immortality? The reas- 

on of man demands perfect goodness. But thi because he has a 
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aentual nature within and many antagonisms without, cannot be 
realized in thi# short and experimental life. It remains, 
therefore, that the realization of unconditioned good, or the 
full attainment of the moral law, demands an endless life. 

170. How does Kant build upon this the further truth of 
0od*3 existence? The synthesis of virtue and happiness which 
alone oan fulfill the lav/ of reason, can only be realized in the 
supersensible causality of a being who is all-wise, beneficent 
and omnipotent. The praotioal reason, therefore, postulates the 
being of God as a condition of realizing the highest good. This 
moral proof, according to Kant, takes the place of all theoret¬ 
ical proofs, which the dialectic of pure reason discards. 

171. What distinctions does Pfleiderer derive from Kant's 
theology? Ke says., Religion consists in the recognition 
all our duties as Divine commands. The difference between re¬ 
vealed and natural religion is thus indicated by Kant: that, in. 
the former, I must know a thing to be divinely commanded in or¬ 
der to acknowledge it as my duty; in the latter, on the contra¬ 
ry, I must know a thing to be my duty in order to regard it as 
a divine injunction. He who holds the revealed religion to be 
necessary, is a Supranaturalist; he who holds it to be needless, 
is a Rationalist; he who holds it to be impossible, is a Natur¬ 
alist. 

172. How does Kant's Categorical Imperative virtually sup¬ 
pose the existence of God? Thus: If the consciousness cf du¬ 
ty to something unconditioned and supreme is a reality, as dis¬ 
tinguished from all conditioned motives of action, it implies a 
supersensible relation of our highest being to something higher 
still, and why may we not infer that that something is the pro¬ 
totype of what is highest in us? 

173. What is Kant’s criticism of the- Cosmo logical argument 
for the being of God? TV, p z lie* u J. o VJ >nc the Category of Causa- 

It assumes 
mere cireten¬ 

tion, valid only in the sphere of experience, back to a supposed 
First Cause, concerning which experience teaches us nothing, and 
that we thus fall back upon the necessary Being, supposed in the 
Ontological argument, as a starting point, or as an assumption, 
and not really as a fact. 

174. What flaw appears in this reasoning? 
that the idea of cause loses it3 validity by thi 

stance of being carried back of our experience, whereas, all 
that is essential to the necessity of conceiving of a cause is 
unchanged. 

175. What does Kant recommend in relation to the moral ex¬ 
position of the Bible"? Biblical expositors must expound ac¬ 
cording to the "norm of rational religion’ . Literal or niator- 
ical interpretation is only to be sanctioned so far s,s it agree** 
with the religion of the moral rea.son. The state snoulci see 

that able expounders be provided. 
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176. What is his view of the evil bias of human nature? 
As against the shallow optimism of the popular philosophy, 

Kant had the moral earnestness and moral insight to discern in 
that philosophy the virtual loss of that consciousness of moral 
evil in all humanity with which historic man has always had to 
struggle. "And this, Kant made the starting point in his phil¬ 

osophy of religion". , _ 
177. What place does Kant assign to Christianity among re 

ligions? As other faiths are largely superstitious, religion 
really begins with Christianity. He claims that Jesus was the 
first to declare statutory faith to be worthless and moral faith 
alone to be saving; and that He, in His life and death, afforded 
an example of it. - _ , 

178. What, according to Kant, is really the essential ele¬ 
ment in Christian faith? Not a belief in historical state¬ 
ments concerning the death on the cross, which can be only hu¬ 
man, but a belief in and adoption of the moral idea illustrate^. 

in the person and life of Christ. 
179. What similar doctrine did he teach ooncernig faith in 

the inspiration of the Scriptures? That our iaith should 
rest, not on historic testimony to their authenticity, but on 
the evidence of divinity in their moral contents; so that we may 
say that "the Bible deserves to be cherished, morally applied 
and made the foundation and the guiding star of religion, just, 
as. if jt, were a divine revelation." 

180. How does Kant almost unconsciously lay the foundation 
for a belief in supernatural grace? 

181. What is Kant's view of the relation of Judaism and 
Christianity? He saw only an accidental and not a genetic 
relation. He hardly regarded Judaism as a religion. It was only 
a priestly aristocracy, something like Brahmanism. It demanded 
legality, instead of morality. It differed from all real relig¬ 
ions in the fact that it dealt with temporal instead of future 
rewards and punishments. It did not teach immortality, as did 
all other ethnic faiths. 

182. What was his ground with respect to what are called 
the "operations of grace" in the human heart? He could see 
no criteria by which to distinguish them irom tne natural phen 
omena of our 07m active powers and, therefore, considered them 
dangerous self deceptions which could only lean to fanaticism. 
He granted the possibility of such divine influences on the ha 
man spirit, but held that we have no faculty for recognising and 
interpreting them. , , 

183. What may be given as a summary of Kant s distinctly- 
principles? (a) He held, first o'f all, that all knowledge 
springs from two sources, viz*, sensation and the a priori xoims 
of Intuition (space and time) and of Thought, or the Categories 
of the Understanding. As these forms of Intuition and Thought 
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arc in ourselves, we cannoc know things, in but only 
their phenomena subjectively conceived. ’ liature itself is only 
a multitude of mental presentations." The tiling in may 
oorrespond very nearly to our conception of it, but we can never 
have proof. There may be an intellectual "preestablished harmo¬ 
ny" between phenomena in the mind and the realities without. 

[b) Kant arrived at his alleged conception of the Absolute oy 
eliminating all predications and possible human conceptions, by 
a process of pure reason. At the same time, he admitted what he 
oalled the practical reason, and this impracticable dualism runs 

through all Kantian philosophy. 
to) Kant maintained what he called the acral reason, vmicn 

must judge upon all religious subjects and regulate all ethics. 
The law of reason must ignore all consideration of pruaence or 
other material motives. It rests upon the Categori.cal Impera¬ 
tive, which is equivalent to saying*. "Act so that the ma^im on 
which thy will on every occasion proceeds may at the same time 
be capable of being applied as a principle of universal legisla¬ 
tion. In his cold rationalistic conceptions, he over^ocxea a^i 
the elements of sympathy, love and hope, which are essential to 
religion. Virtue must be something more than a reasoned out ^.e- 

gal service. , . . . 
(d) Immortality must be presumed, because this snort iiu 

leaves all problems incomplete, and because tre syntnesis Ci 
virtue and happiness can be complete only m a supersensible 
Causality, there must be a God, as a postulate of practical rea¬ 

te) Religion, according to Kant, consists in the recognition 
of all our duties as divine commands. This is good, but Kant is 

weak in his separation between our beliefs and things in them¬ 
selves. He seems to say: "Act as if there were a Supreme God 

and. Ruler, for perhaps there is". 
(f) We are saved, not by any outward atonement, but only by 

the reproduction in us of that highest divine life which Christ 

most fully embodied. . _ . . 
lg) Judaism is scarcely a religion; and the ethnic religions 

are, for the most part, mere superstitions; Christianity was the 

first real and valuable faith, and this must be judged by the 

life and words of Jesus and not by the creeds. 
th) The Bible must be interpreted by a moral exposition con¬ 

forming to our reason, and the state should provide expounders. 
The inner light which is often attributed to the operation 01 
grace, is to be questioned. Prayer cannot change the vise pirns 
of God, but it may draw us into attitudes of love and trust. 
Sacraments, as well as public prayer, may be useful in oinning 
the body of believers together in united and solemn ooservances. 

(i) Kaht's philosophy was too full of inconsistencies^ to xorm 
a permanent school cf philosophy, out he has leit detached prin¬ 

ciples which have entered a3 factors into other systems, and the 
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vigor and power of his general influence are scarcely excelled. 

LESSING. 

184. What were the chief teaohiiLgs of Lessing? 
That the truths of history (as in historical Christianity) 

cannot be proofs of eternal truths of the reason. 
That the Bible is not Christianity, for this existed before 

the Bible and was orally taught. It contains truth, but is not 
all true and has not all the truth. 

That religion is a development, and that revelation was made 
only in germs which were to be complete -wh'&i thought out by the 
reason. 

That the ethnic religions are only progressive stages in the 
religious education of mankind. 

That the first religion was the purest and that polytheism 
was a development downward. 

That a new impulse and-opportunity were given to the education 
of the race by taking one nation and teaching it the notion of 
one God, and by holding oflt chiefly the motives of temporal good 
and not clearly revealing immortality and future rewards. 

That Isreal, after all, had to learn from the Persians the 
broader notion of a God, not of one nation but of all nations, 
and from the Greeks, the doctrine of immortality. 

That Christ and the New Testament first revealed the complete 
doctrine odT immortality ("brought life and immortality to light" 
and thus became the best educational religion for mankind. 

That all the intricate, and in his day, questioned doctrines 
of the New Testament were capable of being elaborated into 
truths of the reason, and this was intended when their germs 
were revealed. 

That as social and political constitutions sprang from an 
agreement of society to agree upon common principles which 
should be binding, so traditional creeds had sprung from common 
agreement in doctrine. 

That, in a naturalistic way, the religion of Christ is the on-1 
ly religion of pure humanity, the only true religion of the Ev¬ 
erlasting Gospel, as against all positive legal and exclusive 
religions - traditional Christianity not excepted. 

That many a true Christian is to be found outside the Church 
and many false ones in it. 

That the truth of religion cannot be established by historical 
oriteria, but by manifestation of spiritual life. 

That the chief end of man is not to be found in what is so 
often called the solidarity of an improved race, but in the 
highest individual good of each and all, and that immortality 
will take the form of transmigration. 
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JOHANN GOTTFRIED HERDER. 

185. What were the characteristics of Herder? He took 
an opposite ground to that of Kant with respect to the various 

religions. Instead of sweeping away all that preceded Christ¬ 
ianity, he included them all in a historio development. He made 
history a continuation of the operations of nature. He followed 
Lessing in this respect. 

He rejected the idea of an extra-mundane or supra-mundane God. 
He said: "God is not the world and certainly the world is not 
God. But, as far as I oan see, this extra and supra do not help 
the matter." He disbelieved all special purposes of God, as 
breaking the chain of nature and interfering with the totality 
of a beneficent world order. Those who assign to God special 
purposes generally do so in their own selfish interest and per- , 
haps against the interests of somebody else. He regarded so- 
called Providenoe as a magical power which narrow and selfish 
minds use for their own ends. He, on the contrary, preferred a 
conception which thought of God as interested in the whole of 
nature. Man is the link between two worlds, and he alone of 
created things reaches into a supersensual realm and lays hold 
on immortality. As the world of natural order was brought out 
of chaos, so reason and equity are evolved out of a confusion of 
rude powers, and this, in part, is man's task. 

186. That was Herder's idea of revelation? He regarded 
it as simply a providential direction of the human mind. It is 
not opposed to man’s reason, but it unfolds it. He protested 
against that mechanical theory which makes the inspired person 
"a mere organ pipe for the wind to blow through, a hollow machine 
without any thought of its own". "Should the eye be made blind 
to enable us to see?" Inspiration is the illumination and 
arousing of the best powers of the mind. Herder defined Christ¬ 
ianity to be "the knowledge of God as the Father", and as such 
He was revealed by Christ. 

187. How would he criticize the early Church? Instead 
of worshipping Christ as the embodiment of the true religion of 
humanity, the Church drifted into "an unthinking worship of His 
person and his cross. Sacrifice and the crucifixion of the 
flesh became the basis of fanaticism, branching into celibacy, 
asceticism, pessimistic contempt for the present life, and chil- 
iastic hopes for the speedy end of the world. Herder loved the 
Bible, but he interpreted it freely, as a book written by men 
and for men. 

GOETHE. 

188. What first led Goethe to dissent from traditional the¬ 
ology? He felt that the creeds gave but a narrow and inade¬ 
quate idea of God, whereas God's infinitude is at least as great 
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and varied as all the aspects of nature wouxd indicate. 
189. How then would Goethe learn of God? Through the 

Bible; but also through nature, music and art; through every 
- ' ■ ■ -noble deeds, which are tne rexlection beauty of charaoter, and »w. - 

of God's goodness; through every noblest human relationship an 
every joy and satisfaction of life. 

190. That was his belief as to the origin of religion? 
He believed that great men, in different lands ^and ages, had 

disoerned each some particular aspect of the divine nature a,n 
that, even if we admit a measure of good in them all, \ve snax 
have learned but little of the Infinite; and if this be true, no 
religion with its contribution, however small, should be despis- 

6Cl • 
191. Kow did he dissent from the ethics of Kant? ^ Both 

Goethe and Schiller made vigorous war upon his cold and hard 
system of morality. It seemed to them only suited to slaves un¬ 
der the lash. They would have rather the joyous ana loving obed¬ 
ience of children. Goethe could not endure the sense ox duty 
prescribed in hard and fast lines. The very idea oi command 
seemed to him humiliating, as implying resistance or unwilling¬ 

ness, and suggesting force. 
192. What elements did Kant honor in Christianity? 

Its moral earnestness, its acute and truthful diagnosis of sin 
and man's moral necessity, as growing out of radical evil, 
idea of atonement, grace, salvation through another s suffering, 
wa3 distasteful to him. Goethe held precisely the opposite po¬ 
sition. He disliked the austere elements which attracted Kant 
and gloried in the compassion and grace and redeeming love, 
while he could never brook the terrors of the law. 

1S3. What was Goe the's view of immortality? Re traced 
the notion of a continuation of our mental powers hereafter to 
their irrepressible activity. "For", he said, if I work un¬ 

to the end of my life, nature is under obligation uo ceasingly nature 
show me another form of existence". What Goethe hoped for was 
not a spiritual heaven, but one of just such activities as he 
was pursuing here, just as the Mohammedan or the Indian prefig¬ 
ured the heaven of his choice. ^ 

194. What was Goethe's conception of morality? He tnought 
of it as a God-given power, not an altruistic development spring¬ 
ing from the oompact of society. It is innate and original line 
ness and beauty of nature. It is revealed in largest measure in 
great and gifted souls, and these by their deeds and teachings 
have raised others, and created standards. 

195. What was Goethe's general view of life? He stood 
at the opposite pole from all asceticism. He was an unrestrain¬ 
ed child of nature and believed that this world was made to be 
enjoyed. He would cultivate all the highest powers, but he aiso 
was too lax with regard to some of the lowest. He was noc a 
safe leader for the self-indulgent masses. He thought it onlig- 
atory on man to combine duty and pleasure. He was opposed to 
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the hard, dry, metaphysical morality of Kant on the one hand, 
and the ascetic, other-vrcrldly, and sfelf-immolating rigors of 
ecclesiastioism, on the other. He commended acquiescence in the 
ordering of nature, but the peaoe of God which he thus found 
consisted largely in doing as he had a mind to. His ethics were 
emphatically Hellenistic and optimistic. 

196. What was his attitude toward Christ? One of great 
reverence. This he glowingly expressed shortly before his death. 
The four gospels were aooepted, not as literal history, but as 
true reflections of the loftiness which went out from the person 
of Christ. He said: MI bow before Him as the Divine revelation 
of the highest principle of morality." 

JOHANN GOTLIED * FICHTE. 

197. What were some of the distinctive features of Fichte's 
philosophy? (a) He first fully applied Kant's philosophy to 
religion. He defined religion as the representation of the 
moral law under divine command. 

(b) He had first been repelled by the persecuting orthodoxy of 
the Church; then he was even more disgusted with the frivolous 
profane scepticism of the "illumination", "the empty and unedi¬ 
fying chatter of free thinking". "We are wearied by it’ , he 
said; "we feel its emptiness, the nullity of what it gives us in 
respect of that 3ense of the Eternal which is found after all to 
be ineradical in us." 

(c) He distinguished religion from morality by the fact that, 
while the latter drives cr constrains us, the former leads or 
allures us to the beautiful, the good, and the true. ( ''Religion 
la a Mnsg.iUs.ua fuiMtoaeAtal Alaaailiiaa oX aaui." it is an 
inner spirit which penetrates all our thought and.action. 

(d) Fichte verged closely upon pantheism when he said: "But so 
soon as roan abolishes himself purely, entirely to the very root, 
God alone remains and is all in all; man can produce no God for 
himself, but he can do away with self as the great negation, and 
then he passes into God.’" 

(e) He seemed to think that corporeity is all that separates 
,us from God, as limiting us in time and space, yet he dared not 
quite admit this conclusion. 

if) In the truly religious men, moved by love to God, "there 
is no fear in regard to the future, for the Absolutely Blessed 
is continually leading him towards it; no penitence for the past, 

for in so far as he was not in God he was nothing. 
(g) Fichte‘s views concerning the Church and the function of 

its public teachers is so unique and so suggestive of burning 
questions of the times that I quote Pfleiderer's rendering of 
them, as follows, - the easygoing ethics of the passage will not 
win assent, "it is the special function of the minister of the 
Church to perform in the name of all, what is properly the duty 
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of all. To this and they must atart from that on whioh all art 
agreed, namely, the aymhol; hut they muat alao gobjyond the 
symbol to that on whloh all ought to he agreed. Ministers muat 

’have a grasp of the beat and most assured results of the moral 
oulture of their age, and must lead the people to it. To tnaa 
end it is necessary that they should see deeper than the indi¬ 
viduals into the meaning of the symbols, and have a more pro¬ 
found, more learned insight into the moral idea; at the same 
time they must not go too fast, nor betake themselves away from 
the oommon oonsoiousness of the others, since in that oaso they 
would no longer be speaking to all, or in the name of all, but 
only in their own. They have a right to utter their private con¬ 
victions in the character of scholars, but not in their public 
funotion as teachers of the people or servants of the State. 
"For in the sphere in which he is a teacher of the people or an 
offioial, the minister is not a*,scholar, and where he is a schol¬ 
ar he is not a teacher or offioial. It would be an oppression 
of oonsoienoo to forbid him to set forth his peouliar views in 
learned writings; but it is quite right to forbid him to produce 
them in the pulpit, and if he is properly enlightened it is un- 
oonsoientious of him to do so.’ It is the bounden auty of every 
one who has to Influence the people with a view to their prac¬ 
tical oonviotion, to treat the symbol as the basis of instruc¬ 
tion; it is by no means his duty to believe it in his own heart. 
The aymbol is changeable, and should be undergoing constant 
ohange by good, useful, practical teaching. This, fiirther pro¬ 
gress, this elevation of the symbol, is the very spirit of Pro¬ 
testantism, if that word is to have any meaning. To cleave to 
what is old, to strive to bring the general understanding to a 
standstill, is the spirit of Papistry. The Protestant starts 
from the symbol, but goes on to the Infinite; the Papist goes to 
the symbol as his ultimate goal; and he who does the latter is 
a Papist in form and spirit, though the contents of the propos¬ 
itions beyond which he desires that mankind should not go should 
be Lutheran or Calvinistio or of any other creed. 

S CHLEISRMACHER. 

108. What were Sohleiermaoher1s antecedents? He was of 
Moravian ancestry and was born and reared in a community of the 
Brethren of Hernhut. He had been well trained and he evinced a 
devout spirit, but he at length broke with the iaith of his 
fathers, though he was equally at variance with the coarse scep¬ 
ticism of the Illumination. He was an idealist, at length, but 
his abiding religious spirit saved him from that onesided nar- 

consoiousness" seen in the Romanticists. rowness of the empty - 
He leaned toward the higher idealism of Piato and Spinoza. 

199. How did he 
of oonsoiousness? 
mony of the universe 

modify his idealism, or subjective religion 
He bound it to the natural order and har- 

Otherwise, he thought, it would be a mere 
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9hadow with no corresponding substance. 
200. What was his estimate of Spinoza? He admired him 

almost to the length of worship. '‘Join me”, he said, ’'in offer¬ 
ing a tribute to the manes of the holy and rejected Spinoza. In 
holy innocence and deep humility he reflected in himself the 
eternal world and saw in turn how he himself was its chosen mir¬ 
ror; full of religion was he and full of the Holy Spirit.” But 
the admirer was more devout than the admired. 

201. In what respect did Schleiermacher dissent from 3(ant 
and his followers? He rejected the notion that religion is 
a thought out and elaborated intellectual product, destitute of 
all the immediateness and feeling which are most essential to 
worship. "The Wolfian Illumination", says Pfleiderer, "had re¬ 
duced religion to a set of reasonable thoughts about God and the 
world; Kant had reduced it to moral maxims and postulates; ev¬ 
ery one had scored out and banished from religion all feeling 
and imagination." 
- 202. Into what other extreme did Schleiermacher run? 

To the very opposite. He saw almost nothing in religion but 
feeling and impressions. Others had made it a thing of feature¬ 
less abstractions; he founded all upon emotions and experiences 
which might, or might not, prove universally valid. In heading 
off a powerful and dangerous drift of the times, his influence 
was very great. Had he been less onesided and extreme, he.would 
have been a masterly apologist. He was a champion of the relig¬ 
ion of the heart. 

203. How did he dispose of the weak arguments which had 
been used in defence of the Christian faith? He built very 
little upon dogma or Church authority, and he despised all com¬ 
mercial or political arguments, such as the value of religion to 
society, or the state. ’’For such ends as these, religion will 
not come down to you from heaven. Why do you not fix your eyes 
on the religious life itself?” He looked upon religion a.s neith¬ 
er metaphysics nor morals, though involving both, but something 
to be welcomed for its own lofty nature’s sake. "The example of 
women", he said, ”shows that it is possible to be moral without 
knowing any doctrine of morals.” 

204. What was Schleiermacherls ruling thought with regard 
to the soul’s relation to the Infinite? It is man’s duty and 
privilege to think of himself as a mote in the universal sun¬ 
shine of the universe. The all in him and himself in the all. 
"Viewing the universe, I pray you, familiarize yourselves -with 
this idea; it is the pivot of my whole discourse; it is the 
highest and universal formula of religion, from which we may 
find out her nature and her limits. The true object of relig¬ 
ious contemplation then is the Universe. This is to be seen im¬ 
mediately nowhere, mediately everywhere in the life and nature 
o f man." 
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205. Present a summary of some of Sohleiermaoher*s raligio- 
philosophical concepts. 

(a) Religion is differentiated by the differences of those who 
experience it, and none should be intolerant toward another, 
inly religious systems are intolerant. 

(b) Religion is in its nature quiet and peaceful and forgetful 
of self. To urge certain forms and acts upon others is presump¬ 
tuous, though as means merely, they may be useful to us. 

(c) A miracle is only an event which the religious fancy of 
believers clothes with wonder and mystery. 

(d) Revelation is every new disclosure of the universe and the 
inner life of the universe to man. 

(e) Inspiration is the general expression for the fulness of 
freedom determined by the highest spirit or genius. 

(f) Prophecy is any foroasting of what remains of an event 
which has half appeared. 

(g) Scriptures as commonly apprehended are splendid expres¬ 
sions of a spiritual life once felt by their authors; but now, 
as dead books, they are a kind of mausoleum from which a living 
spirit has fled. 

(h) Nor can we know God by building up a conception of Him out 
of labelled characteristics which somebody has grouped and list¬ 
ed in formulas. He must be revealed in the individual soul, 

. (i) It matters little whether we think of God as personal or 
not; either view may be attended with a like intensity of feel¬ 
ing. 

(j) The common idea of inmortality is self-contradictory; for 
how can we think of existence in time as endless or infinite? 
True immortality, .according to 3ch.leierma.cher, is this: ’In the 
midst of the finite to be one with the Infinite and to be eter¬ 
nal at each moment; that is the immortality of true religion.” 

(k) Schleiermacher shows the same inconsistency as our modem 
agnostics, e.g. Herbert Spencer. He denies to us the possibil¬ 
ity of knowing God., and yet he presupposes a definite notion of 
Him whom we cannot know. 

(l) Schleiermacher held that the great achievement of Christ 
lay in the clearness with which He showed that all that is fin¬ 
ite needs help from the Infinite. 

(m) The Holy Scriptures became Bible by their own power; they 
rose naturally into*their own place, but they were not proscrip¬ 
tive of other sacred books. 

(n) Schleiermacher grew into greater reverence toward Christ 
as life advanced. He welcomed various mediators at first, but 
came, at last, to know but One as ’'the perfect type of goodness, 
whose complete God consciousness was the one original place of 
the being of God in man and the infinitely active power of re¬ 
demption and atonement for the race.” 
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D3S CARTfiS • 

206. What was the philosophy of Des Cartes? Rene Dei 
Cartes, who was born in 1596, became sceptical of all preoeding * 
philosophy. Ke assumed that we must first dear the way by 
doubting everything. Yet one thing we are sure of; we think. 
"CQfcito. erao sum.11 Prom this starting point, Des Cartes rea¬ 
soned out many things in regard to one’s own mental powers. 
Then, from our innate ideas and their conclusions we may build 
up other and wider ranges of truth, e.g. We have an idea of God, 
This could only have been implanted in us by a real correspond¬ 
ing being. We think of Him as the most perfect being, and as 
reality is a necessary perfection of such a being, God must ne¬ 
cessarily be real. In like manner, various attributes of God 
were reasoned out. Des Cartes too widely separated the duality 
of mind and matter. Matter is essentially extension, mind is 
essentially thought. The body he regarded as a skilful piece of 
mechanism, with the soul located in the pineal gland of the 
brain. Body and soul may each have a degree of independence; 
the relation is only a sort of expedient. 

HEGEL. 

2\i7. What was the achievment of Georg Wilhelm Prederich He¬ 
gel? Pfleiderer ascribes to him the theory that the differ¬ 
ent religions of the world are the stages in the development of 
the religious nature of man. Each prepared the way for a higher. 
Some of these stages still coexist, Petishism being the lowest 
and Christianity the highest. In this, the absolute religion, 
the mind of man for the first time becomes conscious of its 
freedom in God. 

208. What difference does Pfleiderer point out between He¬ 
gel and Schleiermacher? He leans too much to the intellect¬ 
ual element in religion, while Schleiermacher makes everything 
of feeling. Yet Hegel, in his intellectual way, exhibits a deep 
conviction, devotion, and even pathos of the heart. He speaks 
of religion as a consciousness absolutely free, the conscious¬ 
ness of absolute truth. 

2u9. What is the fundamental thought in the Hegelian phil¬ 
osophy of religion? "it proves religion tc be true by recog¬ 
nizing in it the process and the form of consciousness by which 
the spirit lifts itself up from its natural restriction to the 
true freedom of God which its essence requires." 

210. How did he regard the theory of Schleiermacher and the 
faith philosophers, that feeling is the chief element in relig¬ 
ion? He did not deny that God may import emotion to the hu¬ 
man soul, but he criticized the undue emphasis given to feeling. 
Peeling may be good or baa, true or mistaken. Reason must have 
a voice in the matter. When one attempts to draw arguments from 
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his feelings, it is time to close the discussion. Even the love 
of Sod in the heart must be more than an Impulse; it must becone 
a state and so constitute character. Peeling is always largely 
concerned with self, while reason in her exercise and enthusiasm 
of truth will forget herself. 

211. What was Hegel's idea of faith? It is not an accu~ 
mulated mass of outside testimonies; it must have taken root in 
the consciousness as a living plant of righteous rue 83. It is more 
than belief in proofs. Real faith has a degree of reciprocity. 
It is the Divine and the human spirit witnessing together. 
“What is my doing is then God’s doing and conversely." 

212. What is Hegel’s starting point in his dialectic? 
He begins with the notion rather than with the fact; in this 

regard following Plato, and not Aristotle. Thus, the notion or 
fundamental idea cf religion has unfolded itself by a gradual 
development of the par^icu lap religions of history. The early 
childlike cults had only dim and partial conceptions. These ma¬ 
tured into various higher types, as the loftiness of the Hebrew 
religion, the beauty of the Greek, and the outward utility, of 
the Roman. Then came the absolute religion in Christianity, in 
which the notion became phe nonvenon. notion and appearance coin¬ 
cided. 

213. What was Hegel’s view of man s primeval state? 
It was one in which the spirit was at one with nature, and. was 

not one of superior excellence. There was only a negative con¬ 
dition. The loss of such innocent insensibility was not an ix— 

r,ut rather a divine necessity 
lament 

DUv 

from che first, an e 
In the 
healing. 

remediable misfortune, 
supposed evil there was, - , 
The highest good of man must come through discipline ana con- 
soious choice and purpose. One is reminded of the principle of 
tht old Druids chat moral security could only come through ex¬ 
perience and victory. t 

214. What element runs through all Hegel s speculations? 
It is an all-controlling idealism. He builds nothing on tne 

foundation of historic facts, except as they may he employed as 
selected material for his theories. For example, he ignores tne 
historic foundation of Christianity in Judaism. On the same 
principle, he constructs a trinity of nis own, vi~• ♦ (&) **0 *, 
himself in eternity; (b) God as self divided in time, and the 
history of redemption; (c) God as returning within hinsel*, in^ 
the proccss of atonement. Thus only do we xind God diet 
ing Himself from Himself. The idea of numbers and also that ox 
different personalities is rejected., 

215. What profound conception (whether true or i-a^se) en¬ 
ters into Hegel's theory of God's triune manifestation? 

He holds that every living being has in itself elements of 
contradiction. "Only dead intellect is self-same and identical, 
but in the idea the contradiction is solvers, and only the solu¬ 
tion is the spiritual unity.B 
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216. What is Pfleiderer’s comment on this point? 
He says: ‘'This philosophy of Christianity reaohes its highest 

ground in its doctrine of the division and atonement of the 
spirit. This is one of the proroundest contributions ever made 
to this central idea of the religion of redemption. The differ¬ 
ence lies in the very nature of God, but receives a definite ex¬ 
istence as an independent other, as world; but as the world de¬ 
rives its existence entirely from C-od it is destined to return 
to its origin, and to pass from the division to the atonement." 

217. What was Hegel’s view of the admission of evil into 
the world? Evil accompanies human freedom from the first and 
as its first manifestation; freedom in its nature implies oppo¬ 
sition as a possibility and could net otherwise be known even to 
oneself. 

218. What was his view of atonement? It is the overcom¬ 
ing of all division or antagonism between ourselves and our¬ 
selves, and between our spirit and the Divine spirit. Man can 
truly know himself only when he is taken up into God in friendly 
relations, and this conscious oneness is made possible by God’s 
condescension to us as Man. "Spirit enters into the conscious¬ 
ness of religious - not philosophic - humanity in the form of a 
visible object." 

219. What was his estimate of Christ? The Go cl man is not 
recognized as a historic reality, but only as a necessity in the 
consciousness of the Church. Christ’s preaching, full of heav¬ 
enly pathos and power, convinced man that the reconciliation of 
God to man was a reality. "Seek ye first the kingdom of God"; 
’’Blessed are the pure in heart" - "such words", says Fichte, 
"belong to the greatest that have ever been uttered." "The king¬ 
dom of heaven and purity of heart contain a far greater depth 
of meaning than the inwardness (or subjectivity) of Socrates." 
The fullness of Christ’s divine relationship as a power of atone¬ 
ment appeared only after His death, not in the ordinary sense of 
a vicarious sacrifice, but as a more complete realization of the 
Divine in the hearts of the Church. 

SCHOPEITHAUER, THE PESSIMIST. 

220. Briefly describe his system. A disciple of Kant in 
the main, he soon branched from Kant's distinction between the 
subjective concept and the thing; in itself, and reached the con¬ 
clusion that the concept itself is illusive and that the only 
thing we can be conscious of is will. Will is the one thing 
that is known to us immediately and not like everything else as 
merely given in idea. 

(a) The will is, therefore, the comprehensive thing jhi itself. 
It is all in all. 

(b) This universal and all governing will is a blind, uncon- 
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solous force. Intellect, as a funotion of the brain, it a ser¬ 
vant or instrument of the will, a sort of lamp to shine on its 
path. 

(o) Everything objective is idea and thus only appearance. 
(d) And yet we are told that intellect, which represents and 

originates idea, is only a function of the brain - a flat con¬ 
tradiction. 

,fe) The evil of the world and how to get rid of it, is^ the un¬ 
derlying theme of all Schopenhauer’s speculations. And nis 
method of redemption is not that of Christ, but rather that of 
Buddha. The world itself is evil. Schopenhauer’s gospel is the 
gospel of pessimism. 

(f) Schopenhauer adopted the severest types of Augustinian 
dogma, only with a view to subsidizing them in proof of his pes¬ 
simistic viev^s of the world. ^ , 

(g) The end of his speculations led to the goal 01 world des- 
truction. "Nihilism”, says Pfleiderer, ,!is the eschatology of 
this philosophy." Evil is inwrought in the whole world order. 
"Man’s greatest sin is in being bora.” In the necessary con¬ 
flict of volitions, all evil lies. Harlxnan, a disciple of Schop* 
enhauer, involves God himself in the same struggle, and eternal 
nothing i3 the remedy. 

LOTZB. 

221. What is Pfleiderer's characterization of Lotze? 
He evidently regards him highly, as a fair minded ana well 

balanced philosophical writer. He recognizes the merit of 
Lotze's work in dealing with the pluralism of Herbart and oth¬ 
ers, where Lotze proves conclusively that the soul-like entities 
(monads), which with Leibnitz he admits, cannot act and interact 
in the harmony of the world with the interference and direction 
of some intelligent and absolute Spirit. Lotze thus really 
works out his proof of the being of God from the interaction of 
Leibnitzian monads. Leibnitz explained this interaction by an 
inner sequence of the peculiar states cf the monads. Lotze 
showed that this were impossible without a common bona, in an 
outer force. , 

222. therein does Pfleiderer approve, and hew aces ne dis¬ 
agree? He approves Lotze’s clear insistence that the C-od 
whose existence he proves, must be intelligent and personal - at 
least that it is more reasonable to suppose Him tc be possessed 
of personality than to be merely a vague and unthinkable intel¬ 
ligence or power without personality or purpose. Pfleiderer 
takes issue with what he considers his extreme idealism m re¬ 
garding spiritual existence as the only reality, and tne visible 
world only a phantom world in which God, who thinks the world, 
also enables men to think it, or imagine it, though it ha3 no 
more substantial reality. 
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COMTE. 

223. What is Positivism? It arose in connection with 
Auguste Comte, who was born in 1798,and who held that intelli¬ 
gence in its development passes through three stages, viz.: 
(a) The theological or fictitious; lb) The metaphysical or ab¬ 
stract; (c) The positive or scientific. In the theological, the 
mind resorts to anthropomorphisms and the supposed interference 
of supernatural beings. In the metaphysical stage, the anthro¬ 
pomorphic and miraculous are done away, and causality is magni¬ 
fied and abstract forces are recognized, though in fact they are 
mere negations. The third, or positive stage, dispenses with 
both anthropomorphism and causality and depends on law. 

224. How does Comte's realism appear? He held that the 
mind addresses itself to facts and phenomena. By law is meant 
only the relations of phenomena. Concrete reality takes the 
place of all superstition and all metaphysics alike. Comte 
greatly extended the application of physical science and its 
methods to mental and moral philosophy, and especially, to so¬ 
ciological questions. The social relations of man were every¬ 
thing and there was no need of God. The only religion was tha 
religion of humanity. 

225. What were the contents of Comte's philosophic system 
as a religion? It was a religion having neither God nor soul 
but, what Pfleiderer calls the chief fetish, of humanity. As 
humanity had its origin upon the earth, Comte represented, the 
earth also is the "great fetish." As to man, the female sex en¬ 
joys the highest place in his system, as being specially endowed 
with feeling. In the Church of humanity, many great names of 
felstory, as Moses, Homer, Shakespeare, Frederick the Great, etc., 
art applied to the months; names of heroes of the second grade 
are assigned to the Sundays of the year; but Jesus and the Pro¬ 
testant Reformers are omitted. A miilenial future of sociolog¬ 
ical religion was prefigured by Comte. What was fantastic in 
his system soon fell away, but his application of physical sol* 
ence to mind survives. 

HERBERT SPENCER. 

228. Give a brief characterization of Mr. Spencer. 
He was born in Derby in 1820, and for a time was a civil en¬ 

gineer. Becoming a philosopher, he subsidized, the positivist 
doctrine that physical science may cover many of the subjective 
processes of thought and emotion, and finally, through a very 
wide generalization of facts and experiences of mankind, he con¬ 
structed a complete theory of evolution, in which Darwin's doc¬ 
trine of man*s physical development from lower forms of life was 
extended to intellect and morals and to all social and political 
interests of human history. Sehv/egier sets forth Spencer’s com- 
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plete chain of development thus: First in order o? evolution is 
the formation of simple aggregates of atoms, e.g. moleoules, 
spheres, systemsj then, the evolution of more complex aggregates 
or organisms I then the evolution of the highest product oi or 
ganization - thought; and lastly, the evolution of the complex 
relations existing between thinking organisms, or sooiety, With 
its regulative laws both civil and moral. Spencer s greatest 
work lies in his support and extension of Darwin s theory oi ev¬ 
olution and in his application of it to anthropology and sociol¬ 

ogy. 

OTTO PPL?. IDE HER. 

227. What is the merit of Pfieiderer? This eminent the¬ 
ological Professor in the University of Berlin must be regarded 
as one of the ablest men of our time, in his analyticax_po»>er au 
applied to theology and especially to philosophy. His^nectures 
on the Philosophy of Religion, published in four translatea vol¬ 
umes by Williams and Norgate, London, are a marvel of labor and 
research and deep insight; and his Gifford. Lectures, ox 1894, 

country by G. ?• Putnam s Sons, sustain his published in this 
high reputation. 

228. What is 
being an orthodox 

his position? (a) Pfieiderer is far from 
theologian; his rationalizing tendency is very 

marked, but he seems fair and discriminating, and in this view 
he has rendered valuable service. There is scarcely one of the 
renowned philosophers of Europe in whose speculations he has not 
oointed out grave, and in most cases, fatal flaws. And he has 
treatly neutralized their influence by showing how they have de¬ 
voured each other. Ho careful student of Pfieiderer can be led 
into any blind fascination for Kant, or Hegel, or Hume, much 
less for Comte or Schopenhauer. 

(b) Pfieiderer rejects tlie forniuX&s ot tradition^-!, dogmatism, 
as he regards it; but he equally and more contemptuously rejects 
the coarse and illogical scepticism of the German Illumination 
and the English Deism. He also dissents from the hard intellec 
tual morality of Kant. He finds a real content of pure and aof- 
ty religion in the Church, though he cannot accept literalness 
and stiff uncompromising dogma. He finds in the Scripture^, a 
poetical, and sometimes even mythical, element, which he aeems 
valuable, and quite consistent with the theory of a divine rev¬ 

elation. „ _ , . 
(c) Pfieiderer gives full value to theoretical knowledge, cut 

he also supplements and strengthens it with practical Knowledge. 
He says: "While theoretical knowledge must be always relative 
and approximate, and must come short of absolute truth, it re¬ 
ceives from the practical side a supplement which raises it to 
full conviction." Thus our consciousness demands the assumption 
of the reality of the outer world, and practically also we are 
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constrained to make that reality the basis of our purposes and 
acts. And then our author e.dds: ’it is not otherwise with the 
conviction of the reality of God; it JL§. £.&£. X&.a&Ui 
at from the agreement of theoretical ar>niments_ an.4. P.^aptipal 
motives. 

(d) Pfleiderer maintains that the Scriptures are all the bet¬ 
ter for being couched in such simple or poetic or allegorical 
terms as appeal to all classes, even the little child, instead 
of using exact and scientific terms. It could not otherwise 
meet the wants of mankind of all ranks and in all ages. It is 
enough that they cont?.in the truth, and that in warm and vital¬ 
izing expressions. 

CONCLUSION 

In following the course of philosophic speculations for the 
last three oenturies, though in brief outline, v,o are impressed 

11) With the variety and contrariety of the systems that have 
had eaoh its day; and with the futility of them all as means oi 
finding out God, or discovering the secret of the universe. 
Sven the nature and operations of the human spirit have eluded 
human scrutiny in large degree, and the theories that have been 
advanced as to the sources and development of knowledge have 
been numerous and conflicting. Our conviction is only deepened 
that if God is to be known by mankind, Ke must be self revealed. 
Philosophy finds no substitute for a Divine revelation, and the 
clearest form of revelation is that given through a Divine per¬ 
sonality in human form and possessing human sympathies. 

{2) The place occupied by philosophy has been so large, the 
study of it has been so thorough, so manifold, so long continued 
and so complete, that the question what it can and what it can¬ 
not do, ought to be well nigh settled; no new system of meta¬ 
physics can hope to solve those mysteries of existence which 
have so long baffled the greatest intellects. 

13) No one system of philosophy has survived as a system. The 
best of them have only left some deposit of influence, to be 
utilized, though perhaps modified or even distorted by succeed¬ 
ing philosophers. There are today no implicit followers of 
Spinoza, or Leibhitz, or Kant, or Hegel. Those who sympathize 
most with Comte, take many exceptions and all reject his fantas¬ 
tic social theories, and only join in his worship of hard human 
facts. It is too soon to judge of Spencer's place, but already 
he has begun to wane. 

(4) Philosophy has shown its inadequacy a3 a gospel of hope 
for the masses of men. It only appeals to thinkers and leaves 
the untaught multitudes with only a stone instead of brean. 
Plato recognized the fact that his teachings were only for the 
thoughtful; and similar sentiments were expressed by Voltaire. 
Still some of the German philosophers have condescendingly re- 
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lacked the intelligence to grasp philosophy. The one thing that 
is certain, is that throughout the last three centuries of met¬ 
aphysical speculation, men have needed as much as ever the sup¬ 
port and solace of the Christian faith. And those who have cho¬ 
sen to despise Christianiy, as effete and useless, have seen 
ever increasing manifestations of its power. 

But, on the other hand, it is worth our while to note, with 
just discrimination, the good which philosophy has accomplished# 

(a) Its manifold development and progress have given impres¬ 
sive demonstration of the universal striving of mankind to solve 
the mystery of life and of the universe in which we live - our 
origin, our destiny, and the relations of the finite to the In¬ 
finite, of man to God. The highest intellects of the world have 
given their best energies to these problems. And the longings 
of human hearts to hold converse with the world of spirits and 
with the powers of a life to come, have given added presupposi¬ 
tions to the immortality of the soul. 

£b) Philosophy has furnished a wholesome corrective to the er¬ 
rors of a dogmatio and corrupt ecciesiasticism. Sven Protest¬ 
antism has received from philosophy many a check upon fanaticism 
and better and more accurate methods of interpretation. From 
the time of Constantine to the rise of scholasticism, tne Church 
slumbered on in ignorant subjection to an unquestioned and in¬ 
creasingly corrupt dogmatism, and the world grew ever darker. 
Even the extravagant speculations of the Scholastics - nay, even 
the Mohammedan philosophy of Averrhoes - was better than that; 
and none oan doubt that the scrutinizing eye of philosophy has 
exercised a wholesome vigil over an exaggerated infallibility 
of ecclesiastical dogma. 

(c) Philosophy has helped to adjust the relations of tradit¬ 
ional faith to the modern developments of science. On.the one 
hand, it has itself furnished answers and defenoes against the 
overconfident assumptions of extreme theorists who, practically 
denying the true meaning of science, have urged their crude spec¬ 
ulations as scientific verities; on the other hand, it has cor¬ 
rected the onesided judgment of sincere but misguided defenders 
of the faith and broadened their capacity to apprehend truth in 
its symmetry. It has virtually driven materialism from the 
field, and its best expounders have maintained the belief in a 
personal God, as against the theories of blind, unconscious law. 

(d) Philosophy has put the ban of discredit upon all low, 
coarse and presumptuous forms of unphilosophic and scoffing 
types of infidelity, from the German Illumination down to Paine 
and Ingersoll. It*has raised the discussion of the greatest and 
most solemn questions of life to a. grade of dignity iar above 
the scale of platform buffoonery or witty sneers. 


